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ABSTRACT

Ten eighth grade United States history books were examined to determine
the extent to which they reflected the pluralistic nature of the United States;
promoted the concept of global interdependence; and, were educationally sound.
A group of independent reviewers was asked to review and rate the textbooks
according to criteria approved by a Michigan Department of Education social
studies textbook review steering committee.

A descriptive report of the study was prepared by Michigan Department of
Education staff in two volumes. Volume I includes a Description of the Study;
Summary of Findings and Recommendations by Individual Reviewers; Editorial
Commentary; and, Appendices.

Volume II includes the checklists which were completed by reviewers.
Complete copies of Volumes I and II are available in all Michigan intermediate
school district offices, regional educational media centers, the State of
Michigan Library and through ERIC. (Both volumes are also available on
micro fiche at the same locations.)

The major findings of the study are:

1) consistent\taith what was noted in previous
Michigan Department of Education studies, the
publishers of the materials reviewed have
continued their attempts, with varying degrees
of success, to develop instructional materials
which accurately portray the pluralistic
nature of our society;

2) none of the textbooks examined in this study
were adequate in all respects and categories in
regard to omissions, stereotypes, distortions
and bias; however, it was good to note that one
of the textbooks received the highest posSible
positive rating by nine out of a possible seventeen
reviewers, the treatment of Blacks in all ten
books was significantly better than results
found in earlier studies; and, six of the ten books
reviewed received high marks in regard to sex equity;

3) in regard to the treatment of American Indians,
Hispanics, the handicapped and bilingual education
students, a Large number of deficiencies were
identified by the reviewers;

ii
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4) all of the reviewers who paid particular
attention to the global/international aspects
of the textbooks agreed that the interaational
aspects of our history and our contemporary
society are grossly underrepresented, references
to other peoples and nations of the world are
weak and frequently present distorted views of
those cultures . .'. and portray the peoples of
Africa, Asia and elsewhere as passive rather than
active participants in history; and,

5) in terms of educational soundness, scholarship
and readability, the comments and ratings of
reviewers responsible for those areas were, in
'general, positive in nature; however, the reviewers
made very definite recommendations for improvement.

iii
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FOREWORD

The 1982-83 Study of Selected Eighth Grade United States History
Textbooks was conducted in accordance with Section 1173 of The School Code
of 1976. Preliminary work on the project began in the fall of 1980. The
survey, to determine which textbooks to review, was conducted in the
spring of 1981; the reviewers completed their work by September 1981;
a completed draft of the report was presented to the State Board of Education
in January 1984 for its consideration; and, initial printing of the report
is being distributed in April 1984.

This year's report includes an Introduction, Description of the Study,
Individual Reviewers Findings and Recommendations, Discussion of Results,
Individual Reviewers Completed Evaluation Criteria Checklists and Appendices.
Those interested in 1) the general progress being made by publishers in
regard to the development of eighth grade United States history textbooks
which are bias free, and 2) the-degree to which appropriate school officials
are selecting materials which accurately and positively portray the
pluralistic, interdependent and global nature of our society will be
particularly interested in this report.

It is good to discover in the results that, in regard to the Blacks
and sex equity categories, which were included in the study, all of the books
reviewed contained evidence to support the concl ion that progress is being
made by publishers in providing textbooks that a curately and positively
portray these two groups. At the same time, some of the findings are cause
for concern. There is a need for much improvement-in- regard to significant
deficiencies found in relation to categories such as the American Indians
and Hispanics. In particular, this study documents the need for publishers*
to provide instructional materials which reflect the pluralistic and
interdependent nature of our world.

We have been fortunate in having the services of some outstanding
educators who participated in the study. I wish to express my thanks and
appreciation to the members of the Michigan Department of Education steering
committee, the reviewers and others who assisted in this project.

iv

Phillip E. Runkel
Superintendent of
Public Instruction
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INTRODUCTION

This report on the 1982-83 Michigan Study of Selected Eighth Grade
United States History Textbooks has been prepared in accordance with
Section 1173 of the Michigan General School Laws of 1976. (Appendix A )

There are also State Board of Education policy and position statements and
guidelines which serve as a. basis for the conducting of studies to determine
the degree to'which social studies instructional materials used in Michigan
schools accurately and positively portray our pluralistic society, promote
the concept of global interdependence and are educationally sound. (Michigan

State Board of Education Policy and Position Statements on Multicultural
Education, Michigan Department of Education Guidelines for Global Education,
The Common Goals of Michigan Education, and The Essential Performance
Objectives for Social Studies)

The maj r focus of the 1982-83 study was on eighth grade United States
history book and, as was true in 1978-79 study, the scope of the review

encompassed he following categories: Black , American Indians, Women,

Hispanics, Bilingual, Gifted and Talented, H dica e , other areas of the
world (Afri a, East Europe, Middle East, Asia, Latin America and Canada),
the educari nal soundness of the materials and scholarship.

The current study is the tenth one to be conducted since the enactment
of the .textbook- law-in-1966.. A histo-r4 eal---review-o-f---the-studies was included

in the 1978-79..report which is available for review in the Department, at all

intermediate school district offices and in ERIC.

It is intended that copies of this report will be distributed to all
school districts within Michigan and that appropriate inservice education
regional workshops which focus on the findings and recommendations will be

conducted.

_
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Description of the 1982-83 Michigan Study of Selected Eighth Grade
United States History Textbooks

Preliminary work on the 1982-83 Social Studies Textbook Study
began in the Fail of 1980. The social studies textbook steering
committee met to review and comment on a proposed course of action
for conducting the study. The committee, composed of individuals
from various units within the Department (Appendix I ), was specifically
charged with the following major responsibilities:

1

1. To review and comment on the proposed plan
of action for conducting the tenth social
studies textbook study;

2. To recommend/participate in approval of
criteria for use by reviewers to evaluate
textbooks;

3. To recommend individuals with expertise
and experience in evaluating instructional
materials who could serve as reviewers;

To review drafts and final reports from
reviewers (committee members were to be
responsible for matters related to their
area of professional responsibil!.ty and
expertise e.g., race equity, sex equity,

.

hilingual) ;

5. To prepare a brief editorial commentary
report based on their review of the
findings and recommendations of particular
reviewers;

6. ,To participate in the planning and conducting
of regional dissemation workshops which would
focus on the findings and recommendations
of the project; and,

7. To assist in the evaluation of the project.

Consistent with procedures for conducting previous Michigan
textbook studies the committee met on several occasions in the 1980-81
and 1981-82 school years and:

1. Agreed with the recommendations of the
social studies specialist to focus on
eighth grade United States history books;
(see Appendix H)

)_
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2. Agreed to _proceed, as in earlier studies,
to conduct a random sample survey of school
districts to determine what eighth grade
history books were currently being used
in Michigan Schools;

3. Agreed to the same categories fo'r re'iew
as were included in the 1978-79.study,
i.e., Blacks, American Indians, Sex Equity,
Hispanics, Bilingual, Gifted and Talented,
Handicapped, Educational Soundness,
Scholarship, Readability and other areas
of the uorld; (Appendix F, pp. 427)

4. Approved the criteria checklists which
were recommended; (Appendix B )

5. Provided the social studies specialist with
recommendations.of people who might serve
as reviewers; (Appendix J )

6. Based on the results of the random sample
survey, identified ten publishers whose
materials would be reviewed; and,
(Appendix F, pp. 429)

7. Per their earlier agreement, reviewed
_..particular- reports-and checklists- from

reviewers and prepared an editorial
commentary'report (pp. 353-383)

Determining What Eighth Grade United States
History Textbooks Are Used in Michigan Schools

A primary sample and an alternate sample of equal size /
was selected in a stratified systematic manner to reflect the various
geographic areas as well as communkty types (urban, fringes, suburban
and rural) in Michigan. A letter was sent to the principal of each
school included in the sample requesting information as to what social
studies textbooks were being used in grades 7-8. (Appendix D )

Responses were received from all schools in the sample.

(Unlike what was the case in studies which preceded the 1978-79 svudy,
the 1982-83 steering committee agreed with the position taken by the
1978-79 committee in regard to categories reviewed. Tri regard to
cultural/racial/ethnic groups such as Blacks, Hispanics and Asian
Americans, it was thought that a fair analysis of the textbooks would
be one which considered the "national origin" history/heritage of
those groups.)
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Textbooks Reviewed

Letters were sent to ten of the publishers whose materiaLs
were frequently used, based on the results of the survey, informing
them of the project and requesting that they forward sufficient
copies of their eighth grade United States history textbooks to
the Department for review. (Appendix F )

One point of concern expressed by some in regard to previous
Michigan studies, and the same concern might be perceived to be
true of the 1982-83 study, has to do with the delay between when
the survey is conducted and the report is printed and distributed.
By the time the reporth are distributed, many of the books included
in the survey have been replaced by newer editions. Moreover, it
usually takes five or more years to develop and market textbooks.-
Hence, the results are thought by some to be either invalid or of
little use.

While efforts are, and will continue to be made in the future,
to review the most current books, the problem is not one that is
likely to' disappear. Mo'mover, when one reviews the results-oc the
ten studies which have been conducted, it becomes obvious to even the
most innocent of readers that' publishers and educators can consider
the findings and recommendations in regard to a particular edition
as they develop and/or select newer instructional materials.

A second point to consider 'is that in the surveys conducted prior
'to each review to determine which social studies textbooks are
currently in use within Michigan schools, information collected
shows that the copyright dates for textbooks in use in some school
districts extends back to the 50's and 60's. It-is not uncommon
to find a ten year span of time between the purcha)se of a series
for use and its replacement. This is, or course, an undesirable
state of affairs; nevertheless, it is a reality.

Categories for Review

The treatment of Blacks and minorities in rather general terms
Nighlighted the first eight Michigan studies, (1968-1977). In 1978,
the number of categories was increased based on State Board of Education
approved policy and position statements and guidelines on multicultural
education and global education (Appendix A ). The decision to include
the 1978 categories in the 1982-83 study was seen by the committee
to be a strong positive statement on behalf of the concepts of cultural
pluralism and global interdependence.



Reviewers

4
Committee members were asked to recommend individuals to

serve as reviewers who because of,their specialized knowledge,
expertise and professional experience, would undoubtedly do a
good job. Efforts were made to include as reviewers highly/pro-
fessional and competent individuals'who were themselves mepfbers
or various racial/cultural groups.

Special consideration was also given to the task of'involving
as reviewers representatives from institutions of higher education
and local school districts. In the case of the University of
Michigan-Dearborn graduate students (Appendix C ), the intent was
to involve individuals with varying years of teaching experience
at various grade levels in the project. It was hoped that by adding
this component-it would strengthen the project (teacher involvement)
and provide information about training teachers to evaluate
instructional materials which could be used in the later regional
dissemination workshops.

Initially, letters were sent to those individuals recommended
by the steering committee to serve as reviewers inviting them to
participate in the project.

A meeting of those who responded favorably to the invitation
and were located in the central area of Michigan was held in Lansing
and materials to be reviewed along with instructions for reviewing
the materials were distributed. (Appendix F ) Procedures for the
reviewers to follow were discussed. Materials and instructions were
mailed to those-unable.to attend the Lansing meeting and the social
studies specialist spoke with each by telephone one or more times to-
clarify the directions and answer questions.

co summarize, the reviewers were directed to review and evaluate
the textbooks to determine:

1, The degree to which they accurately and
positively reflect our pluralistic and
multicultural society

a. Blacks

b. American Indians

c. Hispanics

d. Women

e. Handicapped

-5-



2. The degree to which they accurately and
positively portray people from other areas
of the world and the concept of global
interdependence -

a. Africa

b. East Europe

c. (The) Middle East

d. Asia

e. Latin America

f. Canada

3. The degree to which the materials are
adequate for the needs of bilingual and
gifted students.

4. The degree to which the materials are
educationally sound, reflect a highquality
of scholarship and are appropriate for eighth
grade students in terms of readability and
writing style.

The overall task of the reviewers was:

1. To review and evaluate ten frequently used
eighth grade United States history textbooks;

2. To rate the textbooks according to designated
criteria (Appendix B ); and,

3. To provide the department with: a) a narrative
report of findings and recommendations and b)
a set of completed checklists. (Volume II of
this report)

PreNration of Final Report

The social studies specialist received the reports from individual
reviewers and distributed appropriate copies to steering committee
members. Commentary reports were prepared by committee members. The
initial complete draft document/report, ponsisting of two volumes, was
prepared and: 1) reviewed by the steering committee, and 2) presented
to the State Board of Education for its. consideration.

-6-
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John M. Chapman
Social Studies Specialist
Michigan-Department of
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PART :II

INTRODUCTION

PART [1 OF VOLUME I INCLUDES, IN ADDITION TO THE INTRODUCTION,

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

BY INDIVIDUAL REVIEWERS

EDITORIAL COMMENTARY

A SUMMARY OF F INDINGS

AND CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

-7-
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Reviewer #1

American History for Today

Ginn and Company

American History for Today contains a comprehensive
description of Blacks and the history of the United States.

/ The authors have managed to describe Blacks throughout the
textbook as well as in special sections which provide detailed
information about persons and events.

The authors have included excellent descri tions of
African Empires, Blacks in Europe prior to the e loration,of.
the Americas, Black explorers, and Blacks in the o onies.
Included in the textbook is extensive review of the role of
Blacks in each war; the Revolutionary, Spanish American,
World Wars I and II, the Korean and Vietnamese

,)

The relationship between Blacks and Native Americans is
shown (pgs. 54, 264, and 303).

On page 35 there is an exceptional description of why
Black indentured servants became slaves. The textbook
chronicles the changing conditions of slavery through emanci-
pation and also describes slave revolts and resistance. The
authors describe how the factor of color along with slavery
perpetuates racism.

Among the textbook's many strengths are the numerous
pictures of Blacks in various roles. The reviewer does
suggest that future editions of the textbook include addi-
tional pictures of Black families.

Black colleges are described, as well as the movement of
Blacks to Northern and Western cities. An excellent descrip-
tion of African "immigrants" appears along with the descrip-
tion of immigration to the United States (pg. 327). This
section reminds readers that despite the conditions of their
arrival, Blacks immigrated to the United States, bringing
with them their literature, art, music and dance.

This reviewer was impressed by the consistency of the
inclusion of Blacks throughout the textbook. The reader was
never left wondering what impact a particular event had on
Black people.

-8- 17



The textbook portrays contrp-ting opinions and life
styles. In addition to the "popular" Blacks in United States
history (e.g. Booker T. Washington, Crispus Attucks, Banneker,
Tubman, etc.) the textbook contained descriptions of .

Estevanico, Beckwourth, Grandville Woods, Rillieux, Carver,
the "Black Brain Trust", Benjamin 0. Davis, Sr. and
Benjamin Davis, Jr., Ralph Bunche, James Meredith, Thurgood
Marshall and Mayor Tom Bradley.

The textbook contains an outstanding description .of the
Civil Rights Movement (pgs. 521-38).

American History for Today is an extraordinarily well
prepared textbook. Blacks in America are described in great
detail. The text includes candid and sophisticated
discussion of Black Americans and United States history.
The authors show reoccurring problems in history as well as
the progress made toward finding solutions.

This textbook is a good model of a comprehensive and well
integrated textbook.



Reviewer #1

America: Its People and Values

This textbook contains a number of excellent descriptions
of Black Americans in the history of the United States. The
textbook seems to focus on personalities, as the title im-
plies; this focus may be part of the reason that the reviewer
was unable to obtain a consistent view of the interaction of
the history of Black Americans and the history of -the nation
as a whole.

Among Black personalities described tp the early chap-
ters are McJunkins, (pg. 4) Pedro Alonso NiXoi (pg. 22) and
Estevanico. On page 107, the textbook describes Arab slave
traders and leaves the impression that only the Arabs were
slave traders who supplied the Europeans who transported
slaves to the United States.

The textbook includes good sections about Phyllis
Wheatly (pg. 144), Blacks in the Revolution, Benjamin
Banneker (pg. 240), and Toussaint L'Overture (pg. 258).

The authors state that "some masters . treat the
slaves almost ai-tebberi-of-their-family. . . and respect
them as human beings" (pg. 373). It appears contradictory
to this-reviewer that one can own slaves and respect them
as human beings.

Later the authors describe how slave owners tried to
justify slavery (pg. 374). "They argued that Black people
in America lived better than their ancestors had lived in
Africa". Unfortunately, while believing that slavery was
wrong, many still believe that conditions under slavery
were better than life in Africa. This belief should be
dispelled - at least the authori should present an alterna-
tive viewpoint.

An excellentplescription is made of the movement of
American Blacks to Africa and "founding" of Liberia (pg. 376).

The accomplishments of Blacks, despite slavery, are
accounted for in the textbook, i.e. Paul Cuffe, James Forten,
William Whipper (pg. 377).



,t;

A separate section about Black writers appears on
page 390. While this section is informative it could easily
have been integrated into the general descriptions of early
American literature (pg. 387).

The textbook contains the descriptions of a number of
other Blacks, including Frederic Douglas 442) and Robert
Small of the Union Navy (pg. 482).

A section about the contributions made by Black Americans
in the twentieth century was very informative. It contained
traditional areas of music, literature, dance, and athletics
as well as descriptions of Thurgood Marshall and Charles Drew
representing government and science (pg. 569). This section
contains a sub-unit about slums. The placement of this sub-
unit implies that slums are a Black phenomenon, and that they
are a "contribution" of Blacks in the United State:4.

Although this textbook contains a number of very good
portrayals of Blacks, it is uneven in its overall portrayal
of Blacks in the history of the United States.



Reviewer #1

We 'the people: A History, of the United States

D. C. Heath and Company

Early in the textbook (pgs. 16 and 17) is a description
of George McJunkin and his discovery of 12,000 year old bones.
This description gives a personalized and non-stereotypic
view of a role played by Black Americans in United States
history. This narrative is an excellent first view of Blacks
in United States history; however, the description of Blacks
in Precolonial and Colonial America does not sustain the
promise of this early description.

A brief description of the life of Blacks in Africa and
the Empires of Africa would provide a frame of reference
for the student to better understand slavery, racism and the
struggle for Civil Rights of Blacks in America.

The description of Blacks during the Colonial Period is
from a European perspective and does not provide a clear
view of what life wad like for Blacks in America.

The use of the term "Negro" antiquates the textbook in
the view of atudents. (Many Black students of the age group
addressed by the textbook will associate the term with a
negative connotation.) The popular origin of the term is
important to a description of the evolving history of Blacks
in the United States.

More illustrations of Blacks in pre-revolutionary
America in various roles (e.g. explorer, sailor, servant,
freeman) are needed.

The description of the life of Blacks in the Colonies
(pgs. 117-118) does not begin to address the cruelty of
slavery.

On page 178 a two sentence reference was made to the
Haitian Revolution against slavery and for independence.
The role of Toussaint L'Overture was crucial but not des-
cribed in the text. By contrast, the narrative on pages
257-259 of Cinque and John Quincy Adams was good. The good
features were not woven through the body of the text, how-
ever. The only place the role of Blacks is consistently
described is during the Civil War and reconstruction periods.



The textbook contains adequate pictures of Blacks (with
the exception of the Colonial and pre-revolutionary periods).
The textbook describes major personalities in Black history
such as Peter Salem and Frederick Douglas.

On page 296 there is a picture of George Washington
Carver and WEB DuBois with the caption that they ". . . were
two famous black leaders". No other description is offered
of both of these men's numerous contributions to American
life. Similarly, Harriet Tubman was described in a two
sentence caption beneath a picture (pg. 256).

This.textbook provides an uneven description of Blacks
in United States history. While it contains some fine
sections, overall it does not adequately portray a compre-
hensive view of Blacks in the United States.

Future additions of the textbook should be rewritten
to integrate the role of Blacks throughout the narration
rather than merely describing Blacks in segregated sections.
The text should also include varying perspectives. This
can be accomplished by presenting contrasting opinions or
contrasting life styles.

In order for a student to receive a comprehensive view
of history, the teacher using this textbook will need to
supplement it with materials about Blacks which portray
contrasting beliefs and attitudes held by groups throughout
our history.

-13-
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Reviewer #1

The American

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

Overall the textbook provides a very good portrayal of
the role of Blacks in United States history.

The textbook includes a brief description of the African
empires. This provides a perspective for understanding
slavery. Estevanico, the Black explorer, was discussed.
Adequate description of Blacks during Colonial America was
made. Crispus Attucks was positively portrayed in one
section (pgs. 147-148). The reviewer finds that the inclu-
sion of Blacks frequently occurs in separate sections. This
poses a problem in providing continuity for understanding
the interaction of Blacks and whites historically. For
instance, when reading -of the growth of labor unions, the
reviewer found herself asking, "What about the involvement
in and exclusion of Blacks from unions". Later in another
section the labor organization efforts of A. Phillip Randolf
were described. This discussion should have been woven into
the overall discussion of unions. There is a place perhaps
for the separate description of Blacks. The section entitled
"Blacks. in Cincinnati" was very good (pg. 346). That section
provided an insightful view of life for Blacks in the city.

The description of slavery took a strongly economic
historical perspective. While that perspective is in keeping
with the way Blacks were viewed by white society at the time,
it should be contrasted with or balanced by the view of Blacks
as a people struggling to maintain self and family in a
society structured to prevent them from doing so.

The textbook does include a number of pictures depicting
Blacks in various roles (Black soldiers, pages 433 and 588;
fugitive slave family, page 385; Black family homesteaders
of 1887, page 461; and Black family of early 1900's page 577;
among others).

The textbook contained a unique page about language and
dialect in the United States (pg. 495) which included the
dialects of Blacks in the United States. Also unique was
attributing Teddy Roosevelt's famous saying "speak softly
but carry a big stick" to an African proverb.



The contrast of Blacks in the North and South gave
insight to the life of Blacks. Descriptions of Blacks in
the United States following World War II were also. very
good.

Overall this textbook is comprehensive and a good
source for the teaching about the roles of Blacks in United
States histwy.
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Reviewer #1

This is America's Story,

Houghton Mifflin Company

This textbook contains a number of positive features but
also contains several omissions.

The reviewer was struck by the frequent use of the term
Negro. Perhaps a definition of the term is in order,
especially since many eighth graders may only know of the
term as a negative reference or may be more familiar with
the term Black. Description of the origins and use of Negro
will also give historical insight to the changing views held
of and by Blacks.

The textbook contains an excellent description of "How
did the slaves live?" (pg. 296) and slave revolts. The
descriptions of Black abolitionists, William Wells Brown and
James Porten, were very good.

Related to the portrayal of Blacks, the textbook por-
trays John Brown as a man whose violence was indicative of
the times.

One obvious omission is that the textbook does not con-
tain descriptions of Blacks in the West in the late 1800's.
Similarly, the textbooklid not contain the contributions
of the many prolific Black inventors and business persons
of the late 1800's and early 1900's despite an entire section
dedicated to business and industry (pgs. 454-478). In an
ex'ensive section on labor unions (pgs. 486-491), the rela-
tionship, or lack of relationship, between unions and Blacks
is ignored. The authors also describe farm organizations
(pgs. 503-509) but do not mention the role of Blacks.

The textbook contains a description of Blacks (pg. 537)
but does not include the role of Black colleges, discrimina-
tion in jobs, housing and education.

In a description of early baseball, football and basket-
ball, the major contributions of the Negro Leagues and Black
athletes in the National Leagues are omitted.

A section is included in the textbook called "What is an
American?" which describes the cross-cultural heritage of
many Americans. The omission of Blacks is glaring. Many
Americans are mixed; White and Black, and Black and Native
American.
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The statement that "Many people believe ldc, Black power
caused the riots . . " (pg. 704) was unfair and simplistic as
presented. The authors could offer an alternate hypothesis
that discrimination, unemployment, and frustration with the
conditions of poverty and powerlessness were antecedent to
the riots of the 1960's. This explanation is more consistent
with the Warren Commission Report.

The textbook also fails to include a description of
Blackscin the Korean or Vietnamese Wars.

This textbook contains a number of serious omissions
and does not present a comprehensive or balanced view of
Blacks in United States history.

-17-
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Reviewer 01

Two Centuries of Progress - United States History

Laidlow Brothers

This textbook is an excellent model of how the history
of Blacks in the United States is integral to and insepatable
from United States history.

The textbook also contrasts differing perspectives in
his6ry. The textbook provides a sophisticated accounting
of Black history in the United States.

Despite the outstanding quality of this textbook, there
are areas which need strengthening. First the description
of the role of Blacks'in the early exploration of the Ameri-
cas should be expanded: The authors should also consider
including a brief description of the life of Blacks in Africa,
that is, a description of the Empires of Africa. Inclusion
of these two sections will help to give perspective to the
descriptions of Black slavery.

The authors incorporated a sociological view of history
along.with an economic perspective as a minor theme. This is
a welcome change in historical perspective. The authors go
beyond superficial or simplistic descriptions of the causes
of the Civil War, reconstruction and Blacks in the 20th
Century to a description of the interaction of historical
events. The format used in the textbook is conducive to
showing the complexity and variety of roles played by Blacks
in United States history.

The strength of the textbook can be seen in the descrip-
tion of events immediately prior to and following the Civil
War through contemporary history. The section of pre Civi:
War America includes descriptions of Black authors, Black
historians, Blacks in theater (peas. 271-276), and the role of
Blacks as scientists.

it is difficult to isolate specific examples of the
strengths of this textbook because 1) the examples are too
broad and nunerous, 2) they are intertwined with the entire
textbook and, 3) for the most part, they do not appear only
as segregated se,:tions of Black United States history.

:



Among outstanding sections are descriptions of how the
Compromise of 1877 impacted Backs (pg. 345) pictures also
reinforce this section, the role of Blacks in labor unions
(pgs. 404 and 648), the Populist Party (pgs. 423-424), and
Black colleges (pgs. 405-407).

One final area which the authors should consider for
inclusion is a description of Black sports leagues (e.g. Black
baseball leagues). Such aPdescription could naturally flow
into the description of sports in modern society and seems
an omission. This reviewer is aware that overemphasis of
such a description could tend to stereotype. Howev9r, given
the sensitivity the authors have brought to the textbook
tints far, and because of recent movies and television
specials about Wendell Holmes, Black baseball leagues, and
Blacks in sports, such a description peems needed.

The textbook contains careful descriptions of events,
persqnalities and interactions crucial to Black American
history. Contained in the textbook are depictions crucial
to Unit States history which are commonly reported as well
as other important events which are not usually found in
general history textboo



Reviewer #1

The Free and the Brave: The Story of the American People

Rand McNally and Company

This textbook contains good descriptions of Blacks in
United States history, however, the coverage is uneven and
in some cases not well integrated into the overall textbook.

Among strong featurss of the textbook are its coverage
of the Civil War, Reconstruction and Civil Rights Movement.
With these exceptions and a few others, descriptions of
Blacks are very brief. There is not only a OkebIeui-liiifie
coverage of Blacks; in addition, the reviewer finds that
there are several instancea when brief, simplistic descrip-
tions of persons or events are made.

On pages 140-141 a rather lengthy section on slaves
during colonial times appears. The following description of
Africans is made.

"In certain ways, the lives of most
Africans were alike. They lived in
communities that were well organized.
Some cf these were large and powerful,
while others were very small. Many
African communities permitted slavery.
And most were ruled by a king." (pg. 140)

This description reinforces the commonly held belief that
Africa is one homogeneous community, rather than a multi-
plicity of nations, religions, beliefs, values, life styles
and laws. In this section, the-authors seem to refer to the
African empires but the description,seems to diminish°the
social, political, religious, scientific and academic
accomplishments of the empires of Africa.

By contrast, the section which immediately follows
describes how Blacks as indentured servants became slaves.
This section is good and the rationale is believable.

Although Blacks were described as part of the American
wars, they were not described as part of the American labor
movement.
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The textbook contained a number of pictures of Blacks
but did not contain adequate pictures of Black families,

While "The Free and the Brave: The Story of the
American People" does provide the reader a view of BlaCks in
the United States, the view does not lead to an understanding
of reoccurring problems or the continuous Black experience
within American history.

-21-
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Reviewer #1

American Adventures

Scholastic Book Services

American Adventures presents an exceptionally balanced,
fair and comprehensive view of Blacks in United States
history.

The one area which needs strengthening is the coverage
of Black explorers...A brief descripti-en- ef-the-Afr4.-can-
Colonial period would provide perspective and continuity to
the subsequent experiences of Blacks in the Colonies.

The textbook contains several strengths, notably, the
inclusion of Blacks throughout the narrative of the textbook
and also, in profiles of specific Black Americans. The
authors managed to balance the descriptions of events and to
offer varying viewpoints when appropriate.

Among the excellent biographies contained in the text-
book were Harriett Tubman, Frederick Douglass, and Jackie
Robinson. There was an indepth narrative about Plessy vs.
Ferguson, the Race Riots of 1919, and the Harlem Renaissance.
The outstanding renaissance description included descriptions
of the prolific artistic achievements of Blacks and was made
against the backdrop of the racism and discrinbination.which
were characteristic of the time.

A very good section appears in the textbook describing
Blacks during the depression and the role of Blacks in
labor unions.

The biography of Jackie Robinson briefly describes the
Negro Baseball Leagues, an important factor in the history
of professional sports, and demonstrative of how racism and
discrimination have permeated American life.

Included in the text is an extensive section on the Civil
Rights Movement. The authors portrayed not only a chronicle
of events and personalities but were able to portray the
evolution of the Civil Rights struggle throughout United
States history.

A moving excerpt appears on page 629 of the textbook by
lizabeth Eckford describing her attempt to cross crowds of
gry whites and police to integrate a school.

11
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The description of the riots of the 1960's was overall
fair and comprehensive. It portrayed the effects of the
riots and related police actions on innocent Blacks, and
concluded by quoting the National Advisory Committee Report
on Civil Disorders.

This textbook is a model of how Black history in the
United States consists of an interaction of personalities
and events. Teachers using this textbook should use
supplemental materials to augment its weaknesses, such as
the descriptions of African Empires and Black explorers.



Reviewer #1

America! America!

Scott, Foresman and Company

America! Americas is an outstanding textbook on the
history of the United States. Most striking feature concerns
the pictorial imagery of Black Americans presented in
various roles. The table of content ,and each chapter are
introduced by portraits of Americans. The pictures of Black
men, women and children as members of families and as workers
foreshadow the numerous roles described for Black Americans
in the textbook. Blacks are described as explorers, soldiers,
inventors, artists, laborers, scientists, farmers and home-

makers.

As the authors --contrast-the -1i-fa -style-s of Black-and

white Americans, they also include discussions of attitudes
and beliefs regarding the events and personalities which
shape Black American history.

The authors carefully describe slavery as a brutal and
dehumanizing institution. Yet, within the constraints of
slavery, Blacks are described as a strong people who held
on to and maintained vestiges of the many African cultures

from which they were kidnapped. The religion, music, dance
and family life style of Blacks are described as necessary
relief from the evils of slavery.

The activities of several Black and white abolitionists
are examined. The authors even point out that some abolition-

ists were racists.

This textbook is exemplary in weaving facts and
descriptions about Blacks in American history into the over-
all narrative of United States history. In a section
describing the movement of Blacks to the North in the 1900's,

a quotation from the Chicago Defender is cited (page 452).

There are other features unique to this textbook. For

example, in a description of American literature Black
authors are cited among the authors listed (page 589).
There is a section describing the music of Scott Joplin,
(page 460). ks.

The breakfast and legal aid programs of the Black Panthers
in the 1960's were included, as well as the Black Muslims,
Malcolm X and the bombings of Black churches. These areas

are seldom included in textbook accounts of American history.
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America.' America! provides a sensitive, balanced and
iair portrayal of Blacks and integrates this aspect of the
Bl\ack experience into the mainstream of historical events
occurring within the United States.



Reviewer #1

Let Freedom Ring

Silver Burdett Company

This textbook includes excellent portrayals of African
Empires of the 16th and 17th Century, (pg. 47). Also good
is the description of Black slavery in the early Colonies
(pgs. 111-115). The description given on these pages shows
slavery as more than merely an economic enterprise but also
as a human enterprise. This "humanization" of slavery.is_.
much needed-for-studmIts7-tumeWid-aaffiel-i7M-iiiiiiin years
after the fact, so that they can understand the human
suffering and destructive nature of slavery.

The description of Black patriots (pg. 155) is excellent.
The description of Blacks in the Civil War was reinforced
by a photograph.

The excellent coverage of the roles of Blacks in the
Revolution and Civil War were not repeated in the coverage
of Blacks during World Wars I and II, Korea and Vietnam
wars. Such a description would have been valuable from a
number of perspectives. First, it provides a balanced
picture of United States history. Second, it could demon-
strate the everpresent racism and discrimination faced by
Black Americans, and yet, great accomplishments despite
these disadvantages. It also shows the changing nature of
racism. The role of Blacks in the military juxtaposed with
the status of Blacks domestically is a meaningful comparison.

The textbook does not do a good job of describing the
role of Blacks in the 1900's. Omitted are the roles of Black
Americans in shaping contemporary culture such as music,
dance, visual arts, and literature. The inventions of pro-
lific Black inventors and accomplishments of Blacks in
business and industry are not described.

The role of the Civil Rights movement was not treated
well. Approached from the perspective of laws passed, it
did not present the status which the laws were designed to
remedy. The freedom rides, bus boycotts, voting rights, and
other activities are all omitted and are definitely needed
to understand the importance of the Civil Rights movement.
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As one reads the chapters from post reconstruction to
present, one is struck that Blacks virtually fade from the
historical account. The section on Civil Rights attempts
to go backward and pick up some of these issues, but it
occurs too late in the textbook and is not integrated with
the total textbook material. The tone and perspective do
not lend to an understanding of the nature of conditions
of Blacks in United States history.

1



SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Reviewer #1 (BLACKS)

All of the textbooks reviewed include the history of
Blacks in the United States. All include descriptions of
personalities who shape the history of Blacks and all con-
tained extensive descriptions of slavery. Each referenced

in some way the contribution of Blacks to the music, .litera-

ture and other art forms as well as the contribution of

Blacks in government and science. Each textbook described

the search for Civil Rights; the unfilled promise of the

United States.

This reviewer realizes that each of.the textbooks
reviewed represents a monumental step forward from the history

textbooks published in the 1960's. However, editing in pic-

-rtrresand subunits containing name's anctdatetmportantto-
Black history does not provide a comprehensive view of the

history of the United States. The evolution of a comprehen-

sive and inclusive United States history requires that these

features be integrated throughout all classroom materials.
Further, it requires that we own up to the fact that there is

° no one history of the United States. The science of,history

is filled with differing explanations, opinions, and vantage

points. We do not expect change overnight and applaud the
work of the editors and authors of each textbook. All

included adequate pictures of Blacks, and described major

Black personalities and events. Now that the major pieces

are in place one must move to consideration of the packaging
of those pieces and assuring that the information needed to

understand the events, opinions and personalities which
characterize our history are understood.

In a number of cases it has been recommended that major

flaws in textbooks be compensated by supplementary materials.

The major flaw in all but two of the textbooks reviewed is the

need for inclusion of Black history throughout history rather

than isolated in subunits. Supplemental materials cannot

correct this major,problem. This problem is only corrected by
totally rewriting ehe textbook to insure that the personalities

and events of Black history as well as the varying beliefs and

opinions held by Americans on issues related to Black history

are woven through the textbook.

The CEDISS Bias Review Checklist did not lend itself to the

types of problems found in ale textbooks by the reviewer. All

textbooks accomplished the minimum standard of containing

pictures of Blacks and describing the most well known Black

Americans. Several textbooks focused discussion of Black
Americans on the periods of slavery and the Civil War with

little indepth discussion of the role of Black Americans
throughout our history (e.g. Spanish American War, 1920's, the

Depression, World Wars I and II) or as scientists, artists, and

family members.
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The interrelationship between Blacks and other groups
(e.g. Native Americans and Immigrants) was frequently not
shown.

This reviewer did not classify these types of problems
as "severe", however, cumulatively they often led the
reviewer to recommend that several of the textbooks be
revised to more adequately reflect Blacks in American
history.

Specific comments about each textbook reviewed follow:

American History for Today is a well written, balanced
textbook which contains detailed and comprehensive descrip-
tions of Blacks in the United States.

America: Its People and Values focuses on Black personalities in
personalities in United States history. It is difficult for
the reader to,obtain an overall view of the interaction,
opinions and life styles which make up United States history.

We the People: A History of the United States is an
uneven account of Blacks in United States history. This text-
book should be rewritten to better integrate the history of
Blacks into the overall history of the Unified States.

The American Way
States history. This
of the role of Blacks

This is America's
this textbook outweigh

is a good resource for teaching United
textbook includes a very good portrayal
in. United States history.

Story: The omissions contained in
its many fine features.

Two Centuries of Progress: United States History is a
sophisticated, comprehensive textbook which gives varying
perspectives to the history of the United States and the role
of Blacks in United States history.

The Free and the Brave: The Story of the American People
contains some fine discriptions of Black Americans, however,
overall the textbook does not provide the depth and scope of
description needed to clearly understand the role of Black
Americans in United States history.

American Adventures is an exceptionally balanced, fair
and comprehensive textbook.

America! America! is an outstanding textbook which clearly
describes Blacks as integral to the history of the United
States.

Let Freedom Ring: Despite the excellent portrayal of
Blacks in early chapters, Blacks fade from the textbook
following reconstruction.
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Reviewer 1 #2

American History-:for Today

Ginn and Company

American History for Today is a book with a very

strong anti-American IndiaiRiS.

References on fifty separate pages describe Indians
as warlike by the repeated use of such words as: warlike,

killed, wars, attacked, raid, massacre, battle, and fought.

Although there are areas in the text which try to stir

some student sympathy for American Indians during the con-

quest period, continuous negative comments far over-balance

them.

Only two Indian women are mentioned both because

of their service to White men.

Achievements of 20th Century Indians are totally omitted.

Phrases used to describe 20th Century Indians are: "discontent

among Indians . . . native Americans protested, Indian militants

occupied . . . site of a bloody conflict, Indians insisted, de-

mands Indians make," and "First Americans capture." The total

portrait drawn of today's American Indians is thus extremely

biased and stereotyped to create an unrelieved negative picture.

Definite statements are made, and repeated in five separate

items, encouraging students to regard American Indians s just

another group of immigrants. Nothing is said regarding the
special legal status of American Indians as a group pro ected

by treaties signed by the government of this country. Apparently,

the only group of non-immigrants are the Puerto Ricans (p. 332).

American Indians are firmly stated to be of Asian origin,

coming to this hemisphere by way of Alaska. As this theory

conflicts with many Indian religious teachings, it is a seriously

biasing element.
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Physical characteristic stereotyping occurs with eight
repetitions of the word "red" to describe skin color. It

is known that "red" was used to refer to paint frequently
used on skin, rather than to the skin color itself.

This textbook's largest area of omission is in the
religious/philosophical.orientation, which directs most of
the achievements of mankind and which is of extreme
importance to American Indians.

References to the achievements of handicapped Indians
are absent, although two famous ones, Sequoyah of the
Cherokee and Deganawidah of the Iroquois rould have been
easily included.

There is no mention of American Indian soldiers_ or
sailors in any war engaged in by the United States since,
and including, the Civil War, although military service by
groups of other minorities are carefully pointed out.

Efforts of American Indians to educate their people in
ways of American culture are omitted, although parallel
activities on the part of other groups are frequently cited.

A puffed up version of the "Pilgrim's Thanksgiving" is
included, referring to Indian men as "braves" . . . a racial
slur. The account/is also an incorrect family stereotype.
English men were accustomed to attending large feasts with-
out the presence of women. Indian men were not, especially
if it meant leaving their families unprote&ed for an
eMended period. If we are to believe the account in Mourt's
Relation, approximately 30 Pilgrims entertained 450 Indians
for three days. This book also describes William Bradford's
History of the Plimouth Plantation as giving the FULL account.
Thanksgiving is not mentioned!

It is recommended that the book not be used until it is
rewritten to avoid an anti-American Indian bias.
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Reviewer #2

America: Its People and

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

It is evident that the authors of America: Its People

anctValues have made a serious attempt to portray American

'Indian; in a comparatively favorable light. However, this

textbook stfll can be measurably improved.

There is still a problem with the "origin of Indians"

theory, with no references to American Indian tribal stories

on the subject.

Within the few references to modern Indians, several

severe stereotypes remain. One is that most live on reser-

vations. Another gilies the impression that Mohawk high

steel workers are different from other human beings by not

considering their job dangerous. Lives of the Pueblos are

described as being much like those of their an lent ancestors,

although nothing could be mare inaccurate.

American -Indian religious values.are often not used in

explaining events, even though they are the customary reasons

within the tribes. Religious reasons are given for the move

from "Cliff Palace," the formation of the Iroquois League of

Five Nations, the buildings in Tenochtitlan, designs on hand-

work, use of colors in art, etc. The textbook commonly
assigns European materialist reasons for the same events.

Despite the craim by Lumbee India-ef-North Carolina

as descendants of the "lost Roanoke Colony," the book persists

in referring to these English settlers as "lost."

The use of Kachina dolls is described with the past
tense, even though these are still used for teaching purposes
by the Pueblo people.
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A severe bias is developed with the incomplete presenta-
tion of the story of the Black explorer Estevanico. The text-

book simply says he "was killed by Indians." Zuni history
completes the event byran explanation of Estavanico's extreme
greed and cruelty, especially as it Affected their women.
Black students,in particular, should have been given this
episode in its entirety.

It was pleasantly noted that the book gives no hard (or
fanciful) data on the "Pilgrim's Thanksgiving." However,

despite this, students are still directed to create a short
skit on the subject. Students should be introduced to the
original sources of historical information on this subject.

The inclusion of one illustration by an American Indian
artist was noted. Because Indians usually fee it important

and courteous to identify ty tribal affiliatio such a nota-

tion would have been desirable. This picture s rongly shows
the influence of the Institute of American India Arts in
Santa Fe, New Mexico. There could have been a line or two
mentioning the school, as it is highly regarded in the South-
west.

Much of Chapter 15 is devoted to the settlement of
\California and the Gold Rush. Some reference could be
inade to its effect on California's Ametican Indian popula-
tion both in the late 1800's and yet today. Many effects
of mining are still being felt by all residents of Northern
California.

A serious bias is developed in the special sections set
aside for "identifying important Americans." Apparently

Indians just aren't important. Many names could have been
on this list, especially that of Charles Eastman, whose
influence is felt by all young people involved in Scouting.

The Teacher's Manual references excludes Indian authors.
Modern-day Indian women are slighted and no handicapped Indians
are mentioned.
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Reviewer #2

We the People

D. C. Heath and Company

We the People, taken as a whole, uses a sensitively
well-balanced appkoach to American History. It attempts
to portray many varied groups of Americans in as positive
manner as possible. Students are oriented to a huma:.e
understanding of historical developments, contrasted to
the process of tedious memorization of sterile "names,
dates and places."

Faces of American Indians used in this book are of
strong, intelligent people. A choice of attractive colors
makes these illustrations even more appealing. The self-
concept of Indian children could only be strengthened by
the faces of Tecumseh, Black Hawk and his son, or the
Cherokee familit on the "Trail of Tears."

There are, however, a few areas where improvement
could be made. After the 1880's, only a few references
pertain to Indians. Positive contributions, especially
by modern7day Women, are lacking.

Another, and more serious omission, is related to
religious values. Explanations'of events concerning
Indians rarely give serious weight to Indian psychology
and philosophy. Examples of this are in four entries
firmly repeating the origin of Indians in Asia by way of
the Bering Strait, reasons for laws, games, Thanksgiving
ceremonies and forms of government.

This reviewer was pleased to find only a very brief
reference to the "Pilgrim's Thanksgiving." There is no
exaggeration of the account to be found in Mourt's Relation,
which, of course, is very brief in and of itself. Something
should be developed in this section so both teacher and
student can research the original (very weak) documentation
for themselves.
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The wife of one Indian tribal leader is referred to
as.a "princess,'; which is both a steriaotype And a non-Indian
term.

An unnecessarily negative question is asked, "Had
Indians killed .hem ?" in reference to the "lost

4oanoke colony." Perhaps they were absorbed intp a group
Of friendly Indians, as the tribal history of the Lumbee

, people of North Carolina seems to indicate.

Although books of only two Ame can Indian authors
were included in approximately 500 tries in the teacher's
bibliography, many other well-chos works on the subject
were noted. Why not let more American Indians speak as
experts on their own people through the printed page as
well as through art. One artist's work is included.

The concept of the American continent as a wilderness
is still maintained; one not sharedly early Indian tribes.

Need for .compromise in government is strongly stressed,
but the League of the Iroquois, a jewel of compromise which
balanced power between men and women, as well as between
geographic areas and nationalistic groups, is not thoroughly
discussed. Its influence on the thinking of Franklin was
profound.

Treaties are referred to without ever reproducing a
section of one as a visual. Also, there is no presentation
of the unique legal status of today's Indians because of the
treaties, the Constitution, supreme court decisions and the
trust relationship with the _federal government.

Indiana are often referred to as a group, "Indian,"
when a more precise tribal designation would often be both
more courteous and more correct. Indian languages should
be given their proper name when appropriate.

The direction to teachers to use Ishi in Two Worlds -in
connection with studies of California after 1849 is excellent.

Surprisingly, even handicapped Indians have representa-
tion in this textbook with the portrayal of Sequoyah.
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Reviewer #2

2112...A1211Elajla

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Publishers

When the manuscript for The America Wa wasprepared2 the kuthPts_
-appear -to7Eave been concerned about the problem of bias. The index
for this textbook lists over fifty entries under the classification
"Native Americans", the term normally used throughout the book to

refer to American Indians. In the process, the old blood-thirsty
. savage image has largely been dropped and replaced with an overly
,bland and laundered non-entity. Somehow, even the presentation
of the Cherokee Removal and the Trail of Tears fails to stir any
emotion.

The American Way's largest area of distortion lies in
emissions. Most of, the references cover the various wars, battles
and conflicts during the period of conquest.

One colored visual is included of an Indian woman, Pocahontas,
itt about 1615. eSacajawea comes into the story in 1305-06. Nothing
is said on the subject of 20th century- men or women, except for a
brief reference to Richard Wilson in the Wounded Knee situation
of 1973.

Considerable confusion is created in the mind of the reader
\. as to the citizenship status of American Indian's between 1867 and

. ,1924. Also, the special legal status of most American Indians
\today,because of treaties ratified in the past by Congress and
b cause of court decisions, is not discussed. Thisis particularly
se ious when the dispute at Wounded Knee in 1973 is passed off as
a slight skirmish between American Indian Movement and the Chief
of the Ogalala Sioux at Pine Ridge Reservation.

No reference is made to handicapped American Indians. Discussion
of the position of Californials Indian population after the Gold Rush
of 1849 is avoided. At one point, the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
incorrectly called the "Board of Indian Affairs." Tecumseh's brother
is called a "fanatic", certainly a derogatory term, without explanation
of the reason.

Confusion seems to have been deliberately injected as to who
constructed and researched the great calendar of Mexico and who built
the pyramids. Few students of Mexico will credit the Aztecs for all
of these accomplishments, as the calendar was known and most of the
pyramids built long before the Aztecs came into power.

- 36-
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Often events which are understood by Indians to be religiously
motivated are described by the author to have purely materialistic
causes. The "land bridge froM Asia" theory of Indian origins is
firmly stated, without any suggestion of ancient Indian migration
stories. 'No mentreni-smade nf the-peaceful religious uses of
both,the calendar and the great pyramids of Mexico.

;.,

YTheomission of any mention of Deganawidah of the Iroquois and
Quetzalcoatl of Mexico in the history of this nation is like leaving
out the contributions of Abraham, Moses and Jesut in the history of
Judeo-Christianity as it relates to this land in more recent centuries.
The philosophical and religious teachings of all five strongly
influence the lives of everyone living in the United States today.

Our author has gracefully not mentioned the classic mythological
story of the Pilgrim's "First Thanksgiving Dinner" and has provided

a reference in the student's book to William Bradford's History of

the Plimouth Plantation for an original piece of research.
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Reviewer 1 /2.

This Is America's Story.

Houghton Mifflin Company Boston

This Is America's Story is very bliid;-iilafive to American

IndiaTailiiiyle and culture.

Indian religious and philosophical ideas are ignored and
no Indian religious groups are mentioned by name. The text-
book seems to give the impression that all Christian mis-
sionaries tried to be friends with Indians and treat them kindly.

From an Indian point of view, missionaries were the problem, not

the solution. "Churches sent missionaries to teach their religion

to the Indians, cure their sicknesses, and teach them new ways .

missionaries accomplished much, but there were never enough of

them . . . Most Indians are thankful there were not more of them.

To a large extent, Indians are treated as one cohesive group,

while the differences in non-Indian groups are clearly stated.

There were many Indian nations am' tribes. No mention was made of

the many Indian languages and varied cultures. Yet, the differences

between the English, French, and Spanish are explained in detail.

American Indians are dealt with on a very unsophisticated

level. Indian women, children, and families are largely non-exist-

ent. P.436. Government Changes Its Indian Policy. "Schools were

built and teachers were sent out to the reservations. For older

children, there are boarding schools where pupils live. The girls

learn cooking, sewing, and other household jobs; the boys learn

farming, carpentering, and other trades." These two sentences

give the reader the impression that Indians are only capable of

being taught manual skills, thus placing the American Indian in

the role of underachiever. P.437 Picture. To be commended for

showing an Indian it the modern world. But, P..540-541 pictorial

of people who helped to make America what it is. Not one Indian

was included. There is no mention in the textbook that Indians

have ever, or are currently capable of being "professionals". As

an example, photos might include members of the National Indian

Education Association attending their annual convention . . .

Indian lawyers such as Kirk Kickingbira . . . musicians and com-

posers, such as, Louis Ballard . . . Singers like Buffy St. Marie,

or Paul Ortega, or Wayne Newton.
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Two statements were made in the textbook as if they were fact,
when in fact they are unproven and highly contested theories. P.V.1.
"We are all immigrants. Even the Indians whom we think of as Native
Americans came here from somewhere else." It is not explained that
for the most part these experts are non-Indian and that Indians have
theiraum_exRarm_and_stpries regarding their tribal origith Also,
P.24. "The first American Indians were Asians who had migrated across
from Siberia to Alaska." The long-held :nean ideas or other nthro-
pological evidences of peoples coming to the Americas in many s arate
groups over long periods of time from Northern Europe, Africa, Ch_ a,
Japan, the Polynesian Islands, or even possible reverse or cyclical
migrations from the Americas back to Asia and Europe (A Hopi concept).

It is recommended that the authors consider rewriting these
materials with content introducing American Indian process of con-
tinuing change. The vast knowledge of the American Indian has effect-

,

ed change in European and contemporary American cultFes. No culture

is static; change is inevitable.
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Reviewer #2

Two Centuries of Progress, Teacher's Edition

Laidlaw Brothers

Two Centuries of Progress is very bland, relative to Amerie
Indian lifestyle and culture. The textbook appears to be prime ly
*intended for use in schools with large Black student enrollments.
Its most serious biasing element against' American Indian people is
through omission.

The author's concern about the problem of bias seems to have
interfered with a complete study of American Indians which include
women, children, families, handicapped individuals, and persons
working in normal occupations. In the process of dropping the blood-
thirsty savage,image, American Indians have been replaced by non-
entity.

Prominent and successful American Indians are not mentioned
anywhere in this.volume. Also, the textbook fails to show the
American Indians'.participation in all of the American wars since
and including the Civil War.. There are many successful American.
Indian writers, actors, athletes, educators, artists, musicians, and
warriors. These prominent people should be recognized as fully as
those of other minority groups.

There should be emphasis put upon the legal status of the
modern-day American Indian people of the United States as it differs
considerably from that of all other Americans.

No questions are raised as to why there are still Indian reser-
vations. And of course, no mention of millions of Americans of part-
Indian ancestry who often are unnoticed in our population is included.

Treaties are referred to- without ever reproducing a section of
one as a visual.

Indians are often referred to as a group, "Indian," when a more
precise tribal designation would often be both more courteous and more
correct.
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A positive ttempt is made in explaining the Indian Removal

with a simple pre ntation of the Cherokee Trail of Tears; however,

it fails to stir a Ar emotion.

Stereotyping by dentifying Apache people as "Raiders" was un-

necessary and complete y. opposite of the whole trend of the textbook.

One colored visual s included that concerns equality for all

racial groups. No identi y iS given to this important American

Indian leader.

The omission of any men ion of Deganawidak of the Iroquois and

Quetzalcoatl of Mexico in the history of this nation is like leaving

out the contributions of Abraham, Moses and Jesus in the history of

Judeo -- Christianity as it relates to this land in more recent cen-

turies. The philosophical and religious teachings of all five strongly

influence the lives of everyone living in the United States today.

The "land bridge from Asia" theory of Indian origins is stated,

without any suggestion of ancient Indian migration stories.

It is recommended that the authors consider rewriting these ,

materials with content to better balance positive portrayal introducing

reference to American Indian process of continuing change, including

the vast knowledge of the American Indian which has effected change in

European and contemporary American cultures.



Reviewer #2

The Free and the Brave

Rand McNally and Company

The Free and the Brave is a predominantly White Christian-
oriented textbook, slanted toward Roman Catholicism sufficiently
that one might wonder if its intended use is in parochial rather
than public schools. A strong anti-American Indian bias is evi-
dent.

Although religion is-a central facet of American Indian life
today, and has been throughout. the ages, little evidence of this
is found. Explanations of events in the world of Indian people is
explained away as bad luck, lack of sufficient cultural refinements
or suitable material assets such as horses, guns, steel, roads and
wheels.

White domination of the Americas is explained as largely due
to the strong desire of European3 to Christianize the inhabitants
of the Western Hemisphere, although economic motives cannot be
hidden. At one point, the teacher is directed "to expand on the
importance spreading Christianity played in explorations by Euro-
peans."

Dates are often given in terms of Christian religious holidays:
"It (maize) seems to have been grown in the New World (aftother
slanted term) as far back as several thousand years before Christ
was born." "On 'Good Friday' in 1519, he landed on the coast.",
Massachusetts' Pilgrims are credited with inventing Thanksgivings.

As fewer than 50% of American Indians today are even nominal
Christians, this bias is extremely irritating, as it must he to
studeuts of other faiths.

American Indian versions of events are never mentioned, although
they are readily available in numerous printed sources. These ver-,

are always expressed in terms of deep religious and philoso-
phi al thought.

Despite strong evidence in our society of millions of persons
of mixed Indian/White heritage, or even Indian/White/Black ancestry,
our textbook avoids this issue. Several areas where such references
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would have been natural were: in discussions of the population of
Quebec ore-ilea, -and----in-the---steryo f Eajsawea

A student completing this volume would certainly beled to
question the political loyalty of American Indians. Indians sided
with the French in the French and Indian Wars (supposedly against
the Americans), with the British in the Revolution, again with the
British (against the Americans) in the War of 1812, and never appear
to be involved in any other war again, except for skirmishes on the
Great Plains.

Much stereotyping occurs in the use of the group term "Indian"
when individual tribal identifications are more appropriate. Indian
students' feelings of self-worth can only be diminished by under-
representation of women in every category, and lack of references to
modern Indians. Twentieth Century American Indians make only a brief
appearance angrily demanding civil rights.

Students are led to continue believing in the traditional
"Thanksgiving myth," despite lack of sufficient evidence. Because

of this connection to the English, Indian students are often still
being forced to endure November as a special "Indian" month during
which much gross misinformationis disseminated in American schools.

The Free and the Brave, is a White man's "his story," containing
page after page of rather sterile "facts." It is not a true social
studies textbook and cannot be recommended for use.



Reviewer #2

American Adventures, Teaching Guide

Scholastic Book Services

American Adventures depicts the American Indian in rEeh a way
that the readers might believe Indians only hunted, attacked, were
not religious and were insignificant to the total American Experience.

Important treaties, if mentioned, do not include sections re-
lating to American Indians. Important Supreme Court decisions
affecting Indians favorably (or unfavorably) are omitted. Federal

policies affecting Indians are not included.

Modern-day struggles of the American Indians are, to a large
extent omitted. The struggle with the Federal government over .
mineral and water rights are not mentioned. The somewhat comparable
striving by women, Blacks and Hispanics are viewed as developments
in the process of obtaining equal rights. This process appears not

to include American Indians.

Evidence is shown of an attempt to eliminate the "melting pot"

theory and the "manifest destiny" theory, but no attempt is made to
explain why rights of all people were not included in the thinking
of the dominant White male society, federal and state governments,
until recent years.

The bibliography, filmstrip and film references are not broad
enough and would not begin to stimulate thinking or further research
on the part of the readers.

Young students read magazines and newspapers, and become aware
that minority people still face hardships because of past experiences
in the way of subtle bias, neglect and prejudice.

Prominent and successful American Indians are not mentioned
anywhere in this volume. The textbook also fails to show theAmerican
Indians' participation in all of the American wars since the Revolu-
tion. There are many successful American Indian writers, actors,
athletes, educators, artists, musicians and warriors. These promin-
ent people should be recognized as fully as those of other minority .
groups.



There should be greater emphasis put upon the legal status of
the modern-day American Indian people of the United States as it
differs considerably from that of all other Americans.

No questions are raised as to why there are still Indian
reservations, or whether there are urban and rural American Indians.

A chapter on Alaska as the 49th State, mentions Richard Nixon,
but makes no reference to the Indian land claim settlements in
Alaska during Nixon's term of office as part of the package involved
in building the Alaskan pipeline.

Only one Indian woman is mentioned. No handicapped American
Indians are referred to by name or by achievement.

No works by American Indian authors are suggested in the
bibliography for either student or teacher, although many fine
ones are readily available.

It is recommended that the materials be redeveloped.
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, Reviewer #2

Americas America

Scott, Foresman and Company

America. America is a well - written, interesting textbook. The

varied viewpoints stated makes for stimulating reading. The good

points far outweigh the negative points.

Special recognition to the authors for their continuous at-
tempt to state history as it truly happened. The brief descrip-

tion of why conflicts happened between Indians and settlers re-

flects their overall unbiased viewpoint.

It makes stimulating reading for our students to have more

than one viewpoint, especially when dealing with theory, Students

often receive information add pictures of primitive sub-human be-

ings tugging across the Bering Straits.

When discussing Indian religion, caution should be taken in

presenting appropriate information. Authors would best be advised

to consult knowledgeable Indian people.

The expression "old men" seemed very inappropriate without

some explanation for non- Indian readers. The authors were trying

to relay the special message about the Indian elders teaching the

Indian children, a very important point. However, the connotation

of "old men" in the non-Indian society many times reflects'a nega-

tive impression. The expression definitely does not explain the

special role and reverence afforded the Indian elders.

Possible inclusion of handicapped, well - known Indians could be

Sequoyah (Cherokee alphabet) and Deganawidah (Iroquois League of

Five Nations).

It was somewhat difficult to understand the contradiction of

whom the authors were crediting as interpreter for the Lewis and

Clark expedition. On page 272, Sacajawea was given credit as

their interpreter, thus negating credit given on preceding page

232. to Charbonneau as interpreter.

Including American Indian authors and consultants would en-
hance the overall understanding of Indian lifestyleR.



Reviewer 42

Let Freedom Ring

Silver Burdett Company

Let Freedom Ring, is a textbook which appears to be
prii.arily intended for use in schools with large Black
student enrollments. Its most serious biasing element
against American Indian people is through omission of
much mention'of them after 1776.

Only one 20th Century American Indian is mentioned.
Indian women, children, families, handicapped individuals,.
and persons working in normal occupatioLs are largely non-
existent.

On the subject of the origin of American Indians and
the_Bering Straits theory, the author has left some
psychological room for more than the usual White explana-
;ion, but does not follow through with presentations of
the stories of rndian "tribal experts" who certainly
should have been consulted, as it is their history being
explained.

--.....It is commendable that Old Otaibi, aHopA _town i,-
Arizona, is mentioned as the "oldest centinuouslykOdhabited
site in what is today the United States of America." Both
the name of the tribe and town are carefully given. They
have not been lumped under the general category "Indian."

Our author has viously read Bradford's'History of
the Plimouth Pla tide, and has wisely chosen to omit
reference to th classic Thanksgiving story in the students'
textbook. However a note on P. 94 of the teacher'a ition
could easily set teachers off on the well-trod path again.

r---// There should be mention that the Lumbee Indians of
Robeson County, N. C. trace part of t)gir heritage tQ the
"lost Roanoke settlers." Many Lumbee people now live in
Southeastern Michigan.
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A cevere biasing element appears in the incomplete

story of Estavanico. Simply stating that he was killed by
the-Zuni, without explanation of the circumstances, could
well help prejudice Blacks against Indians, especially when
Estavanico is held up as something of a Black hero.

Two reference sources in the teacher's edition are h:
Sioux author Vine DeLoria. This is certainly better than
having no Indian authors included. However, many, many
excellent sources by American Indian authors have been ,,vyr-
looked, including some dealing with first-hand eve witness
accounts that can never he matched.

In the suct ion, "What Makes a Person Great 7", twenty
names are listed as possibilities, but none belong to an

American Indian. Indian children seeing this will have
trouble with keeping a healthy respect for their people.

No Indian women are included in the "Gallup Poll
results of Most Admired Women for 1974." Although we -ahnot

hange tne facts of the poll, the textbook could have ,:sed
the poll to .Ievelop concepts in students of how the media
influence such choices.

"A What Price Progress" section nas, on the whole,
much to recommend it. However, it would have been helpful
to have included a reproduction of the Sioux Treaty of Issf)

and a discussion of why American Indian people, even today.
have a unique legal position in the united State2t '.-*rased

treaties such as this and ratitied bv the United .;tates
Congress through the years.

:hi', is the )niy textbook recent Iv 'reviewed that lea:,
truthfully wIth the problems of California during the -4)1,1

Rush . . . oven though the reference is vr brie:.

it Pic,: .1 !, :kr, Ind rJt
on.ii.ler ng nat hough t. .)! t)t )1.I .irr 1 t t ,;r
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The omission of Indian philosophical ideas and views (many
of which are now becoming important becpse of our environment-
al situation) creates a void of understanding between cultures.
It is possible that these views and ideas were omitted in the
textbooks because they were so closely tied to Indian religion.

Recommendations: 1. Some Indian religious beliefs need to
be understood in order to bridge the
separate cultures. Indian religious
expertise would enhance the positive-
ness of the textbook.

2. The ongoing and current status of
American Indians should be explained,
including urban and rural residents.

3. Biased - misrepresentation of American
Indian - American settler immigrant
history should, be totally eliminated.-

4. Indian history should be taught as a
normal every day part of American
history. This can not be done with-.
out explaining more about the many
Indian nations that existed and their
differences.

5. More information on Indian treaties
and their treatment, as well as cur-
rent Indian status regarding these
treaties should be given.

5)



Reviewer #3

American History for Today

Ginn and Company

American History for Today is a predominantly mare orien-

ted book with many biasing elements against women in it.

In the language, although many collective gender-neutral
words are used such as, officials, laborers, miners, colonists,
Americans, bondholders, one has the feeling from the context
that the human beings referred to are males. The reason for
this, perhaps, is because the generic use of he, man, men and
to a lesser degree, mankind, perme&tes the text. Examples of

cliches using generic man are: "Washington did not want 'yes
men' to help him"; "one man's vote was as good as another's";
"the poor man's university"; "the common man." Frenchmen and
Englishmen were used throughout the text as opposed to the

French and the English. In addition, the word "her" was used
in reference to geographic localities more often than it was

used in reference to women: New York State, Europe, England,
Virginia, Spain, Texas, Kansas, Russia and Japan.

The following quote was a slur: "You are all fools and

old women. Come with me, if any of you are brave enough and
I'll show you how to fight."

Sex»role stereotyping in occupations was evident in the

prolific use of workmen, cattlemen, businessmen, and frontiers-

men; also, in the activity question, "Suppose your son had been

asked to Sign on Columbus' crew?"; and, "Men were fishermen,
women wove colorful baskets."

Stereotyping in family and school roles was found: "Sons

worked side by side with fathers. Daughters helped their mothers";
and, "Fathers taught sons to hunt, fight, get along in life;

mothers...daughters to cook, make clothes, and do other house-

hold duties."
,

Examples of stereotypical physical characteristics present
are: "Pocahontas, a beautiful, young Indian girl"; and regarding
Washington, "He married a pretty, rich young widow"; and "And so
did the President's beautiful young wife, Jacqueline...."
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The following quotes reflect somewhat the feeling in the
book relating to personality stereotyping:- "Some farsighted
men could see that unless they took action...," and, "In, despera-
tion, some young girls jumped screaming out of the windows."

There was gross under - representation of women in language
and visuals. Even though one of the last pages of the book is
devoted, to "Stating the Case for Women," the basic neglect of
ehe subject of women throughout the book is evident. It seems
that much more effort was spent on creating an understanding of
Blacks and other cultural minorities than was spent on women and
their contributions.

There was scanty mention of individual women relative to the
number of men mentioned, and when women were mentioned, they were
most often mentioned by name only with no space devoted to accom-
plishments, e.g., eleven words about Queen Elizabeth I: "They
dearly loved their queen, the fiery and forceful Elizabeth I."
Three small paragraphs describe the suffrage movement with only
the names of the organizers and no details of their work. Anthony,
included in the group of names, was mentioned only once in the
entire book, according to the index--and then just her name.

There was under-representation of women in visuals. In a

sampling of 68 visuals, only ten visuals had women as part of
a group. Only two visuals featured women. The few visuals of
women used in the book showed women performing mostly traditional
tasks.

The folloxj.ng two quotes reflect the absence of female con-
sideration and the heavy masculine connotation that is prevalent
in American History for Today: 1) "America was settled by people
who believed that life should be better for all men." 2) "The
black man and the red man came to realize that they had
one enemy in common: the white man...."

It is recommended that the authcrs consider rewriting
according to sex-fair guidelines for the creating of materials.



Reviewer #3

America: Its People and Values

Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich

America: Its People and Values is an attractive and well
written book. It is not a sex fair book. A pervasive male
connotation is present throughout the general content that
supersedes small attempts to discuss issues of women.

The only slurring element present (p. 102) demonstrates how
an innocent little story describing how overseas trade developed,
in reality, perpetuates the perceived notion of i feriority,
superficiality and Passivity in women.

Bias in occupational roles is in evidence with the use of
tradesmen, businessman, workmen, frontiersman. Reference to work
that women did is almost nonexistent in the general text and in
the chapter review sections.

Oran of the few times work was mentioned it contributed to

(
the stereotyping of females' concern about appearance: "Whose
opinion about hair styles would you respect most--your girl
friend's, your sister's, a sales woman's, or a beauty consultant's?"
.,. . . Unless, of course, the beauty consultant is male.

In the section called "Values in American Life," (p. 325)
there is role stereotyping concerning family roles; also, assump-
tions are evident that farmers and business people are always men
and that a family's well being depends upon how successful men
are (not withstanding women's contributions) at meeting their
everyday problems. The material in this section perpetuates the
idea of traditional work roles, relegated according to gender,
in families.

Personalities are not much in evidence except on page 102
where there are moexamples of stereotypic treatment of women:
1) "When the neighbors finished helping to build a new cabin,
everybody had fun. The women gossiped and prepared a large supper.
Young people danced and flirted. The men btagged about...," and,
2) in the story concerning Mr. Muller "taking his wife" to Phila-
delphia, Mrs. Muller is presented degradingly as a dumb and
frivolous wife..."The shops thrilled her," and "but what fun it
is to see such lovely new things."
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Many good collective sex - neutral nouns are used in this

book: Scientists, Europeans, farmers, peasants, Vikings, French
fur traders, French explorers, delegates. Once in a great while

there is sex-affirmative language. The abundant use of the generic

he, men and man, is, however, disturbing. In a sampling of almost
400 pages, multiple generic usage is found on more than twenty
pages, in addition to the use of Frenchmen, Englishmen and Dutch-
men.

4N

There is under-representation of women in the language con-

tent. A tally of the review activities (end of chapter) shows
that out of thirty-two chapter reviews, there are nine that
mention women and these are a bare minimum mention.

The attractive visuals are primarily paintings and photos.
Women are under-represented in visuals and are generally-shown
as onlookers rather than doers, and are presented in tra-
rional work roles. There are approximately 27 special pages
that feature contributions of individuals. Creative, original

art work is used for these pages. Of the 27 individuals featured,
there are 22 mem and only 5 women--an under-representation of
women.

It is recommended that in future editions the authors
rewrite according to ex-fair guidelines which would include:

1') not using the generic he, him, etc.; 2) changing the language

so that business people and farmers do not have a male orienta-
tion;-3) describe, throughout the content, how women contribute,
describe.rhe work they do, aad feature more individual women;
and 4) include more visuals of women leaders.

6,i



Reviewer #3

We the People

D. C. Heath

We the People gives a sex-fair, bias free portrayal of women
in history. In several instances it is sex affirmative.

The authors of We the People seemed to make a concerted
effort, through the use of sex-fair language and visuals, to
depict women in history as active contributots. With few ex-
ceptions the language was of neutral gender. There was almost
nonexistent stereotyping of occupations and family roles by
sex. The few exceptions are noted later in the review. Although
the authors used old paintings and photos which accurately reflect
life in early days-and, therefore, stereotyped work roles accord-
ing to sex, they also used attractive new illustrations regularly
and frequently--illustrations that depict women as active doers.

Instances of bias, as measured by the CEDISS Review Pro-
cedure, are minimal and will be mentioned for the purpose of
reviewing.

No slurs, that is, disrespectful innuendos, were found.

Concerning sex-role stereotyping in occupations, appro-
priate collective nouns were used throughout the book: Workers,
colonists, delegates, people, Americans, pioneers, Europeans,
immigrants, volunteers, craftspeople. There was an occasional
"craftsmen "; and' "workmen" was used only when appropriately associ-
ated with men (pp. 308-309). In one instance (p. 24), pictures
show work that Aztec boys may have chosen to do, but there is
no mention of work that girls did. Also, (pp. 28-29) the
occupation of farmer is established as 'male by combining it
with the generic he.

Sex-role-stereotyping pertaining to family school roles was
present in paintings and captions on pp. 101,103 and 104. It

is noted that such paintings reflect the times and were used
sparingly and were balanced by pictures depicting the present
changing roles of women.
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No biasing elements concerning personality traits or
physical appearances were found.

The reviewer did not feel ,that females were under-
represented. The authors portrayed as significant number of
women in special story sections, not gust in a sentence or
two: Abigail Adams; Clara Barton; Jane Addams; Susan B.
Anthony, et al.; Rachel Carson, et al. There were three
special sections concerning work of women: "Brave Men and

Women Meet the Challenge" (pp. 108-109), describing work in
colonial days; "Women Meet the Challenge" (pp. 452-453),
describing work in World War II; and "Women at Work" (pp. 504 -

505) describing women's changing work roles. Questions and
activities concerning women were included in the chapter
review sections.

Concerning visuals, the creative original artwork
affirmed women as action-oriented and often presented them
in nontraditional work roles, such as, large machine operators

and welders. Photos showed women in nontraditional roles of
doctor, carpenter, veterinarian;'also, presented were some of

today's contributors: Rosa Parks and Shirley Chisholm.

The only recommendation is that'in the next edition,
pictures of men doing nontraditional work be included. The

authors of We the People have responded to the need of pre-
senting women in an honest, affirmative way.
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Reviewer #3

The American Way

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

The American Way is, generally speaking, sex fair in its
presentation of women in history.

Slurs, according to the bias instrument, are statements,
modifiers which are derogatory or disrespectful. "Wife of"
falls into this category, as used on pp. 163-164, "Abigail
Adams, wife of John Adams, wrote to her husband..."; and on
p. 75, "...Anne Forrest, the wife of one of the...." Avoiding
the use of wife of and presenting women as entities, not
appendages, in written content is sex-fair language.

Sex-role stereotypinein language is nonexistent. The
generic use of he, man, men is avoided and there is abundant
use throughout the text of collective gender-neutral nouns to
describe work roles and skills: workers, governments leaders,
church leaders, Americans, customers, owners, everyone. The
use of neutral gender is even carried to an extreme (p. 42) in
a caption under a picture of two men designing a ship that
reads, "This picture shows two people designing a ship."

Women and their accomplishments are, in general, presented
in straight-forward, active language, e.g., the treatment of
Queen Elizabeth I (p. 59).' In several instances sex-affirmative
language Lets the reader know for certain that women are present;
women, as well as men, are portrayed as "actors anddoers";
"But when new possibilities appear, men and women begin to reach out for
them" (p. 32); also, "Women worked in the fields with men" (p. 89);
"The main business for men is fur trading. The women ran the
farms, the businesses, and a hospital" (p. 99); "After the time
of the contract was up, the servant was free to start a life of
his or her own" (p. 80); and, "The merchants of the Lord Company
sent 105 men and no women on the first ship to North America in
16066.." (p. 74) astatement that affirms where women were not:
The section (p. 94) called "What Did Women Do?" relates specif-
ically and fairly the work that women did in colonial time, as
did the section on the Native Americans.
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Sex-role stereotyping in occupations and families exists
because original paintings and photos are used throughout the
book that show a predominance of white males in active roles.
It is obvious that an effort is made to createa balance by
picturing individual females who have made contributions:
Eleanor Roosevelt, Amelia Earhart. The reviewer recommends
that more visuals be used that show females in active, pro-
fessional roles, thus providing visual role models for female
students; also, visuals that show women and men in nontraditional
occupations.

There are no biasing elements found in the language con-
cerning family-school roles. There is a general feeling that
visuals showing men and women in families depict them in
stereotypic roles.

There are no biasing elements found concerning personality
traits and physical characteristics.

Women are under-represented in long sections concerning
explorers, presidents, and governments. In the 28 sections
called, "Putting It All Together," the exercise and question
section at the end of each chapter, women are severely under-
represented...included only on pp. 97, 139, 165, 189, and 613.
Women are lso under-represented in the 28 timetable charts
that have a total of 252 blocks--women are represented in only
12 of the'blocks. It is recommended that additional worthy
women be added to the charts.

The chart called "Women in America" (p. 707) is a good
idea and could be extended to include:more women who have
demonstrated competence and courage, e.g., Susan B. Anthony,
Rosa Lee Parka.



Reviewer #3

This is America's Story

Houghton-Mifflin Company

This is America's Story cannot be judged to be sex-fair; it
presents American history from an almost 1002 male perspective.

While the use of collective neutral gender nouns are abundant,
the use of the generic he and man are prolific and make the

general overall impression one of heavy male connotation. The

biggest problem, however, is under-representation of women.

Slurs, biasing elements that, by innuendo are insulting or
disrespectful, are in evidence in the use of "wife of." The use

of "wife of" causes women to lose their identity, to be not
entities, but appendages, e.g., p. 454, "manufacturer and wife"

is terminology that suggests that the female pictured exists

only in relationship to the male. Another example (p. 702),
"Kennedy slumped into the arms of his wife, who was riding

beside him." Jacqueline Kennedy is not mentioned by her name,
either in this sentence nor in any sentences relating to the

tragedy. Sex-role stereotyping in occupations is evident
throughout the book. There are no attempts made to discuss
women in relation to any but traditional work roles. The

entire section concerned with colonists and their work (pp. 90-

94) has a pervasive male tone; the discussion of crafts and
trades has a distinct male orientation. Likewise, there is

stereotyping according to sex roles in the visuals. Stereo-

typing in paintings and photos reflecting olden days is under-

standable, as they reflect "life at that time." Stereotyping

existing, however, in newly created illustrations is.not so
understandable. The new illustrations depict women as passive

and ason-lookers, as opposed to being active doers. Nor is

an attempt made to present women, visually, in nontraditional

work roles. The persistent use of male characters in illustra-
tions (p. 270) carries a strong visual message that men are the

traders, the manufacturers, the competitors--in other words,

the actors, the doers. Stereotyping by sex in family/school
situations.is not too evident as these situations are not
discussed to any great amount. An example of women's roles comes

through clearly on page 5: "There is no chimney and your mother

has no oven in which to do her baking."
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Stfreotyping according to personality traits and physical
characteristic traits are minor.

The use of many gender-free nouns shows an attempt by the
authors tobe sex,fair: Colonists, people, traders, merchants.
However, the prolific use (see pp. 14, 69,.70, 71, 105, 110,
155, 565 for examples) of the generic he, men, man, Englithmenv-
Frenchmen, businessmen, frontiersmen, forefathers, affect the
previously mentioned nouns. The aura of a male orientation
prevails. in addition, "her," a female gender reference word,
Ls used to refer to Lisbon, Portugal, Fulton's Folly, and
America (see examples pp. 16, 30, 279, and 619).

The greatest and most serious biasing element in the book
was under-representation of women which is caused by all (except
one - p. 533) of the original stories having male characters
and nearly 100% of the original visuals depicting male characters.

Pertaining, specifically, to under-representation of women
in language are the following cited instances that perpetuate
the feel of women's "nonexistence" in historical documentation:

- Although Queen Elizabeth I was a capable ruler (p. 64)
nothing is said about what she did, except that she made Sir
Francis Drake a knight!

- Original stories are almost 100% from a male perspective
with not only under-representation, but no representation of
women.

- pp. 56-63 - Letter from philip is from a complete male
point of view. (Male friend - Spanish official - is quoted,
along with highest viceroy, who is male and male Uncle Pedro.)

p. 208 A quote from male sports perspective: "When
we play football, basketball or baseball, we are expected to
follow the rules of the game."

-- p. 221 - Story about Mr. Smith and Mr. Jones.

- p. 312 - Story about three men and how their backgrounds
relate t..) adjustment in the West.

- p. on- '-;tory regarding southern planter and visiting
nei;.;hhor: Mt. A and Mr. B.
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- p. 527- Story about Mr. John Country who visits the city.

p. 531 - Stcry aboqt John Jones and wife (no name) and
his Iowa farm family and grandson Albert Jones.

- p. 727 -
to moccasins.

p. 565
American?"

Activity question about a boy preferring sneakers

- Dorothy Thompson's story regarding "What is an

In addition to the cited passages (above) that have complete
male orientation, there is general under-representation of
individual worthy females who have contributed throughout
history--or in cases where there is mention, not adequate
space is alloted to the contribution. Specifically, except
for Truth, Tubman, Addams and Rosa Parka, most all women
mentioned in the entire book ate in DD. 535-564 (Chapter 26). In
addition, women are grossly under-represented in all chapter/unit
review sections except one (pp. 564-569). In a sampling (pp. 724-
729) out of 41 subjects in a section called, "Can You Identify,"
only two reflect females: Rosa Parks and the Twenty-Seventh
Amendment:

Ivomen are under-represented in vi uals as well as in language.
Out of, for instance; 18 specially ustrated sections relating
to particular individuals, only one (p. 5 - Clara Barton) related
to females.

And, in general illustrations, men outnumber women by a

substantial number in a high percentage of illustrations
(example pp. 44-45). In addition, male figures are used
exclusively in all cartoon drawings - see pp. 70, 210, 270,
324, 387.



Reviewer '13

Two Centuries of Progress

loidlaw Brothers

The general conclusion concerning Two Centuries of
Progress is that it has serious sex-biasing elements. Although
there are only a few instances of generic usage (he, mark, etc.1 and
abundant use of gender-neutral collective nouns, there is a
strong prevailing tone throughout the general context of
heavy'male orientation. Subtle sexism is evident as th woman

Ls assigned (see sex-role stereotyping in occupations) the "house-
role as opposed to men and women sharing house and work outside
the home responsibilities. Also, with few exceptions, women are
not much in evidence in the gener.aontent or in the acti: tiev.
review sections.

In comparison with men, not much is written about ',Women and
the work they did throughout the years of early history. Also

in comparison with men there are not many pictures of women as
active contributors. On the positive side, there are a tew sex
affirmative examples of language and visuals: 1) there is
occasional use of men, women and children; see pp. 25, 554, 57,
580; 2) there is a picture of a man teaching little children on
page 65 and pictures of women doing nontraditional work on page
516.

The indepth "Focus" section, p. 500 5.?1, mwmingl... a mple!
historical perspective, separates women out of the general tontvnt
--almost like they had been left out and were added in in -3-.f

form - to make the book sex-fair.

Concerning stereotyping as measured 1:v the CEDI:.- instr.1rtent,

slurs were no more than a slight problem. al, Ise !

are discouraged, in ,zeneral. as they suAges! kgnl:WIr, "rtbor!i:rla!-0

role between men and women. The Pxamplc !T snl

seriou!, ,ffen9es.

1;LibZ.ie sexism is w."1,1enr in 1-.1.!Ce, rep'At !1;,

4(hcoi .he following ietiniti-n
in the iub9equent eoctes. :4; An'."*hink.. 'ha!

person', r in lif1 acor.!i:Ig t- .:e!%!t,T. ".soa::... it .

:14 r .i ,. 7."- 7 77.
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limiting their participation in the areas most valued in
intellectually and econoOically in our society and reinforcing
dominant roles and activities outside the home for men and
boys." From Macmillan - Guidelines for Creating Positive
Sexual and Racial Imaat in Educational Materials, p. 3.

Examples of sexism in language:

p. 514 - "And, in general, women proved they could
do a man's Job as wail' as run a hame and raise a family."

p. 359 - Section "Trends in Industry" refels.sete to
business leaders is in fact business meg, andfileans men -
not generic. Stereotypes accordfng-to sex who runs business.

Examples of stereotyping by sex-roles that assign:

p. 397 - "These people also helped to set up boy's clubs,
lay nurseries for working mothers, gymnasiums and schools."

p. 482 - "Many wives -were freed from normal household
chores by the use of time-saving electric appliances. Some
wives found that they had timekto work and raise a family."

p. 549 - In reference to 'depression years: "For
example, women baked"bread, made clothes, and preserved foods"
Cs:as it truly all women who performed these tasks")

p. 650 - "Housewives and other grouse of people began
demand lower pric.es and better goods."

An eximple ,s3t 5dtereotyping a(.rording to personality trait
is assigning "had" behavior to maleq by using "him" and "his"
in this %ratements

P. - -There ea!, a16,- 3 law whi,-h .said that wilen
:ocamv .der, titu!lborn ar.J i,:overnment

a: if.i .11!1: 7 -17: h

war "zr
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An example of stereotyping according to personality traits

401s assigning "bad" behavior to males by using "him" and "his"

in this statement: "There was also a law which said that when

a child became 'rude, stubborn, and unruly,"the government
could take him from his parents." (p. 86)

There was no stereotyping according to physical appearances

found.

The aneral feel of the book is one of under-representation

of women, both in written content and visuals. With few

exceptions (excluding "Focus") there is little written about

what women did. Visuals depict mostly males in activities.
Cartoons, almost 100% use,male characters. Activities questions

in chapter reviews: more than 20 sections make no mention of

individual women, progress in women's rights, etc.

There is good use made of-gender neutral collective nouns

and slight use of the generic man, whiteman, Englishmen,

frontiersmen, businessmen - see pp. 13, 22, 25, 45, 74 and 402.
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Reviewer #3

The Free and the Brave

Rand, McNally and Company

The auth6rs of The Free and the Brave recognize and reflect

in their writing that history can be written in a sex-fair

manner.

There are only a few biasing elements in this book, as

measured by the CEDISS review instrument. .

There are no slurs or derogatory innuendos. There are

no "wife of's" noted. The authors are quite careful to

frequently use the word "married" as on p. 527. "In 1886

he married Frances Folsom, who was then twenty-two years old,"

and on p. 14, "Thorfinn and Gudrid were married...." If the

word wife is used, it is used infrequently and always naming

the woman.

There is no stereotyping in language noted relating to

occupations. There is 100% use of gender-free nouns and no

use of generic he, man, men,.etc. Therefore, the general feeling

comes through that workers, farmers, etc. are not stereotyped

according to sex.

The visuals that depict life in past times reflect the

traditional sex-role stereotyping of the.times as they

relate to occupation, family, and school roles. These

visuals are ballaced, somewhat, by visuals near*the end

of the book poreEaying women in nontraditional work: mayo4-,

senator, lawyer, etc.

There are no biasing elements relating to personality

traits.

Concerning physical characteristics and appearance, the

r---""k
reviewer wonders if a male with blue eyes and black hair would

be recorded, as on p. 288: "Dolly Madison was the blue-eyed,

black-haired wife of the fourth president. She was a Quaker

and very popular. Because she was friendly, she was able to

influence people. "

r 11
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Concerning under-representation of women - there seems
to be under-representation in the number of visuals of women
compared to the number of visuals of men. The visuals, many

of them reproduced paintings, are attractive. Using more
visuals to reflect women in working,contributing roles would
help balance out all the visuals depicting men in war and
overnment.

Although there are special well-written sections on
changing. roles of women (p. 348), women's rights (p. 350',
Women in Civil War (p. 416), and New Gains fot Women (p. 613),
and New Directions include Women (p. 672), it is felt there
is little mention of women and women's work between pp.. 102-317.

Under-representation is also evident in chapter and unit
review sections. Although there are sporadic questions
regarding women in some sections, there is practically no
mention of women in these sections from p. 1Z2-290.

Generic use of he. man, mankind, Englishmen is nonexistent,
making readers feel that women and men are being presented
as active participants. When the word "men" is used, it means
men; and the use of men and women as in (p. 6) "The men and
women of those days lived short lives full of dangers," set
a tone at the Leginning of the book that affirms women's presence.

And. the caption under a woman's. picture (p. 127), "A
European farm worker of the 1600's" helps to affirm womeolq
role as farmers.

;)



Reviewer t.).3

American Adventure Series

Scholastic, Inc. -

American Adventure Series is a gratifying and unique
ac,:ount of American hietory. The book answers the need of
of the place of women fn history; it is an example
of authors responding to a need that historrinclude, in an
integrated format, the contributions of women as well as
men.

The book reflects well the aura of the country - from
"flappers" to "hippies" - women are presented in real, rugged
working roles: in sweatshops and on picket lines. Women's
issues, as well as contributions of individual'women, are
interwoven in a logical manner. More than this, the authors
describe the socialization process that leads to sexsterentYping.

Using the CEDISS Dias Review as a measure of bias, there
are almost no biasing elements found.

Slurs, desCribed as being modifiers that are disrespect-
ful to a group, are present. "Wife of", "young wire", fall
into the slur category. Persistent use of "wife" presents a
bias that suggests unequal relationships between men and women:
a possession or a dominant-subordinate role between persons.
"Wife" is noted in the following examples:

p. 28 - "Helen de Champlain, the young with camueI,
ame to Quebec r,; live for several years."

p. - In Apeaking :erferion. "rhey were parz .)1

his convetsation9 when he la!Aown dinner with hi vnum;
wife, Martha.-

p. - hired .' French-CAn3dian trapper help
!hem with Ind :.1n !lni:ag. t, 4Awe, Aewi 1 "liMb07

p. - 3t1-1 wi:e, .0;q11e. wetv !!Ie

:cun



p. 516 - In speaking of Einstein, "The world famous
scientist and his wife, E:sa, were about to leave Germany."

- p. 663 - "One day in 1972, Bob Light and his wife, Lee,
moved to a farm."

Restructuring of these sentences is desirable in order to
present the female as being in an equal relationship, e.g.,
"One day in 1972, Lee and Bob Light moved to a farm."; and,
(re: Jefferson) "Tom and Martha Jefferson, when they were
eating dinner, often talked about the ideas of liberty and
tyranny and human rights."

The reviewer notes no sex-bias relating to occupational
or family-school roles. Appropriate collective nouns are
used throughout: travelers, hunters, citizens, business
leaders, the French, the British, the Pueblos. . . Interspersed

in the language, constantly reminding the readers that women
are present, are affirming statements:

- p. 13 - "A small group of men, women and children move
swiftly, but steadily, across a grassy field."

p. 29 - "The men, women and children on the ship looked
up.'"

- p. 34 - "In this colony, men and women would be free to
worship in whatever way they wished."

- p. 373 - "There was little help for a person who lost
his or her job or got hurt."

p. 434 - "To this day, men and wome.1 still argue the case."

p. 692 - Referring to Whitman answering a question: "The
4reatest ..ity is that which has the greatest men and women."

-;ex-role-stereotyping in occupations is not evident in
visuals. Me visuals in the book affirm women as active doers
and workers.

:hers: are no biasing sklements relating to sex-role-stereotyping
;ersonaliv trait-; Ind obvsical ,-haracteristics and appearance.



Quite the opposite - the picture on p. 533 is a positive
example affirming a full range of emotions fo. en.

With few exceptions under-representation of women in
language and visuals is not a problem. Women are portrayed
in a full range of life roles throughout the general content
and many are presented tndepth. Two exceptions to the previousstatement are:

1) There seems to be a general lack of women from p. 86
(Nancy Hart) to p. 165. Sacajawea (p. 144) is in this section
and possibly deserves more than a mention.

2? There seems to be a general under-representation of
women in the chapter review sections: "PUTTING EVENTS IN
ORDER", with a reasonable representation-in "INTERPRETING A
SOURCE".

There is perfect use of.neutral gender words throughout
the book - with no generic usage of he, man, etc. - except
one example which seems incongruent with the rest of the
book: p. 581 - "Our businessman, though satisfied with his\ profit, might also have had questions about the future."



Reviewer #3

America! America!

.Scott, Foresman

America! America! is not only sex-fair, it is
sex -affirmative. Women are fully represented throughout
the book as courageous, contributing, hardworking actors
and doers. More than this, attitudes toward women are
explained.

In reviewing the book using the CEDISS instrument - no
slurs were noted. The reviewer noted, for example, the frequent
good use of "married" rather than "took for a wife" -
p. Bl, "Some soldiers married young Indian women instead',
and p. 241, "Many Spanish colonists, therefore, married Indian
women." Also noted is the' straightforward sek-affirmatiye use
of names, e.g., p. 257, "John and Martha Lytle" rather than,
for instance, "John Lytle and his wife, Martha".

No sex-role-stereotyping in occupational roles are noted.
Integrated.and woven throughout the content is continuous
reference'to the responsibilities of women. -When the respon-
sibilities of women were underestimated in history, it is
discussed (p. 116 & 117) as it is discussed when women were
not involved in certain tasks, e.g., p. 136: "Most believed
that a man could become whatever he wanted, but a woman had
limited choices." A good choice of visuals throughout the
book depicts women in a full range of active roles.

No sex-role-stereotyping is noted relating to family-
school roles.. Content on page 139 explains the expectations
of colonial women in families, among which are "to serve and
obey her husband"; also explained (p. 140), is the role.of
education in boys' lives as opposed to girls. Mary texts
ignore mentioning'the fact that young women were treated
differently in expectations than young men.

Nesex-role-stereotyping concerning personality is noted,
nor concerning physical character /appearance. The reviewer
notes, in fact, the affirming statement regarding dirt on
p. 25, "A. . .girl with dirt on her face and in her. . .hair. .



and an equally dirty boy. . .found the skeleton of the dog 28
feet down in the six-foot-square hole.

. ."

Under-representation is not found to be a biasing element.
Women's work is discussed regularly throughout the content.
Also, contributions of many female individuals are related:
affirmation, for instance, is given to the important role of
Sacajawea,which many texts ignore. Women are represented
fairly and often in visuals throughout the book. Chapter
review sections include a high percentage of activities and
questions relating to women.

There is 100% use of gender-free terms. The language
affirms throughout the book what women and girls, as well
as men and boys, did throughout the years. Examples:
pp. 24, 43, 74, 81, 84, 88, 89, 104, 589.
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Reviewer #3

Let Freedom Ring

Silver Burdett

The authors of Let Freedom Ring display exceptional
awareness as they present the full range of women's skills
and abilities relating to work (toil), athletic, political,
administrative and V'ucational roles. Women and their
contributions are presented frequently throughout the book
in a natural, integrated manner. There is a persistent
and thorough effott on the author's part to be sex-
affirmative towagd women in the presentation of history.

There are no biasing elements relating to slurs - that
is, no disrespectful innuendos. Care is taken, in most
instances, to use terms that show equal relationships
between men and women who are married, rather than terms
like "wife of" that indicate possessions. The tone, in
fact, was set at the beginning of the book (p. 4) with "Mr.
and Mrs. Grogan were waiting at Logan Airport. . ." -
identification that suggests equality. Additional examples
of straightforward presentation of women and.men who are
married are: p. 258 - "Thomas Lincoln married Nancy Hanks";
p. 342 -'that night, the President and Mrs. Lincoln went
to Ford's Theatre."; and p. 416 - "In 1881 Louise Blanchard
opened an architectural office with Robert A. Bethune. Three
months later, the partners married."

Concerning sex-stereotyping in occupational roles -
there is evidence that the authors affirm women and men
in roles that are considered to be nontraditional for their
sex and that they refer to men and women sharing equally
in tasks: Examples: p. 40 - "Indian women did most of
the home building. . ."; p. 41 - ". . .men and women shared
the tasks of agriculture"; and p. 41 - "Among the Hopis, men
were the most skillful weavers and worked intricate designs
into the cloth they wove." On page 130, there is a reference
to Madame Sarah Knight, In Year 1704, as school teacher and
business woman. When the term business man was used, it was
in relation to a particular man in basiness. On page 164,
Abigail Adams is presented in text as a "manager of family
business affairs" and visually doing hard, manual labor.



The many traditional visuals showing men "acting and doing"
are balanced by original sex-affirmative illustrations (p. 393)and photos (p. 487) that reflect nontraditional occupational ;-roles.

There is no stereotyping by sex-roles in family/school.In fact, there seem to be instances of deliberate sex-
affirmative role reversal (02. 185). "Mrs. Smith and the boyswant to go camping. Mr. Smith and the girls waipt to stay ina resort hotel."

There is no.bias concerning stersp typing in persenality
traits and physical

characteristipsfappearance. 1

Women are not under-rspresented. As stated before', onefeels an inclusion of women because they are referred to oftenin the natural flow.of the commentary. There are, in*Bdition,
special sections and visuals featuring individual women.
Special note is made of the first female professional architect
Louise Blanchard; spies, Pauline Cushman and Belle Boyd; athlete,
Billie Jean King; and biologist- pollutipn predictor, Rachel
Carson.

Although women are nop mentioned ini 100% of all activity-
question review sections, one has the f6e1 from content thatthere is a "people-connotation" which includes women.

There is no generic use of "he", "man", etc.: when "man"
is used, it means man, a male. Sex-affirmative use of "men",
"women", "female" is often used - examples on pp. 37, 109, 356,
and 415.

One exception to the 100% use of gender-free pronouns isthe use of "her", a form of stereotyping, to personify a state
and country: (p. 457), "In a treaty, Hawaii agreed to give upnone of her territory.

. ."; and (p. 506), "France was
reluctant to give up her former colony.

. ."

A dubious use of the word "heroine" is noted on p. 371.Tha reviewer subscribes to the notion that "Anyone who performsa heroic deed is a hero, regardless of their .sex." Quote fromThe Handbook of Non-Sexist Writing, authors Miller and Swift.
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Ca

The reviewer notes the successful sex-affirmative attempt*of the authors (pp. 551-554) to explain why women are considered
to be a minority group and why they are "often not developed orused to their full potential."

-- -
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SUMMARY OF

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Reviewer #3
BIAS)

The CEDISS procedure, adopted by the Michigan Departmentof Education, was the instrument used to review the ten social
studies texts for negati,re bias relating to sex. The reviewer
examined the texts for the following biasing elements:

Slurs - modifiers/innuendos which are derogatory or
insulting to females.

® Stereotyping according to sex:
- in occupational roles
- in family/school roles
- in personality traits
- in physical traits/appearance

Under - representation of females in language and visuals.

Generic use of words.

The following quote concerning sexism serves as a general
point of reference for defining sex-bias and thus for reviewing
for sex-bias:

"Sexism is anything that limits a person's role in lit
according to gender (other than actual reproduction).
Usually it takes the form of assigning girls and women
subordinate passive roles, limiting their participation
in the areas most valued intellectually and economically
in our society, and reinforcing dominant/roles and
activities outside the home for men and boys."
(Macmillan: Guidelines for Creating Positive Sexual anti
Racial Images in Educational Materials, p. 3).

The reviewer notes that the texts were examine: :or
sexist language; no comment was made if sexist lank4uav
occurred in quotes representing language spoken In ear:I,:
or "different" times. Also, the reviewer e.:it:we.!

, I I 1.11-1 r- ."1



student texts - no teaching materia!s.

of the ten books review,:.d, there were some that displaye
considerable sex-bias; some that would be ,:-_onsidered
and sode that. were skillfully written models of how history ..a:1be written in a sex-affirmative manner. The conclusionis that most editors' and authors seem to be responding
feminists' concerns and are at last, beginning to prese::cwomen, as well au men, in a full range of life pleS.

Sex-Biased Books

The following specific instances of blae wete noreo ivthe books (not all of them in any one bookl where a heavrmale ,:onnotation (sex-bias) prevailed:

r-p -1- 4r r-

e re: Slurs

Terminology used, in several instances, suegest.inv.
a possessive or dominant-subordinate role betweoe
married men and women: "wife of" and "wife'.

A story about a man "taking" hia wife to Philadelp,
that perpetuates the perceived negative notion
inferiority, superficiality, paGsivitv lnd
in women.

re:.....St.erPoty:.ihp
1 :.-

InstanQes negati ,e bias were note: in 14ni-)4,.,e
visuals. Visuals in the biased bookfi tended r,
rLinforr the tralitional notion of pasN:-.,:.!y
wgmen and depicted women as onlooker,, do.;

aLtive .:ontributors. Language in the ')14-54!'i K

-,.ipported 1:r4dition4: r

-r men .and gons, women Intl da.lgh!eTi.
-accorling itenier, 4nd -laie

ple1(,!-An4n,e 1..11!-;

3.)
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re: StereotApinv bv sex in 2..Irsonalltv andihm.ital traits

Instances of stereotyped and traditiJnal "female"
characteristics were used to describe women: beautlf4:,
pretty, young; women "gossiped"; also, the noting "f
..7nlor -If hair and eyes of women but not men.

re: Under-reireaentation

- Generally, in the biased books there was an under-
representation of women.in the general ccrntent - in
13nguage and in the ntyfiber of visuals: also, an under-
representation in charts, activity and chapter review
sections, t,,torteil and cartoon drawings.

re. flener it ki9aKe

in the texts refleetin qex-bias,
the word, "he", -him", "men", "man", prevailel,
;enerally .pcompanied by the multiple use of
Frenchmen, OutOr4en, frontiersmen, ,!tc..

the Aeneral ,.:,ritext to be male oriented. In one
hook several cIi:hee tiGing the gen#?riL "man" were
qfled. -Her" W13 *wed rather frequently to refer
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presentation of women in these books was evidenced by the
following generalized findings:

- women's contributions are plentiful and are integrated
into the text.

- sex-affirmative language is 'used: men meaning men,
women, females, children, etc. - and no generic use
of "men" - resulting in a "people" connotation.

- language and visuals affirm what women and girls did
throughout the years - as well as what men and boys
did.

- language and visuals affirm women and men in roles
considered to be nontraditional for their sex.

- women are portrayed in full range of life roles.
- frequent use of straightforward term "married to"

rather than "wife of".

- sex-stereotyping is discussed as an issue and a
problem, also, women not being involved in certain
tasks. Socializationprocess leading to stereotyping
is described.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Re: General Conten'

a. Women should be presented as the courageous, skilled,
hard-working problem- solvers and decision-makers they
have been and are today; that is, contributors.

h. Men and women should both be presented as capable
of experiencing the whole range of emotions: tears,
goy, anger, etc.

':omen and men should be presented in full range of
occupational/family roles, for instance, men in
teaching, helping, parenting roles, as well as women
in nontraditional vocv-ional roles.

Nuzhors should seek out more women who have made
.4<;r thy cnntributions and present them in depth.

',;(mien shtuld be presented consistently throughout
the text - not simply featured in special sections.
Female orit-nted material should he included in activity
hapter :eview sections, charts, stories, cartoon drawings,

-;
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2. Re: Language

a. Care should be taken that occupational and family
roles"are neither assigned nor suggested through
generic use of words. In other words, avoid the use
of generic "he", "man",0"men", Dutchmen, frontiersmen,
etc.; also "her", relating to objects, storms or
geographic localities.

b. Married women and men should be presented in equal,
not dominant-subordinate relat)nships. Use "married"
or "married to", rather than °Wife" or "wife of".

3. Re: Visuals

a. Visuals should be used to affirm women as active
contributors.

b. Creative illustrations should be used to depict
women in active, doing roles. Original artwork
can be used to balance or offset traditionally
used authentic paintings and photos that tend to
depict women in passive roles.

c. Visuals should be used to portray men and women
in their full range of life roles - in both traditional
and nontraditional occupational and family roles.

i I r V 1.
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RevLower 04

ve,11.1e and %'aluel;

HaXCOUXt, BraCe, and .!fwa_nuvich

The 1-oc.tions .)f the textbook which deal with the Pre-
olumbiAn ,:ivilization5 and the Spaniards are very good. They,

provrde a balanced account, and the authors have avoided tno
B/ach Lend approach so often used in describing the Spanish
,.;onquest. The fAame is true for the coverage of the Texas
revolution and the Mexican War, which on the whole are treated
fairly ind accurately 1)7 the authors.

The latter aectiono of the textbook are disappointing In
their treatment of Hispanics. In fact, the textbook almost
cmpletely Ignorea the aluerto Rican and Cuban people In the

State5 during the 20th century. The Information on
Mexican Amarican3 is sketchy. Important events such as Me-
xican imiqratizIn to the United :tates during the early
the impc.rtance -:;:f Mexican/Mexican Americans in both world war...,
r.neir migration and settlement in urrian areas, the :113'.:5 Aopor-

tati-Avi <at the 1q30's, the continuing lxscrimination In the
:440's, Ind the further devel.Ipment ot organizatIona Aro tl!

fnAll the te%tbc-ok. Only one mAlor Mexican kmert,:x:
leader Ats 31scufil)ed, that leader Lein,/ ,:esar ':haven. It 1;
nclpeki Inc; r rn nq
:-:.;:t.v.111:-f. n 4s ;

k
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Reviewer #4

We the People

D.C. Heath

The textbook contained general and, at times, sketchy informati on
the Spanish, Mexican, Mexican American, and Hispanic people. Because of
this, important historical events reflecting Hispanics in the United States
were not adequately discussed or analyzed in terms of causes and consequences.
This shortcoming is especially evident in the sections of the textbook
which dealt with the Texas revolution of 1836, the Mexican *War and the
spanish-Cuban-American War. There was very little information provided
with regard to the Mexican and Latin.American people. For example, the
Mexican War was discussed in two paragraphs and the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo was not even referred to. In essence the Mexican War represents
a watermark in Mexican American History because it was this war that made
3waiacan people of the Southwest citizens of the United States. In terms
of the Spanish-Cuban-American War, the textbook fails to adequately examine
the causes of the war and its impact on the Cuban people.

The lack of information on Hispanics is even more glarin9 during the
chapters which treat historical events in the 20th century. 9sually the
textbook refers to Mexican Americans in the context of its discussions
)n Jther minorities. This presents problems. First of all, information
on minorities is of a general nature, thus not of great help in providing
'students with a well rounded picture of the ethnically and culturally
tiverse world in which they live. Second, the grouping of minorities
in the textbook creates the danger of minorities being seen as homage-
neon,.. This is of course inaccurate. Finally, the Hispanic people do
twt receive the recognition or attention they merit for their roles and
-,-ntributions to the development of this country. For example, the
!extboa)k omits an examination of Spanish/Mexican contributions to the
mining industry, to the development of the west, and to the building of
the :;outhwent. It omits a discussion of their migration and immigration
patterns in the 1900's, their mass deportations in the 1930's, their
%er,)13m in World War II, and the discrimination they encountered through-
qt . the textbook made no reference to Mexican American or Hispanic

1.11: 1 ,!1; Inti leaders, although to its credit it did include a
:f !1:t. >t tam worker organizer Dolores Huerta. It almost

1;:v 111,,ted the plet;ence and role )f the Cuban and Puerto Rican
in tni-i .oantry we Thus, a great deal of information

f- he written int.. the next edition in order to correct these
t!: the textly)ok's content.
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Reviewer #4

The American Way.

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston

`he textbook portrays the Spaniards as cruel, brutal and
callous conquerors whose sole motivation was greed. In brief
the textbook perpetuates and reinforces many of the negative
attitudes which are part and parcel of the Black Legend menta-
lity present in much of historical writing concerning Spain
and its people.

The textbook also denigrates Spanish and Mexican insti-
tutions and practices by describing them as stagnant, "dif-
ferent," and ineffective when compared to the more "dynamic"
and "progressive" institutions extant in the United States.
There are also some factual errors throughout the textbook
which need to be corrected. (see attached specifics)

A number of important historical events and issues
affecting or involving Hispanics are either omitted or given
somewhat sketchy treatment in the textbook. This includes the
following areas: the Monroe Doctrine, the Texas revolution
of 1836, the Mexican War and its causes, and the Spanish-
Cubal-American War. However, the textbook does contain some
usef 1 information on Hispanics, especially during the 20th
centuy. Nonetheless there are significant gaps in that
information, especially concerning Hispanics during the Great
Depression and World War II. There is a noticeable dearth
of information on the Puerto Rican and Cuban people through-
out the textbook, and this needs to be addressed in future
editions.



Reviewer #4

This is America's Story

Houghton Muffin Company

Overall the textbook provided a fair and balanced dis-
c,.

cussion of the Spaniards; Mexicanos, and Other Latin Ameri-
cans. Generally it described the Spaniards and Latin American
people in positive terms and provided information that is
generally overlooked or omitted from American history text-
books. It gave credit to Hispanics for their courage and
'accomplishments and it included a number of useful pictures
and photographs depicting the diversity in their culture
and history. The letters written by Phillip Andrews con-
cerning Spanish colonial life and institutions were both
informative and innovative. The only question being why the
authors chose to make Philip Andrews the son of an English
father and a Spanish mother? The textbook also contained
useful comparisons as to how colonists lived in the French,
Spanish, and English colonies. Its coverage of the Latin
American revolutions of 1810-1821 were both interesting
and informative, as was its discussion of the major Latin
American leaders. It even contained information concerning
how Brazil gained its independence.

In the chapter concerning the Spanish-Cuban-American
War, the textbook acknowledged the long struggle of the
Cuban people to gain independence. It also argued that
Spain made concerted efforts to avoid war with the United
States in 1898. It also did a good job of describing United
States - Latin American relations in the 20th century.

The major flaw in the textbook is that it did not
discuss the role, history and contribution of the Hispanic
American people in the United States in the 20th century.
For example, it contained no information on the Mexican/
Mexican American people at all. Thus it overlooked their
migration and settlement, their contributiOns to America's
development, their battle against discrimination, or their
heroism in America's wars. There was nothing on the lea-
dership or organizations of the Mexican American people Ln
this country. The same critism applies in terms of its omis-
sion of the Puerto Ricer and Cuban peoples. This is unfor-
tunate given the fine joa the textbook did in weaving in the
history and culture of the Spanish, Mexican and Latin American
people in the decade preceding the 20th century.

-84-
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Reviewer #4

Two Centuries of Progress

ILaidlaw

I found the interdisciplinary approach of the textbook
both useful and interesting. Another outstanding aspect of
the textbook was the cartoons, photographs and charts. Not
only were they well done, but many of them contained captions
with useful information and challenging questions.

Overall the textbook represented a solid attempt to
present a balanced picture of Hispanics, their history and
the issues and events surrounding their experience within
the fraMework of United State history. The information con-
cerning Hispanics is for the most part useful and accurate.
My criticism of the textbook; therefore, is not so much
about what was included but rather about what was left out.
A significant number of important issues, events and per-
sonalities were completely omitted, particularly with regards
to Hispanics in the 20th century. In other areas, the infor-
mation was a bit too sketchy to be of much use to students.
I hope that these shortcomings will be remedied in the next
issue, especially given that this textbook reflected a sen-
sitivity to the Hispanic experiences it covered.



Reviewer #4

The Free and the Brave

Rand McNolly Company

Overall the textbook provides an interesting and well
balanced treatment of the Spanish in America from the 1500's
to the onset-of the revolutions for independence which began
in 1810. The textbook uses selected quotes from the major
participants in the exploration, conquest, and settlement
of the Americas and supplements the narrative with good illus-
trations and photographs. It also acknowledges Spanish and
Indian contributions to American society.:

The textbook also provides a fairly balanced account of
Mexican/Mexican American history, particularly in its dis-
cussion of the causes of the Mexican War and its aftermath.
It contains information on Spanish/Mexican contributions in
mining. In discussing the Spanish-Cuban-American War of 1898
the textbook provides a sympathetic account of the Spanish
and Cuban people's struggle and the reasons behind it. It
also provides information on the reaction of the Latin American
people to United States intervention in their affairp.

A serious flaw in the textbook is the lack of information
on Hispanics in the United States during the 20th century.
The roles, contributions and history of the Mexican American
are overlooked, thus ignoring a number of important issues and
events. For examples the mass deportations of the 1930's were
not discussed, the heroism of Mexican Americans in World War
II and the discrimination that they suffered (i.e. the Zoot-
Suit Riots in Los Angeles in 1943), the further growth and
development of Mexican American communities in the 1950's, and
the resurgence ofGactivism in the volatile sixties and seven-

!ties. Information is also Seriously lacking on Puerto Rican
'Americans and Cuban Americans throughout the entire textbook.

-8h-
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--reviewer #4

American Adventures

Scholastic

The textbook leaves a great deal to be desired in terms
of its treatment of the Hispanic people. For example, Spain
and its people are portrayed aa. cruel, barbaric, gold-hungry
conquerors. In essence the textbook reinforces and perpetuates
a number of Black Legend attitudes and concepts.

The relationship between Hispanics and the United States,
as depicted in the textbook, is largely discussed in terms of
an adversary one. Furthermore, the result is that the His-
panics always "lose" to the more powerful and aggressive,
Americans. Hispanics are usually characterized as poor, power-
less and largely residents of the Southwest. This is of
course inaccurate and a great deal of rewriting needs to be
done to rectify this. The textbook also suffers from a dearth
of information on Hispanics, particularly in the 20th century.
Thus, information on Hispanics during important periods of
development are omitted--information which would be. of value
in describing the Hispanic experience to students in a posi-
tive and progressive manner. While there is some attempt to
focus on Hispanic contributions in some areas (i.e. the West)
and the works of Father Serra, a lot more information needs
to be added. Finally, there is absolutely no reference made
to other Hispanic groups such as the Puerto Rican or Cuban
people in the United States. This is a serious flaw that
needs to be remedied.

S
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Reviewer #4

America! America!

Scott, Foresman, and Company

The chapters which discuss the Spaniards need to be
re-written. They generally denigate the Spaniards, portraying
them as greedy, cruel and callous conquerors. Spaniards are
also, depicted as gullible adventurers driven by fanciful
legends of wealth. Furthermore they are described as conqueror
while other Europeans are described as colonists and settlers.

The textbook suffers from a number of omissions and from
sketchy discussions of events of importance in Mexican/Mexican
American and Hispanic history. For example the sections on the
Texas revolution and the Mexican War are superficial and would
benefit from further discussion and analysis. References to
Hispanics becoMe less evident in the chapters covering the
20th century. Theie is almost no reference to Mexican/Mexican
American migration\during the first half of the 20th century.
There"is no discussion of the roles and contributions of
Hispanics in World War II and'no information on blatant acts
of discrimination such as the mass deportations of the 1930's
or the Zoot-Suit,Riots of 1943. Overall there were a great
number. of gap$ concerning Mexcian American history. Further-
more there isia glaring lack of information of or reference
to the Puerto Rican and Cuban people in the United States.
Thus, there iSta need fpr re-writing and for the addition of
a great deal more information.
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Reviewer #4

Let Freedom Ring

Silver Burdett,

In the period before the onset of the 20th century the
textbook does a good job of discussing the role and contri-
butions of the Hispanic people. The Spanish receivea well-
balanced treatment in those sections which describe their
efforts at exploration and colonization. In brief many of
the Black Legend attributes so often used describing the Spa-
niards are omitted, which is a refreshing change.

The material on Hispanics in the latter chapters of the
textbook represent a good starting point in discussing their
importance and role in the United States during the 20th
century. A couple of serious weaknesses involve the lack of
information on Mexicans/Mexican Americans during_the period
from 1900-1950. Another serious weakness was the lack of infor-
mation on the Puerto Rican and Cuban people in the United
Stalces throughout the textbook. Hopefully, these shortcomings
will be remedied in the next edition.

The photographs and captions pertaining to Mexican Am-
ericans and Hispanics are useful and reflect the diversity of
these people. There are also a number of helpful unit ac-
tivities in order to supplement the information in the text-
book. Hispanics were not always described as adversaries to
the United States and efforts were made to include a discussion
of both sides of issues.

-89-



Reviewer #4

Hispanics

Summary of Findings and Recommendations

All of the United States history textbooks which were
reviewed contained three serious flaws. One flaw was that
they all failed to relate the Indo-Hispanic, and Mexican
heritage to the Mexican American people in the United States.
These texts failed to recognize that the history of the Me-
xican American people is ultimately linked to that of,Mexico,
Spain, Meso-America and the United States. Thus, the tendency
was to either exclude significant portions of Mexican American
history, treat it in a cursory and token fashion, or segregate
it from the overall fabric of American history. A second
flaw was the lack of content on Hispanics during the.20th.
century. For the Hispanic people this century has brought
profound changes and growth. Furthermore, they have played
a vital role in the development of this country. They have
both been affected and have in turn impacted upon the course
of events. Yet f their roles and accomplishments have been al-
most totally excluded from the textbooks. A third flaw in-
volved the almost complete exclusion of any substantive infor-
mation-bh-Othek-a4aiii64roups such as the Puerto Ricans and
the Cubans. They were generally discussed in a few paragraphs
towards the end of the textbooks or they were grouped under the
heading cf "other minority groups" or other.Hispanics. This
cursory and unbalanced treatment does not do justice to the
Cuban and Puerto Rican peoples and it implies that their history,
culture and presence in the United States are of little import.
This hasty treatment further reinforces the misconception
that Hispanics are "outsiders" in this country. It ignores
the fact that the root culture of many Hispanics, whether
Puerto Rican, Cuban or Mexican American, lies in the United
States. Finally, this lack of information downplays the
struggles and accomplishments of the Hispanic people.

All of the textbooks did contain information on the Pre-
Columbian civilizations, on Spain, and on Mexico. The
quantity and quality of information, however, varied. For
example, Two Centuries of Progress (Laidlaw, 1977), provided
balanced, accurate and useful information on the Indo-Hispanic
and Mexican people from the Pre-Columbian period through the
Spanish-Cuban-American War of 1898. The same is true for the



Free and the Brave (Rand McNally, 1980), which contained
interesting information on Spain and its colonial policy.
This is America's Story. (Houghton-Mifflin, 1978), contained
a large amount of information on the Spaniards, Latin
Americans and Mexicanos. The textbook portrayed them in
very positive terms and did.a fine job of examining their
culture, history and institutions. It also included'a solid
overview of the Latin American revolutions of 1810 and
some of the key figures involved ln the struggle for in-
dependence. 'In essence this textbook included information
on Latin Americans prior to the 20th century that is often
overlooked or omitted from other United States histoty
textbooks. Let Freedom Ring (Silver Burdett, 1977), treated
the Spanish presence in the Americas fairly and avoided the
Black Legend characteristics generally attributed to the
Spanish. Finally, America: Its People and Values (Harcourt,
Brace, and Jovanovich, 1979), also did a good job of
discussing the fte-Columbian civilizations and the Spanish
in the Americas. Important events such as the Texas revo-
lution of 1836 and the Mexican-American War of 1846-48 were
fairly and accurately discuzaegLasLssell,

On the other side of the scale were the textbooks which
were generally biased against the Hispanic people and their
forebearers. These textbooks denigrated the Hispanic people
by portraying them in largely negative terms or by portraying
them as obstacles to be overcome so that progress could
enter the area. In the latter case, this resulted in Spa-
niards and Mexicanos being described primarily as adversaries
who were generally weaker and thus always destined to bow
to the more powerful, aggressive and dynamic-Anglo-Americans.
The tendency in these textbooks was to focus on the baser
rather than the higher values of Spaniards, Latin-Americans,
and Mexicans. This tendency is most apparent in American
History for Today (Ginn, 1977); American Adventures (Scholastic,
1977); The American Way (Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1979);
and Americas America (Scott, Foresman and Co., 1980). These
textbooks described the Spaniards as cruel, greedy and bar-
baric conquerors, while their institutions were portrayed as
stagnant, ineffective and "different." Many of these negative
attributes were also ascribed to the Mexicans, especially when
discussed in relation to the Texas revolution and the Mexi-
can War. Such treatment only serves to perpetuate stereotypes,
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engender feelings of superiority among non-Hispanic "white"
students and feelings of guilt and shame on the part of His-
panic students who only read about the negative aspects of
'their culture and. history.

Adding to the shortcomings discussed above was the sketchy
and inadequate treatment which the Hispanics received in the
textbooks. Although We the People (D. C. Heath, 1977) did
not denigrate the Hispanic people as much as did other text-
books, it did gloss over a great deal of information. For
example, both the Mexican War and the Spanish-Cuban-American
War were superficially discussed, even though they represent
important events affecting the Hispanic and Hispanic American
people.

In conclusion, all of the textbooks could stand improve-
ment, although some require more re-writing than others. As
stated at the outset,. -the most glaring weakness in the text-
books reviewed wa1he lack of information on all Hispanic
American. people within the context of 20th century American
history.
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Reviewer #5

American History for Today

Ginn & Company

This textbook provides a consistent style which guides the
reader into critical thinking and allows the learner to study
and review important issues. Each unit is folloWed by review
and inferential questions. This is of value to students in that
it leads them Vo reflect on American History and also asks them
to decide what the course of history could have been. It asks
students to think about issues that they may have to confront as
an adult.

In relation to its treatment of minorities, the textbook has
some shortcomings. Although it makes an attempt to present minor-
ities objectively, it is limited in the presentation of different
cultures, especially in Hispanic minorities. Some mention is made
of Chicanos and Puerto Ricans; however, there is very little
distinction in the cultural heritage each group has to offer.
This textbook offers very little .to Hispanics students because
it fails to highlight the contribution of Hispanic thinkers,
artists, musicians, etc.

The role of assimilation is presents. (p. 330) within the
public school systems without sufficient discussion as to how this
affects minorities today and, if, this should be the goal of
American education.

Bilingual goals, objectives, and philosophy are not evident
anywhere in this textbook. The textbook is not readily adaptable
to bilingual programs.

-93-
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Reviewer #5

AMERICA: ITS PEOPLE AND VALUES

Harcourt Brace Javanovich

America: Its People and Values would be an appropriate social
studies textbook if the melting pot theory of social interaction
is appropriate to describe the American society, or if the student
population it addresses is exclusively Anglos or at least homo-
geneous, but neither is the case. The American society as a
pluralistic, multicultural and multiracial society is not addressed.

The book assumes that all immigrants come to the U. S. and melted
in the mold, this is clearly shown in the highlighted quote of Jean .

de Crevecoeur on Page 232 which describes-the American society as a
melting pot..."Here individuals of all nations are melted into a new
race of men, whose labors and decendants will one day cause great
changes in the world." This quote might have been appropriate in
1782, but it.certainly isn't appropriate for today's society.

Although the "values" promoted in the book are good ones, it is
assumed, or at least implied, that they are the "only" good ones
leading a bilingual student to discard or ignore the values promoted
at home. This orientation would only lead the negative self-concept,
intolerance and denial of cultural background and ethnic heritage.

One of the best features of the book is the section on activities
that teaches the students to distinguish between facts and opinions.
If these activities are carried out properly, they will lead students
to think critically and make their own choices. Ironically, the
choice is made for the students in to many instances throughout the
book. To be able to carry out the activities in question properly,
an intensive inservice program would have to be administered to all
teachers using the text. Follow-up activities and observation are
also necessary to insure proper use of activities.

No matter what point of view the book promotes, the most signi-
ficant task is going to be in the hands of the teacher. The teacher's
point of view rather than that of the book will be the determiner, hence
the significance of the teacher's guide.

The teachers guide should have included more activities and informa-
tion that relate to the different ethnii gorups represented in the American
society. The textbook itself doesn't give proper recognition to ethnic
groups. This would have given the book an extra dimension which would
have made it more adaptable to bilingual classrooms and to global and
multicultural education.

Overall, the book promotes ethnocentrism rather than multiculturalism
which is an essential component of bilingual education. With creative
teaching, and proper inservice, the book could be adaptable to bilingual
classrooms.
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Reviewer #5

We the People

D. C. Heath & Co.

We the Peo le is very clear and colorful in its portrayal
of history. is designed with readers and their abilities in
mind. In many ways it does resemble a reading textbook with
its glossary, underlined words and review activities. The .

textbook leaves the teacher with a variety of diverse ideas,
texts, and even a final test'to be used at the end of the school
year. In addition, students are provided with activities not
only in the textbook but also in the activities book which allows
for slower readers to participate in the learning process.

Among the strengths of this textbook this reviewer found ,

more attention given to ethnic minorities. The textbook, began
with an introduction about the Aztecs, which is missing in other
textbooks. It gives some insight concerning Mexican-Americans
(p. 237, 506), Puerto Ricans, the American Indians, and other
minorities, In addition, it provides a very handsome pictorial
display of minorities in contemporary American society on (p. 566-
7).

A major weakness in the textbook is that it over emphasizes
the immigrant and hence, the minority member as an individual
living mostly in the poorer areas of the large cities. Only one
sentence is used to add that some minorities do live in other areas
such as the suburbs. In this portrayal, there seems to be a
subconscious insistence on the minority member as a permanent part
of the lower classes. This may be true in many cases, but the
reasons for this perpetual dilemna are not clearly stated. Hence,
the student may be led to believe that it is a given fact that
minorities are doomed to remain as a lower class.

It was refreshing to see the use of "cultural pluralism" in
place of "melting pot" in both the student and teacher's
editions, this is a central issue in bilingual education and will
continue to be so.

In presenting the historical antecedents to the overtaking
of Puerto Rico and the Philippines there is a very sketchy, and
therefore, distorted view of these countries' need for self-deter-
mination. This distortion is a result of the emphasis'on the
Anglo-Saxon culture in American society.
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Reviewer #5

The American Wax

Holt, Rinehart f Winston

The title of this textbook describes the manner in which
American history is viewed through the eyes of the dominant
group in society. Although there is some representati9n of
ethnic minorities, the student is left with the notion that
cultural pluralism is of little importance in American society.
Little as to the contributions of ethnic minorities is present.
The questions concerning minorities are superficial because they
deal with mere facts and de,not ask the reviewer to question
attitudes, values and biases.

There is no mention of the contributions that minorities
have-brought to the United States in terms of art, literature
and music. This is also evident in the textbook's failure to
portray minorities as useful, successful or important contri-
butors and members of the American society.,

There exists the prevalent notion that immigrants came to
"melt" into the majority culture. It fails to discuss their
struggle to maintain their cultural identity or to reject it
as was demanded from previous immigrants. This is also evident
with Hispanics, the latest group to question the acceptance or
denial of the assimilatory process.

America is viewed as an "international policy" (p. 532-337.
But this role, which is being critically questioned with regard
to Latin American and Middle Eastern policies, is not presented
objectively to the students. As future leaders, American stu-
dents must learn to question the past objectively. The role
of history is to teach citizens how to learn from past experiences
and to make sound judgement for the future.

Bilingual goals, objectives and philosophy are not evident
in this textbook. It is not readily Adaptable to bilingual
education.



Reviewer #5

THIS IS AMERICA'S STORY

Houghton Mifflin

In this textbook, the reader found clearly global perspectives
of history and its effect on American history. The introduction
presents happenings in Europe which affected the outcome of explora-
tion to the New World. The discovery of Mexico is highlighted with
insight into the Aztec civilization. More detail is given concerning
life in the Spanish colonies. Mbre attention is given to Canada and
especially Latin America during and after the nineteenth century.
The reader goes beyond viewing American history as if it existed in
a vacuum.

Bili
history
American
culture
butions g
bilingual
is of lit

gual education maintains that a global perspective of
not only admirable but necessary. However, the thrust of
istory in this textbook presents basically the Anglo-Saxon
th little or no emphasis on the importance of the contri-
ven by different groups in this country. This can lead a
student to feel that their cultural and historical heritage
le or no value in the making of American history.

This reader found many illustrations and maps that clarified con-
cepts, such as the world as perteived by Europeans before the discovery
of North America. Scant attention was given to Hispanics. There
was a lack of illustrations highlighting minority cultures and
languages in the United' States at the present time. Therefore, a
bilingual student will find very little to identify with and may feel
that the deletion or denial of their culture heritage portrays a
negative aspect which may affect their self identify.

Hispanic minorities were virtually absent from the textbook,
especially in the discussion of America's future. Bilingual goals,
objectives, and philosophy are not evident in this textbook.
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Reviewer #5

Two Centuries of Progress: United States History

Laidlaw Brothers

The authors of Two Centuries of Progress have written a
textbook which clearly and concisely views social studies as an
examination of the environmental forces (extrinsic) which then de-

_ termihes human response and history. Culture, it's definition or
influence (intrinsic) on human responses is not addressed in the
textb ok. Culture is viewed as adoptive (p. T11) and the preser-
vatio of culture and traditions is suggested to be regressive.
Clear y such a philosophy is not compatible with the goals of
bilin education. No clear plan is evident for. providing
studs is with the rational (factual) and emotional (values
clarification)training required to develop a-world-centered
perspeetive, nor ia any attempt made to indicate that teaching of
languag s or in languages other than English has been or is pre-

. sently ccuring in the United States.

Enrichment ideas provided tq teachers by'the authors which
attempt to touch-on the need to investigate present day condi-
tions of territories and former colonies (p. T90) should be part
of the student textbook. Millions of present day American citizens
go unnoticed. As a result, cne is not surprised to find that other
ethnic \groups, their customs, mores, traditions, values and
languages are not addressed in the textbook. Acculturation is the
theme wherever ethnic groups are mentioned.

The authors. present diagrams on page 498 which deal with
theories of societal change in the United States. These diagrams

1 perpetuate the myth that polarization of groups in society is
caused by cultural differences.

An earnest attempt is made to present Native American Indians
in a clear though concise manner and students are informed of the
fact present day democracy has roots in the Iroquois League. Mexican-
American students are denied the recognition, and American students
the informatiOn, of the accomplishments of the great Meso-American
civilization whose past is the foundation of Mexican American
cultural heritage.

The authors brief statement on page 672 that "...each group
can be part of a unified society while keeping its own cultura2
identity..." is overshadowed by the stereotypes of Hispanics
(p. 688-9). Cubans are portrayed as undiscriminated against.
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The combination of underemphasis and the portrayal of ethnic
groups such ass the Hispanics in such a non-positive manner fags
to create images for-ItUddhis which would lead to full and unqUali-
fied acceptance.

The ethnic food survey suggested in the teacherS edition
(p. T92) is excellent in its attempt .to involve ,the community but
lacks in significance for it does not necessarily broaden cultural
horizons.

"The Culture of a Dynamic Nation" (p. 406-13) would. make it
seem as if ideas, education, literatire, newspapers, magazines,
architecture, art and leisure activ;.ties were monolingual and
monocultural.

,N

As a result of overemphasis of ethnic problems, the lack of,
male and female ethnic models, the lack of references 0 the con-
tributions of ethnic artists and clarify in presenting ;the true
historical forces which affect ethnic groups, this reader is unable
to endorse this textbook/for bilingual programs.
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Reviewer #5

The Free and the Brave

Rand McNally.

One of the cited objectives of the Free and the Brave is "to
help students.understand the changing nature of their own culture
its development and its values." (p. T2). Unfortunately, the text-
book often leaves this goal to the teachers discretion to address.
Teachers are a product of their culture and training. Since most
teachers are not trained in multicultural or global edUcation skill
development the use of "may be useful.." (p. T11) types of directions
leave a great opportunity for arbitrary decision making. Excellent
pictures and narrative to' provide however, the material and visual
experiences on which teachers could base value clarification activities.
The textbook also gives ,pictorial and descriptive narrative attention
to Incas, Mhyat, Aztecs and Indian cultures.

Heritage, its meaning and its inter-relationship with langUage
and religion, is discussed from the onset of this historical.text-
book. American religions would appear to be exclusively Protestant
and Catholic with Judaism later coming on the scene.

Family roles are given better consideration and the Italian
immigrants quote on page 470 would lead to the possible assumption
that all Italian immigrants had such negative experienCes.

Diversity of lifestyles within ethnic heritage groups is lacking.

. Cognitive objectives are clearly indexed but affective objectives
are not addressed. Directed discovery of multicultural historical
facts are not provided. Role-playing, dramatization, simulation games,
community activities and research activities are absent from both the
teacher textbook and student workbook. The overall cognitive content
is relatively free of bias. The university of human problems is not
as evident as the concept of assimilation of ethnic heritage groups
into American life. The interrelationship of ethnic heritage groups is
presentei and tliis textbook presents both male and female ethnic pictures.

Inservice training of teachers would permit the adaptability of
this textbook for average achievers in'bilingual pr6grams. Additional
resources would have to be presentedto portray a balanced bilingual
curriculum.



Reviewer #5

AMMICAN ADVENTURES

Scholastics Book Service

Below average readers are not necessarily below average thinkers.
,American Adventures keeps this premise in mind as it provide stimu-
IiIiiiiinFTWIZEIProvoking, reading materials and activiti s for
students.

Although this textbook does not provide specific bilingual goals
and objectives, it does present easily read materials and activities
designed to assist students in understanding the concept of cultural
pluralism. Each short chapter reads like a short story which fosters
high interest and attention.

Chapter 3; "the Alamo", is the first account which portrays
Mexicans fighting on behalf of the side of the Americans. The chapter
presents images which allow readers to understand the Mexican view-
point.

Ethnic minorities as immigrants are given comprehensive attention
by the authors. Chinese and Japanese Americans are reviewed. Puerto
Ricans are clearly defined in terms of their pseudo-citizenry (p. 379)
and the status of possessions is reviewed. Opportunity is given to
discuss the status of Guam or Puerto Rico, Cuba and the Philippines
in the teacher's edition (p. 1133). Europeans immigrants are
provided models such as Albert Einstein (p. 516), *Enrico Fermi (p. 517),
Erick H. Erickson and Rudolf Serkin (p. 518) yet no such models are pro-
vided for other non-white immigrants. In the fifth largest Spanish
speaking ccuntry of the world, one would minimally expect a propor-
tionate amount of attention to be given to Hispanic models. Spanish
and other non-English names are phonetically written so as to provide
phonologicalIntegrity. The textbook provides a review of the life
of Cesar Chavez and La Causa which allows students to experience some-
what the migrant workers plight. The textbook, however, fails to .

deal with the quality of life of millions of city dwelling Hispanics.

The teaching guide offers provocative activities which raise
questions aboUt racial superiority (p. T73), ideals, justive for all
(p. T109) and' prejudice (p. T147) .

American Adventures is designed to enhance re A ing skills with
historicaf-5i0iiTaW7ii the vehicle. Skill develo meat activities
which would lead a student to systematically infer that historical
happenings are a product of social, environmental, political and
cultural legacies, which are global and multicultural in nature are
lacking. In this respect, the authors of this textbook have under-
estimated their audiences ability to group social concepts.



0

Culture, language, community and family are outside of the
curricular considerations dealth with by American. Adventures. Due to
the nature of the reading file skills development inherent in the
textbook and the accuracy of the textbook in historical events
dealing with Hispanics and other ethnic minorities this textbook
can/be adaptable to bilingual programs.

1 1 1
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Reviewer #5

AMERICA! AMMICA!

Scott, Foresman and Co.

America! America! is a textbook which is vibrant in content and
constiTiEtai. Wigcreatively designed with 50 short chapters
organized into thirteen units each of which covers a major-historical
period. Occasionally, a feature is labeled "Special" and highlights
a subject related to the chapter text.

The use of Woodland tribe folktales to illustrate their culture and
concern for the natural environment is an example of the textbooks
attempt to expose students to mult4.cultural literature and experience.

Unfortunately, the student textbook and teachers annotated text-
book make no mention of bilingual education. Although specific
objectives for conceptual development are provided by the authors for
each chapter, no correlation of bilingual objectives is provided.
Despite this oversight, which would definitely limit the use of the
textbook in a bilingual setting, a teacher, willing to use the
excellent teacher bibliography provided and also willing to make
available to students the extensive bibliography of student resources
provided, could adopt this textbook for use in a bilingual setting.
Certainly this textbook would be appropriately used by English dominant
students in a bilingual school setting.

The teacher's annotated edition provides excellent inquiry ac-
tivities regarding situational culture, traditions, role, cultural
transmission, immigration, power, motivation,. and values clarifica-
tion. Cultural contact is discussed within a framework which encour-
ages, students to examine how environments and cultures interact and
the interaction leads to change and enrichment for both! Students are
guided in discussions about the impact of internal migration on American,
society and in contrasting the 'belting pot" view with the concept of
cultural pluralism.

Although the textbook offer a somewhat comprehensive review of
the Mexican-American War, little other reference is made to the
contributions of the Mexican people in the southwest. Puerto Rico is i

afforded only passing reference as are Alasfca, Wake, Cuam, Midway,
Cuba, and Hawaii. These American possessiens, their contributions,
cultures and millions of American citizens are victims of this text
books benign neglect. It is difficult to envision a global philosophy
of social studies reflected in a narrow visioned American Social
studies curriculum.



Cesar Chavez and Hernan Badillo, although current outstanding
Hispanic male models seem to be "tokens" in the context of this textbook
since no other models are present. It seems to be "tokenism" to mention
La Raza Unida without mentioning Aspire or other ethnic cultural,
educational, political, legal defense or reform groups. Citing income
rates for Puerto Ricans in New York City as below that of Blacks (550)
and stating that "1/3 of all Puerto Rican families were on relief in
1970" without alluding to contributions to America made by Puerto Rican
professionals, artists, musicians, actors, athletes and workers perpetuates
thE stereotype of Puerto Ricans being social misfits which is prevalent
in today's classroom textbooks. This reader questions the validity of
these economic statistics which are in constant flux. Most importantly,
in a textbook which presumably seeks to inculcate cultural relevance, no
such relevance can be found herein.

America! America! makes no reference overtly or inferred to the
teach:Elialanguage as in a language other than Fnglish. Formal
culture and deep cultures are in most cases overlooked. As a result,
this textbook is seen to be a first step in what may, with modification,
be an excellent tool for the majority student and possibly adaptable,
with a great deal of teacher effort, to a bilingual-non-Hispanic
classroom.



Reviewer H5

LET FREEDOM RING

Silver/Burdett Co.

Let Freedom Ring is a colorful, informative and well-organized
textbook.- It not only offers performance objectives for each lesson,
but it also aids the teacher by providing motivational techniques,
ideas. in teaching slow learners, developmental activities,-biblio-
graphies and information regarding supplemental-materials such as
films. Each chapter contains a review with varied activities. In
addition, there is a student workbook'.which also has illustrations,
charts and maps to enhance learning. Questions in the workbook are
both factual and inferential. .

Let Freedorm Ring goes beyond the traditional history textbook
in that it provides more information concerning, for example, the
peoples and cultures inhabiting America before the advent of the
English colonies. Much information concerning American Indians is
provided in chapter 2, especially. In chapter 3 there is an overview
of the great empires including the rise of Islam. This is important
because of the large Arab population present in Michigan. However,
later chapters ignbre Arabs in America. 0

There is a comprehensive presentation of the emergence and change
in immigration laws. The reader is lead through historical facts in a
clear and concise manner.

Cultural pluralism is presented in an excellent manner.
Unit 8 is completely devoted to this theme. In it, the student is
asked to question the fairness or unfairness of immigration laws,
diScrimination and prejudice. Unit 8 also stresses the contributions
that immigrants have made to the larger society. The student is also
asked: What is an American? Through this search one is shown how
peoples of many cultures are American citizens. On page 546, the
definition of a "minority group" is presented with conditions which
they are subjected to in society.

The Mexican-Americans are especially highlighted along with
American Indians, Blacks and Women. However, little if any mention
is made of Arabs, Puerto Ricans or other Hispanics.

With all of the praise this reviewer has to offer, there are some
weaknesses. They are: (a) there is an implicit recognition of the
superiority of some ethnic groups over others (p. 533); (b) no mention
of Puerto Rican culture as well as Arabic, Philippine, and Latin
American; (c) little mention of prominent leaders except with Blacks,
Mwican-Americans and Women; (d) the word 'Black" when referring to
the formerly known group of African descendants is written with a
lower-case b instead of an upper-case B.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOYMBIDATICNS

RevieWer #5 (Bilingual)

Findings: Ten social science textbooks were reviewed. In
relation to the concept of bilingual/bicultural education all text-
books were seriously deficient in portraying the bilingual/bicultural
\\character of America. While there was diversity in the treatment of
minority cultures, it was scant, narrow, and stereotypic. The following
findings catagorize the general attitudes of the ,textbooks:

1. Culture is not comprehensively or consistely addressed.

2. No reference is made to use,'; other than English.

3. Bilingual, multicultural, and global ed tion goals are
not evidenced....

4. AssiMilation of immigrant groups... is implied.

5. Ethnic group contributions are not properly recognized.

In general, ethnic minorities are mentioned in the textbooks, but
only in terms of their culture. When it is provided, some textbooks
consider it regressive, while others emphasize the immigrant rather than
one born and raised in culturally pluralistic America.

Clearly there was no treatment of the communicative legacies of
the different cultural groups, nor its influence on the American English
language via cultural contact. On a proportionate scale, culture was
dealt with more than language by an approximate ratio of 99.9 to 00.1.
The subject of languages and its value to enhance individual worth and
our national resource or for its pedagogical feasibility is nihil.

Of all the textbooks reviewed, none of the series have goals nor
objectives compatible with those of bilingual, education; none make a
commendable attempt to\reflect the bilingual/bicultural reality,of
the ethnic groups mentioned; and only one provides a phonetical structure
of non-English words to\provide phonological integrity.

Even though there was mention of cultural pluralism in some of the
textbooks, none of them dealt with the concept of bilingualism.
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To a large extent, the evolution of the assimilationist philosophy
continues to be the salient notion to the detriment of the merging of
cultures. Generally, ethnocentrism rather than cultural pluralism is
the orientation maintained. The following quote from one of the text-
books analyzed examplifies this attitude:

-"Here individuals of nations are melted into a new
rice of men, whose labors and decendants will one
day cause great changes in the world."

This quote is inappropriate for today's society. This accultu-
ration concept implies that only the white, anglo-saxon, protestant
values are the good ones; thus leads a bilingual student to discard
or ignore the values promoted at home. This orientation, as years
of educational experience have clearly shown, only leads to the negative
'self-concept, intolerance, and denial of one's culture and language.

Even though a few of the textbooks do make an earnest attempt to
tat present ethnic minorities in a positive light, none are based on

bilingual education goals, objectives, or philosophy. Following are
some general recommendations applicable to all textbooks:

1. Discuss the importance of the cultural heritage of
different ethnic groups by presenting such aspects
as customs, beliefs, religion, values, family life,
etc.

2. Stress the importance of cultural pluralism.

3. Incorporate a multi- cultural view of the American
society in the teacher's guide.

4. Give an in -depth review of a minority's struggle for
self determination.

S. Present illustrations of minorities.

6. Avoid stereotypes.

7. Present the cultural and linguistic contributions of
Hispanics.

8. Provide a phonetical scheme for names and place in other
than English languages.

9. Incorporate bilingual/bicultural goals, objectives, and
philosophy into the textbooks.

10. Treat the issue of bilingual schools as,historically, these
were a vehicle in the process of self-determination.



Reviewer #6

American History for Today,

Gian and Company

'Me preface to the textbook, American History for Today
indicates that "it-tells the history of all the people of
the United States," (p.vii). There is little doubt that
the author, Margaret Stimmann Branson, has accomplished
this task. The role played by minorities in the development
of the United States is strongly focused on as each chapter
of the textbook unravels. Moral issues regarding the
treatment of .minorities are also pervasive in the textbook.
However, not much attention apparently was given to gifted
students who will be using this book. Only occasionally
does American History for Today provide for their needs.

The format of the book indicates the lower level
students in a class would not be frustrated in their

..effort to read-and understand the lessons provided. The
type size is large, the size of the page is small, and the
sentences are usually not lengthy, most of theedbeing.
simple or compound in structure. Each part of the book
(there are four parts) is divided into three to five units
Which are then divided into four to eight sections. Each
section has a good number of sub-sections each of which
have one or two simple recall (knowledge and comprehension)
questions. Since each sub-section comprises only one to
four paragraphs, it would be relatively easy for almost any
Student to skim through a short reading and locate the
answer. Possibly, the format of the text which would
definitely aid the.slow learner might not interest or
challenge a gifted/talented student. A gifted student
would be able to "race" through many of the sub-sections,
answer all the questions, and then have to wait for the rest
of the class to complete the same assignment. If each
section had some extra open-ended questions or items that
elicit higher level thinking, then the gifted student would
have something to occupy his/her spare time. Unfortunately,
this is not the case.

Higher level thinking skills, fortunately, are not
totally ignored in the textbook. At the end of each unit is
a section, "Using the Past to Understand the Present" which
includes five questions, many of them open-ended, which will
help to challenge higher ability students. These questions
take concepts from the past and show how these concepts are
still alive today. Here are two examples from, the unit on
"Exploration". (p.27)
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What parts of the universe are ,

being discovered and explored
today? Why are they being
explored?

What nations are challenging
each other today?

More open-ended type questions are found at the very end of
the unit. These questions go by various headings such as
"What Would You Have Done?", "Examining Values", "Was
There Another Way to Solve the Problem?", "Was It the Right
Decision", "Would You have Defended Them", and others.
It should be noted that the higher ability student must
wait till the end of the unit page before these challenging
questions become available. There is no provision for
these type questions in the rest of the textbook. -;

Gifted students are often challenged by primary
source readings because they can try to determine, often
through inference skills, what an early pioneer or settler
may be communicating in a diary of a letter written over

200 years ago. Although there are some primary source
readings, there could have been more. For example, the
issue of slave life on a plantation is particularly suitable
in primdry source readings, yet none were provided. In

addition, very few famous speeches were provided, notably
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. A positive note in the text-
book is the printing of an annotated constitution which
includes all 26 amendments. The original wording of this
document is very difficult for even gifted students to
comprehend.

American History for Today has some assets. It is easy

to read. There are many humorous political cartoons: The,

problems and achievements of minorities, notably Blacks,i,
Chinese-Americans, Hispanics, and American Indians, are
highlighted repeatedly throughout the textbook. The moral
dimensions of many significant issues are presented with
an explanation of differing viewpoints. The latter is
particularly true regarding issues such as slavery, U.S.
control of the Philippines (1899), the rise of big business
in the late 1800's, and the decision to use the atomic
bomb in World War II. Yet, American History for Today,

because it does not provide enough challenging discussion
questions and because it does not present project ideas,
ultimately falls very short in being a suitable textbook
to be used with gifted/talented students.

1.
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Reviewer #6

America: Its People and Values

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

America: Its People and Values places a heavy emphasis
on an inquiry program which is presented in a very system-
atic way. Each chapter of the student textbook stresses
the use of methods and terminology of a social scientist.
Spiral sections found in each of the textbook's 32 chapters
reinforce nineteen different steps, ranging from simple to
complex, which form a challenging learning hierarchy for
the student. Consequently, the student textbook provides
motivating material for gifted and talented students. Un-
fortunately, the teacher's manual only occasionally meets
the needs of gifted/talented students. All too often the
teacher's manual provides motivational or research activi-
ities that do not often emphasize higher level thinking
skills.

The design of the student textbook will be appealing
to students of average and above average ability. Each
chapter is divided into-three to five page sections which
can be easily covered in one class period. A good number
of sections have primary source materials whose only draw-
back is brevity since many of these source readings are
only a single paragraph. Regardless, the primary source
readings help to bring history to life and many of them
are included in the numerous "Inquiry Skills" section.
Building from simple to complex, the first skills the
students encounter are identifying historical problems
and formulating hypotheses. In later sections and
chapters, students work with evaluating conflicting opin-
ions and debating values in deciaion making. In the
latter portions of the textbook, students deal with even
higher level thinking areas such as synthesizing evidence,
predicting possible consequences, and forming general-
izations. In all, there are nineteen inquiry skills
presented and each is reviewed in an end of chapter
section entitled "Using Inquiry Skills". To further en-
hance student interest and help students form hypotheses,
each of the eleven units opens with a two page assortment
of paintings and photos many of which have analysis type
questions. One such photo reveals the names of people
living in an apartment building. The nine names indicate
various nationalities. The question below the photo asks,
"What information does this provide about present-day
Americans?" Though each unit begins with an array of
illustrations, there does not seem to be enough illustrations
in the rest of the chapters. As a result, the textbook
is not as appealing as it could have been. Yet, this is one
of the few blemishes in a material that should attract
many students, particularly the gifted/talented.
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America: Its People and Values included a 316 page
teacher's manual and resource guide. .This /material has
a number of helpful suggestions, many of Which will not
meet the needs of the gifted students. A number of
suggestions involve the knowledge and comprehension
skills of making maps, defining new terms, locating
geographical land incidents, inventions, and people.
When a project is suggested which does involve higher
level thinking, not enough detail is usually provided
to either make it interesting or easily accomplished
by even the more advanced students in a class. For ex-
ample, on p.43 of the teacher's manual, the following
is suggested:

...Some of the difficulties that
might be mentioned; lack of oxygen,
lack of vegetation and food supply,
lack of water, lack of gravity, and
extreme temperatures. Have the
class compare the problems of living
on the moon to the problems the first
settlers faced in.the American
wilderness...

This discussion activity could have been highlighted by
doing a simulation exercise called, "Lost on the Moon"
where students are presented with a list of 20 possible
items they can take to the moon on a space flight. If

they should get lost on the moon, which ten items would
be the most important to keep. In addition to a lack
of creativity in project suggestions, the teacher's
guide does not provide enough open-ended questions to
supplement textbook readings.

In summary, America: Its Pe, eple and Values provides a
challenging textbook for the gifted/talented students.
Unfortunately, the teacher's manual does not possess the
same assets./
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Reviewer #6

We The People - A History of the United States
D. C. Heath and Company

We .The People has a design which would probably make
it ideal for the average and below average student. Un-
fortunately, this textbook only occasionally meets the
needs of students who need to be challenged - the gifted,
and talented. Large print, brief lessons, a wealth of
.photos, paintings, and drawings, and a reading level that
appears less than gr,ade seven all contribute toward making
this book extremely. appealing. Yet, the brevity of lessons
does not always allow for the depth many historical events
should be accorded. Nor does it allow for primary source
extracts that often contribute to the interests of a gifted
student. Another shortcoming of We The People is a fairly
brief teacher's guide located at the beginning of the
textbook. Fortunately, there are some suggestions found at
the end of each lesson and chapter that can be encouraging
to teachers who wish to motivate small groups of students
or even certain individuals in their classes.

The beginning of each of the 75 lessons in the text-
book uses a novel approach. "Stories" which are actually
historical incidents written in narrative form attempt to
capture the interest of the class. These selections help
the class to focus on the lesson that will follow. Here is
an excerpt from "The Mystery of the Lost Colony" which
serves to introduce the lesson on English colonization in
the New World: (p.68-69)

...Roanoke was located on an island
near the coast of what is now
North Carolina. This colony dis-
appeared. What became of the
colonists at Roanoke remains a
mystery. There is only one clue
to the mystery: the word "Croatoan"
had been carved on the gateposts
of the fort.

Following the narrative regarding the Roanoke colony is a
lesson which has the same sequence of all other lessons in
the book: a vocabulary study, a two page lesson, and one
page of questions and activities related to the lesson.
The "Stories" excerpts will appeal to most students re-
gardless of ability. Some of the lesson 'follow up
activities involve higher level thinking skills with open-
ended questions included. Here is an example from p.73
from a section entitled, "Thinking Things Over":
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If you 4:tad lives in England in the

early 1600's would you have gone to
Virginia? Give reasons for your
answer.

Also, located at the end of each lesson, the section "Putting
Ideas Together" allows students to use a higher level think-
ing skill of analysis as they compare one historical event
with another studied earlier in the textbook. For
example: (p.355)

Why did great numbers of immigrants begin
- coming to the United States in the late

1800's? Compare their reasons with those
of earlier immigrants. For example, did
Jake and his brother have the same reasons
the Puritan had?

Reviewing each lesson, there appears to be a format which .

should provide some interest and challenge for most
students in a class including the gifted and talented.

Although the teacher's guide makes no allowance for
individual or group projects, each of the 24 chapters suggests.--
project ideas in the section entitled, "Follow Your
.Interests". Some of the projects are explained in fairly
exact detail, others provide little or no criteria to provide
direction for either the instructor or the student. A very
creative project is suggested regarding immigration. Here,
the student is asked to interviecila relative regarding why
he or she decided to immigrate to the United States. In a
project regarding inventors, very little direction is given.
Names of inventions or inventors are not provided, nor are
any suggestions provided tegarding the end result of the
student's research.

The teacher's guide preface presents We The people as a
book "developed to feet basic curriculum requirements in
American history." What is meant by a "basic curriculum"
is not made clear. Judging by the design and contents of
the textbook, it is possible that this material is mainly
meant for average and below average ability-students. Many
vocabulary words that are stressed seem very elementary.
Some of these are "problems" and "supplies" (p.69),
"success" (p.77)., and "educated" (p.83). While the brief
three page lessons will appeal to many students, many
historical vital issues are glossed over. Some of these are
the Civil'War, the effects of slavery, the Revolutionary War,
each of which is covered in three pages. The Boston
Massacre of 1770 has only three sentences of coverage. Two
sentences are devoted to World War II ending because of the
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atomic bomb. Yet no reasons are given concerning why
President Truman seemed to feel there was no other
suitable way of ending the conflict with Japan. In

addition, another glaring omission is a great lack .of
primary source readings. Washington's Farewell
Address, Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, the Monroe
Doctrine are only some of the major primary sources that
are not included. 'Many important historical and social
science terms are not found in the textbook.' Some of
them are Neutrality, Manifest Destiny, Isolationism,
Foreign Policy, and Domestic Policy. As a result,
We The Le2214 is not apparently written for the average to
above average student, but it seems to be directed toward
the average or below average student.

In(spite of the fact that the textbook does not
AP

usually meet the needs of the gifted student, the teacher's
guide could help to fill this void. Unfortunately, it does
not. Though some discussion ideas aresnggested, there is
no provision for student projects. As a result, We The
People appears to be an excellent text for the average and
below average student, but not for the gifted/talented.
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Reviewer #6

The American
W..-.at

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

The teacher's guide preface of The American Azt pro-
vides extensive information concerning the special needs
of handicapped children in the classroom. The needs of
gifted students are briefly referred to as well:

Every strong program in history
and social studies must be held

/ responsible for opportunities to
increase the skills and under-
standings of all the students, in-
cluding the academically gifted and
the handicapped. (p.T19)

Though there is mention of the uniqueness of the gifted,
very little is done in The American jitz.. to provide

creative open-ended questions or innovative projects that
would appeal to academically talented students.
The American Way, to place its emphasis on the needs
of average and below average ability students while not

. allowing for the academiC stimulation of the gifted
students.

The American is not totlAly devoid of suggestions
which involve higher level thinking. The only difficulty
is that these suggestions are far too scarce in the
student edition and the teacher's edition textbook.
Occasionally when creative ideas are presented which
would appeal to the. gifted, these ideas are found at the
end of each chapter in a section entitled, "Activities".
Many of these "Activities" ideas are not very challenging
for the

I
gifted since they often suggest visiting a museum,

filling in a chart or map, or doing library research.
There are exceptions however. Page 31 poses the following
which relies on higher level thinking skills of analysis:

It has been said that the most organized
settlers, the English, came ttpon the
least settled Native Americans, the
eastern hunting and gathering tribes.
What difference might it have made in
history of the Americas if the Spanish
had come to Plymouth and the English
had met the Aztecs and the Mayas?
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Another suggestion that would appeal to the
1p.629. This activity asks two students to invite repre-
sentatives of Common Cause, the League of Women Voters,
and other possible'groups to come to class to speak.
Some questions these groups would be asked are the
following?

What brought individuals together into
the group? Who were the original
leaders? Does the organization still
work on the same issues as it did at
the beginning?

Each of the 24 chapters in the textbook provides four
"Activities" ideas which provide to some degree for the
needs of the gifted students.

The greatest failing of The American jazi, is a
teacher's edition that does little to provide for the
gifted. The chapter guides at the beginning of the
teacher's edition provide no projedt ideas or
motivational suggestions to introduce major themes or
ideas in American history. Each chapter of the
teacher's edition does have a good number of possible
discussion questions printed in the margins. However,
only a small percentage of these discussion qugstions are
open-ended. An exception to this would be many higher
level questions which accompany the many maps, charts,
and graphs that are in the textbook. Many of the
questions emphasize the higher level thinking skills of
making conclusions and influences.

The student textbook has some very positive assets in
terms of its approach to historical issues. Rarely, are
complex issues overly simplied.- In fact, concerning issues
having a moral dimension such as U.S. expansion into Mexican
territory'and treatment of American Indians in the 1800's,
the authors present a wealth of viewpoints which compre-
hensively show both sides of the issues. However, where
the student.text does at times meet the needs of gifted/
talented students, the teacher's guide usually falls
short of providing a challenge for students other than
those who are average_to below average in ability.
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Reviewer #6

This Is America's Story

Houghton-Mifflin

This Is America's Story is an American history text-
book that is comprised of ten units each of which contain
anywhere from two to four chapters. Each chapter is
divided into two to five sections. -Each section has a few
check-up questions which are mainly of a recall (knowledge
and comprehension) nature. At the conclusion of a chapter
are more areas that elicit recall responses from students
which involve defining key terms from the chapter, knowing
the significance of important historical figures and dates,
and locating places on a map. A section entitled, "What Do
You Think?" does have some excellent motivational questions
which would appeal to gifted/talented students. There is a
brief teacher's manual at the beginning of the textbook, and
there are teacher notes and questions printed in orange
type on some pages in the teacher's edition.

Because of this textbook's large print type and short
reading assignments of two to five pages per section, this
is a material that would be easy to use in classes having
students exhibiting a wide ralige of abilities. However,
This Is America's Story is rather/bland in its design. Very
few photos are in color and there does not seem to be enough
photography to break up the monotony of many lieges that in-
volve type with no allowance for illustrations. Fortunately,
there are many maps and charts which help to reveal
historical progress and clarify many historical events.
Each chapter has a qme line feature which names major
events that will occur in the chapter and indicates in which
years they took place.' This time line feature is important
in giving students a chapter by chapter time reference which
will aid in the understanding of what they are readilg.

The teacher's introduction indicates there are "a
great number" of primary source extracts interspersed
throughout the textbook. For a book with nearly 800 pages,
however, there were fewer than 35 primary source extracts and
most of these were very brief, usually only one paragraph
in length. Some were much longer with one entitled, "A
Pioneer Describes Life on the Frontier" comprising more tb,kn
one page. Since the teacher's introduction stresses that
history should be made "interesting" for students (p.5), it
is unfortunate that more primary source readings were not
used. One area that would seem to lend itself to primary
source information would be the life of a slave on a
plantation before the Civil War. Yet, there were no primary
source extracts used here at all. In addition, there were
no primary source readings in the last six chapters which
covered over 100 pages of material.
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When referring to the gifted/talented students, the
teacher's introduction (p.5) indicates there are youngsters
who are not challenged by conventional textbooks. The
teacher's introduction goes on to say:

The interest of students in the
second group can be aroused by pro-
viding more mature reading, and by
encouraging them to work-on
individual or group projects in-
volving the skills of analysis and
critical thinking.

A strong point in This Is America's Story would
definitely be questions at the end of each chapter which
concentrate on the higher level thinking skills of com-
parison and evaluation. Many of the questions are
open-ended in nature and some are of an opinion or values
response type. In the section called, "What Do You
Think?" the authors of the textbook have delivered what
they promised in reference to students using skills of
analysis and critical thinking.

Why did the early explorers of the
interior of North America use water
routes rather than land routes?
(p39)

Why do you suppose the Supreme
Court today has nine rather than
eight or ten judges? (p.239)

Washington believed that the United
States should not get mixed up in
European affairs. So did Monroe.
Is it possible to follow the same
policy today? Explain why or why
not. (p.254).

Although the critical thinking questions are ex-
cellent, the individual and group projects suggested at
the end of each unit do not have the same quality.
Although some of the projects suggested do involve higher
level thinking skills, many of them fall into a simple
recall (knowledge and comprehension) category. Quite often,
of the 8 to 10 suggested "Interesting Things To Do", only
1 or 2 will fall into a category of being challenging to
gifted students. Most of these are often repetitive
suggestions frzna unit to unit involving the writing of an
editorial or imaginary letter or the drawing of a cartoon
based on some historical incident. Concerning the
suggestions that would be more recall in nature, many ask
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for the memorizing of a particular speech or poem, the
filling in of an outline map, the preparing of a "Who's

._Who" of political leaders of a given era, the creating of
simple outlines, or the writing of reports. One suggestion
occurs at the end of all ten units and therefore seems
somewhat repetitive. This suggestion asks students to
create a card game called, "Can You Identify" using terms
(famous people, events, dates, etc.) from the chapter.
But, here again, the thinking skills being employed would
definitely not be higher level.

Other than suggestions found at the end of each
chapter or unit in the student textbook, the teacher's
edition provides very few suggestions of projects or of
critical thinking type questions. Most of the teacher
notes found in the margins of the textbook simply provide
supplementary information which provide more depth of
information on given topics, with the exception of the
"What Do You Think?" items. This Is America's Story does
not appear to fulfill its promise of meeting the needs of
Aligsters who are not challenged by conventional text-
book material and teaching procedures. (p..5 teacher's
edition preface). Unfortunately, This Is America's Story
is. too much like the "conventional textbook' that
strives to condemn.
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Reviewer #6

Two Centuries of Progress,
Laidlaw Brothers

Two Centuries of Progress is highly readable and
appealing in format. Perusing its nearly 800 pages, one 4
impressed with the wealth of photographs, drawings, maps,
and charts. Almost every page in the book has at least one
illustration; many pages have two or three illustrations.
But looking.beyond first impressionsTwo Centuries of
progress has been designed to meet the needs of gifted/
talented students. Many sections of the student textbook
and teacher's guide provide a wealth of activity-oriented
ideas that are so precisely defined that it is relatively
simple for most of them to be put into Ilse by any classroom
instructor.

Within the chapters are special features, many of
which will appeal to the gifted/talented student. These
features include: "Linking the Past with the Present",
"Opinions Differ', "Historical Documents", and "Social
Studies Skills". "Linking the Past with the Present" shows
how united States culture is tied to historical events in
America and even world history. "Opinions Differ" is quite
often a challenging reading presented in debate format re-
garding historical issues and events. Primary source
Material is highlighted in the presentation of many
historical speeches and documents. The "Social Studies
Skills" section has students analyze tables, charts, maps,
graphs, and primary source readings. A number of questions
involve a synthesis skill of making inferences or'pre-
dictions. When primary source materials are used in the
"Social Studies Skills" section, the distinction between a
primary source and a secondary source is emphasized. The
end of each chapter and unit provides a myriad of project
explorations. Some projects are intended for individuals,
others can be done by small groups. The project ideas are
usually precisely defined. Here is an example from p.33:

Until the thirteenth century, people
did not know a great deal about
sailing on the oceans. Then the
compass, the astrolabe, and cross-staff
came into use. See if you can find
out how these things helped the
sailors.

The ideas suggested mainly involve research skills and oral
reporting methods. Many others deal with creating skits,
role playing, debating, drawing, and cartooning.
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Two Centuries'of Progress constantly reinforces
other socliniaiRes disciplines beside history.
,Economics, sociology,, anthropology and other disciplines .

are constantly being emphasized. Questions emphasize an
\ understanding of what these terms mean. Here are
\ examples from p.27 and p.61:

What were the chief economic
activities of the Iroquois?
Which economic activities carried
on by New Englanders depended on
their Iodation on the coast?

Some inter-disciplinary investigation involves open-
ended questioning: (from p.27)

What aspect of life in either
the Iroquois or the Pueblo
society do you admire? Why?

Unfortunately, neither the student textbook or the_teather's
guide presents a wealth of discussion starters as is the
case with the comparison question based on the Iroquois
and Pueblo society. Though the text is replete with
teacher notes, most of them provide greater detail or
clarification regarding concepts presented in the
student text. Rarely is the class asked a question
involving higher thinking skills.

The gifted student will have ample opportunity to
become involved in many creative projects which are
offered in the teacher's guide. The teacher's guide is
192 pages in length and it is divide }n 32 chaj5ters to
makeit handy for use. Each chapter section includes one
or more "Enrichment Ideas" which may be discussion
starters, but are usually project starters. Most projects
are explained in great detail and most lend themselves to
exploration that could be done by a few individuals who
could then repOrt their findings back to the entire class.
Here is one example from p.T20:

An interesting research project for
several students would be the in-
vestigation of the circumstances
surrounding the slave revolt on the
slave ship, Amistad, in 1839. The
case of the slaves - who were
defended in court by
John Quincy Adams - finally went to
the United Stdtes Supreme Court.
Student reports on the revolt and on
the final outcome of the case can be
used as a basis for class discussion.
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Totally, there are nearly 100 exploratory topics
presented, many of which would be ideal for gifted
students,

The front cover of the teacher's edition refers to a
readability which falls within the junior high school
reading lev'el range. Since not all gifted students are
reading at above grade levels, the language of the text
will appeal to them as well as other students In a
given social studies class. Two Centuries of Progress is
not only easily readable and attractive in design, but
also is a textbook that will meet the needs of many
gifted/talented students.

4d
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Reviewer #b

The Free and The Brave

'Rand McNally and Company

An emphasis on students developing skills of inquiry is
stressed in the introduction of The Free and The Brave.
Throughout the textbook, students have many opportunities
to exercise inquiry skills by reacting to higher level
thinking questions found in both chapter openings and con-.
clusions. Since there are ,30 chapters, there are ample
opportunities for gifteatailented students to be challenged.
Although the student textbook emphasizes skills of analysis
and synthesis, the teacher's edition does not usually
provide enough Suggestions -for activities that will stimulate
the gifted/talented.

The Free and The Brave is extremely comprehensive in
its coverage of major issues in American history. Complex
matters. are covered in depth but in a manner where the
textbook's language is simple enough so that students ex-
hibiting a wide range Of abilities can comprehend all facets,
of the sometimes comply matters being discussed. This is
especially true when the textbook deals with slavery, west-
ward expansion, America's manifest destiny, treatment of
minorities, and othey'% issues. Often these major issues are
clarified through the over 80 primary source readings which
help bring history to life. Many of the primary source
readings are coupled together and in this way a student may
analyze opposing viewpoints. These opposing viewpoints are
evident in the chapter openings. In addition, to enhance the
use of higher leyel thinking, the chapter openings depict
a variety of photos and paintings which preview events forth-
coming in the chapter. These illustrations are accompanied
by questions which encourage the forming of hypotheses which
may be tested later in the chapter. Higher level thinking is
also emphasized in the chapter conclusions where sections
called "Read and Interpret", "Comparing and Understanding",
and "Search and Research" provide challenging problem solving
and project,ideas.

If only the teacher's guide was more comprehensive.
Unfortunately, it lacks many essential features that would
assist the gifted/talented as well as students of lesser
ability. While the teacher's edition does provide some open-
ended questions in the textbook margins, almost nothing is done
to clarify difficult concepts or stimulate small group projects.
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;van gifted students need some reading readiness through
creative explanation of concepts such as "compromide",
'liberal", "conservative", "moderate", "reactionary",
"recession", "inflation", and many others. Unfortunately,
this is not done. Also, the teacher's guide does not
include any suggestions for projects. Furthermore? no
listing of teacher resources or audio-visual is provided.

Based on the textbook alone, The Free and The Brave
at times is successful in meeting the needs of gifted/
talented students. Thikteacher's guide falls far short of
accomplishing the same task.
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.Reviewer #6

American Adventures
Scholastic Book Services

The preface to the teacher's edition of American
Adventures indicates that before the 1979 edition of the
textbook was begun, "Scholastic's editors surveyed
hundreds of U.S. History teachers in junior and senior high
schools...to find out what they felt was lacking in current
texts and what was most needed An a basic history program
intended primarily fo ghth grade students." (i.5)
Apparently the Schol tic editors performed their work well
for the 1979 editio of Am ican Adventures should appeal
to a wide spectrum .f stude is ranging from low ability to
high. At first glanc , a xtbook with short four page
chapters and fairly s mple language might appear to be a
book that was intended for remedial readers. But this is
certainly not the case. American Adventures is a textbook
that was written with low ability students in mind but ptill
meets the needs of average and above average students.
Through its many discussion questions and project
suggestions, there are ample activities which will involVe
gifted/talented students.

Many of the suggestions which emphasize higher level
thinking skills are found at the end of each chapter in the
section entitled, "A Second Look". There are three questions
in "A Second Look". The first has the students review the
chapter and recall and review some of She facts presented.
The second often involves an open-ended question.or an item
which involves the higher level thinking skill of analysis.
The thinking skills of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation
are utilized in the third vlestion which suggests a creative
class, small group, or individual activity or project.
Here is an example of an analysis question from p.119,
Chapter 23, "The Bill of Rights":

Review the list of rights mentioned in
this chapter. Which three rights seem
to you to be the most important? Why?

Although many of the activity suggestions are repetitive in
that they involve interviews with adults or the writing of
a fictionalized letter based on historical facts, some are
noteworthy for their creativity. Here is an example from
p.499 which will allow the student to use the methods of a
social scientist:
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NewNerk City names an airport after
FibrellaGuardia...But local people

.have beet honored too. As a research

.project, make a list of buildings,
schools, parks and other places in
your area that are named for local
people. Find Out who these people
were and what they did to be so
honotad by the community.

Since the. student edition 'has 142 chapters, there is ample
provision for a great number of open-ended questions and
creative projects.

There are many suggestions that will benefit the
gifted/talented students as a result of a quite voluminous
teacher's edition. The 240 page teacher's edition with its
chapter by chapter breakdown enables a teacher to locate
discussion starters or project ideas very quickly. In an

effort to make history relevant and alive for today's
youth, the teacher's edition often asks a student to relate
an historiCal event'to the world of today. Here is an
example of a discussion starter from Chapter 16 of Book
Three, "The Wets and the Drys":

Write on the chalkboard:
. ..Speed limit lowered to-45 MPH. $100

fine and loss of license automatic
penalty.

Students are then asked their opinion of this law. Will

individuals obey it? How will it be enforced? Later,

students are informed that the amendment regarding pio-
hibition of liquor affected many people both in a positive
and a negative way. Students are later in the discus ion
asked if the situation regarding the legalization of
marijuana can be compared to the Prohibition Amendment.

The teacher's guide suggests a number of role playing
activities. One of them found on p.48 reinforces the
meaning of "judicial review". In this situation nine
students are appointed to serve as a Supreme Court. The
case at hand involves an interpretation of Article I,
Section 10, of the Constitution which states that a state
cannot make a treaty with a foreign country. In the
hypothetical situation, aliens from another planet land in
one of the 50 states. The aliens wish to make an agreement
with the governor of the state. They will trade gold,
something common on their planet, for rocks, something in
short supply on their planet. The U.S. government complains
that this is an illegal treaty. Two students argue the
federal government's case and another pair will argue the
state's case. Then the Supreme Court will render a decision.

-411144,
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American Adventures is not only highly readable, but
also is easily managed by the instructor. It is a textbook
that will meet many of the special needs of gifted/talented
students.
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Reviewer #6

America! America!
Scott, Foresman and Company

America: Americas contains a very extensive teacher re-
source sottion found at the beginning of the teacher's
edition. In addition, each chapter of the textbook has dis-
cussion questions and some suggestions for projects which are
found in the margins of most.pages. be teacher resource
.section includes a rationale for the design of the textbook
study guides for'each chapter and a bibliography of student
and teacher supplemental readings. The Study guides are
divided into five sections. They are an overview of the
chapter objectives, concepts and teaching ideas. Each
teaching Idea section is replete with a number of projects
involving the writing of reports, designing of models; drawing
of a mural or a poster, and the creating of plays or skits
all based on. readings from the chapter. The evaluating
objectives. section emphasizes activities similar to those
presented in the "Teaching Ideas" section.. Many of these
activ&ties eMphasize the higher leyel thinking skills of
synthesis and evaluation.

The student text is appealing in design. It utilizes
large print, a single column format, short sections, and a
large amount of photos, printings, maps, and charts. Many
of the sections (a chapter is comprised of 2 or 3 sections)
have at least one primary source reading which helps to
increase student interest. Some of the primary sources are
in the form of poems or songs. Many of these poems and
songs typify a particular aspect of American history and
many of them can be analyzed in the light of the historical
period they exemplify. Chapter 49, "Struggling for the
Dream", uses the song, "We Shall Overcome" in conjunction
With-thescivil rights movement. The same chapter uses a
poem written by a fifth grade Navajo class to reveal how
Indian children feel about living on a reservation. The use
of songs and poems spark more student interest especially in
the case of the gifted and talented.

Ip an effort to show both sides of major issues in
American., history, Amer_ ica! Aests110 indicates how divided
U.S. opinion was regarding vital issues such as the War with
Mexico in 1846, U.S. expansion in the Philippines, military
interventlim in Viet Nam,' and the movement of the American
Indian to reservations. Unfortunately, the primary source
readings are never presented showing views from opposing
sides when this could have been done in any of the afore-
mentioned issues or in the case of an issue like slavery.
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Chapter 6, "Permanent English Colonies", asks the
students.to form hypotheses about life in the Jamestown
Colony. To create these hypotheses, the students evaluate
a photo of the settlers landing on the shore of Jamestown,
Virginia. After doing readings in the chapter, students
are asked to revise their original hypotheses if new
evidence presented would necessitate such a revision.
The use of the scientific method in this chapter helps to
develop the higher thinking skinks of both snythesis and
evaluation. Chapter 6 is not unique in presenting material
that would particularly appeal toka gifted student. Other
chapters do this as well. In. Chapter 28, "American
Inventors", students read a primer source written in the
early 1900's which expresses the a vantages of automobile
transportation versus travel by horse drawn vehicle. After
completing the reading, students are asked to evaluate the
effects of automobiles on our present society. Then to
carry. this train of thought further, the students are asked
these questions: (p.421)

What new inventions can you think of
from your lifetime? Have they brought
changes?- Have these changes been good
or bad?

Although this textbook does much to encourage the
gifted student, there are unfortunately some failings as
well. One of them is the absence of a bibliography in the
student textbook. Although the teacher's guide has this
feature, it would be easier to encourage the gifted in the
class to select books for further inquiry if a bibliography
was found at the end of each chapter or unit. Another
problem area is a Lea: of information about simulation
games. Though the teacher's edition suggests them at
times specific simulations are either not named,' if the
name is given, no publisher's name is listed. Yet another
weakness is a lack of depth in explaining some of the
projects students could attempt. An example is found on
p.420 where the teacher notes suggest that "Students might
research particular inventions to, examine their lasting
effects on our lives." It would be very helpful if a list
of inventions to be researched were provided. In addition,
how the information on the invention would be presented to
the class would be yet another important consideration.
Wovld it be an oral report? Would there be a large drawing,
model, or some other representation possible? Although
many projects that have merit are suggested, all too often,
not enough criteria or guidelines are provided for either
the instructor or student. It probably would have been
advantageous to present fewer project ideas for each chapter
and provide more details and examples for the ones being
suggested.



00

America! America is an attractive book that will
appeal to a broad range of students. Its design is
difficult to criticize with its abundance of photos which
capture the young and old, rich,and poor, famous and
obscure. There are 90 source readings which help to
bring history to life. This text, for the most part, is
one that can be used to encourage gifted students especially
through suggestions provided in the teacher's edition.
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Reviewer

Let Freedom !lilt - A Hist ry of the United States
Silver-Burdett

Silver-Burdett's, et Freedom Rin& - A History of the
United'States, is a to tbook which has many features
appropriate for gate4 and talented students. This textbook
has a teacher's edition with many advantages for the class-
rOom teacher. First, the teacher's edition is an oversized
version of the student textbook. This allows the teacher

,'edition's margins to be used to provide chapter objectives,.
/ discussion questions, suggestions for projects, background

; information,fi word, bank of key vocabulary words, and films
and books that can be used to motivate students. Second,
the discussion questions which are referred to as "Develop-

! mental Activities" name the type of higher level thinking
skill tAat is being employed. Many questions deal with the
higher level thinking skills such as application, analysis
and synthesis. In some instances, these "Developmental
Activities" draw upon a poem, a reading from literature, or
a famous quotation that will teed to be analyzed and applied
to.the historical situation being examined at the time.
Third, the - teacher-edition includes 18 activity masters,
pages that can be removed from the back of the book that are
suitable for reproduction. These masters mainly involve the
recall Skills of labeling, listing, and locating; neverthe-
less they are very helpful in providing the student with
more insight about particular historical events.

Let Freedom Ring is not the type of material where the
instructor would cover one chapter in one class period.
Most chapters are 16 to 20 pages in length and they are
replete with many discussion starter questions in the
teacher's edition. In addition, many primary source
readings are included which provide important depth to
incidents and issues covered. Some of the primary source
readings will show different viewpoints regarding the same
issue. For example, regarding the institution of slavery,
a source material.is.provided which is pro-slavery. It was
written by Sir Charles Lyell, an Englidhman, wit(' compares
the lives of slaves favorably with the lot of the poor in
England. A totally opposite point of view is presented by
Frederick Douglass, a slave, who had escaped from his
owner. To further supplement the primary source in-
formation, many times the section called "Background In-
formation" in the teacher's edition will provide mini-
biographies regarding the author of a primary source. This
is the case wtth Frederick Douglass. Further adding to
the amount of time it would take to complete a chapter are



suggestions for resource and panel discussions which are
particularly suited for gifted and talented students. One

suggestion related to ths "Slavery".chapter was for a group
of students to read portions of the book; Roots, by
Alex Haley and to report to the class about each generat*en
of Haley's family. The teacher's edition indicates that
this could be an ongoing activity with one report given
each day for a period, of week. Since there are suggestions
for various films and filmstrips that can be used with each
chapter, it is conceivable that an instructor might spend,
moze than one week on a single chapter -but this would be
time profitably spent when on considers the wealth of
Motivational, developmental, and enrichment activities which
have been provided.

Each chapter culminates with a "Chapter Review" section.
This section includes "Key Facts", a "Vocabulary Test",
"Review Questions", and a section called "Activities".
Other than the "Activities" portion, the other three involve
mainly recall knowledge. The "Activities" section, however,
attempts to provide some challenge for the higher ability
students. An example would be an activity in the "Chapter
Review" for chapter 25. Since this chapter deals with America
as a "melting pot" of nationalities, the students are asked
to do the following:

A figure known as "Uncle Sam" is
often used to 'represent the American

, people in political cartoons. Do you
think Uncle Sam is an accurate
representation? If not, can you
suggest, or draw, a cartoon figure
that you feel more suitable?

Here the higher level thinking skill of synthesis is
employed in ,a drawing or perhaps a collage of photos taken
from magazines which could represent America's different
races of people, types of clothing, hair styles, age
groups, and sexes with all of these elements incorporated
in a composite person called the "American".

Let Freedom itiag appears to be an excellent material
for the gifted students and does not necessitate special
training for a teacher to be able to use it with the gifted
and talented students.
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Reviewer #6

Summary of Findings and Recommendations

Having reviewed ten grade eight American history textbooks
and accompanying teacher's manuals concerning the4 usefulness
in the instruction of gifted/talented students, it seems that
only two of the publishers have max most of the criteria
pertaiping to the instruction of the gifted and talented., In
four a,foubletances, the publisher has produced ,textbook that
may'be-adequate for the gifted/talented but has presented a

teacher's manual which falls far short of achieving this same
goal.

As preparation Was made to establish criteria,it was
determined that a teacher's manual should provide ample
suggestions to accommodate the needs of higher ability students.
It was hoped the mapual would accomplish the following: provide
many openended questions, include detailed explanations and
illustrations of some complex economic and social science
terms, and contain suggestions that promote a variety of
learning styles in the classroom. As already mentioned, conly
two of the publishers provided teacher's manuals which
satisfied these criteria.

Regarding the student textbook and the teacher's manual,
here are some constructive suggestions which publishers may
wish to contemplate:

1) The teacher's manual should provide a very
specific rationale for the importance of
meeting the needs of gifted/talented students.

2) All students in grade eight, even the high
ability students need specific "reading
readiness" assistance with complex terms such
as "compromise", "moderate", "radical",
"conservative ", "depression", "inflation",
"due process of law"; and many others. Very
detailed illustrations explaining these
terms should be presented in a way the
student can relate to easily.

i

3) Both the student textbook and 'h teacher's
manual need more questions regar ing the
higher level thinking skills of nalysis,
synthesis, and evaluation. , \



4) Nftimary source readings in the student textbook
kould be done in more depth which will make
history come alive. Include a full page passage
from literary works such as "The Red Badge of
Courage", "All Quiet on the Western Front",
"Hiroshima", "The Diary of Anne Frank", and
others.

5) Finally, provide a variety of modes on in-
struction to reinforce teaching objectives.
More needs t,o be done to encourage creative
small group projects, simulation games, and
some values clarification methodology such
as values voting, rank ordering) and the
dynamics of group interaction.
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Reviewer #7I Handicapped

TITLE: American History for Today

PUBLISHER Ginn and Company

FINDINGS:.

This textbook alludes to the fact.,that handicaps were
end azte-txistent in our society./ However, these references
are limited and biased in nature. The author's reference
to Dorthea Dix in making better conditions for the "insane",
provides a negative, stereotyping view of the mentally ill.
Other references refer to "Barnums midgets" portrayed as
performers and emphasis is placed on the size of individuals.
Both instances are treated in such a way that they provide
a very stereotypic and bias view. The fact that Mr. Bell
was mentioned as being a teacher of the deaf leads the
reader to believe that the deaf may have been educated.
However, throughout the text no other reference is made as
to the education of any handicapped subgroup.

. It would seem evident that our educational tools are
important in providing our society with positive attitudes
towards various subgroups in our sociological structure,

/particularly the handicapped. Therefore, such terms as
"insane", "madman", "physical weakling", "helpless", "poor
eyesight", "fat" and "heaviest" should be avoided.

The authors fail to portray the handicapped in the main-
stream of our society. They also have avoided mentioning
the contributions of the various handicapped subgroups in
our society.. The handicapped have been completely avoided
in the discuisions concerning Minority groups, technology,
civil rights and education. Throughout the textbook there
are numerous opportunities for the handicapped to be por-
trayed as positive, contributing members of our society.

144
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Reviewer #7, Handicapped

TITLE: America: Its People and Values

PUBLISHER: Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich Inc.

FINDINGS:

The authors of this textbook should be commended for
their lengthy discussion of the handicapped in the early
1800's. In this section the handicapped are viewed as a
group having special needs rather than the previous
trend of leing iupiiisied or treatedai Criminals. This

reference to the handicapped leaves the reader hopeful
that similar discussions will occur throughout the text.

li.

However, quite the contrary nowhere else are the handi-
capped referred to, with th exception of a mere mention
that the handicapped are re esented under the Social.
Security Act.

Throughout the textbook the influences and contribu-
tions of the various subgroupsof our nation are discussed.
However, those of the handicapped are completely ignored.
Although the 1800's depict the handicapped as unacceptable
members of the society, today they are contributing members

\\

of the mainstream of American life.

Discussions concerning the various subgroups of the
handicapped and their influences on today's society, as
well as discussions on influential characters in our
nation's history and their mild handicaps, would be appro-
priate in all units of the textbook. To encourage a
positive attitude among students, portrayal of the handi-
capped in the mainstream of our society would be very
useful and can be incorporated in pictures and textbook
discussions. ri

p
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Reviewer #7 Handica e

TITLE: We the P le

PUBLISHER: D.C. Rea h and Co.

"'FINDINGS:'

The authors have, on occasion, referred to the handi-
capped in their discussion=-of the development of our nation.
However, these occasions aie limited to a'picture of wounded
soldiers and a discussion of President RooseVelt and his
inability to walk. In their discussion of President Roose-
velt, the authors tend to emphasize what he could not do
or should not do, thus creating a negative bias.

the authors' general overview Of individuals and
groups that have contributed to our nation's history, the
handicapped are significantly underrepresented. The handi-
capped are a subgroup in our socialogical structure and
have influenced trends in education, legislation, public
opinion; architecture and communication systems. BecaUse
of the inability to depict the handicapped in various
sections of the textbook, the authors have incorporated
a bias.

The pictures in this textbook are an excellent educe-
tional tool, and therefore would be an'opportune place
to depict the various handicapped subgroups, particularly
in everyday situations. This reviewer would encourage
discussions throughout 1the textbook of the handicapper's
influence in legislation, special education and the move-
ment for a "barrier free environment" and contributions
made in other areas.

.
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Reviewer #7 andica

TITLE: The American Way

PUBLISHER:

FINDINGS:

'Holt -Rinehart and Winston

The author has discussed the development (-$:)-f our nation

today by discussing the following "interweaving" themes:
Variety and Shared Values, Representation, Expansionism and
Individualism, Majority Rule and Minority Rights; Bigness
And Trying to Preserve and Improve. Throughout these themes
various subgroups of individuals are discussed, and some are
mentioned more than others. However, the handicapped, as a
subgroup, are significantly underrepresented.

References to the handicapped are limited to a very
positive, yet brief, discussion of education for the deaf
and blind, and conditions for the mentally ill during the
early 1800's. A portrayal of President Roosevelt as a
strong leader and needing devices to help him stand gives
the reader a positive attitude toward the handicapped. At

one point in the textbook a man carrying a sign is wearing
dark glasses. It is questionable whether this man has(a
visual impairment.

Although the handicapped could be represented in any
of the themes, particular references could be made in

topi)

Variety and Shared Values, Representation and Trying to
Preserve and Improve. Dis ussions of the handicapper's
strife eor, a free,,AW iate education and barrier free
environments, as well as the portrayal of the handicapped
in the mainstream of society, would be appropriate.
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Reviewer #7, Handicapped

TITLE: This is America's Story

PUBLISHER: Holt. Mifflin Company _
FINDINGS:

The authors of this textbook provide the reader with
a very general overview of the development of our nation
as-a world leader. Discussions refer to Americans as a
group, thus leaving few occasions for the various subgroups
to be represented. The authors have taken advantage of
some of these occasions and have included the handicapped
in discussions of conditions for the "insane" and "blind"
during the early 1800's, as well as mention that Governor
Stuyvesant had a wooden leg and President Roosevelt was
crippled by polio.

Portrayal of the handicapped as Americans contribut-
ing to our nation's growth,.as well as participating in
an everyday American lifestyle, have been avoided.
Chapter 26 entitled, "America Provides More Opportunites
for More People", could provide many opportunities for
discussion of the handicapped, particularly during the
last two decades, however, it is void of any references.
More specifically, the handicapped could be included in
discussions of Civil Rights, advances in literature,
Science and the Arts and in pictures depicting various
aspects of the American lifesyle. These inclusions could
provide the young reader with an opportunity to view
people with special needs as contributing members of our
society.



Reviewer #i Handicapped

TITLE: , Two-Centuries of Progress

PUBLISHER: Laidlaw Brothers

FINDINGS:

This textbook is filled with information concerning
the American way of life and detailed discussions of various
subcultures within our society, past and present. However,
one subgroup is significantly underrepresented. - the handi-s
capped. They have made many contributions, as well as
Anfluenced many focetd of our society. The handicapped
have bqcome increasingly intermingled throughout the main-
stream'of American life and have also made much progress
in the last two centuries.

With such titles as, Patterns of Prejudice and Discri-
mination, A Changing Society, Changing Soeial Views, United
States Population, The Winds of Change dust to name a
few), one could think that a discussion of the handicapped
would be appropriate in each section. However, the authorC
make few references to the handicapped. These exceptions
are referred to in discussions of the "Mayflower Compact"
and who could sign it, reforms in prisons, care of the
"insane" and the Social Security Act. While reviewing
this textbook, the reader will notice that pictures are
an important learning tool. On two occasions the handi-
capped were clearly portrayed, and other pictures depicting
men carrying walking canes are questionable as it appears
to be a trend of the day:

Portrayal of the handicapped as positive, contributing
members of our society could very easily be incorporated
in this textbook. Such terms as "invalid" and "insane"
should be avoided as they have negative and stereotypic
connotations associated with them. Discussion of the
reforms made by the handicapped, particularly in the areas
of education and architecture, both in the textbook and
group discussions, should be encouraged. Scenes depicting
the varous subgroups of the handicapped in the mainstream
of our society should be incorporated.

14j
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Reviewer #7, Handicapped

TITLE: The Free and the Brave

PUBLISHER: Rand McNally and Company

FINDINGS:

The authors of this textbook have made references to
the handicapped in various sections. These references tend
to be somewhat positive in nature, but are very limited.
The portrayal of the handicapped in a positive manner is
very important in developing attitudes of students. Howevar,
equally important is the portrayal of the handicapped as
acceptable, contributing members of the mainstream of our
society as well as reforms made by this group.

''t

The authors have discussed the handicapping conditions
of some influential characters in our nation's history as
well as mention some of the techniques used to compensate
for the handicapped in the 1800's. However, missing from
the discussion are the reforms made by the handicapped in
the last two decades. Pictures of the various subgroups
of the handicapped could be incorporated.



Reviewer *7, Handicapped

TITLE: American Adventures

PUBLISHER: Scholastic Book Services

FINDINGS:

Many famous characters in our nation's history have
been portrayed throughout this textbook. In the portrayal
of these characters, the reader can gain information about
prejudices concerning the handicapped, as well as devices
used in aiding the crippled and educational attitudes
towards the visually impaired furing the early 1800's.
In portraying characters such as President Roosevelt,
Thomas Edison and Woodrow Wilson, the reader is also pro-
vided a positive portrait of their handicaps.

The textbook is negligent in providing information
concerning more recent developments of the handicapped.
To enhance discussions of the "people", the author might
expand discussions to include the various handicaps, as
well as a portrayal of the handicapped during the 1900's.
Reforms during the 1900's, particularly in the last two
decades, have made it possible for the handicapped to
become acceptable, contributing mebers of our society.
These reform's deserve mention, as well as portrayal, of
the handicapped as the "average American" engaged in the
mainstream of society.

1.
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Reviewer #7, Handicapped

TITLE: America America

PUBLISHER: ScoltiosiemijnlasyndComan

This textbook provides the reader with an explicit,
pictorial, as well as written discussions, characteristic
of the different periods of American 411story. The
pictures protray many of the various groups making up
our social structure. However, one group, the handi-
capped, have been omitted on many occasions. Pictures
of men using canen causes the reader to wonder whether
these men are using canes out of necessity or fashion.
Another picture portrays a wounded soldier missing a leg
and on crutches.. Portraits of the handicapped in various
aspects of life throughout the textbook would be appro-
priate, but are non-existent.

Discussions of the handicapped are included and
limited to reforms for. the mentally. ill and supported
by a discussion of special services provided for individ-
uals with mental or physical handicaps today, a discussion
of a crippled member of a family and President Roosevelt
who was*crippled by polio. Emphasis in each of these
discussions tend to be on special needs of the handicapped
rather than their shared values and needs.

Discussions of the handicapped Could be blended
into many areas of the textbook. Particular references
could be made in sections concerning changing lifesyles,
reforms, education, civil rights and technology.
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Reviewer #71 Handicapped

. Let Freedom Ring

PUBLISHER: Silver Surdett Company

FINDINGS:

The authors of this textbook are cognizant of the
.

need for the handicapped to be considered in their text-
book. This is evident in their inclusion of "Slow
Learner Techniques" incorporated throughout the teacher's
edition. Although these techniques are repetitive and
assume difficulties, they provide the teachef with methods
to reinforce the material. The authors have included the
handicapped in their introduction by picturing a person
in a wheelchhir participating in the Special Olympics.
On another occasion a person in a wheelchair is shown
registering to vote. A discussion of the Social Security
Act mentions that the handidapped are included. In the
"Slow Learner Techniques" the authors have included a

discussion concerning the oppression of the handicapped.

Although the handicapped are included, many opea
tunities for representation were neglected. Subgroups
of the handicapped popuiation are not limited to slow
learners, the mentally ill and people in wheelchairs.
Portrayal of other handicaps could have been included
particularly in sections: Exploring the World Today,
Investigating Economic and Social Change, Investigating
Cultural. Plurality and Investigating the American Way of
Life. The authors have omitted reforms and influences
made by the handicapped. Portrayal of the handicapped
in the mainstream of American life is limited to the
picture of a handicapped person registering to vote.
Many instances for discussions of the handicapped could
occur and should be encouraged.

1 53
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Reviewer #7 Handicapped

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS:

In today's multi-faceted society in which we are
finding mainstreaming of the handicapped more prevalent
in our public educational systems, it is necessary to
educate students about these handicaps. The social
studies textbooks are one media through which this
education can occur. Materials presented in a non-
biased, non-stereotypic manner can assist students in
understanding and forming positive social attitutes
towairds the handicapped.

This reviewer noted that although all of the
textbooks consistantly discussed Dorothea Dix and her
contributions in caring for the mentally ill during
the 1800's and President Roo velt's inability to walk
due to polio, they all fai to portray the handicapped
during the late 1900's. With the exception of'one
,textbook,,portrayal of the handicapped as active
members in the mainstream of our society, are non-
existent. Today, reformd'of the handicapped have .

influenced legislation, education, technology, the
arts and even architecture. Throughout this textbook
study discussions of these reforms were deleted.

The handicapped have progressed from being sup-
pressed prior to the 1800's to becoming acceptable,
contributing members of our society during tire late
1900's. During the 1970's legislatiOn caused the
handicapped to be educated in their "least restrictive
environment", which in many cases means our public
educational systems. Providing barrier free environ-
ments has allowed the handicapped to become increasingly
intermingled in the mainstream of our society. Education
of the handicapped led to understanding, thus ridding
our young population of some prejudices and making
mainstreaming and intermingling more successful.



Reviewqr 8-A

American History for Today.

Ginn and Company

The textbook aims to tell "the history of all the people
of the United States." On the whole, it does so. Almost all
ethnic, social, and religious groups as well as women are in-
cluded somewhere, although Blacks get more attention than any
other minority group and more than women.

The textbook surveys American history. All the conven-
tional topics are here, from the early esekloration of the con-
tinent on through Vietnam, Watergate, and the "oil crisis" of
the 1970's. In this el.ghth grade text topics differ from con-
ventional eleventh grade American history only in depth.

This textbook is crowded with information, in this re-
viewer's judgment, overcrowded. Had such matters as the
Barbary pirates, the founding of the Children's Aid Society,
and the U-2 incident been omitted, significant developments
could have been emphasized. Instead, broad coverage gives
nearly equal importance to disparate conditions and events.
Some major trends do come through: for example, that the

41.. country's growth came from the efforts of all of our people;
and that the United States is a world power. The textbook
does emphasize the civil rights movement for minorities and,
women. Occasionally it interprets explicitly: slavery was
thd major cause of the Civil War. Nevertheless, this textbook
does not highlight basic concepts and trends.

The prose is easily read. The style is primarily narra-
tive. When explanations or confli ing points of view are

ei
included, as they often are, they a e ordinarily clear and
fair, although simple. Examples ar the discussions of the
origins of the American Revolution, the debate over slavery,
sharecropping, the goals of labor unions, the "good" and "bad"
from the rise of "Big Business," and the policy of containment.

powever, the two requirements of "covering everything" and
simple prose at times ke for misleading oversimplification.
For example, th tbook suggests that in the 1820's what had
been one country began to divide into sections; the slow and
irregular growth of nationalism hardly appears.

At times the book is out of date. The Federal Reserve Sys-
tem still helps to keep our "money supply big enough to meet

...gur needs." Consideration of nuclear power as a source of fu-
ture energy is overly optimistic. Recent piloblems of produc-
tivity, unemployment, and inflation are largely ignored.

Some attention goes to global perspectives. Since World
War II the country has been deeply involved in international
affairs, especially in the Cold War. A short section reports
how peoples elsewhere view the United States. Current global
problems are briefly discussed. The United Nations is included.
Still in this textbook, the United States entered world wars
more in response to events elsewhere than as an outcome of our
own pclt,...es. By "helping" the revolt in Panama, as a further
example, the United States got "the right to build" the Panama
Caltal. Interdependence is clearer in the treatment of very
recent history.
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The tone of the textbook is positive. In the course of our
history, things have gone wrong at times--and well at others.
Yet when people work together, compromise, and use the democra-
tic process, conditions improve.

The textbook has four major parts: 1) The Founding of Amer-
ica (through the Constitution); 2) Problems of the New Nation
(through Reconstruction); 3) Our Country's Growth (industriali-
zation through the New Deal); and 4) The World of Today (World
War II on.) The first two parts are roughly one semester's
work. Each major part is subdivided into several units (chap-
ters). Ehch unit, in turn, is divided into sections, about a
day's lesson, with six to nine "Main Points." Within sections,
a) sub-headings ask focus questions; b) followed by a few short
paragraphs on that question; c) followed by one to. three more
specific questions. The format intends to encourage comprehen-
sion and recall, page by page.

At the end of every unit are a) a time line; b) reminders
of the key question and sections of the unit; and c) a few
important summary questions.

Also at each unit's end are questions aimed at empathy,
value judgment, or use of ideas and issues of the past for ex-
amining issues of today. In this reviewer's eyes, most of
these questions are first-rate. Students can probably handle
many of them with the help of teachers competent in leading
discussion: for example, a) would Penn have been wiser to
allow Quakers only in Pennsylvania; and b) are such products
as refrigerators the things that really make a nation richl
However, for luny other questions students will need supple-
mentary information and materials for going beyond mere off-
the-cuff opinion. For example, students are reminded that
Washington chose cabinet members of conflicting views and
asked whether a President should do so today; students are
later asked whether there should be a "Marshall Plan" for Amer-
ican cities today. Wise teachers can use such questions as
take-off points for significant inquiry.

Maps, pictures, cartoons, graphs and diagrams are numerous
to encourage interest, comprehension, or interpretation. Boxed
here and there are sidelights on history: examples are accounts
of Patrick Henry's famous speech; the Mormons; P.T. Barnum; and
Thurgood Marshall.

Above all, this textbook fosters acquisition of knowledge.
Simple prose, visual aids, and structuring questions probably
promote improved reading skills. (The information load prob-
a.ov hinders the development of major ideas and comprehension.)
The textbook encourages the recognition of competing points of
view. It does promote such core values as freedom, democracy,
reliance on law, justice, and better lives for all. The end-
of-unit questions, properly used, foster thinking and examina-
tion of.values. At the least, this textbook can make students,
even of low reading ability, aware of a wide range of conditions
and events.
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Reviewer 8A

America: Its Peuple and Values

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

This textbook begins with Native American Indians and
European exploration and moves on to about 1850 for, presum-
ably, a first semester's work. The second half covers the
Civil War and Reconstruction through overseas expansion and
other common topics, to such recent matters as energy, com-
puters, and space. The organization is largely chronological
although the latter chapters are more nearly topical.

On strength of this textbook is a systematic plan for de-
veloping inquiry skills. Some thirty-five explanatory exer-
cises, inset within-chapters and followed by end-of-chapter-
and-unit exercises, focus on skills such as seeing historical
problems; using primary and secondary sources; using docu-
ments, graphs, and maps as evidence; distinguishing fact from
opinion; recognizing a frame of reference; identifying values
in decisions; detecting bias and propaganda; and predicting
consequences. Although not built into the prose, the exer-
cises are closely related and carefully drawn.

Moreover, at the end of each unit is a discussion of re-
lated American values; for example, pride in the nation;
work; the importance of individuals; free business enterprise;
compromise; freedom; "goods and products that make life more
comfortable and enjoyable;" education; "the role of.govern-
ment in promoting the well-being of all citizens;" and know-
ledge. The aim is for recognition and commitment. Value
conflicts do appear elsewhere in issues and review exercises.

Although the textbook covers broadly, it encourages com-
prehension. Facts are organized, in ample narratives and ex-
planations: for -example, the origins of the American Revolu-
tion; basic principles of the Constitution; improving trans-
portation, toughly 1820-60; the role of resources in the de-
velopment of agriculture and industry; and the organization
of labor unions and labor laws. Selected concepts are made
plain: to illustrate, apprentice, confederation, federalism,
the Fourteenth Amendment, Jim Crow laws, corporation, im-
perialism, and automation. Trends get emphasis: for example,
self-government in the colonies; the origins of the Civil War
in sectionalism and slavery; government regulation -of busi-
ness, 1865 to the 1970's; the "farm problem" and policies,
1920 to the 1970's.

In addition to such aids to comprehension are sub-
headings, decent style, and,"where social science terms are
unnecessary; fairly simple latiguiAge. Still the great mass of
information aod 41-441rough treatment of large .numbers of topics

will make this textbook difficult for many students.
Or rhr whole, the textbook treats matters with imparti-

ality, promoted by full discussion and inoffensive language.
The r':11-all tone is highly positive. Injustices, con-

flicts, and difficulties do appear. Most matters, however,
have worked out quite well. Problems have been solved - and
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will be. This tone and efforts to simplify sometimes mis-
lead: the 1922 immigration law set quotas, for example, but
not preferential quotas; Nixqles downfall occurred only be-
cause he - and others - covered up the Watergate burglary;
South Vietnam was left "free of Communist control." Infla-
tion escapes notice. The future of nuclear energy is bright.

Except for Middle Easterners, all sorts of ethnic, ra-
cial, and religious groups are discussed throughout the book.
A chapter also describes their roles, emphasizing the ways
each group has augmented social vitality, and mentions out-
standing individuals. Sources of racism, prejudice, discri-
mination, and segregation are actually explained - and
clearly. Women appear, but most often in rights movements.
The handicapped and age groups get only occasional attention.

Foreign affairs and trade are discussed throughout.
American policies appear to be fairly benigh. Imperialism
is considered, but the 'term is not clearly applied to Ameri-
can overseas expansion and intervention. The setting out of
Alich World Wars I and II grew are plain; wars can and do
happen. The United Nations is described clearly and respect-
fully. The Cold War is highlighted, but currently abating.
The war in Vietnam is shown as a response to Communist ag-
gression; the strength of anti-war protests is downplayed
as is the pervasive influence of the war on domestic affairs.
Population growth, resources and energy, and markets are re-
lated to world affairs. Although the frame of reference in
this textbook is American, it includes enough information for
classroom consideration of at least some problems in more
global terms.

Units in this textbook include several chapters, each
subdivided into sections, about a day's lesson. Sections
begin with focusing questions and end with check-ups. Chap-
ters conclude with an outline of main ideas, review lists of
terms or concepts and significant people, questions calling
for reorganizing knowledge, and inquiry exercises. Units
conclude with review questions asking for broader reorganiza-
tion of knowledge; suggested activities for finding out more
and working up maps, graphs, posters, writing or dramatiza-
tions; and, again, inquiry exercises and a discussion of
values.

Boxed within chapters are picture biographies of signi-
ficant people: for example, John Peter Unger, Lucretia Mott,
Osceola, Luigi di Cesnola, Rockefeller, Einstein, Charles
Drew,. and George Marshall. Chapters contain maps, simple
time lines, and charts. Pictures are fairly numerous and
usually informative; many are examples of American art. A
workbook or set of tests on information, vocabulary, and
low level skills accompanies the textbook as does a Teachers
Guide and Resource Manual.

A primary,goal of this textbook is developing knowledge,
not just of facts, but of trends and basic ideas. Skills in
thinking are also significant goals along with recognition
and acceptance of American values.
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Reviewer 8A

We the People

D.C. Heath

This textbook recounts American history chronologically.
The familiar topics are here: exploration; the colonies; the
Revolution and Constitution; territorial expansion and the
frontier; Civil Wir and Riconstruction;-industrialization;
urbimization; World Wars I and II; the Depression and the New
Deal; the post-War years .through Vietnam, Watergate, and
space; and finally present problems of energy and the envi-
ronment, civil rights, and urban areas. The book begins with
the nature of history, the geographic setting, and Indian
civilizations.

However, the major emphasis is on people, both individuals
and groups. Woven through are the roles of racial, religious,
and ethnic grOups, men and women,-young and old, and even the
physically handicapped. We are all there. .

The textbook has reduced the sheer mass of information
and at times avoided complex content. It has pruned the detail
from several conventional topics: for example, theFrench and
Indian War, the reforms of the Jacksonian Period, the regula-
tion of railroads, and the Versailles Treaty. Political history
is down-played: .the Compromise of 1850 and the formation of the
Republication Party are not discussed explicitly, although com-
promises over slavery in the territories ire; the elections of
1900, 1908, and 1912 are ignored, although not the reforms of the
period. The number of terms is decreased: for example, the gists
of the Monroe Doctrine, manifest destiny, and /ram vs. Tgaikil are
all plain, but unnamed. Some complicated matters are omitted.
They are often economic: Hamilton and the Bank, the,Federal Re-
serve System, business cycles, and inflation, to illustrate.

Consequently, the textbook can and does highlight "the stor-
ies" of such people as William Penn, Jefferson, Samuel Slater,
Daniel Boone, Frederick Douglass, Lincoln, Carnegie, Chief Joseph,
women's rights advocates, a Russian Jewish family deciding to emi-
grate, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Dolores Huerta. It does make
clear such matters as the significance of New England towns; the
basic principles of the Constitution; the Indians Spanish, and
Mexican settlements of the southwest prior to American acquisi-
tion; the nature of slavery; the goals of labor unions; and the
awesome power of nuclear bombs.

Moreover, selected coverage allows such major points as
these to stand out. The colonists developed new ways of life
in the New World. The growth of business and indust has in-
creased prosperity, though not for all. Industrial ation and
urbanization have brought social changes, from famil es to the
role of government. Our welfare has depended and d s on na-
tural resources. Minorities have pressed for opportunities;
gains have been made though much is still to be achieved.

The style of this textbook is primarily narrative, al-
though explinations are frequent and clear. The prose is sim-
ple. Ac.:Junts are ordinarily impartial. Differing points of
view often appeai: for example, on slavery, including those of
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slaves; American Indians and Whites. Selection does interpret.
Still, explicit interpretations do occur. The issue of the
Vietnamese *Jar was the spread of Communism; protests in this
country are duly noticed, but not their convulsive strength. In

'general, the tone of the book is positive without ignoring prob-
lems and wrongs.

The focus in this textbook is on the United States. True,.
this country has always traded around the world. We have had
conflicts with other nations: over neutral rights in the War of
1812; with Mexico and others in Latin America. The origins of
World Wars I and II are explained simply; the United States
fought because our interests were involved, but ogr involvement
was an outcome of conditions created elsewhere. Our relations
with the world in the post-War years are considered primarily
in terms of the Cold War. Conservation is largely conservation
of American resources. Corporations have grown but are not mul-
ti-national. Still, our country has been enriched by people who
have come from all over - and by American Indians. At the end
of the book, futurists look ahead; here the perspective is more

1r

The to ook,is divided into ten units; the first five go
through Reconstruction, a first semester's study. Every unit
is subdivided into two or three chapters, each made up of two to
four "lesson odules," about two days' work. a) Every "lesson
module" be :IS with a "story," to encourage interest and develop
more fu some event, person, or idea.. (Examples were cited
above.)" After each story are questions and a Vocabulary Study.
b) Then follows a reading selection: each 1) begins with a re-
view of the preceding lesson; 2) main questions head 3) a few
paragraphs of prose; 4) a last paragraph summarizes. c) Each
lesson concludes with exercises at three or four levels of dif-
ficulty: at the lowest, recalling information and building such
skills as using vocabulary, maps, and pictures; next, comprehen-
sion and seeing relationships; and then considering ideas, per-
haps comparing viewpoints or supporting a position. d) Similar
exercises conclude each chapter with the addition of topics for
"outside" study.

Especially helpful are the many, informative pictures: those
set within, focusing, and clarifying the reading material, and
those set in special sections of each unit, showing everyday life
and its settings. For understanding the pictures may be as impor-
tant as the prose. They also contribute interest. Maps are
numerous, clear, and pointed. Diegrams, time lines, cartoons,
and charts are included.

A Teacher's Edition offers unit and chapter overviews, lists
of major ideas, suggestions for teaching, bibliographies for
teachers and students, lists of films and filmstrips, and tests.

Knowledge the major goal of this textbook. Its structure
and aids to rea.g.g comprehension, along with reductions in the
information load, are likely to foster both reading skills and
understanding. The book promotes commitment to such core values
as democracy, open opportunity, justice under law, cultural plural-
ism, and responsibility for the common welfare.

Some opportunities for thought are offered as well as efforts
to encourage interests.
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Re4ewer 8A

The American Way
Holt, Rinehart, and Wihston

In this textbook familiar and-significant aspects of
American history are organized chronologically, but within
six units, each focusing on major characteristics of Ameri-
can society: 1) variety and shared values (to the Constitu-
tion); 2) variety, liberty, and representation (the Consti-
tution and the new nation); 3) expansion and individualism
(c.1830-50); 4) majority rule'and minority rights (the Civil
War to 1876); 5) big (c.1870-1900); and 6) trying to pre-
serve, trying to improve (1900 on). Each unit openesOith a
consideration of the meaning Of those characteristics to be
emphasized therein. In successive units earlier character-
istics recur. Somewhat more than half of the book takes
students to about mid-19th century. The 1850's through
Reconstruction, modern America through the post-War years
to Carter's election make up roughly a second half.

The textbook is remarkably well-written. Headings
often interpret: to illustrate, "Changing Power the Ameri-
can Way" heads the Federalists' loss to Jeffersonian Re-
publicans; Reconstruction is discussed under "Reb1ilding-
for Whom?" and World War II, "A World War for Survival."
Every chapter has an overview and major questions; a time
line; sections with sub-headings, focusing questions in
the margins, and check-up questions; all aids to reading.
Still these aids do not dominate flow and style in the
prose.

Explanations are plain and full; for example, basic
ideas of the Constitution; origins of segregation in the
South (and elsewhere); organizing labor unions; growth of
professional organizations; and American intervention in
Panama to build the Canal.

Issues, problems and trends, though clear, are hardly
simple: for example, considerition of expanding education-
al opportunity asks for whom and for what purpose; reforms
of the Progressives improved conditions for many but not
for Blacks and Native Americans; under the New Deal the
federal government took on new responsibilities, but with
uneven success; from the domino theory came gradual in-
crease of involvement in Vietnam, eventually resulting in
widespread protests and pervasive influence on domestic
affairs. Full discussion permits defensible interpreta-
tions without undue bias.

The textbook includes a great deal of information;
several triangles of colonial trade; negotiations over
the peace treaty ending the Revolutionary War; Marshall's
decision in Gibbon vs. Ogden and its impliCations for in-
terstate commerce; the campaign and election of 1840;
and Carnegie's philanthropy are examples. Such detail is
used to make defensible points.It adds to meaning and
probably style. Even so, complexity makes difficulty.
This reviewer considers the textbook more suitable for
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high school than junior high school students.
r Cultural pluralism is part and parcel of The American Way.

P .* Native American cultures varied from the outset. Mexicans, Span-
iards, and, in time, Anglos settled iiihe southwest before the
Mexican Cession. People in the Thirteen Colonies were of diverse
origins and creeds. Exceptfor the recent Middle Easterners and
boat peoples, all ethnic, social, religious, and social class
groups are here. Racism is mentioned/explicitly. Women figure
prominently. Age groups and the handicapped are noticed. The
histories of all our people'are continuous threads integrated na-
turally and-normally with other threads of our history.

American foreign'affai'rs--trade. territorial and economic ex-
pansion, and responses to conflicts begun elpewhere--are frequent-
ly considered. AlthOugh Americans became "permanently interna-
tional" by the 1940's, the emphasis is on the Cold War and colle-
tive security with our allies, not the United Nations,nc: improved

iworld conditions, nor dangers from nuclear warfare. Current prob-
lems of energy,,employment, and pollution are not global affairs.

Pictures, maps, cartoons, quotations, graphs, and charts are
-numerous and helpful, frequently accompanied by questions. Chap-
ters occasionally include sidel.ghts on history: Crispus Attucks,
for example, physically handicappped Fannie Fame', and the English
language,.dialect, and bilingualism. Each chapter concludes with
questions on the main ideas; books to read; and further activities
for finding out more, often from sources Qutside the text. Each
unit ends with a) a summary essay and b) activities for using
terms and maps, and writing. Insets within chapters, explain how
to develop such study skills as reading with understanding, using
maps, and observing.

Many activities in the chapter and unit reviews call for re-
organizing knowledge: ,typical of such exercises are writing an-ex
planatiou of why the American colonies rebelled; or figuring out
whici state boundaries follow geographic features. Some opportu-
nities for practicing thinking occur: again, typical exercises are
findintand reading a first -hand account of life on a Southern plan-
tation and inferring people's concerns; and writing an essay com-
paring reasons for American involvement in World War II with those
for Vietnam. Occasionally exercises ask students to examine val-

. ues: for txample, by writing on a) whether people like, Rockefeller
should be called "robber barons;'b) how much effort immigrants
should make to learn English and Anglo-American customs; and c)

NMaspects of modern life students wish were fairer and ways to im-
provement. At times activities encourage relating the past to
the present or the local atea: for example, comparing routes of
roads 150 years ago with routes of today; and finding out about
students' own political districts and reprdsentatives, or the op-
erations of a local branch of a"nationally advprtised" store.

The major goal of this textbook is the development of know-
ledge. The skills sections promote the study skills needed for
understanding content. Characteristics of the American way are
core values, clearly endorsed. Positive aspects do not obscure
the negative. Conflicting values appear in explanations of
issues. Still the book aims for enlightened commitment. If .stu-

dents use the unit and chapter activities, they can gain at least
some Abilities in thinking and examining values. Still this is
an expositctry textbook, well-focused to develop ideas.
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Reviewer 8A

This Is America's Story

Houghton Mifflin Company

This textbook is a largely chronological account of con-
ventional American history. It begins with Europe, moves to
exploration and the colonies, and so on to the Revolution and
Constitution; on to expansion and the West, sectionalism and
the Civil War; industrialization, urbanization, and the shap-
ing of modern America; World Wars I and II; the New Deal; and
the post-War years, to and with energy, Watergate and Carter's
election.

The book is full of information, in this reviewer's
judgment, too full. However, the information is well organ-
ized to make trends clear and to develop major points.
Several illustrations can be cited. Chapters on the Consti-
tutiod and domestic and foreign policies of the new government,
1785-1815, do makethe point that government in this country
was established on a firm basis. Two later chapters develop
the shift from American preoccupation with internal matters to
a role in world affairs: the Monroe Doctrine, overseas expan-
sion, and World War I. .A section explains business cycles.
Other Sections each trace farm problems and policies, Indian-
white relations, the need for unions and labor legislation,
and urban developments over roughly the last one hundred
years. Ample, organized information contributes to meaning.
Brevity does,not necessarily promote comprehension. However,
there 4.s needless detail: for example, Captain Gray and the
China trade; the railroad strike of la.7,7; and the exact votes
for Nixon and McGovern.

The,kliverse origins, roles, and contributions of this
country's many people are respectfully treated: All sorts -

of immigrants are included as are American Indians. Euro-
peans do get more attention than Orientals and those of His-
panic origins. Blacks were brought ievoluntarily, and
"slaims did not humbly accept their enslavement." (Himse
slaves were more "fortunate," however, than field hands!)
The Civil Rights mpvement of the 1960's grew out of wide-
spread injustices.. Still the Piextbookhardly copes with
racism. Cultural pluralism per se is only one, not the
prime emphasis.

Familiar points about women are there: education, work
outside the home, the right to vote, even ERA. However,
women do not loom large in this textbook. The handicapped,
the old, and the young receive only incidental notice. .

t tlefty emphasis does go to "foreign policy." Readers
find not only conflicts such as the Mexican War, interven-
tion in the Caribbean, and the Cold War, but cooperative en-
deavors such as the Organization of American States, the
United Nations, and limitations on nuclear tests, Moreover,
chapters develop trends in the history of Canada and Latin
America: independence, government, and develGpment.
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Nonetheless, the full extent of our current interdependence
with other parts of the world is not plain.

The textbook is generally fair. For-example, the issues
requiring compromise in the Constitutional Convention are
clear. Mass production, the growth of corporations, research,
and new business methods both increased production and created
new problems. Both reasons for the Vietnam War and protests
against it are included. However, Reconstruction is described
largely in terms of. restoring a stability acceptable to "South-
ern people," whites, although the accomplishments of Recon-
struction governments are acknowledged. The book is also forth-
right: for example, Panama revolted "with the encouragement of"
Theodore Roosevelt.

This fourth edition of a book published first in 1966 seems
a bit out Of date. "Negro" is frequently used as is "Black."
"Spanish-speaking" means Mexican-American. The textbook omits ,

recent information about this country's role in Chile. The book
is overly cheerful about the future of nuclear energy. Achieve-
ments in the arts go no further than Duke Ellington, Grant Wood,
and Mx Fairatx.

The book is well-written, partly because style is not
governed by reading formulas. Organization encourages compre-
hension as do discussions of concepts such as cheek- and- balance,
tariff, collective bargaining, dry farming, supply and demand,
assembly line, and Marshall Plan.

Units have coherence. Units and chapters have overviews.
Chapter sections begin with focusing questions and vary from
some two to eight pages, according.to the demands of the topic.
All sections have sub-headings and are followed by check-up
questions. Chapters end with "sidelight" accounts: for exam-
ple, Spanish names, the mechanical cotton picker, Black legislal
tors, and national parks. Units conclude with summaries, review
questions, further activities, units tests of knowledge, and
skills sections on, for example, using maps, exploring local
history, and evaluating information, telling students "how to."

Time lines, maps, first-hand accounts, graphs, diagrams,
and cartoon-like charts of issues are numerous and well done.
Insets highlight notable persons such as Clara Barton and Robert
Goddard; Presidents; and peripheral points such as the patent
system. Pictures and drawings abound; many are informative,
some merely decorative. The book contains a section on how to
use it and reference lists. A teacher's edition explains objec-
tives and occasional notes.

Above all, this textbook aims to develop knowledge. A
tone respectful of American achievements - wrongs are not
ignored - probably promotes appreciation of our heritage. Ma-
terial is there for developing study skills, thinking, and
careful value examination, but not much practice in t',ese
abilities has been built'in.
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Summary of Findings and Recammendati-ons

A
Reviewer 8-A

U

Findings:

Eighth grade textbooks in United States history cover a
large number of topics, ordinarily those which schools and the
public expect. Topics usually occur chronologically within
historical periods, although major matters after 1870 are
sometimes organized as chapters. Reconstruction is still-she
customary dividing ltne between the first and second semester's

study. A great deal of information is included, often on pub-

lic issues. Presentations are primarily narrative or descrip-
tive. 'Explanations are frequent, although at the level of
what-led-to-what. Textbooks do emphasize some topics over
others. Most textbooks are moderately sncpessful - and some
far more so than others - at maintaining focus on selected
major developments or ideas, even though other loosely re-
lated matters are also noticed. Nevertheless, the require-
ments of covering. broadly make it hard to focus on what

eighth graders might find meaningful in their ordinary lives.

Moreover, much of the content in eighth grade books will
be covered again in greater detail in the eleventh grade. It

is unfair to blame publisher for the repetition. The field

in general has not differentiated curriculum at the two grade
levels. The repetition, however, remains.

Clearly textbooks have tried to include the many people
of our country. Textbooks published a few years ago and re-

vised do much less well they those written recently. Some-

times minority groups of one sort or another are shown pri-
marily as sources of problems or collections -of famous people.

In some textbooks immigrants, Blacks, Native Americans, and
religious groups get more attention than those of Asian, Mid-
dle Eastern, and the several Hispanic origins. Women are in-

cluded, but attention to their participating roles is uneven.
Less notice goes to age groups and the handicapped. Lan-

guage is less bia a than it oce was. Racism, perhaps even
ciltural pluralism, do not always get the consideration they

ieserve.

Thr frame of reference is American. Textbooks discuss

foreign affairs and trade. One traces parallel trends in

Canada and Latin America. The United Nations gets uneven

consideration. The Cold War is still center stage. Although

current nroblems are ,-,c-.-.asionallv tied to global conditions,

the fu:l oy.te,: of prsent American interdependence in the
or;4 1.1re not plain.

velerally maintain impartiality, chiefly by

present . more than one viewpoint or by bland language.

tiA?re a! :.ct, art, misleading accounts or occasional inac-
ie,. ire cti'l tsirrful lbout (fending one
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special interest group or another.

The primary goal of these textbooks is the acquisition of
knowledge, surely of facts, but to some extent of trends and
ideas. While problems, issues, and inequities are included,
books are generally positive about the American heritage,
enough so to foster acceptance of American values. Insets
and end-of-chapter-and unit questions and activities promote
reorganization of knowledge and study ;skills. All textbooks
make at 4least some, though uneven, efforts to develop abilities
in thinking and examination of values; one is systematically
strong on inquiry skills; two on the explicit identification
of values.

Questions and suggested activities are most often "add-
ons," related but not actually required. In one textbook,
however, inquiry skill exercises are tightly related, while
in some others study skills fit in closely. In general,
textbooks are suggesting more stimulating questions and ac-
tivities., Their varying levels of difficulty and appeals to1

interest do offer opportunities to individualize.

Readability is getting attention, ofted by simpler vo-
cabulary, shorter sentences and paragraphs, frequent sub-head-
ings, and visual aids. Short and simple is not necessarily
more understandable, however. The textbooks do vary in read-
ing difficulty; one suitable for able, others for ordinary,
others for less able readers. Moreover, textbooks diftt.: on
style, from bland and choppy to lively and appealing.

Textbooks include pictures, graphs, maps, time lines,
and the like, helpful for understanding and even skills.
Some efforts to form lessona as learning modules can be
found. All books have reference" materials such as the De-
claration of Independence and the Constitution,'tables, and
bibliographies. Most have glossaries. Tests of informa-
tion accompany some textbooks. Teachers Guides are usual
and probably helpful.

Recommendations:

1. The nature of the eighth grade United States his-
tory course needs rethinking by social studies
educators, schools and publishers. The course
ought to be differ atiated from the eleventh grade.
Curriculum content should center upon aspects of
history more meaningful in the lives of eighth
graders.

2. Texvb)oks cover too much. They are overloaded with
information. Instead, students need more emphasis
salient concepts and ideas, trends and changing con-
ditions, along with an ample supply of supporting
cases, first-hand accounts, pictures, role-playing
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and simulation exercises, and other closer-to-
concrete-experience aids to understanding. Textbooks
ought to be more thorough on fewer topics.

3. Textbooks have improved in portraying both diversity
and commality among our people. Some groups still
receive too little notice. Spme.hat more often
conditions should be seen through the eyes of af-
fected groups. Racism requires explicit discussion.
Textbooks must show both the richness of variety
and the:participation of all sorts of people in the
stream of our history.

4. Especially in considering recent history and emerging
problems, energy and peace; for example, textbooks
need more of a global perspective.

5. Textbooks should continue to take reading levels into
account and even to build reading shills. However,
those which rely upon cut -ad -dried methods' of doing
so ought to move to methods of encouraging meaning
and lively, flowing prOse.

6. Textbooks should continue to provide graphs, time
lines, maps, vocabulary lists, overviews, focusing
questions, and summaries. Many are well done and
important aids to understanding.

7. Textbooks ought to reduce the emphasis on knowledge,
important as it is, and expand the range of be-

.

haviors in better content: a) organizing information
as concepts, trends, or points of view; b) finding
out from.sources in the community; c) recognizing
and examining values; and d) identifying consequences
of courses of action. Learning activities for a
broader range of objectives, and the requisite ma-
terials in a variety of forms ought at least some-
times to be built into the ongoing content of chap-
ter6 as well as suggested for chapter and unit sum-
maries. Ex Experiences in history ought to be stimu-
lating, ive, and significant. It is hard to
make t em so when textbooks are bent on telling so
much.
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REVIDIER #8-3

TWO CENTURIES OF PROGRESS
UNITED STATES HISTORY -- Second Edition

Laidlaw Brothers

Using the interdisalplinary approach and the inquiry
processes, this United States history program is concept-
oriented and chronologically orgagized. In a description of
the textbook, the Publishers note that it is written in an
"inviting narrative style with language well within the junior
high school reading range." Furthermore, the Dalo-Chall
Formula for Predicting Readability was used to control vocabu-
lary and sentence structure. Nevertheless, the readability of
the textbook may be a serious problem for some students. Alsqg
even though the bebt; is attractive with many intovelting re- w
productions, illustrations, graohs,ebartfei-Ind maps, the format
may not really be inviting_to-:eeMb-students. The chapters and
paragraphs are too lengthy.

The textbook does communicate values basic to the American
democratic society. It demonstrates consideration for the
human worth and dignity of all People in a pluralistic society.
"All cultures in this society . . must respect one another."
"The Struggle for Racial Equality" is developed in-depth and
includes the story of Black Americans. 'The role of Black
Americans during the beginnings of American history are tote-
grated in the events chronologically. The plight of Puerto
Ricans, Cubans, Mexican Americans and Americans of Asiatic
descent are also considered in "The Struggle for Racial Equality."

The textbook reflects a concern for the analysis of pertinent,
persistent controversial. issues such as the Sacco-Vanzetti trial,
the Scopes trial, the treatment of Japanese Americans during
World War II, and many others. "Help for Understanding" usually
presents an excerpt dealing with a controversial issue. Questions
for stimulating an in-depth discussion are also included.

There is very little in the textbook relative to the aged
and the handicapped. A picture of President F. D. Roosevelt
with his crutches is included in the chapter entitled "The
Era of Franklin Delano Roosevelt". In the discussion of the
Social Security Act, the textbook mentions that it Provided
pensions for retired and disabled nersons and help for the
crippled and the blind. The pictures throughout the text-
book decict Persons of all ages.



There is some information about consumerism in this
textbook. eIn liscussing "'Ole Challenge of Economic Ex-
Pension", the ebnsumer price index is mentioned. It is
noted that-the protection of consumers became an issue as
politicians sensed the sower of busineus leaders; the govern-
ment passed laws to protect consumers. "The Age of In-
dustrialization" discusses ways in which the government
attempts to protect consumers such as inspecting meat and
regulating drug companies. The textbook continues to
present more information on consumers' rights and consumer
demands during the 1960's.

At the beginning of each unit is a time line which should
be extremely helpful to students as they develop concepts and
organize events and ideas in a meaningful pattern for them-
selves! Often, students have difficulty in placing events
accurately in time. There is a great deal of data presented
to students, possibly more than most students can handle
at this level.

The illustrations, charts, reproductions, maps, and
cartoons are appropriately selected and are an integral part
of tholnntent. The captions are written in a simple and
interesting style.

Various techniques are used to stimulate interest in United
States history. Each unit has a feature chapter entitled, "Focus ",
which presents an in-depth examination of a particular event or
movement such as The Puritans, Reform and the Anti-Slavery
Movement, The Modern Labor Movement, The Struggle.for Equality.
etc. Two-page Photographic essays are presented throughout
the textbook. They are excellent in eliciting interesting
discussions about different issues and problems. For instance,
"Life Sty:,es--The Early 1900's" can help students determine
deductively how people lived at that time. A skills activity
as well as many other activities, strategies, and projects
pear at the end of chapters and units.

The Teacher's Edition provides many suggestions--
identif!cation of ma.4or Instructional objectives, ideas to

enrichment Ideas, bibliographies, tests, etc.
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REVIEWER #8-B

THE FREE AND THE BRAVE
Rand McNally & Company

This American history program successfully demonstrates
consideration for theOwman worth and dignity of all people as
it conveys values basiEl to society. The content is organized
chronologically'and flesigned to help students develop inquiry
'skills such as hypothesizing, investigating, and generalizing.
-In the Teacher's Edition, the role of the teacher proiloting
the inquiry process is briefly outlined. The teacher must be
well-prepared, able to maintain student interest, ask good
questions, and manage a classroom environment which encourages
student interaction and in -depth probing of issues and problems.

The multicultural and multiethnic character of the American
society is minimized because minority groups such as the American
Indians, Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and others are not
adequately presented and 4iscussed. Their roles, their contri-
butions, and their concerts in trying to acquire equity in
American society is not adequately considered. The treatment
of Black Americans is adequately presented although when re-
ference is made to Black Americans, Black is not capitalized.

The role of women is adequately treated throughout the
textb ok, and an effort is successfully made to avoid sex
stereo ping.

The q ions throughout the textbook demand that the
students use b their imaginations and their intellects.
They are open-end and divergent type of questions. Students
are encouraged to pr sent many responses, possibilities, and/
or alternatives. For instance, a picture (1898) is shown of
Uncle Sam happily trying to place the American flag on different
spots on the globe. The following questions are then posed to
the students .° "What might Asians have thought about this
picture? Americans during the 1800's? What might most Americans
today think of it?"

More information could be presented in an inquiry mode.
Instead of presenting the following analysis, perhaps students
could make their own deductions from a graph showing the growth
of industry and from some information about lobbyists and financial
support of government officials. "During the late 1800's, in-
dustry grew rapidly. In the process, heads of large businesses
gained great influence in government. But ordinary people seemed
to have less say in running the nation than ever before. Many
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farmers and workers began to believe that they had been for-
gotten. They feared that the good life the United States had
,once seemed to promise was now to be enjoyed only by a few people."

Generally, each chapter is introduced by "quotations" which
are effective ways of stimulating interest in American history.The sources for these quotations would be most helpful to teachers
and highly motivated academic learners if they appeared on the
same sage.

The textbook appears readable for the intended grade level.
Perhaps the chapters may be too lengthy and the content too
varied forsome students. It appears that the many "events"
presented in a single chapter. may be difficult for some students
to compreheLand synthesize. The organization of the chapters°gives the iftitsion that the content is fragmented and lacks
cohesiveness.

- This textbook does reflect a concern for the, analysis of
pertinent, persistent, and controversial issues. In a section
entitled "Minorities Pace Serious Problems" crucial issues such
as the movement to limit immigration during the 1920's, the
"Red Scare", the Sacco-Vanzetti case, the Ku Klux Klan, and
the Conditions of Black Americans after World War I are presented
clearly and concisely and reflect a concern for.the analysisof persistent problemsi Later, in a discussion of the Cold War
and the War in Korea, the practice of McCarthyism is mentioned
and compared to the "Red Scare." The student is referred to the
former discussion.

In the chapter "A New Day of Reform" the effect of shoedye on factory employees and the conditions in the meat-packing
industry are presented. The following comments are suggested
in the Teacher's Edition to enrich the lesson. "Other interest-ing food additives were formaldehyde IA pork and beans--to actas a preservative--and copper sulfate in canned peas--to make themlook green. What food additives in recent years have alarmed
Americans? (Nitrite in some meat products and Red Dye #2, to
name two.) In that same chapter the Meat Inspection Act and
the Pure Food Api Drug Act (1906) are presented as a way in which
Congress tried to protect the American consumer. In the Work-
sho° section after the final chapter, one of the activities
in "Read and Interpret" deals with Ralph Nader and the problem
of automobile accident.
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The only reference made to the aged is in the discussion
of the Social Security Act. It mentions that aid was provided
for older citizens, for needy mothers with children, and
for blind and crippled individuals. The problems and
concerns of the aged and the handicapped is not treated
adequately., President F. D. Roosevelt's "personal suffering"
is mentioned as well as his accomplishments.

.

A workbook is also provided for students.

I
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REVIEWER #8..8

AMERICAN ADVENTURES
Scholastic Book Services

This American history program does successfully communi-
cate values basic to a democratic society. In short and concise
chApters, interesting biographical sketches are presented of
individuals representing multiracial and multiethnic groups.
Man and women and the aged are represented. The sketches do
demonstrate consideration for the human worth and dignity of
all people. The portrayals of Joe Lbuis, Babe Ruth, Jackie
Robinson, Cesar Chavez, Harriet Tubman, Chief Joseph, Eleanor
Roosevelt, and many others should be of particular interest to
students.

The program does highlight "all kinds of people." Students
should be able to respond positively and to see relevance of
history to their immediate interests and concerns. It should be
especially appealing to the slow and average students. It may
be difficult to maintain the interest of highly motivated academic
learners unless additional sources, information, and activities
are provided for further study.

The Chinese and Irish immigrants are given credit for build-
ing the Central and the Union Pacific Railroads. The story of
the railroads and the workers is narrated with sensitivity and
concern for minority groups.

This program does reflect a concern for the analysis of
pertinent and persistent controversial issues. Crucial issues
such as Watergate, the energy crisis, the women's movement,
McCarthyism, the migrant farmers, the treatment of Japanese
Americans during World War II, and many others are presented
for discussion and reflection. Good questions are suggested
for stimulating discussion and thoughtful reflection.

Even though the first chapter describes the "first Americans",
it does not appear that the role of the "first Americans" in the
making of early American history is significantly presented.
However, in later history, the treatment of American Indians
is adequately and sensitively p sented.

The program does reflect an understanding of the social and
intellectual growth and development of learners. The short
chapters are organized within an unit. The introductory comments
or overview to each unit are helpful to students in connecting
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the events and/or happenings to people in a logical pattern
and in an accurate time sequence. At the end of the unit,
the students review what they have learned and they also have
opportunities to develop certain skills and to interpret data.
'The activities are varied and utilize different strategies
and approaches to involve students in..heir own learning.

In the Teaching Guide, each chapter is identified by a
brief synopsis; the objectives; some initiatory, developmental,
and culminating activities stressing skills, group involvement,
and questioning strategies; background information; and suggestions
for using "Looking Ahead" and "Looking Back". This should be-
very helpful to the teacher who needs to broaden his/her academic
background in American history. .For instance, for .the chapter
about the trial of Sacco and Vanzetti, if is suggested that
this trial offers an opportunity to distinguish between factual-
type statements and °anions and some interesting questions
for stimulating discussion are listed. Also, at the end of
the chapter in the textbook there are some very thoughtful
questions for consideration of the Sacco and Vanzetti case.

There is little mention of the aged and the problems of
\\the handicapped are ignored. One of the provisions of the

Social Security Act was to provide "most workers with money
when they retired after the age of 65". In the last chapter
Mattie White comments about the concerns of the aged, incidently.
Even though the aged is rarely mentioned throughout the textbook,
there are many exellent pictures that depict people of all
ages.

The pictures, maps, graphs, charts, and cartoons are
appropriately selected and are an integral part of the content.
Occasionally, they serve as original source materials, as well.
Because the captions underneath the pictures and other visual
materials is clear and to 'the point, the textbook can almost
be a pictorial history of the United States.

Even though the chapters are short, there is a great deal
of data presented and students are exposed to important events
and people in American history as well as to the major issues,
concerns, and problems. The textbook's simple writing style,
highlight of interesting people, and attractive pictures, etc.
should motivate the average and below average student to learn
American history.



REVIEWER #8-8

AMERICA! AMERICA!
Scott, Foresman and Company

The authors have successfully communicated the values
basic to the American society. In the treatment of the
American Indians as the first Americans, the treatment of
Japanese Americans during World War II, the account of Rosa
Parks and the boycott of the bus system, and many other similar
type events, the authors have consistently considered the human
worth and dighity of all people as well as demonstrating a
strong commitment to equal rights and human rights.

In accomplishing their major purposes, the authors stress
the importance of people in history. This is evidentas one
reads and studies-the textbook. People represent ethnic and
racial groups and-many other factions within society. Maria
Mitchell is highlighted in one of the selected features as a
founder of a school for girls as well as discoverer of a tele-
scopic comet and first member of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences during the mid-1800's. The "Selected Features"
appear to be an effective way to motivate students to study
American history.

Current legislation regarding the handicapped is not treat-
ed adequately although two individuals, President Franklin D.,

Roosevelt and a.wounded soldier, are portrayed as productive
membets of society.

In discussing the Social Security Act of 1935, the text-
book mentions that it provided old-age.iptaions for the elderly.
Again, " there is not an in-depth presentation. The pictures,
photographs, etc., however, depict persons of all ages through-
out the textbook.

There is an effort to treat controversial issues with
balance, objectivity, and accuracy. The issue of slavery, the
protest movements demanding full equality, the conflicts between
employers and employees, warfare, and other controversial and,
persistent issues are presented for analysis. In the presentation
of "Workers and the Labor Movement" a successful attempt.is
made to present the plight of working men, women, and children
as well as Black Americans and immigrants. The objective
presentation of unionism is noticeable.

The authors reflect an understanding of the social and
intellectual growth and development of learners. Interesting,
relevant materials are presented in a variety of forms which



illustrate concrete and abstract principles and significant
concepts in American history. The chapters are short, and many
varied attempts are made successfully to stimulate learning by
the use of pictures, original sources or readings, graphs, charts,
maps, time lines, poems, interesting'page formats, large print, etc.

This textbook is a comprehensive program ,in American history
which emphasizes the traditional approach to teaching/learning
although other models such as the inquiry approach and strategies
for developing valuing are included. Not only are significant
concepts and generalizations emphasized from the discipline of
history but also from the other social and behavioral sciences.

The textbook presents informatidn'about Ameiican history to
the student. Yet, because of the quality of the questions posed
throughout the textbook and the suggested questions and teaching
ideas.in the Teacher's Annotated Edition, there is involvement
of students with the content at all levels of thinking. Students
are encouraged to think about data, concepts, and ideas and to
learn to think for themselves.

The authors, using questions, try to encourage convergent,
divergent, critical, and creative thinking. "What problems faced
by cities of the are. still problems today?" "Do you think
itis right or wrong to point out mistakes that the government makes?"
etc.

Although it is not specifically identified as such, activities
are presented for all kindsof learners. In inpzeducing the Jack-
sonian Democracy, students are asked to look at a painting entitled
"Verdict of the People" and to hypothesize about the people who
voted during this plciod. Time lines, charts, graphs, and maps are
an integral part of the program. For example, students are asked
to study a graph and to determine if the railroads stimulated a
revolution in the conomy during the,late1800's.

The rationale and organization of the program is outlined in
the Teacher's Annotated Edition. The characteristics are briefly
described and the components within the organization of the program
are noted. Each chaptersummary includes an overview, objectives,
concepts, teaching ideas, and evaluating objectives. The "why" of
teaching is emphasized as well as the "what" and "how".

The source materials or "readings" make history interesting
and relevant to the students. It may be helpful if the source
materials were' identified in the text rather than in the section



on "Acknowledgments". The small print and format may dis-
courage students from pursuing the source of readings for
further study, even if interested.

This program also provides teachers with duplicating
masters for skill exercises, fill-in questions, and other
activities to use in conjunction with the textbook. However,
there is little assistance for teachers with limited back-
'grounds in American histfory.

This textbook do communicate values basic to the
American society and eflects quality scholarship, educational
soundness, and thougitful design construction.
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REVIEWS #8 -B

LET FREEDOM RING
Silver Burdett Company

This is a conceptually developed social studies,program.
It is well-organized in units; each unit is then sub- divided
into two to four unifying themes. The textbook does communicate
values basic to American society. One of the unifying themes
is "The extent to which a government is democratic depends on
the degree to which it recognizes the equality and dignity of
all."

Probably because this is a conceptually deli oped program,
discussion about minorities and later immigra s are reserved
for Unit 8 entitled "Cultural Plurality". omen are 4lso dis-
cussed as memberk of a minority group this unit. groups are
mentioned and some information is lien. This type ofd organization
makes it appear that these i duals had nothing or very
little to do with the grow and development of the American
democratic society eve ough their contributions are afntioned.

In the discuision of the treatment of Jananese Americans.

during World War II, the issue of natio security versus
individual rights appears to be minimize because "the relocated
Japanese Americans seem willing to "forg ve and forget". No
mention is made of the treatment of Ce in the United States
during World War I.

The textbook appears readable and c rtainly the sections
"Using Source. Material" are excellent in.arousing the interest
of students to study American history. in the chapter entitled
"Servant, Slave, and Indian" interesting source materials --
.short, very readable, and to the point -- about the consequences
confronted by run-away servants in 1640, an apprenticeship contract,
a newspaper advertisement offering a reward for a run-away servant,
and the differing view on land ownership between the American
Indian and the English settles as noted by a historian. If
the sources were identified oh the page(s) on which they appear,
perhaps students might try to find it for further reading.

Each chapter is followed by a "Chapter Review". In 'this
feature, key facts, a vocabulary test, review questions and
activities are presented to help the student "review, reinforce,
adapt, and apply" the information. Some of the suggestions for
activities appear to be relavant to the needs and interests of
students as well as to the content. The activities are varied
and stimulate critical and creative thinking. The questions



are generally open-ended and require the student to use the
information in imaginative and thoughtful ways. e

In th'e discussion regarding the Watergate crisis, the
only activity suggested is for tkip teacher to discuss the'American
System of checks and balances. Opportunities for student
involvement in activities analyzing and valuing decision-making
and the moral implications of the desisiens made could have
stimulated interest and thinking about a crucial problem in
our society.

Another feature of this program is directed to helping
the slaw learner. In the Teacher's Edition certain prieciples
are listed as guidelines for the suggestel specific techniques.
These principles should be very helpful to teachers who are
concerned about teaching slow learners or students with handicaps.
One technique suggests the use'of a record series, another that
students listen to contemporar; songs that relate to- the civil
rights movement, still another asks the teacher to divide the
students into two groups to consider life in a rural-agricultural
society in the early 1900's and life in today's urban-industrial
society.

Even though it is "cpnceptually" developed; nevertheless,
it is still chronologically presented. The unit on "conflict"
solely deals with the Civil War. The unifying theme "Conflict
caused by econimic, social, or political reasons may be postponed,
but not necessarily prevented, by compromise." highlights the first
chapter in this unit. Is "war" inevitable? Students must be
encouraged to consider alternative ways of resolving conflicts.

In the chapter entitled "American Individualism" the
Consumer Movement is presented, This study is introduced by
two readings -- one about the effects of dyes and the other about
the clniitions in Chicago's meat packing plants (THE JUNGLE by
Upton Sinclair). The students are than asked if pure food taus
were necissary and why? The discussion continues to describe
legislation to protect consumers, consumer groups, Ralph Nader
and his work as consumer advocate, and consumerism today.

Extension/Enrichment ideas for teachers are included "to
extend ari (deepen" the concepts and unifying themes. One idea
sugkeiTh that the teacher assign Emerson's essay "On Self-Reliance'
for so7,. es::!ents and for others, assign Thoreau's WALDEN. Then,
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the students would discuss whether or not the ideals presented
in these two readings are possible today in an urban industrial
society.

In the chapter on "Reform in Industrialized America", the
social security system is mentioned as helping "support retirei
and disabled workers", the handicapped, children, and blind
persons.

Many other suggestions for teaching/learning activities
are presented for teacheks. This information should be
extremely helpful to teachers.
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SUMMARY OF
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

REVIEWER*03-8

B. Laidlaw Brothers, Rand McNally & Company, Scholastic
Book Services, Scott, Foresman and Company, and Silver
Burdett Company

Findings: Most United States history textbooks .success-
fully communicate values basic to a democratic society.
The achievements and accomplishments of Amerian ethnic
and racial groups are beginning to be a regular part of
the programs. The role, accomplishments, and achieve-
ments of Black Americans are treated more adequately
and more fairly than every before; however, there is
still room for improvements. There is some improve-
ment in the presentations of American Indians and His-
panics; however, presently, their- treatment is minimal.
Puerto Ricans and Americans of Asiatic descendent are
almost totally ignored. Generally, there is more con-
cern about various immigrant groups and minorities than
in previous textbooks. The role of women is generally
adequately treated, and an effort is made to avoid sex
stereotyping. The aged and the handicapped are usually
ignored. There is little mention in the textbooks about
consumerism and consumers.

Most United States history textbooks are interdisciplinary,
concept-oriented, and emphasize the inquiry processes. At
the same time, the organization of the ontent is general-
ly traditionally and chronologically developed. There is
evidence that the publishers are aware and concerned about
the social and intellectual growth and development of
learners. There is a noticeable effort to make United
States history interesting, relevant, and about people.
The textbooks are written in an interesting style, have
shorter chapters and units, and contain information about
people and events which interest the learners. Interesting
personalities and events and short, concise thought pro-
voking primary sources are highlighted. There is greater
use of selected and pertinent primary sources throughout
the textbooks.



The quality of the questions have definitely improved;
They are generally open-ended, divergent type of
questions which should stimulate interest and discussion.
The authors of textbooks try to help students develop
aceurate time concepts by providing good time lines at
the beginning of chapters and units. In most cases,
the textbooks present pertinent, persistent contro-
versial issues and problems with objectivity and balance.

There is concern, in certain history progrmms, for the
slow learners. Teacher techniques are listed and many
learning activities suggested for thou.

Excellent illustrations, reproductions, pictures, car-
toons, maps, graphs, photographs, etc., are appropriately
selected and used to a great degree in most of the his-
tory textbooks. Generally, they are an integral part
of the content.

A great variety of teaching/learning activities are sug-
gested for the students--both individual. work and group
work type activities. Some of the activities to develop
skills are very good.

The teachers's editions are very helpful in providing
direction and suggestions for additional, enriching
activities. They attempt to help the teacher with the
'fitly" component of teaching. Very few of the teacher'.5
editions, though, provide background content information
for the teacher.
Recommendations: 1. Concept -oriented programs s1 u1d

stress in-depth investigation -it
issues and problems.
Historical concepts Jrom A:127
discipline too) shou11
presented :.}rich relate ttA the
learners' interests need5,
intellectual c.apabi t .
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4. controversial issues should be
presented in such a way, "a
model", so that learners will be
encouraged to investigate other
problems in a systematic, sequen-
tial way.

5. The vocabulary should be less dif-
ficult and the definitions in the
glossary more readable and more
functional.

6. Because of the quantity of data in
some programs, the tea(ter must be
careful as to what to use and what
to )mit..

The 'problem and concerns of the
aged and the handicapped should be
included.

S. ?re explicit attention should be
given to Mexican-Americans, Puerto
Ricans, and the American Indians.
Their role in shaping United States
history should be emphasized as well
as their contemporary accomplishments,
achievements, and prcblens in .;ecurin
Nuit-,P in society.

ine role of Black Americans Act
.t)4:

more broadl presented with ...a:,;Itivit\-
irzit lasight As they : r i< Achievt
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Recommendations: (continued)

12. Teacher's guides should provide
background content information
for teachers.

13. The publishers should continue

-to provide very good pictures,
reproductions, maps, charts,
cartoons, etc.

-to upgrade the quality of questions.
-to provide "a variety of teaching/

learqing activities.
-to provide aid to help students
understand the time concept.'



Reviewer 8-C
a

American History for Today Ginn and Company 1979

The aim of American. History for Tom, as the author
expresses it in the preface, is to tell the story of all
the people of the United States (underlining by author7
The reviewer, therefore, has been concerned with how
well the author succeeded in this objective, within the
framework of established scholarship.

From a scholarly point of view, the first three
units are probably the weakest. There is some lack of
objectivity and balance in treating the contributions of
the Puritans, with too.much emphasis on the negative.
No distinction is made between the Church of England
and the Protestant churches. In general, the handling
of Colonial religion is weak, in relating religion to
society. Contrasts between the British and the French
and Spanish colonies would have been useful. The treat-
ment of American Indians and their culture is inadequate.

Units four and five, dealing with the American
Revolution and the launching of a new nation are in
general satisfactory, as is unit six dealing with the
United States before the war of 1812. Unit seven leaves
much to be desired. Material on the acquisition of East
and West Florida and on the contents an4 causation of
the Monroe Doctrine are grossly oversimplified. In the
history of the pre-Civil War frontier, (Unit Nine)
there is too much emphasis on the diplomacy of expansion
at the expense of generalizations on the influence of
the frontier on national issues and the national character,
and the story of the Methodists and Baptists on frontier
religion.

The Civil War period and the reconstruction period
(Units Ten and Eleven) are quite satisfactory. ,So is the
post war period, in the chapters dealing with the frontier
and industrialization. However, the book's description
of the terms of the Wheeler-Howard Act, in regard to the
Indian, is not a true one. Unit Fourteen, on the urban
frontier, is handled well. Unit Fifteen on reform



movements is, in general, also handled well.

Part Four (Units Eighteen and Twenty) deals with the
United States in the post war period. The units are, in
general well balanced. Writing contemporary history or
near contemporary history is difficult. This reviewer
would be inclined to challenge some of the author's
emphases, particularly on women's rights, but realizes
that in the long run the judgments of the author may be
as valid as those of the reviewer.

The appendix includes a copy of the Declaration of
Independence, an annotated copy of the Constitution, and
some reference maps to supplement those in the body of
the text. The pictures and maps in the text itself are,
for the most part, attractive and well chosen.

A major objective of the book was to include the
contributions of Negroes, Indians, Orientals, and Jews.
Those of women, as a class, was another objective. The
evaluation is carried out both in the narrative and in
separate essays within the chapters. Some of the essays
lack balance. For example, a one page essay deals with
the planning Washington, D.C. The essay deals solely
with the black surveyor, Benjamin Banneker; the architect
and planner, L'Enfant, is not mentioned.

As a whole, the book is uneven. Its major flaws
are weaknesses in handlidg non-Catholic religious groups;
depiction of life on the frontier; and some re-evaluation
of the role of non- Negro minorities.
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Reviewer 8-C

Americas Its People and Values Harcourt/Brace Janovich 1979

This book is divided into two parts, the dividing
line being the filling in f the frontier in the trans-
Mississippi West after the Civil War, rather than the more
conventional division of p o and post Civil War and re-
construction. The division is a logical one, and is a
constructive innovation for two semester courses. Part
one is entitled "Making a New Nation" and part two,
"Building a Great Nation ".

The book is written in a clear and thoroughly profes-
sional style. PronounciatiOn guides are provided for
foreign names and some technical terms. Student interest
is maintained by a good interesting narrative and an ex-
cellent organization. Student exercises at the end of
each chapter are well designed to interest the student,
and at the same time help him generalize on the lessons
taught in the chapter.

One unique feature of the book is the use of devices
to teachAhe students to think and make judgments in the
way that historians do. Inquiry sections seal with such
things as identifying historical problems, forming hypoth-
eses, use of primary and secondary sources, using of maps
as evidence, and on down to making generalizatione and
communicating. This is a highly valuable section, giving
the student some knowledge of the historical method.

This text is designed to present the history of all
peoples in America, and present honestly and accurately
America's past. Matters stressed are the cultural and
racial pluralism of the American people, and the develop-
ment of an American society. This is presented in the
first part; part two presents the background of the
growth of the United States as an industrial, urban
society. There is a great deal of stress on American
values, and a careful effort to get student involvemen..
Chapters are ,divided into several sections of 1500 to
2000 words each, organized around a specific, well
defined topic. It is well designed fir teaching.



The student's manual has good bibliographies for
both students and teachers. Copies of important docu
ments, including the Constitution and Declaration of
Independence, are to be found in the text. The maps are

'well chosen and supplement the text well.

The handling of minorities historically is well done
with a good balanre between the work of minorities as
pressure groups to achieve their aims, and the work of
courts and congressional legislation to help them.
There is a good balance among Indians, blacks, and
Chicanos in the later chapters.

In summary, this seems to be an outstanding book,
from the standpoint of narrative completeness, scholarship
and adaptability to classroom use.



Reviewer 8-C

We the People D.C. Heath and Company 1977

Although this book is listed in its subtitle as "A
History of the United States", it has only a distant
relationship to history. It is rather a mishmash of
various social sciences called into service to tell the
stogy of the American people.

Rather than a narrative, each part begins with a
story 700 to 800 words long on some dramatic incident in
American histroy. The stories are just that; they include
imaginary conversations, speculations by the authors on
what the individuals involved might have.thought, and
oversimplified explanations of the significance of the
episodes. These stories are followed by a series of
questions with brief (80 word) answers. At the end of
each chapter are a series of questions and exercises.
The approach is episodic, like a television soap series,
and the student will obtain no idea Of the sweep of
American history.

The authors explain the reason for this radically
different approach from the 'conventional historical text.
They feel that student interest will be stirred by the
introduction of each section by a dramatic incident,
event, or decision. Readability is designed for students
of both low reading levels and those of higher ones.
The authors claim that the content, "though necessarily
selective", is representative of the mainstream of
American history. The explanation may be satisfactory to
the educational psychologist, but hardly to the historian.

The book is extremely weak on causation, telling
what happened, but not why it happened. Examples would
include such matters as mention of the change of attitude
of the Spanish toward the Indians, but not the role of
the Dominicans in bringing it about. There are large
omissions; no mention in the chapter dealing with Andrew
Jackson as President of the formation of the Democratic
Party, his views toward the Bank of the United States, or
his views on union. There is no mention of the formation



of th epublican Party, only a general mention (in one
senten ) of the Compromise of 1850 and the Missouri
Compromise; no explathition of the reasons for the failures
of the Knights of Labor; no mention of Presidents Harding,
Coolidge or Hoover; and the like. A complete listing of
omissions, faulty interpretations and errors would take
many pages to cover. A

Finally the level of reading is extremely low, as
compared with most of the other books reviewed. The
exercises also seem to this reviewer to be on an extremely

'simplified level.

In short, there is very little good that can be said
for this text." The approach is radically different from
any of the other books reviewed. It is so badly chopped
up that it cannot be read as a narrative, and it does
not present an accurate and complete account of American
hittory.
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Reviewer

.44

The American Way Holt, Rinehart and Winston 1979.

e

The book is built around six major themes in American
history, each represented by a unit. These are: first,
variety and shired 'Values; second, representation; third,
expaneion and individualism; fourth, majority rule and
minority rights;.fifth, bigness; sixth, trying to preserve
and protect. The arrangement is chronological, with each
of the themes represented in turn, in two to eight chi
tern each;-beginning with the culture of the Native
lfsericans and ending with environmental.aoncerus in the
Carter administration.

Unit one, eight chapters carrying the story down to
1787, 1s fairly well diine. There dwe some factual
errors, some unclear definitions; the definition of
the Spanish encomienda (page 52) is not completely
accurate, the map of French possessions (page 72) is not
precise, and the account of French trade relationship
with Indians (page 69) could be tightened up. Generally
speaking, however, this unit is accurate from a historical
point of view. Unit two, dealing with the country from
1787 to 1836, deals with the early national period; the
formation of a party system, the War of 1812, 'and the
rise of Jacksonian democracy. An annotated copy of the
Constitution is included. John Marshall's landmark
decisions are adequately explained. Causes of the War of
1812 are not covered adequately in national and world
perspective, but aside from this the unit is well handled.
'Unit three deals with nationalism and expansion to 1850
and the development of sectionalism. The development of
sectionalism is well handled. In the section on ter.
ritorial expansion, the Texas revolution is well handled,
but Oregon is given an inaccurate treatment (page 368).
In general, however, issues and points of view are well
handled. Unit four, dealing with the period from 1850
to 1876, handles the issues of the dissolution of the
Union, the Civil War and Reconstruction briefly but
adequately.

Unit five deals with the changes in the nation from
1b80 to 1900 in regard to industry, agriculture, settling

eV.



of the frontier and overseas expansion. The section on
settlement of the West would have been improved by re
lating more clearly the role of public land policy to
transportation, and agriculture', settlement, and education.
The matters are mentioned, hit not brought into focue.
The riseof big business, the growth 04 cities, and im
migration are handled well. The section on expansion is
adequately handled, though the background of the Spanish
American Was could be improved. Unit nix, the history of
the United States from 1900 to the presentl has the longr
est time span of any unit in the book and 'could probably
profitably be divided into two units, with the break
about 1945. The narrative is somewhat condenued, and
hence distorted. The section. on the Republican Roosevelt
and conservation, for example, would have been improved
with background on his redecessdis and supporters.

In general, the boo is well organized and, with the
exceptions noted, satisfactory from a scholarly standpoint.
Questions and aids to the students are well chosen and
unobtrusive. The writing style is adequate but not
distinguished. The teacher's edition has a good brief
selective bibliography of books for the teacher's reference,
alld a listing of films. Glossary includes a listing of
technical terms, a listing of the Presidents, and of womiin
in America. These will be useful.



Reviewer 8-C

This is AmericaisIStory Houghton Mifflin 1978

This book covers Aftterican history from european
colonization to the present. It is divided into ten
units of two. to four chapters eaci, each one covering
a chronological period, and a major topic. theme. Unlike
some of the texts examined, it aknothing on native
American life before the coming o the white man, or on
the relationship of anthropology to story. On the
other hand, the book does give comparative studies on
the achievement of independence of Latin'American coun-
tries, especially Mexico, and on chan ng'imperial ties
of Canada with Great Britain. These of r interesting
contrasts to the experience or the United States.

In many ways the book is attractive. It-has
excellent line drawings, especially valuable in explain-
ing technology such as the use of the astrolabe (page 11),
sectional view's of the tariff (page 270), or operation
of the cotton gin (page 288). Photographs are well chosen
and attractively,presented. The maps are clearly printed,
and annotations 'Oh them admirably supplement the text.
The reference section includes basic documents and a
brief but well selected and up to date bibliography.
The writing style is clear, though possibly written at
an unnessarily Rimple level. The pre chapter analyses
of each unit, also seem over simplified.

The text itself, however, leaves something to be
desired in both organization and content; Handling of
Native Ameridan culture in relation with whites is very
poor,,both in the units on colonial life and in the post
Civil War period. For example, on page 436 the statement
is made that he reservation system began in 1870. Brief
sections on Indian life, pages 57 and 455, seem per-,
functory. Handling of Colonial religion is also weak
in Unit two. on the other hand, the charts (Pages 130,
146) on the structure of colonial government and on
colonial grieiances are excellent, as are those dealin6
with the constitution..
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The units dealing with pre Civil War history are in
general well done. Territorial expansion is handled as
a separate chapter, an innovation that seems desirable
from a teaching point of view, partioularkv when accom-
panied by excellent maps and charts. The chapter on 'the
Cavil War and reconstruction is inadequate, particularly
that an reconstructiOn where the iesuse are not presented
in d clear fashion (pages 414-17). The significance of
the Presidential election of 1876 is not clarified.

Units seven to ten, dealing with the post Civil War
period, could be reorganized to advantage. In these
chapters there is a shift from chronological organization
to a topical one in regard to labor, farming, industry,

# and conduct of foreign affairs. Summarizing farming
from the 1880's to t#e present takes farming Out of its
connection with political and administrative history,

_in _connection with thel'opulist Party .and.the NewlOes1._
Similar comments could be made in regard to industry
and labor. The linkage between the Spanish American War
and expansion is Abt Clarified. These units, despite'
good maps and charts, could stand being reorganized in a
different.form.

The book, in short, is one of uneven quality, with
some strong points and some weak ones.
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Reviewer 8-C

The Free and the Brave Rand McNally and Company 1980

This is a thorough, well written, scholarly history.
It is more in the tradition of a conventional college
text book, adapted for a juvenile audience, than most of
the books reviewed here. Very few factual errors were
found, and those were of a minor nature. The book is
very well written. The author has the gift of being able
to clarify relatively complex constitutional and social
questions, phrased in language within the command of the
average eighth grader. There are relatively few of the
"attention getters" that are used in many books; the author
relies to a great extent on a good narrative power to
attract interest. Workbook sections of this book at the
end of each chapter, and briefer exercises included within
the chapters, are well designed to stimulate the interest
of the student and encourage him to think about the
problems presented. The author does not talk down to the
student, but rather treats him as a fellow learner.

Racial and minority group matters are integrated
into the body of the text rather than given special em-
phasis. The author has handled these subjects with good
balance.

The book is divided into eight parts,
FACING THE AMERICAS, which deals briefly with the Native

Americans, and with the establishment of the French
and Spanish empires.

NEWCOMERS ON THE SEABOARD, which deals with the British
colonization.

THE STRUGGLE FOR LIBERTY, dealing with the nature of the
American colonies, the century of warfare with the
French, and the American Revolution.

SHAPING A NATION, dealing with the early national period
to the election of Jackson.

SECTIONAL SQUABBLING, dealing with the period from
Jackson to Lincoln.

A PEOPLE IN CONFLICT, dealing with the Civil War and
Reconstruction.

THE TESTING OF DEMOCRACY, which deals with the period down



to 1914.

CERTAINTY AND UNCERTAINTY, dealing with the period
from 1914 to the present. Lengths of the sections
vary from 60 to 120 pages, with the two longest
sections in parts seven and eight. It might be
desirable to make parts seven and eight contain
fewer chapters, and to place the period after 1945
in part nine. Such an arrangement would allow the
author to deal in greater detail with some contem-
porary problems, such as environmental concerns.

Source documents include the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, the Constitution, and a series of statistical
charts.' The maps are numerous and well chosen.



Reviewer 8 -C

Two Centuries of Progress Laidlaw 1977

This book covers American history from the era of
prehistory to the present. Organizationally, it is
composed of eight units, each one covering a given
chronological period. Each of these units consists
of three chapters, plus a fourth FOCUS chapter giving
an in-depth study of a particular aspect of the period.
The book incliides a good'variety of historical documents
and valuable references and charts at the end of the
book. Pictorial material and maps are, in general,
satisfactory.

The book is well written, and no major factual
errors were to be found. Documents in the text, such as

Ae
the Monroe Doctrine, very well annotated, and the
annotations were wel designed to explain to the student
the nature of the siiurce material. The fact that historical
interpretations of various aspects of history, such as
the influence of the frontier on American democracy, is
pointed out in several sections, and gives the student
an early introduction to historiography. Relationship
of cognate subjects of archeology and geography to,
history is pointed out. The FOCUS chapters are intensive
studies of particular problemsvin Unit one, for example,
it is on Puritanism in Colonial America; in Unit four, on
the election of 1876. These are very well written inten-
sive case studies, well designed to give the student a
good introduction to historical scholarship. Most of the
FOCUS chapters are very good. That on Puritanism is an
excellent analysis of religion in Colonial America, while
the one on the election of 1876 is a very high level
analysis of issues and personalities. The FOCUS chapter
for Unit two on the Constitution, however, seemed to this
reviewer to contain some material that could better be
handled in the text itself; and the sixth of these chap-
ters on the women's rights movement seemed, in places,
to be "trendy". In general, however, these chapters
represent a good innovation for introducing the student
to the nature of history, and admirably supplement the
text.
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A first impression of the book is that it is some
what overorganized, but a second reading gives one a
good impression of it. Innovations seem designed to
teach sttdents, rather than being gimmicks to hold the
student's attention. Matters related to race and minor
ity groups are handled with balance and taste, except as
mentioned above in regard to women's rights. The authors
do an excellent job in producing a text both readable
and sound. The book has a brief, but.in general we

bibliography for students.
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American Adventures Scholastic 1979

This book has an odd organizational pattern which
detracts from its value as a textbook in history. The

first half of the book covers the whole period from thd
coming of the white man to 1898; the second half covers
the period 1898 to the present. This means a very
cursory coVerage of the early period and a general im-

pression of a book concerned with current events rather
than history. In addition, the book is chopped up into
a large number of short chapters of three.or four pages
each, half this space being taken up by illustrations.
(In place of a continuous narrative, the series of chap-
ters begin with an introduction summarizing what the
student will encounter; then the chapters frequently
are concerned with a character sketch of some individual

important during the time.) It is apparently designed
for the student with a very short attention span and

vocabulary, but has no continuity of theme or
narrative interest, and the pictures at times tend to
distract attention from the text instead of enhancing
t.

There are curious lacunae and emphases in the book.
Chapter One, dealing with the American Indians, deals
with only two groups, the Navaho and the Mayas. Settle-

sent of the Jamestown Colony is covered in 50 words,

with no information whatsoever about the background of
the colony's foundation. The Pilgrims and the Puritans,
by contrast, get three columns (about 60 words) each,

William Penn four columns, and Georgia six. New York
and the Carolinas are not mentioned. There is no in-
formation on the nature of the British colonial system
in the. period before the Revolution. (It is covered in

20 words.) There is no information on the background of
the Louisiana Purchase, and very little on the adminis-
trations of Washington and Adams. No proper background
is given to the Alien and Sedition Acts, though some
space is given to the actions of Mat ew Ryon in

challenging the Acts. The subjec of territorial
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expinsion and the period of the 1850's are very poorly
covered, and the issues of Civil War and reconstruction,
are oversimplified and distorted.

In the period after the Civil War, the coverage of
the Indian problem is simplistic, and again focuses on
one individual and tribe (Chief Joseph and the Nez'
Perm). The role of courts in interpreting the 14th
Amendment for blacks is not given coverage. Studies of
champions of minority rights, like Susan B. Anthony,
,Booker T. Washington and W. E. B. Du Bois are not inte-
grated into, the text. In fact, in the whole book, the
effort to handle multi-ethnic and multi-racial affairs
is contrived; rather, than integrated into the text.

The last half of the book continues in the same
pattern of short, jerky chapters, large illustrations,
and gross omissions. The Spanish-American War is largely
the story of T. R. and San Juan Hill. Coverage of the
New Deal is superficial, both as to overall objectives
and as to special programs such as the CCC. Here, as
elsewhere, the presentation as history is ruined by the
interspersing of sketches of individuals or groups as
separate units, rather than integrating them into the
text. Three pages are given to Joe Lapis; Harold Ickes
and Harry Hopkins are not mentioned. The book does give
a balanced accounto of the civil rights struggle by
blacks in the recent past, and a better than average
account of the Hispanic and ERA movements. The last
four chapters are the best written in the book.

There is not a great deal of good that can be said
about the book as history. It has interesting sections
and some good pictures, but can be viewed as a series of
historical vignettes rather than as a cohesive work.
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ov.

America! America! Scott, Fore sman 1977

This book ie divided into thirteen units, following
a chronological order. Of these, the first unit deals
with pre history,°the continent as it was before the
coming of the white man. The last unit deals with ethnic
and minority problems over the past twenty years. There
is a strong emphasis on cognate subjects to history,
including anthropology, sociology and geography. Ob
jectives of this book are to provide an overview of
American history, to motivate tits student toward fUrther
study, and to give him a sense of national pride. Each
unit begins with a two page pictorial album, a chronology
(called here a time line) and a written sketch a. sting
the theme for the period, such as the relationship of
geography to history. There are apecial featureis high
lighting the text, well ohosed selections from source
materials. The reference section includes data on
presidents, states, And pronunoiation. The Constitution
and the Declaration of Independence are included in the

text. However, the table on page 316, showing percentages
of white adult males voting iii7dlections tbG
state of South Carolina.

Unit one, the archeological and anthropological
background is well done. Unit two 'on the new world
900-1750 could be better on changing relationships of

Spanish to Indians (pages 73-4). Source material quoted

is well chosen. The account of colonial religion could
be improved. Unit 3, covering the period 1750.1800,
could probably have been improved in organization by

including the period 1750-1763 in the previous unit.
However, outside from this, the unit handles the revolution

and evolution of the governmentin a good, analytical
fashion. Unit four on the West 1815.1840 has a very good
account of the Spanish borderlands. Chapter fifteen on

the culture of the Indian is excellent. The dynamics of

expansion are well analyzed. Unit five on the early
national period 1815-1840 is, in general, well organized
and a well written unit. However, the history or political
parties (pages 319, 321, 369) is not very clearly written.



the statement that Andrew Jackson "disregarded the
rights of women, Indians, and blacks" is inaccurate
(page 517).Also the story of the United States acquisition
of the Cregon country is badly oversimplified.(pare 339).

Unit six, Civil War and Reconstruction is in general
a good analysis. Units seven and eight on Industry,
labor and urbanization are also well done. Unit nine on
the filling in of the trans-Mississippi frontier analyzes
the problem of Native Americans well. However, it con-
cludes its study with the 1860's, and does not carry the
story to the Wheeler-Howard Act or the work of the. Indian
Claims Commission. Study of the mining frontier omits
Alsaka, and of the ranching frontier omits sheep ranching.
The study of the agricultural frontier is adequate. Unit
ten on the period 1876-1920 is an adequate survey. The
cause of the farmers' distress that led to the Populist
movem nt are not brought into focus (page 545). The
Progr ssive movement account omits omits the conservation
arcs e (pages 560-66).

Pnit eleven, on the period 1920.40 gives a good
account of the 1920's, the New Deal; and Unit twelve, on
the war and post war period has also good summaries. Unit
thirteen, however, is again inadequate in regard to
Indians, mentioning pressure groups but not legislative
or court decisions. The account of Indian lands in Alaska
is not accurate since passage of 1974 legislation.
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Let Freedom Ring, Silver. Burdett 1980

This book is divided into nine units of three to
four chapters each, each one dealing with a separate
topic. The treatment is both chronological and topical
for the pre-Civil War period, but to a large extent
chronology is abandoned for the later periods. The
narrative itself .does not have an even flow. It is
badly chopped up with attention getters, ooloqualisms,
such as "but hold on a minute" (page 59), and rhetorical
questions. This seems to arise from a desire to make
th book suitable for the slow learner with low attention
sp (Teacher's edition, preface, page 17). The result,
ho ever, may be to bore the average student Who is
interested in following the story.

Unit one starts with a chapter on an imaginary trip
to historic sites.in the United Stated by air. This chap-
ter could well be omitted. It gives a fair description
of the native American, though the statistics on Indian
population (p_age 35) are notluniveraally accepted. A
chapter on world power centers gives too much space to
peripheral areas not related.to the central theme, such
as China and Africa, and too little discussion of Europe
on the eve of. colonization and the dynamics of coloniz-
ation. In the chapter on'early exploration, the Norse
explorations are listed (page 82) after the Spanish ones
(pages 65-6). This is confusing and unnecessary. Forces
which led to European desire for colonies are inadequately
presented. In unit two, the British dynamics -.of settle-
ment, however, are well presented, as is the description
of colonial institutions. Generalizations on Indian
relationships with the British are based on a single
incident, King Phillip's War (pages 115-118). It is
factually accurate, but not the whole truth. Socio-
economic life in the colonies is adequately handled.
The causes of the American Revolution and the Revolution
itself are adequately treated.

Unit three is probably too brief covering, as it does,
constitutional and political history. from 1787 to 1841
in a single seventeen page chapter. Unit four on



territorial expansion,ib generally satisfactory. Unit
five, on Civil War and reconsttuotion, doei an adequate
job in tracing the growing sectional crisis and the war,
though the diplomacy, of the war is neglected. Reconstruc-
tion is well handled.

In unit six, chapter seventeen on the filling in of
the frontier is a good survey, though a section on modern
land use (pages 379-80) would seem to belong in chapter
twenty- eight. `Industry and urbanization are well handled.
The reform movement.from the-Populist to Franklin Roosevelt
is treated in a twenty-two page chapter which summarizes
tiJo much.

,

Units seven, eight and nine deal respectively,with
foreign policy, cultural diversity, and'American problems
in the twentieth century. The separation of these topics
from the political history of the country makes for some
major distortions and/lack of continuity. In the 'chapter
on civil rights (ohajter twenty-six). the blacks and .

Hispanic Americans/are given ftll treatment. The twentieth
century Indian is not. The chapter on American individual-
ism has material on political reform that would seem logi-
cally to belong in an earlier period. This is 41so true
of the chapter on natural resources. On page 605 it is
*erroniaus1y stated that "groups" were able 'to get the
Forest Reserve Act of 1891 repealed. This is inaccurate;
Congress modified the act of 1897 (which act, the text
does not 371-71R173%

The book has some major faults in organization and
emphasis, and is a hard one to read with sustained in-
terest. It 'has too many gimmicks and attention getters.
History is interesting enough ids., itself without resorting
to such devices.
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Reviewer 8-C

a,

Summary of Findihgs and Recommendations

Textbooks in history produced for eighth grade
students seem-to fall into two general classes. One

type is written by a professional historian, or is one
in which a professional historian is the dominant partner,
working in cooperation with a social science teacher.
The second type is one in which the dominant individual'
or individuals, come from the field of educational
Moholoat social science teaching or curriculum plan-
ing. Naturally, there are shades of difference awns
these, but most of the books reviewed would fall into
one class or the other.

Those texts in wh.ch a historian plays a leading
role usually have a good narrative style, a good chronol-
ogy, and relatively few breaks in the narrative. Those
in which writers.other than historians play the dominant
role tend to stress'cognate 'disciplines !such as anthro.
pology and geography, sometimes ignore chronology, and
rely on gimmicks, attention getters and pictorials to
carry the story along. Any collaborative authorship is
hard to' carry out, and some of the books show signs of
strain in following out the objectives of the text.

A great many of the books have a very restricted
vocabulary. This in true to a greater extent in the
books in which the professional historian ih not the
dominant partner. Examination of the Teachers' Editions
show that the editors try to accomodate the slow learner
by simplifies vocabulary, pictorials to replace text,
and a broken-up presentation.to accomodate thorn students
lacking in reading skills and with a limited attention
span. This, however, reduces the whole clams to consuming
pablum, and presbnts little to intereet the average
student or to challenge the gifted. In college history
classes,this reviewer has been puzzled by the fact that
seniors are somothmes unacquainted with the word "diplo-
macy" . After reading come of these books, I find the
ignorance understandable; the student not exposed to &-
professional term in junior high school muy never learn

P



it, The limited vocabulary also contributes to a w4it-,
ing style more suited to the fourth grade than toy more .

advanced work. On the positive side, most books provide
a pronouncing guide to foreign words, and make some
effort to explain in non-technical terms official docu-
ments such as the Constitution.,

Pictorial material, maps and charts are abundant,
and in many, books overabundant. In many books the amount
of such material could be cut by one-half or one- third,
to 'include_ more room for narrative or other, textual
material. The charts and diagrams are generally well
chosen and appropriate, and do something to alleviate
the geRafal dullness of the textual material.

There is an effort in all the books to stress the
multiracial , pluralistic and multiethnic nature of our
society. In some books this is carried out skillfully,
in the context of the narrative. In other books thi8
is awkwardly done, and such efforts stick out like a
sore thUmb. In some books there is reverse discrimina-
tion. Two of the books give a great deal of attention
to the Wasik surveyor who laid out the streets of
Washington, D.C., but give no mention to the planner of

the city, Char es L'Enfant. A single sentonee mention-
ing L'Enfant would have restored the balance.

There is evidence of an effort on the part of the

authors to keep up with contemporary scholarship. Most

of the books have reading lists for both students and
teachests? A conspicuous lack is failure to use the
AmericantHistorioal Association's pamphlets for teachers,
which would offer a good guide to both students and teachers.

The fact, however, that the authors have sought out the

latest scholarship does not mean that they have under,- I

stood the scholarship or presented it correctly. There

are numerous examples of the authors' presenting one

side of controversial issue, or failing themselves to
understand the issues involved. A number of these failures

are cited in reviews of individual books.
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Reviewer 4/9A

American History for Today
Glain and Company

............japay.....iforToAmerican}ds, published by Ginn and Company in

1977, is an American history textbook written for middle school
level'grades. The readability level is 9.2, according to the Fry
Readability Formula. The readability is 10th grade, according to
the SMOG formula. The linguistic patterns are generally suitable
to most populations and the vocabulaiy choice and control are
appropriate for youqg readers.

o

New vocabulary words are not identified in any way in
American Hilt :ov,Zeoday. Rey words are not italicized, in bold-
face.print, nor underlined. There-are no chapter previews or reviews
highlighting key terms, nor is there a glossary in the end pages
of the text. It has been entirely left up to the classroom teacher
to provide vocabulayy growth to aid in Conceptual development.
Since a student text rather than a Teacher's Edition was provided
for analysis, it is not known whether key vocabulary words are
identified for the teacher.

American Histo for Today is divided into four parts with
each part emphasizing one of e following concepts: Founding of
America; Problems of a New Nation; Our Country's Growth; Challenge
and Change; The United States in the World Today. There is a strong

emphasis on the concepts of democracy, liberty, and justice through-
out the text. The conceptual level is generally appropriate for
young readers.

Major ideas are highlighted in brown boldface print to facilitate
comprehension of key ideas. However, the lack of time lines, unit
overviews, and section previews does not help the student focus
his attention an the concepts to be learned.

A strong feature of this text is its emphasis on "telling

4100
the history of all the people in the United States." Concepts are
developed in American history with all races and cultures being
represented. AIIIislonericatroda develops the history of
the American Indians, people of Spanish and Mexican-American origin,
blacks in America, the Chinese, et. al., describing what each
contributed and the problems each encountered. Illustrations used

throughout the text aid in understanding of these concepts.



The text itself is organized chronologically into four parts
each covering a portion of American history. Each of the four parts
begins with a brief introduction. Each part is divided into units
numbering twenty in total. There are no 'chapters'. Each unit
is divided into sections; following each section is a list of
'Main points to Remember' rather than questions. Headings within
the sections are in question format and following each of these
subsections is a question or two about the reading. The use of
questions prior to and immediately following a small group of para-
graphs tends to break up the smooth flow of the sentence patterns
and causes the style to be choppy.

Following each of the twenty units is a short review. Included
ere a brief' time line, the 'key question' of the unit, a list of
the sections in the unit by title, four-six questions relating to
the unit, a list of questions for class discussion, and various
essay questions designed to make students internalize the concepts
learned. There aro no vocabulary words to define nor social studies
skills application. The questions asked throughout the unit are
primarily literal-level questions and often are answered in the
"Main Points,to-Remember" at the end of each section. There are
no summaries or reviews at the end of each of the four parts.

The ideas are expressed clearly and directly in this text,
although the too frequent use of questions breaks up the smoothness
of the reading pattern. The overall style is a straightforward,
reporting of events style of writing with little use of narrative.
The tone and expression lack variety and interest tp hold the
attention of young readers.

Overall, American History for Today is suitable for middle
school level students according to readability level and conceptual
development. However, key vocabulary is not identified in any'way
in the text thus making the understanding of concepts more difficult.
There is too much emphasis on questioning within the sections rather
than on unit, and section reviews. The writing style lacks variety
and does not seem appealing to young readers. A strong point of
this text is the emphasis placed on the historical development of
people of all races and cultures.
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ActaticfiuW2g01114-411dMaga.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

America: Its People and Values is a second edition revised
by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. This textbook is appropriate to
junior high students. A readability of 8 is obtained using the
Fry Reastability Formula. Calculation with the SMOG Formula yields

a readability of 10. The linguistic pattarns are suitable to most
populations and fit the intended levels.

New vocabulary is infrequent and well-noted by the use of italics,
phonetic respellings in parenthesis, and bracketed synonyms.
Italicized vocabulary is defined before or after the new word

4. within the context. Vocabulary is again reviewed in the Chapter
review section "Understanding History Terms", where the students
return to the content for useage.

Major ideas ere stated as questions within the 32 chapters
as headings. They are again outlined in the Chapter Reviews.
Concepts seem to be well developed and sequenced so that prior
knowledge leads to new knowledge. Section checkups follow
each lesson to review concepts in discussion question form and
these may also be used as study guides if used before reading.

Concepts are developed through biographies and illustrations,
written and pictorial.

Concepts are presented inductively to enable students.to
develop those skills which are necessary in analyzing both historical
issues and contemporary issues.

Topic sentences are usually identifiable or easily inferred.
"Chapter Review" outlines the main ideas of the chapter and each
unit recounts a summary of Values in American Life during that
time period. Each chapter also illustrates a time-line for the
period being studied.



America is written in a narrative style in which ideas are
expressed clearly and directly. Biographies which add interest
to the textbook are included easily within the context of the
material. .

Special features such as; inquiry skills, art work, and
pictorial biographies are clearly marked so that they do not
disturb the flow of the text. The tone and manner of expression
are appealing to average and above average headers.

America has an extensive map program. An index of maps and
uses is available as an index. The theme of American values can
be discovered in every unit. Students will discover.how these
values have been accepted, modified andchallenged. This textbook
provides enrichmbnt through illustrated biographical features and
art in American life.

Study aids are available to help the students and teachers
to better understand the subject. Few of the questions are literaldetails. Most of the questions involve inferential and applied
thinking skills. The questions require short answer, essay,
discussion, or activity responses.

Unit scope and sequence, special interest ideas, and book/
media references are available for the teacher in the-separate soft-
cover teacher's edition. This Teacher's Manual has many helpful
features, however it does not appear to be as easy to use or keep
track*of as an annotated student edition. There is no reference
made to supplementary materials such as tests or studybooks.
There also does not seem to be allowances and ideas for slow
learning students and poor readers.

Student motivation, and teachinglearning activities, are
a major part of the Teacher's Edition for direct teaching.

In summary: America: Its PeoaILIVal.uleates is a wellwritten
comprehensive American history book. The format and writing style
seems most practical for an average and above average classroom.
There are no suggestions for slow learners and questions seem
inappropriate for them. Although this text is planned for direct
instruction, a separate manual does not make that task an easy one.
There seem to be no supplementary materials to accompany the textbook.



Reviewer #911

We the People
Heath

We the People, a History of the United States is published
by Heath to meet basic curriculum requirements in American history.

);

The readability level according to the Fry, Formula is 8 with range
f 5 to 10. The SMOG Readability Formula gives it a rating of
.5 grade level. Readability in practice might be lessened due

io the preceding of each lesson with a story.

Linguistic patterns are suitable to most, popUlations and
fit the intended levels. Lesson modules are made up of six pages:
two for the story that deals with people, events or ideas and
develops in depth some aspect of the lesson that follows; three
for the lesson reading; and one for questions antliactivities
related to the lesson. This consistent format sho\ild be useful
for average and slow-learners, and for self directea\learning.

Concepts are presented inductively in We the People.
Following each story are several questions based on the story calling
for literal and interpretive thinking. The final question, under
the heading, "Looking Ahead" serves as a transition to 'the
following lesson. The reading selection provides the central
learning experience. Each section of the main reading is headed
by a black line question to alert the students to the main idea
contained in the section. Each lesson contains a single major
theme. The main points of the reading are repeated in the summary
of each lesson. Each summary ends with a transitional question
.which leads to speculation beyond the context. It provides an
opportunity, through discussion, for seeing relationships and
anticipating outcomes.

"Understandings" precede each chapter heading in the
teachers section of the manual. These are the major concepts to
be understood by students reading the textbook. There is
sufficient development of new concepts through stories, illustra-
tions, questioning strategies and text organization. There is .

no evidence of sexual, racial, economic, cultural or political bias.
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The table of contents is set up similar to an outline:

Reading the contents would give an excellent overview of the text-

book from American beginnings to the Nation in the 70's.

History is introduced as the story of people, both in the past and

still continuing today. Another strong emphasis in this book is

the story of change. Each unit includes a feature, Changing America,

showing the life of the people during that period of time by means

of scenes and captions.

Ideas are expressed clearly and directly. Word choice is

'appropriate and well-defined within the context. Concepts are so

well-developed that even slow..learners should be motivated and able

to learn using the text, questions and discussion. The tone and

manner of expression as well as the format should make this an

appealing book to most of the intended readers.

The authors of this text have considered the variety of

reasoning skills which readers bring to the pages in the use

of background stories, questioning during lesson readings, and in

the sequence of questions in the "Understanding Part" which follows

each reading selection. This is a page of objective, short

answer and discussion questions based on the.reacling, selection..

The teacher's guide section is clear and convenient to use.

The introduction includes an overview chart of study skill activities;

approaches to Content and Learning with specific objectives and

plans for each lesson; two Bibliographies of general reference for

each unit for teachers and students. These bibliographies include

media. There is a section called Approach to Tests which gives

a detailed explanation of types of tests included, where and when

they are first introduced. Reproducible tests for each chapter,

mid-year and final are included. Again the tests are leveled

from easy to more difficult to aid the teacher in providing for

differing abilities. An answer key is included.

In summary, We the People is easy to read because of its format
and lesson divisions. Teacher helps are available, but much of
the text is self directing for able students. Activity ideas are

included for more able students. It could be particularly valuable
for slow learners.
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The American Way
Holt, Rinehart and Winston

The American Way, published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
is a comprehensive American history textbook beginning with the
arrival of the native Americans in 30,000 B.C. and ending with
Jimmy Carter as President in 1978. The readability level of this
textbook, designed for middle school level students, is 8.2 according
to the Fry Readability Formula. The linguistic patterns are suitable
for most populations and are appropriate for the intended grade
level.

The development of new vocabulary is not given much emphasis
in The American Way. Words are not defined in margin guides nor
are they printed in boldface print or underlined. Occasionally
in the tdxt there will be an italicized word followed by a
synonym or short definition. Context clues are not used to
facilitate word meaning. Thi Teacher's Edition also does not
highlight key words for the student, so any vocabulary development
depends solely on the teacher's .perception of what should be
emphasized and how it should be taught. Chapter preview and
review questions do not identify key vocabulary for the student.
The only questions relating to vocabulary development are in the
section entitled "Building Vocabulary" at the end of each of the
six units. A list of 25-30 words discussed in the unit is
given with directions for the student asking him to choose 2-5 of

them to use in a complete sentence or a short paragraph.

An individual concept is developed within each unit. Each

of the six units begins with a look at how the theme or idea to
be studied is present in American life today. Each unit is divided

into chapters, the length of the units being dependent upon the
amount of pages needed to appropriately cover the theme. Main
headings within the chapters are highlighted in blue and topics
are in black boldface print, making it easier fo: the students
to follow the organization of the development of concepts within

each unit. At the close of each unit is a two-page summary
emphasizing the theme that was stressed in the unit.

Each chapter review includes questions on understanding the

main ideas and lists of 3-5 activities that the students can do

to apply the concepts learned. A short student bibliography
is also included at the end of each chapter.

2 1 3
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The American Wav has an appealing narrative writing style
designed to capture the reader's imagination and keen student attention.
The ideas are expressed clearly and directly. The tone and manner
are especially appealing to young readers. There is a variety in

*
sentence structure which aids in the ,readability of the text.

The questions at the end of each of.the chapters are appropriate
to the conceptual development of the intended grade levels. Various
levels of reasoning are represented in the questioning tasks in
the reviews. Recall of fact questions are given at the end of each
section. Interpretive level questions are given in the "Understanding
the Main Ideas" section and application of what is learned is
included in the "Activities" asking the student to relate what was
learned to today. Each chapter ends with a list of "Books ta Read"
for supplemental reading.

A strong feature of The Americman is the discussion of
Alternative instructional techniques given for.poor readers and
slow learning students. To aid the poor reader The American Way
has questions in the margins numbered sequentially designed to
facilitate comprehension of the facts and ideas presented in the
chapter. They require low-level inferences and can be useful if
the students are taught to read the margin questions first.

Overall, The American Way is appropriate for middle-school
level students. It is well-organized and written in an appealing
narrative style to capture young reader's attention. Concepts are
well developed with unit introductions contributing to the
student's understanding of the concepts as they relate to.America
today. Vocabulary development is not sufficient in The American
Wad. A strong feature of this text is the alternative instructional
suggestions given for poor readers and handicap!ed children.
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Reviewer 69A

This Is America's Story
Houghton Mifflin

This Is America's Story, published by Houghton-Mifflin, is
a comprehensive American history textbook designed for 7th, 8th,
or 9th grade students. The readability level, according to the
SMOG Readability Formula, is 10th grade; the readability is 7.5
according to the Fry formula. Linguistic patterns are suitable
for the population it was intended. Overall ideas are developed
smoothly and thoughts are presented in a clear, concise manner.
Feelings as well as events are developed.

New vocabulary words are not highlighted in the same manner
throughout the text. Key words are not presented in boldfaced
print nor are they underlined. Other methods are used to
introduce vocabulary meaning: words are italicized (however,
the italicized words are difficult to distinguish from the rest
of the text--they do not stand out well); definitions are put
in parentheses following the key word; or definitions are developed
through context. Vocabulary defined in context is the primary
method. It is difficult to pick out words necessary for
conceptual development. Pronunciation follows difficult to
pronounce words; however, definitiont do not ndeessarily-follow.

There is nollossary included in the chapters nor at the end
lowing each chapter is a brief section titled "Do
ing?" which asks the student to define isolated
contextual within the chapter. No differentiation
ea or concept words and concrete, functional
eference is made to connect. word definitions with
canoe.

of the book. Fo
You Know the Me
key words defined
is made between i
words. Also, no
historical signif

A strong f ture of this text is the clear, logical organiza-
tional structure of the material. Thirty-two chapters are grouped
into ten units w tah follow a chronological sequence. The title
of each chapter and unit indicates the idea/concept developed in
each.

Organizational structure is uniform throughout the text. Each
unit opens with a summary and preview of the chapters to follow.
Each chapter is preceded with a previeo, a list of important' people
involved, and a time line depicting the years discussed in ,ibe



chapter and the sequence of important events. -Paragraph headings
are boldfaced, written in complete sentences,answering the question.;
presented as chapter section headings (highlighted in brown type).

Following each chapter is a review section which consistently
asks for: key vocabulary meanings; location of key places on maps,
and thought questions which force the student to call upon higher
level reading skills, such as drawing conclusions, evaluating out.-
comes,, cause/effect, etc. Following each unit is an outline
summary of important concepts developed in the unit..

Writing style is also a positive aspect of this textbook.
Ideas are presented clearly and directly. Mechanics are correct.
The tone and manner of expression are appealing to young readers,
who are aided by occasional use of the 1st and 2nd person. Straight
forward, honest expression of ideas is a contributing factor. in
this. text.

Within the text are annotations highlighting key information,'
but these are difficult to follow. It is hard to distinguish
between these teacher aids and student highlights, both being
typed in brown.

Overall, This Is America's Storer is appropriate for use in
U.S. History classes in the middle school grades. Ideas are expressed
clearly and concepts are well developed, although it is at times
difficult to pick out words necessary for conceptual development.
Preview information is given so that students are provided a
conceptual framework prior to reading. This is America's _St
is well organized and ideas are presented in such a way as to be
appealing to young readers.

%.9
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Reviewer 49A

141722=W11.21.112E2MIEE
Laidlaw Brothers

Two Centuries of Progress, published by Laidlaw Brothers in
1977, is a United States History textbook designed for middle
school level students. The readability level, according to the
SMOG Readability Formula, is 10th grade; the readability is 8.1i
according to the Fry formula. The choice of vocabulary is suitable
for the material and the grade level for which it is intended.

Key vocabulary words are highlighted in the same manner
throughout the text. Key words are set off from the rest of the
text with italic type immediately followed by a synonym or short
definition. However, this tends .te break up the flow of the
sentence pattern. Vocabulary words are not defined using context
clues so students are not taught this skill. Key words are also
defined in the glOssary at the end of the text.

Ideas in this text are not developed in a smooth, flowing
style of writing. Generally the text contains short paragraphs
with,the topic sentence at the beginning followed by 3-5 short
sentences supporting'the topic. There is not enough varience in
the style of writing. However, the linguistic patterns allow the
,text to be easy to understand for middle school readers.

Both unit and chapter titles suggest this concept-oriented,
thematic approach. Major ideas are developed within the chapters
by dividing each of the chapters into two or three sections, each
relating to a particular idea to be studies. Headings within
the sections are printed in boldface print which aids in understand-
ing of the major topics that are presented. Throughout this book
each topic is developed in a few paragraphs followed by an
italicized question set off from the rest of the text. Each of
these questions directly relates to an idea or fact learned
within that topic. This seems to break up the flow of the reading
pattern. Also, too often this question asks for a restating
of a fact learned rather than interpreting what was presented.
Examples and illustrations also aid in the overall development
of concepts in this history textbook.

Overall, a short sentence, choppy style of writing
characterizes Two Centuries of Progress. Thus ideas are not
expressed in the most readable manner. Sentences and thoughts do
not flow together. Sentence structure is repetitious; there is
no variety in style. At times it seems as though the authors are
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"talking down" to their intended readers. The key vocabulary being
defined by a synonym or Short definition breaks up the thought
development as ddes the question after each subsection. Ideas are
developed, though, in logical sequerice and word choice is appro-
priate.

Most of the questioning throughout the text is on the literal
level. Both those questions following each topic and the three
at the end of each section are literal. Chapter end materials
includes "Understanding the Main Ideas" which focuses upon concepts
and ideas, although many are literal questions. Both the "Pact
Checkup" dealing with recall of factual information and "Persons,
Places and Things" requiring identification of items drawn from
the chapter are on the literal level. Interpretive level questions
are given in the "What Do You Think?" or "You Are There" sections,
although these are designed for classroom discussion. Occasionally
there is a "Projects" section which proposes topics for further
study. Overall, the questions fit the task at hand. There is
not a sufficient number of questions asking students to interpret
or think critically about the_concepts learned.

.

overall, Two Centuries of Progress is appropriate for middle
school level students. It provides a concept-oriented, thematic
approach to the study of U.S. History. Strong features of this
text include the use of social studies skill building exercises
and in-depth "Focus" chapters. However, Two Centuries of Progress
is weak in the area of readability."'The style of writing is choppy
and/or repetitious. Vocabulary being defined within the paragraphs
and too frequent questioning at the end of each subsection break
up the flow of the reading pa :tern.
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Reviewer '!911

The Free and the Brave
Rand McNally

The Free and the Brave, fourth edition, published by Rand .

McNally is a story of the American People from the settlement
of a new world by Europeans to 1979 events. The readability
of the textbook according to the Fry Readability Formula is
7.2 with a range of sixth to tenth. Use of a SMOG Readability
Formula yields a 9th level. The linguistic patterns are suitable
to most populations and are appropriate for the intended grade
levels.

New vocabulary in the textbook is highlighted in three
ways; by the use of italics and,boldfaced type followed by a

ohrase or sentence defining the terms, and by simply following
terms with a parenthesized definition or rewording within the
sentence context. Many of those terms which are italicized and
stated in bold faced sub-headings are further emphasized for
review in the Workshop section entitled "Words for Keeping",
which follows each chapter. There is no glossary or margin
guides in the textbook.

The conceptual level of the material is generally
appropriate to the intended grade levels. The textbook is
designed to help students develop inquiry'skills by means of
a variety of descrilnions and impressions of Americans and
aspects of there culture followed by discussion questions which
give students opportunities to develop skills in weighing
evidence and drawing tentative conclusions. Subsequent readings
support or reject those conclusions.

Major ideas are highlighted in boldface type and then reviewed
at the end of each chapter in "Grasping the Issues", a set of
exercises.

The teacher's pages include a chapter summary and "Grasping
the Issues" in the Workshop section might help students summarize
the history within the chapter. However, nowhere are there
specific summaries.for chapters'or units which students can identify
and read.

The Free and the Brave presents an extensive history of the
United States in narrative format. Ideas are expressed clearly
and directly. Paragraphs and subheadings are short and consise
which aids readability and student interest.
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The questions and tasks at the end of the chapters are
appropriate to the conceptual development of the intended grade
level. Various levels of reasoning are represented .n the tasks
within the Worklhops. Most of the questions and activities relate
to an interpretive and applied level of thinking within the
Workshon, sections. Literal, detail questions are included in
the teacher section. There are multiple-choice, completion and
matching questions for each chapter.

'Questions found in "Grasping the Issues" could serve as
study guides, There are no supplementaiy readings 'suggested in
the textbook-or the teacher's guide. A "Search and Research"
section in the Workshop does give ideas for eXtension of topics.

The workbook activities are constructed to test conceptual
development at various intellectual levels according to Bloom's
Taxonomy. Each group of questions is keyed to one of the six
intellectual levels (which are listed and defined in the back
of the tescher's,,dition of the workbook). Discriminate use
of this workbook could help provide multi-level instruction. The
only reference made to alternative instructional strategies
is in the use of the workbook.:

In summary, The Free and the Brave presents an impressive
amount of information about American History in a well-organized
format. Concepts are well developed and new vocabulary is
clearly noted. A strong feature of,this textbook is the develop-
ment or content information. It could serve as a resource book
as well as a text for average and above average students. There

really are no helpful suggestions for poor readers and slow-
learning students.
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Reviewer #98

American Adventures
Scholastic

American Adventures published by Scholastic is a basal text
intended for use in middle grades. According to the Fry Readability

Formula, the readability is 7. Also a readability of 7 is obtained

using the SMOC Readability Formula.

New vocabulary is highlighted in the textbook with the use
of italicized words and respellings if the authors thought
pronunciation help was needed, Italicized words usually are defined

in context. Other words and phrases are defined or reworded
with parenthesis, brackets, and footnotes. This reviewer could
find no references to guide the students in how to identify and
use context clues. Although a glossary of terms is included in
the student textbook there appears to be no other preview or
review of terms available for use.

American Adventures contains the essential historical content
that teachers need to teach a comprehensive survey course. The

span of time covered is pre-Columbian to late 19701s. The text-
book attempts to overcome two common barriers to learning. To
make the text more readable chapters- are very short'(about 4
pages) with clear and direct language, and each page highlights
dramatic episodes and colorful personalities to make the history
come alive. Each page contains captioned illustrations to help
in conceptual development.

There is a section called "A Second Look. . ." following

each chapter. The questions that are asked are reflective and
predictive. loweVer, often the depth of knowledge required in the
questions is not available from the reading and there are few

suggested sources for the information. This reviewer found no

clearly stated overviews of concepts or summaries to reinforce .

and make relationships between the separate chapters.

American Adventures is comprised of four "Books" which
are sequenced into major time frames of Pre- history to 1840,

1840-1898, 1898-1939, and 1039 and after, These books are

further divided into 24 parts which are also chronologically
sequenced by time (with multiple notice of and activities using

time Lines). The final division is of 142 chapters or lessons
which present anecdotes, and events from the periods of time
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represented in the 24 parts. Although there is a logical develop-
ment of the subject, there are no unifying elements in the student
text. "Looking Ahead" and "Looking Back", outline objectives
and activities in the Teacher's Edition attempt to provide this
unifying element and aid comprehension of subject.

An analysis of the organizational factors of American Adventures
indicates that average and slow learners will need much discussion
and guidance in bringing the interesting episodes to common concep-
tual ideas. The authors have produced an interesting text, how-
ever there is little linkage other than time, holding the elements
together.

The writing style of the textbook is very interesting and easy
to read. 'Ideas within each chapter hold together and are developed
into short stories.

The questions provided in the textbook appear to require more
conceptual background than students would have in their general
information and more than the book provides. The tasks presented
often require group activities and suggested resources.

The questions do not span the levels of reasoning. Most
require extensive interpretive and applied thought. Some of the
Chapter and activities require literal level thinking.

The teaching aids are minimal. The teacher's guide has some
helpful suggestions, however it is a paperback and not as easily
used as an annotated strident text. The best features of the guide
are chapter overviews and clearly stated objectives. There are
also a pre-test to find lout how much students know about U.S.
history before reading the, text, and a post-test similar in format.

The size of the book is appropriate. The paper is,matte finish
of good quality. The size of print is large enough to be appealing.
There are many illustrations, charts, graphs, and maps to aid
comprehension and make the book visually appealing.

In summary, American Adventures is an interesting textbook
and easily readable. Concepts are not readily apparent, and few
aids are available to relate materials to conceptual development.
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Reviewer II9A

America! America!
Scott, Foresman

America! America!, published by Scott, Foresman and Company,

is a textbook written for 7th, 8th, or 9th grade U.S. History

classes. The readability level is 11th grade according to the
SMOG Readability Formula, although the selections tested showed

a wide range of readability levels. ThecTeadability level is 7.8

according to the Fry formula. The variability in readability

may be due to the frequent inclusion of readings from original

source materials. Linguistic patterns are suitable to most

populations and are appropriate for young readers.

New vocabulary words are not highlighted in the text in any

way, nor are key words defined in chapter previews or margin

guides. Context clues is the primary method students must use to
define and understand key vocabulary words. There isa glossary
at the end of the book to also aid students in defining new

words. Included in each chapter review is a section asking the
student to define key terms, people, and places, thus offering

the teacher a guide as to which words to emphasize in the

development of vocabulary. Annotated margin guides in the Teacher's

Edition also lists words to define during reading when necessary.
The lack of highlighting of key vocabulary in the text allows the

student to not interrupt the smooth flow of reading. However,

margin guides or preview information about key terms used in the

chapter would helpufocus student attention on the key vocabulary

words used in developing concept.

Concepts are presented deductively in America! America!
Main ideas and themes are presented at the beginning of each unit

with specifics following in each chapter. The units are organized

into historical periods with concepts relating to each period

developed in the chapters. The concepts that are developed with-

in each of the chapters are given in the Teacher's Edition. An

example of the concepts listed in the first few chapters are

culture, environment, tradition; role, values, motivations, etc.

Conceptual level of America! America! is generally appropriate

for the intended grade level.

Conceptual development is also facilitated by the margin
notes in the Teacher's Edition which provide the teacher

additional ideas for classroom discussion. Development of new

concepts is also aided by the original readings inserted within

the text which give students additional information beyond that
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of the text. The many colorful maps and illustrations also
facilitate concept attainment.

The text of America! America! is easy to understand. Ideas
are expressed clearly and directly. The text is written in both
expository narrative and original source materials, including
diary accounts, songs, letters, and reminiscences. The variety,
tone, and manner of expression are particularly appealing to
young readers.

Questions asked within and at the end of the chapters span
the levels of reasoning. Following each subdivision within the
chapters is a section labeled "Think about it" which asks students
literal level questionings relating back to what was just read.
The Teacher's Edition annotates where in the text these answers
can be found to facilitate learning. The "Chapter Recap" asks for
identification of key vocabulary and literal level questions relatingback to the chapter. Throughout the chapters questions for discussion
are given in the margin notes of the annotated Teacher's Edition
to facilitate student's interpretive reasoning skills. Application
of the material learned is included in the sections "Test Your Skill"and "What Do You Think?" which focus the student's attention on
evaluating ideas learned in the chapters. At the end of each unitis a test with short answer, matching, and essay questions. Thequestions are appropriate to the conceptual development of youngreaders.

Overall, America! America! is a colorful, people-oriented
U.S. History textbook appropriate for use in middle school levelclasses. Concepts are well developed, and ideas are expressed
clearly for young readers. Special features such as the use of
original source readings and emphasis on geography skills add tothe understanding of the concepts and social studies skills.
The Teacher's Edition provides ideas and suggestions to facilitate
the student's learning of the material.
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Reviewer #911

Let Freedom Rini,
Silver Burdett

Let Freedom Ring, a United'States History is published by
Silver Burdett. The readability level is 9.5 according to the
Fry Readability Formula. The range of those samples was from 8th
to llth grade levels. The readability is 10 According to the
SMOG Formula. The teacher's edition lists a seventh grade
readabtlity.accopling_to the Delemchskl

Linguistic patterns seem somewhat difficult for average
readers in intended population. The size of print is suitable,
however sentence length is often long.

. New vocabulary is italicized and defined in context by
phrases or sentences preceding or following the term. Vodabulary
is reviewed within the context at the ends of the chapters and a
glossary of terms is included at the end of the textbook. "Word

Banks" for teacher use are included in the margin guides of each
chapter. These are new terms to be highlighted.

The conceptual level of the. material is generally appropriate
to the intended grade levels. Concepts are presented 'deductively

in Let Freedom Rpm. Theme and main ideas are presented at the
beginning of each chapter and developed withiz the chapters.

Major ideas are underlined and highlighted in blue type in
the teacher's edition. Most of the major ideas are in boldface
type in the student edition. Background information is also
provided for teacher use in the margins of the teacher's guide,
enorder to aid concept development.. Additional source material
is inserted within the textbook to give students experience in
reading resource materials and information beyond the scope of
the textbook. Time lines presented in each chapter are an
important aid to the concept of time.

Topic sentences are not readily apparent in Let Freedom Ring.
Key facts are a part of the Chapter Review which summarize
main points in the chapter. Review questions (with referred page
numbers) provide another source of reference to main ideas. Activities
in the Chapter Review provide application of literal readings.
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Idqas are expressed clearly and directly in this textbook.
The sequential narrative style flows..easily. The using of Source
Materials a.feature added for the use of expository materials.

The teacher's guide and consideration for the teacher with
a variety of learners are the strongest features of this program.
Questions on tests and in Chapter Reviews are appropriate to the
conceptual development of the Intended grade levels and span
the levels of reasoning within the Chapter Review.

Captions with illustrations in the student text are accompanied
by inferential questions to stimulate thought and discussion aboutthe subject.

There are slow learner techniques illuminated at the tops of
teacher-edition pagesloveach-leston.--Activities and suppIelentary
resources are noted which will help provide conceptual backgrounds
and alternate forms of learning.

The teaching aids are clear and convenient to use. Performance
objectives are clearly stated throughout the book. Chapters are
divided into teaching lessons. All of the basic material needed-
to-teach lessons is located in the margins of the pages. Motiva-
tional techniquei are another helpful teacher item found in the
margin of each chapter.

In summary, Let Freedom Ring is a United States History text-
book written in a sequential narrative manner for middle school
level classes. Concepts are well-developed and clearly expressed.
The teachers guide provides clear, concise plans for concept
development, study skills, and slow-learner techniques. This is
an intensely teacher-directed program.
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations

Readability/Writing Style
Reviewers # 9A & B

Findings: Publishers of all of the series reviewed seemed to have
made an effort to produce textbooks with readability levels suitable
to students within the grade levels for which the books -sere written.
Some were more successful than others, particularly in regard to
writing style. In at least two textbooks the use of short sentences
and repetitious language resulted in a choppy style that interfered
with the reader's comprehension of ideas. In some of thetextbooks
the writers were quite successful in presenting information in a
clear, direct and interesting manner while staying within a datis-
factory le'vel Of -difficulty.

Textbooks also varied in their suitability to different groups.
Some students have more extensive conceptual backgrounds in American
history than others; some learn more quickly than others. In the
reviewers' judgethent some books appeared to be appropriate for slow
learning students, some for average students, and others for
advanced students. While several factors contributed to these
differences, concept density, elaboration, use of narrative, and
use of original sources seemed to account for the range of difficulty.
It is important to consider the population of students that will
be using a textbook to determine the appropriateness of that
textbook.

The teacher's guides also differed in the range and quality
of suggestions they provided. Some included ideas for a variety
of learners. Some of the textbooks had suggestions for poor readers
and slow learners, but because of the concept density and mature
format, use of these suggestions might still not be sufficient
for learning to occur. Some had good suggestions for only average
and above average students.

In textbooks that neglected vocabulary help for students, there
were vocabulary teaching suggestions in the guides. However, one
can expect that not all teachers will use the suggestions. Also
while some of the guides were annotated student editions with
condensed materials in a front section, other teacher's guides
were self-contained in a paper back. A teacher's guide that
contains the student's text is easier to use.
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Recommendations:

1. Attention needs to be given to writing style as it pertains
to interest and comprehensibility.

2. Readability levels determined by formulas should be
considered as gross estimates of comparative reading
difficulty.

If --should be-eonsistent:-

4. Key vocabulary should be identified and defined in each
chapter or section,lbut definitions should not interfere
with the flow of, ideas.

5. Teaching suggestions should be provided for the broad range
of differences among students.
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Reviewer #10

American History for Today

Ginn

This book has a brief but excellent introduction to the

cultural heritage brought by Africans to the Americas. Speci-

fic reference is made to music, dance, literature and art.

The reader has an opportunity to learn about these important

contributions by immigrants whose "roots are deeper than any

other group from across the Atlantic." p.327

Several pages are devoted to descriptions of the African

cultures from which slaves were taken and to the slave trade

itself. No mention is made of the triangular.route, and the

authors exaggerate when they say, "In time the entire West

Coast was turned into a slave corral. By. then the European

slave traders and African .chiefs were unable to stop the most

cruel traffic in human beings the world has ever seen.3' p.38.

It certainly was the most cruel traffic in human beings, but

the entire West Coast was not a huge corrali and those involved

in selling and buying the slaves certainly were ndi "unable"

to stop this activity. They continued because of the profits,

not because they could not. The authors correctly distinguish

the roles of the Europeans and Africans involved in the slave

trade and do not reinforde the common assumption that Europeans

captured the slaves in the interior of Africa.

Readers are given an introduction to the highly developed

material cultures of If e, Songhay and the Congo through refer-

ences to their artisans, scholars, codes of law, works of art,

banking systems, etc.

The importance of Africa's natural resources purchased

at low prices by western nations and critical to the development

and maintenance of the post-World War II industrialization of

the United States is not mentioned. The fact that Nigeria is

the second largest foreign/supplier of oil to the U.S. is not

eluded: S is tory-in this t extbook-is --presen-

ted as an isolated national history. The impact of the rest

of the world on American history and especially the impict of

Africa, is not given enough. attention..
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Reviewer 1110

America: is People and Values

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich

A very brief but succinct description of the colonial period is
given, calling attention to the economic dependency of colonies on the
European mother countries. This thesis is not developed,'however, in
the post independence period in Africa when economic dominance by former
colonial powers and by the U.S. in particular continues to work against
the economic stability and development of the new nations. This post
independence period is characterized in the textbook as a time when
America wanted to help the poor and needy, through aid and through
encouraging U.S. investment in African nations. The reasons for the
poverty are not discussed, but Africans are described as poor farmers
not knowing much about how to maintain the fertility of their soils.
Single crop growing, intensive cash crop farming and increased use of
land which formerly lay fallow for rejuvenation help to explain why
farmers were poor during and after the colonial period.

The authors explain the triangular trade from New England to West
Africa to the West Indies and refer to the cultures of West Africa from
which slaves were taken. Reference is made to the Sudanic kingdoms, but
it is not accurate to say that these great African empires were conquered
by Moslem Arabs from North Africa (p. 106). They traded with the peoples
of the north, but the fall-of each of these empires was from internal as
well as external causes. A second idea in the presentation of the slave
trade is misleading because it says that Africans could not resist the
slave trade because they lacked guns. In fact, many African middle men
were very much involved in the slave trade and profited greatly from it.
They did use guns which were traded to them by the Europeans to help
expedite the slave trade. The authors imply that Africans were not
involved in the prncnring of slaves when, in fact, few Europeans captured
slaves; they bought them at the coastal ports from Africans and others who
captured them inland.

Making reference to freed Africans who excelled as sailors and explorers
is useful to remind the reader that not all Blacki were slaves in the
New World.

This book fails to treat American history within an international context
in which the human cultures and natural resources of Africa are studied
for their impact on the history of the United States. The economic role
of cheap labor through slavery is not prominent in the discussion of the
economic development of this nation. The importance of Africa's natural
resources purchased at low prices by western nations and critical to the

development and maintenance of the post-World War II industrialization of
the United States is not mentioned. The fact that Nigeria is the second
largest foreign supplier of oil to the U.S. is not included. In general,

U.S. history in this textbook is presented'as an isolated national history.
The impact of the rest of the world on American history and especially the
impact of Africa, is not given enough attention.
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Reviewer #10

We the People: A History of the United States

D.C. Heath

Very little attention is given to Africa in this volume.
.Less than two pages are devoted to the slave trade, although
the authors do note that African slave traders were involved
in the process of capturing other Africans for sale to the
European traders.

The few references to Africa are ones in which Africa
is acted upon by other nations: the Portuguese explored the
coasts; Italy invaded Ethiopia.

The Mercator map is used, which is very Eurocentric,
and the cartographer has included the Transkei as a nation,
which it is not. The map page is bound into the book so that
many countries of Europe and of Africa are not visible.

This book lacks all of the important references which
can be made to Africa and its relationships to the United
States throughout our history. It is a very clea; example of
the way in which a national history-can be presented in a
sterile way, unrelated to one of the major continents affecting
our history. The economic role of cheap labor through slavery
is not prominent in the discussion of the economic development
of this nation. The importance of Africa's natural resources
purchased at low prices by western nations and critical to the
development and maintenance of the post-World War II industri-
alization of the United States is not mentioned. The fact

i

that Nigeria is the second largest foreign supplier of of to

the United States is not included. In general, United St tes
history in this textbook is presented as an isolated national
history and especially the impact of Africa is not given enough
attention.
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.Reviewer #10

The American Way

Holt, Rinehart ke Winston

Although the author of this textbook emphasizes the advanced
material culture of the West African kingdoms of Ghana, Mali and Songhay,
the reader has no way of knowing that these three major trading 'empires
were more or less consecutive over several hundred years of time. The

map which plots the extent of each kingdom does not provide any dates,
and one is left with the impression that they were all engaged in trade
with Prince Henry's Portugal which is historically impossible. The
states of Benin, Ashanti, Dahomey and Hausa are also on the same updated
map. These states were not coptemporaneous.

The American Colonization Society and the blick-to-Africa movement
are discussed briefly, and Marcus Garvey's role in the development of
black pride in an African heritage is featured.

A lengthy discussion of the cold war period' of the 1950's gives an
exceedingly biased view of the struggles for nattional independence in
Africa, Asia and Latin America. The author states -that the communists
were aiding the poor nations of the world in their strugglelgainst
colonialism and that China and the USSR were seeking friends in the Third
World, which is true. However, she continues, "By 1958, Soviet and
Chinese communists were urging these nations to establish Communist
dictatorships, by revolution if necessary." (p. 663) This is misleadin--
because it implies that the nations of Africa were pawns of the communists
and that the struggles for independence from colonial rule were instigated
by the communists rather than by the Africans themselves. The revolutions

for independence in Africa were not the product of cold war rivalries,
but the result of the determination of the African people to remove the
oppressive colonial powers and to establish their own independent
governments.

This book fails to treat American history within an international
context in which the human cultures and natural lbsources of Africa are
studied for their impact on the history of the United States. The

economic role of cheap labor through slavery is nor prominent in the
discussion of the economic development of this nation. The importance of
Africa's natural resources purchased at low prices by western nations and
ctrEtEdi-tO the d-evelopmeht
industrialization of the United States is not mentioned. The fact that

Nigeria is the second largest foreign supplier of oil to the United
States is not included. In general, United States history in this
textbook is presented as an isolated national history. The impact of the

rest of the world on American history and especially the impact of Africa,

is not given enough attention.

0
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Reviewer 1110

This IIIPILIELSALE-112EX

Boughton Mifflin

Ve:y few references are Wade to Africa in this volume,
and even the slave_trade, which is usually presented in some
detail,is neglected. No mention is made of the triangular
trade `patterns,. nor of- the ways in which slaves were captured

and brought to the coastal traders. The reader may not learn
that slaves came from Africa, except for one ortwo references
to Africans being sold in defiance of Spanish authorities.

A

Jefferson's action to quell the influence of the Barbary
pirates is mentioned briefly, but the emphasis is upon the

,Americau need for naval access to the Mediterranean, and &le

learns nothing about the Barbary states.
Po

American history is presented with little or no reference

to Africa and to Africans. One does not even learn about the
colonization'of Liberia by. freed Blacks from this country.

This book fails to treat American history within an
international context.in which the human cultures and natural
resources of Africa are studied for their impact on the history

of the United States. The economic role,of cheap labor through
slavery is not prominent in the discussion of the economic
development of this nation. The importance of Africa's natural
resources purchased at low prices by western nations and criti-

cal to the development and maintenance of the post-World War II
industrialization of the United States is not mentioned. The

fact that Nigeria is the second largest foreign supplier of

oir Eo the United States is not included. In general, United

States history in this textbook is presented as an isolated

national history. The impact of the rest of the world on

American history and especially the impact of Africa, is not

given enough attention.
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Reviewer 010

'wo Centuries of Pry fees: U. History

\\Laidlaw

Three major references are made to'Africa in this volume.
The first is to the slave trade, witha description of the
triangular trade route, and of the laws and codes governing
slaves. The authors are careful to point out that the Africans
who came to the New World brought with them their culture,

.

deeply rooted in the mat civilizations of Africa and that
these cultures influenced the white culture to which they
were forced to adapt. No wiamples are given of this thesis.

,The second reference is to the impact of the West on
Africa, including the founding of Liberia in 1847, the inva:-
sions of Africa in the world wars, and to the American aid
programs of the 1950s. No mention is made of the role of
Africans as combatants for the Allies nor of the effects
of the U.S. economic policy of the period on the countries
of Africa in need of aid.

The third reference discusses the major political changes
in Africa after World War II. The authors accurately portray
the non-aligned stance of most independent African nations
and their refusal to allow outside powers to take direct
control of their nations. In other words, the authors do not
present African political developments from the too -conly
held cold war point'of view.

This book fails to treat American history within an
international context in which the human cultures and natural
resources of Africa are studied for their impact on the history
of the United States. The economic role of cheap labor through
slavery is not prominent in the discussion of the economic
development of this nation. The importance of Africa's natural
resources purchased at low prices by western nations and criti-
cal to the development and maintenance of the post-World War II
industrialization of the United States is not mentioned. The
fact that Nigeria is the second largest foreign suppliee of
oil to the United States is not included. In general, United
States history in this textbook is presented as an isolated
national history. The impact of the rest of the world on
American hisotry and especially the impact. of Afriza, is not
given enough attention,

/
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' Reviewer 010

The Free and The Brave

Rand McNally

Several references are made to Africa in this volume.
Vasco de Gama's "discovery" of the Cape of Good Hope is the
earliest. Several pages are devoted to the discussion of
the slave trade, and the simplistic idea that all African
slaves were alike is carefully-refuted. Reference is made
to the African cultures from which slaves were taken, and
the skills of African peoples brought to the New World are
discussed briefly, giving emphasis to the knowledge Africans
had of terming. This, in turn, is discussed within the con-,
text of the need for permanent farm labor and therefore the
demise of the status of indentureckservanthood for Africans.

Brief mention is made of the indebtedness to African
music heard in American jazz.

Two other references are made to Africa: one to the
Barbary pirates and one to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia
in 1935. It is regrettablethat these two references are
made because Africa is the object of actions by' the U.S. ens
Italy respectively. That is, references to Africa are made'
when Western nations do-something there, whereas no mention
is made of the active role of Africa and Africans in inter-
national affairs. For example, thousands of Africans served
in the Allied forces in both World Wars, but no mention is
made of this. Africa is referred to only when European or
United States powers take aggressive action within Africa.

This book fails to treat American history within an
international context in which the human cultures and natural
resources of Africa are studied for their impact on the history
of the United States. The economic role of cheap labor through
slavery is not prominent in the discussion of the economic
development of this nation. The importance of Africa's natural
resources purchased at low prices by western nations and criti-
cal to the development and maintenance of the post-World War II
industrialization of the United Ststes is not mentioned. The
tact that Nigeria is the second largest foreign supplier of oil
to the United States is not included. In general, United States
history in this textbook is presented as an isolated notional
history. The impact of the rest of the world on American
history and especially the impact of Africa, is not given enough
attention.
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/Reviewer #10

American Adventures,

Scholastic

There is very little coverage of Africa-related material
in this textbook. Brief mention is made of the first African
indentured servants coming to America. A few paragraphs are
devoted to !describing the difficulty of the trans-Atlantic
journey made by slaves, and it is stated that seven million
people were forcefully taken from their hakes into slavery.
This is a gross underestimate. Scholars now estimate that
30 million people in Africa were directly affected and that
half this number were shipped overseas, with an additional
attrition of 15-18 percent ea route.

Color photos depict slaves using a drum and a stringed
instrument of African origin, and a dance attributed to the
Yoruba of Nigeria is illustrated. No further mention is
made of the cultural heritage in our music, literature,
language, art, etc.

The Niagara Movement and W.E.B. Du Bois are discussed,
and Du Bois' commitment to the liberation of African people
is stated. The authors note that he joined the Communist party
and died in Ghana. It is unclear why he joined the party,
and young readers could assume that pers6ns such as Du Bois_who
support liberation may be communists. The authors do not
clarify why they chose to give those details of Du Bois' life,
and what is left unsaid is asimportant as what is stated.

This book fails to treat American history within an
international context in which the human cultures and natural,
resources of Africa are studied for their impact on the history
of the United States. The economic role of cheap labor-through
slavery is not prominent in the discussion of the economic
development of this nation. The importance of Africa's natural
resources purchased at low prices by western nations and criti-
cal to the development and maintenance of the post-World War II
industrialization of the United States is not mentioned. The

fact that Nigeria is the second largest foreign supplier of
oil to the United States is not included. In general, United
States history in this textbook is presented as an isolated
national history. The impact of the rest of the world on
American history and especially the impact of Africa, is not
given enough attention.
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Reviewer #10

America! America!

Scott :Foresman

This volume devotes a moderate amount of coverage to
the ilave trade, including maps showing the origins in Africa

of slaves bound for Notth and South America. A personal ac-

count of the trans-Atlantic voyage of a slave captured in
Benin is compared and contrasted with an account of a German
immigrant of approximately the same period.

The contributions of Africans to the culture of the
United States are not examined, except in one reference to
the impact of African mimic on the development of American
ragtime, particularly in the work of Scott Joplin.

Brief mention is made of the American Colonization Society
and:its role in buying the freedom of slaves who were returned

to Africa' o form the state of Liberia. This back-to-Africa
movement is not put in the context of time, nor is it'elabo-

rated on interms of the continuing relationships between the
U.S. and Liberia.

Very btief mention is made of Alex Haley's Roots, his
0.ographiCal masterpiece which initiated a great interest

Gong African - Americans to discover their own linkages with
4f ica and which awakened a new interest in African culture

amo many Americans.

This. book fails to treat Aierican history within an .

international context in which the human cultures and natural .
resources of Africa are studied for their impact on the history

of the United States. The economic role of cheap labor through
slavery is not prominent in the discussion of the economic
development of this nation. The importance of Africa's natural
resources purchased at low prices by western nations and criti-

cal to the development and maintenance of the post-World War II

industrialization of the United States is not mentioned. The

fact that Nigeria is the second largest foreign supplier of
oil to the United States is not included. In general, United

States history in this textbook is presented as an isolated

national history. The impact of the rest of the world on
American history and especially the impact of Africa, is not

given enough attention..
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Reviewer #10

Let Freedom Ring: A United States History

OW,

Silver Burdett

Extensive coverage of Africa Is found in this book.
Each of the three major.western Sudanic empires is described
in brief detail, emphasizing the complexity, diversity and
grandeur of those well known kingdoms, famous forthe exten-
sive trading systems and abundance of gold.

East African trading centers are also described, which
is very unusual in American history books. Again, emphasis
is upon the material civilization of the great centers such
as Kilwa'and upon their international trading systems.

Through this rather generous introduction to the great
trading civilizations of Africa, the reader is introduced to
the slave trade which was a part of these systems. The trans-
Atlantic slave trade and its unique characteristics are dis-
cussed in some detail. Reference is made to the 16th-century
"asiento" which licensed Spanish ships to bring Africans
directly to the colonies rather than thrOugh Spain. Other
historical details of the slave trade in the Caribbean and
in America are given, illustrating the "breaking-in" period
in the West Indies before slaves were shipped to the mainland.

Also to the credit of this book'is the attention it gives---
to resistance among slaves. Few textbooks give the reader
any understanding of the loss in human life due to resistance
by Africans in Africa and during the ocean voyage.

Unfortunately, the text does not follow through with its
excellent treatment of Africa after the discussion of the slave
trade. The importance of Africa's natural resources purchased
at low prices by western nations and critical to the develop-
ment and maintenance-of the post-World Weill industrialization
of the United States is not mentioned. The fact that Nigeria
is the second largest foreign supplier of oil to the United
States is not included. In general, United States history
in this textbook is presented as an isolated national history.
The impact of the rest of the world on American history and
especially the impact of Africa, is not given enough attention.
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OrSummary of Findings and Recommendations

-Rav4ewex (African Area Studies)

One would not expect to find extensive coverage of other

world areas per se in a textbook of American history. However,

it is important from the point of view of contemporary scholars

in American studies, African studies, etc., to present American

history within its'international context. We cannot afford to

allow our young people to confine their understanding of American

history to a narrow and exclusively nation-centered study.

Throughout our history, peoples from other continents have

affected the policies and cultures of the United States, and

the actions of this nation have had significant impact on the

peoples of other world areas, particularly in the recent history

of Africa, Asia and Latin America.

Most of the textbooks reviewed for this study do not

adequately acknowledge this international context of our
historical development, particularly our relationships with

Africa. The topics relating to Africa covered in these ten

textbooks in order of.their frequency are:

European explorers around Africa
The trans-Atlantic slave trade
European invasions of Africa during the World Wars

The Barbary pirates and Jefferson's strong response to

them.
The American Colonization Society and the establishment

of Liberia
African trading kingdoms of the western Sudan
Africae contributions to American arts and culture

ne can readily see that the most prominent topics are

ones which Europe and the United States act upon Africa,

ones in ich Arica is thg object of outside explorers,
traders, army, etc. Fewrof the books present African

societies and peoples as actors in world history, rather than

passive receivers of events. These books stand out as excel-

lent exceptions to the general pattern.

None of the books discusses the dependence of the United
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States on Africa for important raw materials (oil, chromium,
uranium, titanium, etc.) nor of our growing need for markets
in Africa for United States manufactured goods.' The coverage
of Africa usually terminates with the invasion of Ethiopia
by Italy in 1935, although there are grief references to various
aid programs and Peace Corps. Needless to say, the less
pleasant aspects of our activities in Africa are not discussed,
although they have had great impact on African peoples. The
role of the United States in the Angolans' war against Portu-
guese colonialism,is a case in point. American weapons, napalm
and dtfeliants were used-by our NATO ally, Portugal, in their,
futile war against the Angolans. Young people need to know
that we have made mistakes in our relationships with other
nations, and this sad episode in American history is an example
of one of those mistakes.

Another area of potential interest to young Americans,
learning about our international ties is the long history of
our linkages in Africa through organizations such as churches,
businesses, universities, student exchange programs, media,etc.

Recommendations:

Teachers in Michigan are urged to contact the African
Studies Educational Resource Center, 100 Center for Interna-
tional Programs, Michigan State University, East Lansing,

/Michigan, 48824.- Tel. '(517)353-1700 for additional informa-
tion'on the linkages between the United States and. Africa._
_Um_ request,. you -may ,receive.2-The-Afrieark-Connee-t-ieni-u-art...___.

article summarizing the major areas of relations with Africa.

Africa News is an indispensable and inexpensive weekly
source of news about Africa, with special attention to United
States involvement there. Africa News may be ordered from:
Africa News, Box 3851, Durham, N.C. 27702.

E. Jefferson Murphy & Harry Stein, Tea chins Africa Today:
A Handbook for Teachers and Curriculum Planners. Citation
Press, New York, 1973. 285p. This reference is old, but
the only one of its kind and gives some excellent suggestions.
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Reviewer #11

--( American History for Today
-13-inn-and Company

hile I only had access to the student's copy of ..the textbook, I feel safe

in stating that in terms of Soviet and East European studies this is one of

the most insufficient and biased publications of its kind I have ever read.

The focus on the role of minorities in U.S. history is certainly refreshing.

However the amount of substantial information cnntained in the book is limited,

and the authors' stated aim of recognition -7or the previously ignored or slighted

role of minorities in American history was achieved partially at the expense of

international studies. Nonetheless this reviewer's loudest complaint is the.
simplistic and biased presentation of Russia and the Soviet Union.

The use of slanted phrases can be seen in the textbook's description of

Russia's claims in the Pacific Northwest and the Monroe Doctrine. "Russia

had planted a colony in Alaska... pushed south... We did not want hungry and
powerful European countries to make them (our neighbors in the Western hemi-
sphere) colonies again. Nor could we put up with Russia's claims to Oregon"

(p. 163). The use of value ladened terms such as 'planted a colony', 'pushed

south', or ' put up with' establish a biased frame of reference for the
student readkr.

It is always easier to make simplistic statements like, 'mother nature
gave Americans more important natural resources than any other nation in the

world" (p. 2 0 , than to draw useful comparisons to the mineral wealth or
oil production f the Soviet Union or other foreign nations. Comparisons

to Russia, the Soviet Union or East Europe are not made here, nor are they
frequently made in other textbooks. Yet with this textbook's stress on

minorities in the U.S., the failure to compare slavery and serfdom' was

1 especially disappointing.

An explanation of socialism and communism are consistently ignored in
the American worker's movements as well as with the mention that "Russia
dropped out of the war and was about to undergo a Communist Revolution"
(p. 396).. The students will not be provided with a description of Communism
and the book's vagueness concerning the historical record once again surfaces

by placing the 'dropping out' of World War I before the October 1917 Revolu-

tion. Later the reader is told that Russia "had undergone a Communist

Revolution... (and) were now enemies of their former allies" (p. 401). However

no further explanation or reasoning is offered.

There are also several minor irritants like the spelling of tsar with a
'cz, and a picture of Henry Kissinger being sworn in as Secretary of State
on p. 391 while the text is discussing the building of the Panama Canal.
Moving to a more serious irritant one notes the failure to supply the reader
with sufficient background information on the pre-1914 European alliance
system, the neglect of tie Sarajevo situation as the spark that set off World

War I, and the failuxe_to ote the 'Red Scare' after the war.

//
However more serious errors in judgement_are to be evidenced with tne

presentation nf contemporary East Europe and the Soviet Union. The statements

like "Gemlns Ind Russians glare at each other acroos the Berlin Wall" (p. 403)

are acceptable in novels, but not in textbooks. ,j
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This same bia
Communists take_ove
Communists staged a
government in 1929".

order-of-events-h-i-nted-
revolution, was not a m
overthrow of the tsar, Le
"Under Stalin, the Russian
Communists also tried to to
This strikes me as hinting t
Union under Stalin, which lea
has become accustomed to expec
provided.

ed presentation continues with the section entitled "How did the
in Russia. ?". 433)-,- "When World Mar I endeli -the
evolution... Joseph Stalin became head of the Communist
This leads me to believe that the previous incorrect

t-on-p.--390,-te.-the-entraf-tht-War-t6Uffiff-the
reading on my part. There is no mention of the
in, nor communist ideology. The section continues,
tried to make Communism succeed in Russia. The
e over everywhere else in the world they could".
t Communism was not succeeding in the Soviet
s me confused. For the last statement, as one
there are no examples of attempted 'take over'

The textbook does not mention the important Soviet victories against
Germany nor their huge losses in hOman life in World War II, but does quote
Churchill stating that the Allies were not happy fighting with the Russians
(which should read Soviets). It would not be too difficult to produce several
out of context anti-British statements by U.S. war time leaders. Does this
mean we were not happy fighting with the British?

Given the general tenor of the textbook, this reviewer was not especially
surprised to see in block type as a section heading, "How fast did the Soviets
tobble-up-Eastern Europe?"-4.-459)-The-deStiqption-of-thi innings of the
cold war continued with the assertion that "Russians began tslo1;44

e warmer
Southern countries"(p. 459). Terms like eyeing and especially gobb ng up,
certainly deliver more than factual information and prejudge the events, etc.
presented. The U.S. containment policy lacks sophtstication,and detail . In
fact this applies to the textbook's attempts at foreign policy analysis in
general.

The use of biased 4djectives is. _again_ employed in label-tn.-Mr-us/le-hey-as-
(p. 496)4-yet 4 believe-that-a-sufficient__ _

-riuMber of such examples have been discussed in this review to establish the
pattern. In addition to an unbalanced presentation, the data in the book is
often too general, misleading, or incorrect. In discussing U.S. agricultural
successes (p. 486), it is incorrectly stated that 50 percent of the Soviet
workers are on farms. The correct percentage would be about 25 percent.

In conclusion this publication portrays the Soviet Union in an extremely
negative light, ignored Eastern Europe and an explanation of socialism or
communism, and is a poor textbook.
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Reviewer #11

America: Its People and Values
Harcourt, Brace St Jovanovich

This textbook, as its title states, focuses on the values of the American

people. It appears that the authors chose to look inward and fully develop

aspects--of-the-Ponerivanenaracter-.--Hewver-wuGGessful--i-n--their
description of American values and do not exclude the Soviet Union and East
Europe from their narrative, the problem is one of perspective. This reviewer's

world area is covered, bUt with one exception (economic resources), the coverage
is shallow and limited to. foreign relations.

This book also stresses our "cultural and racial pluralism (p. 1) which

does result in some informative biographical inserts. One of these is of
Haym Salomon, the Polish-Jewish banker who helped finance the Revolutionary army

(p. 164). Nonetheless this stress on cultural and racial pluralism does not lead
to either a comparison of slavery and the emancipation of Black Americans t the
Russian serfs and their emancipation, or the multi-national character of both
the United States and the Soviet Union.

Another missing comparison is a description and analysis of capitalism n
relation to_socialism and communism. There is a U.S.-U.S.S.R. comparison drawn
in the concluding section of Chapter 20 eThe Land and its Rich Resources"). The

comparisons are made in a general, but fair, manner. Any complaints on my part

11Mited.tOPterretationt. Fpr_.eXAMPle., Rot_Oglieve_that ttle.prOuctl-
vity of the American farmer in the 20th century is given enough attention in

this, or other textbooks. This could be do -.. drawing intermtional, and

particularly Soviet parallels. America's arm rodUcitivity is noted for
different years in the U.S. (p. 612),.bu' it uld be even more valuable if
compared with other nations. I also thin- e enormous size of the U.S.S.R.
(8.6 million square miles or well over twice the size of any other nation)
does not receive its full import in a "section check-up" (p. 531) which has the
students identify nations larger-than the U.S. The answers (p. 209 of the
teacheris-edtti-ant-simply-lists- ; -China -and Brazil-.-- -Nonetheless

these comparisons are needed and the-diithort--ae-to-be-aMMendid-In-iliakTn'theM.
This is especially true of a Unit Seven review exercise (p. 575) which has the
students prepare a graph of the latest iron and steel production figures in ten'
different nations, including the U.S.S.R.

As one would expect from a textbook emphasizing cultural pluralism, Chapter
21,"Many Peoples Build aAew Nation",does a good job on immigration to the U.S.
The chronological sweep of the chapter (1865-1970's) allows for the presentation
of a coherent view of the subject. Russian and East European immigration is not
overlooked and begins with the almost standard references from Mary Antin's
The Promis d Land, to the Russian, Polish, Austro-Hungarian immigration in the

ear y 20th entury, to the Hungarian refugees of 1956. The continuance to the

most recent immigration of Vietnamese, Cubans, or Soviet Jews and relating

- American laws and domestic opinions concerning their entrance to the U.S. would

have served a.dual purpose of having a greater international focus and a deeper

discussion of American values.
1

The chaker also includes a description of Jewish immigration and does refer,
however weakly -and briefly, to their discrimination in Russia and East Europe.
The tontributions' of the Czech polka, Czech-American conductor George Szell, the
Czech composer 1:.itnn Dvorak who drew attention to the music of American Indians

and Blacks, ,--nd tree har# working nature of the Polish Americans are listed.

4
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The section focusing on post-1865 issues of foreign affairs makes note of
the Monroe Doctrine, the purchase of Alaska, and the Russo-Japanese War. Also
in a previous discussion of the Monroe Doctrine (p. 276) the role of Russian
settlements in California and their claims'in the Pacific Northwest are accurately
covered. Thealapanese and Russians are viewed as expansionary powers before 1944
(p. 675). While this is not false, the authors were too 'soft' on the imperialism
of the Western European nations.

In describing the purchase of Alaska (p. 676) from the Russians there is an
excellent full page map on the next page. This is not unusual. The maps, pic-
tures and other inserts in this textbook .are of the highest quality.

The outbreak of World War I recognizes'the events in Serbia and the role
of Russia in the war is not overlooked. This textbook is unique in discussing
the lack of industrial preparedness of the Russians and the resultant lack of
arms and clothing as one reason for their leaving the war. The other reason
was the successful communist revolution (p. 698). The formation of Poland,
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia is noted and explained in greater detail than in
any other textbook.

The important pre-World War II events are noted, i.e. Czechoslovakia in 1938
(pp. 711-712), 1939 Nazi-Soviet Pact, and the'invasion of Poland. Hitler's need
for oil is stressed as the reason forhis June 1941 invasion of the Soviet Uhion
and on the whole the description of events on the eastern front in the war is.
adequate. A,

.

---The-authors-establishthe -Ideological-difference between the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. as .a source of the cold war (p. 751). While,an extended description of
the politics of the Soviet communist party follows, the basic tenets of socialism
and communism are omitted. Thus while one cannot argue with the statement that
"Stalin's government was built on terror" (p. 752), the reader is unable to put
the goals of 1917, the industrial successes of Stalin or the liberal changes under
Khrushchev in proper perspective because only the lack of political freedom in
the U.S.S.R. is analyzed. Yet this comparison of U.S. and U.S.S.R. political

. systems_ is appreciated, .-

The global designs of communism start with Lenin, continue with the post-war
take-over of East European nations, and suggest &signs on Western Europe. The
perceived Soivet need for friendly nations comprising a buffer zone with the West
is not mentioned. Large Soviet war losses are noted (p. 740, the figure
given, 12 million, should be revised upward to 20 milliorlsbut not in relation
to the installation of communist governments in East Europe.

This unbalanced picture of post-war foreign blicy issues continues with
an outline of Soviet aims and U.S.'contain1'

,

For example, "Stalin's aim was
to gain control of Iran, Turkey and Greec " (p. 753), but America faced this
challenge with the Marshall Plan, and Soviet designs were contained. It would have
been much better to first present the aims of both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.,

considered the views of non-Americans (especially Soviets), and then discuss the
areas of conflict and the results in a less one-sided fashion.

The teacher's manual describes Lenin as desiring world-wide communism and
Stalin as terroristic (p. 299). While not untrue they are simplistic and mis-
leading. However discussion of the events in the 1950's and 1960's, especially
U.S.-U.S.S.R. detente, is given a fair treatment and is generally informative.

There are some changes that I would prefer be made; tsar instead of czar,
Romania instead of Rumania, and V. I. Lenin in the textbook (p. 752) as opposed
to Nikolai Lenin in the teacher's manual (p. 299). While the textbook presents all
the standard references to my world are it does so without sensitivity ands e-times with bias. Therefore consider it to be a good textbook with some excellentsecsections.
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Reviewer #11

We the People. . .

D.C. Heath and Company

The depth and breadth of the general content of this textbook can best
be described as thin and narrow. If,an international perspective is not in-
cluded in the book's rationale, and this is the case, there is very little
opportunity to focus on international studies. In fact, the exercises
'suggested at the end of each section are essential, not opti al, if the
students are to be at all-aware that nations such as the Sovie Union and

the countries of Eastern Europe exist.

The textbook's first 300 pages are particularly introspective. Re-

ferences to this reviewer's world area are the role of Haym Salomon and
Kosciuszko, but not Pulaski, in the Revolutionary War (p. 137), and the
travels of John Ledyard across Russia (pp. 174-175). However until the

20th century this textbook, and most others published in the U.S.,'fail t
draw comparisons between slavery and serfdom, manifest destiny and the
Russian push into Siberia, presidents and tsars, etc.

This textbook also fails to consider a discussion of socialism in the
late 19th century and early 20th century worker's movement as relevant.
Slavic immigration to the U.S. is not presented in_ depth._ Presumablyft is-_
implied as part of the immigration from "Central Europe", rather than the
more accurate designation of Southeastern and Eastern Europe. However

Part A of Chapter 16 (pp. 350-351) opens with an excellent letter from a
Russian Jewish immigrant in the U.S. to his brother in Russia. It is an

honest and thought provoking letter. 0
Certain "Thinking Things Over", "St dying Changes", or "Following Your

Interests", etc. sections allow for a degree of internationalism. Discussing
how life in the non-industrial nations of Asia and Africa would bedifferent

--------y--than-l-ife-in-industrial- nations (p.-331)- is a good topic. It should also
include life in other industrial nations which are not capitalistic. Also

the discussion on American nationalism (p. 391) should be modified to include
nationalism in other nations. Inoboth cases I have either the Soviet Union
or the countries of East Europe in mind, but other nations could be employed.

Changes in U.S. textbooks like these are not especially difficult, but they
are virtually impossible unless the authors make a genuine commitment to
internationalism as one of the objectives of, this book, and this is very .

rarely done.

The discussion of the uropean alliance system and the initial events of

World War I are adequate. However while Russia's surrender to Germany is noted,
the description and impact of the 1917 Revolution is omitted. Again the ill

affects of the weak contents of the textbook is to some degree rescued by a
"Putting Ideas Together" section. Here it is stated that defeats in the war

led to a revolution and a Communist government. The students are to discuss
"what new conflicts do you think this change might in time lead to" (p. 397).
Without.prior background information of the most basic nature concerning
tsarist Russia, Lenin, communism, I question the impact of such a discussion.
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The inter-war period is marred by the subject of the 'Red Scare' and the
lumping of the Soviet Union in the same category as new dictators in Germany,
Italy and Japan. There is no distinction between communism and fascism. Stalin
is listed as the dictator who ruled between 1923 and 1953. In so much as Lenin
was seriously ill in 1923 I understand the 1923 date, but I much prefer 1924
or a more detailed description of Stalin's particular road to power in the 14g0's.

The Nazi-Soviet Pact is noted on page 441 and the next page states that
"Germany invaded its ally the Soviet Union. The reference to a Soviet-German
alliance is understandable given the narrative's consistent downplaying of
Russia's and the Soviet Union's alliance with the West in both world wars, and
failur to distingush between Fascistic Germany and the Communist government in
the Soviet Union. Nonetheless the confusion of a non-aggression pact and an
alliance is misleading and cannot be mitigated by a "Putting Ideas Together"
discussion of the 1939 pact (p. 443), or the suggestion that the students"find
out more about the rule of Stalin in the Soviet Union". (p. 462)

While the role of the Soviet Union'in World War II is not given sufficient
attention, discussion of post-1945 events provide the reader with more frequent
and better balanced references to the Soviet Union and the nations of East .

Europe. this is true of the narrative as well as the suggested exercises for
the students.

Nonetheless these descriptions and analyses will have a lasting impact
on the students Qn1Y.Itadditional. nonrtext_reading.s.or. work-are-done-by

'students When he/she does the "Using Ideas "(p. 477) and "Thinking Things Over"
(p. -484 and p. 493) exercises, or the Activities workbook accompanying the
textbook. This is especially true of a sfMpristic, yet generally informative,
"know your government" comparison of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. (p. 247). Finally
a greater emphasis should have been placed on the U.S-U.S.S.R. detente in the
1970's.

The authors regrettably use the terms Russia and the Soviet Union inter-
changeably and while the word communism appears frequently, the word socialtsm
is never used, much less explained. The "Vocabulary.Study% which in itself
is a good ideas-defines communist as "connected with commnism. The Govenment
of the Soviet Union is Communist". This is really the lack of a definition
and is'symptomatic of the superficiality of the textbook which I cannot recommend
and rate only as average or below average.
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t.' A:me r

Holt, Ri:whart G W.Inston

This is a Puzzling textbook to review from the point of view of its re-
ferences to the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The autnors present nearly

all the events and concepts relevant to tne study of American history, but

they do.so.without great depth or, it seemed to me, enthusiasm. While none
of the"Six Great Themes" (p. T-12) for the textbook are international, the
authors..-are not guilty of omitting basic data on the Soviet Union.and East
Europe. This material is also presented in a relatively unbiased manner.
One just wishes that given the excellent bibliographies, maps, special
features, and detailed information found in the textbook, more effort had
been put into analyzing and comparing concepts and data in a more inter-
national format. In brief, there remains a need to combine many of the
good qualities of this book with agenuine commitment to internationalism.

The mention, of Russia-, the Soviet Union, or East European events, etc.

is done at a11the opportune times. Kosciustko and Pulaski in the American
Revolutionary War (p. 174), the Russian claims to Oregon in relation to the
Monroe Doctrine (pp. 297-298), and even the note that railroads and the
Crimean War gave American farmers transportation andEurobean customers for
their wneat (p. 409). Hqwever the chance to make the sale of wheat abroad
more meaningful by comparing.it to wheat sales lo the Soviet Union during

the last decade is not considered. Also the textbook is particularly strong
in portraying the growth and development of specific American cities, and one
laments that international (Soviet Union and East Europe) comparisons were
not ine4uded.

The section on immigration is also well done.' Slavic immigration is
certainly described, and some excellent details are noted. This would in-

clude the use of the Yiddish language by Russian and East European Jews, and
the establishment of ethnic 'mutual benefit' societies like the Polisn
National Alliance. The stress of bilingualism at the height of immigration
(1890-1914) end then references to today (p. 495) are especially sensitive
and informative. The teacher's edition of tne accompanying workbook (p. 79)

has the students read and answer questions from Mary Antin's book
0-ne Promised Land. On the whole I feel that in its portrait of immidran*.
WiFicant the students are made aware,both effectively and cognitively,o' a
way of viewing the world that goes beyond our normal provincialism.

One of the problems for this reviewer is that about ;eventy percent of
the text is ore-1900, and therefore there is a built-in s:gnt to tne Soviet
Union and East Europe which.most frequently relates to our nation's nistory

in the 2Otn century. The first 20th century mention o' Russia notes tnat
"in 1905 the Russians and the Japanese went to war". Dus's'an nstory text

hooks will correctly date this war as 1904-1905. Teddy Donseve'r',
role in war's peace treaty ignored.

However, dnlike mo =t !11;tory textbook, nQcner War"

phenomenon is not o..-,,looked, '.e. t)10 rise of me ,lobrhw, lrr>

noted, as is 'Inc? tndtEugene ..:;0 ran fc,r Precilent 1. 7r

1912 and rce.,(--! ..T)11:cn of ,-.ne 15 i0,- ''n. 567 31!.1

: t 1S unf-r - t! not def tnPr- I," .11

nOt1(7.,?cttp-1 mc"1 t. own e r.; onvw, 7 n1
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The textbook's description, of World War I does not include the Russian
Revolution of 1917. However thelreatment of the Bolsheviks in the post-war
'Red Scare' is fair, and in gener 1 the authors present a balanced picture
of the domestic debate on specific questions of international affairs.

The key Soviet and East European events of the 1914 to 1945 period are
mentioned, but the American and Soviet views of the.establishthent and con-
tinuance of the cold war are relatively weak. The important affects of
World War II on Soviet motives are not emphasized. However the'establishment
of a communist government in Czechoslovakia and Titos 1948 break from Moscow
are noted (p. 650) and the Soviet decision not to rebuild Germany, but to
have itpay back the U.S.S.R. for its war losses (p. 651) is accurate but
misleading. The problem stems from the failure to establish firm pillars
(both U.S. and U.S.S.R.) for the id wa in terms of ideology, Soviet war
losses, American and Soviet views o e world situation, etc. These areas
of neglect csuse much of the "Building Social Studies Skills" exercise (p. 705)
which has the students discuss Stalin's promise tQ.the West to allow democratic
governments to establish in Eastern EuPope., to be basically unanswerable given
the information supplied by the textbook.

The description of the cold war in the 1950's (Eisenhower's contination.
of Truman's containment po;icy, the 1956 Hungarian Revolution, Sputnik,.
American military expenditures) is good. The "Putting.It All Together"
activities on p. 671 has some excellent classroom suggestions. I hope that
students.do read an article about communism today and write a report about
.its challenge to the U.S., or comment on cartoons depicting the Soviet Union.
The first exercise has the students dividing Germany, Korea and VietnaM into
free and communist. The wording should be changed from free to democratic or
non-communist.

There are two minor spelling changes I would like to see standardized in
all textbooks; tsar instead of tzar as used here p. 597), and Romania instead
of Rumania (pp. 589-590). Also the section on "Nixon in China and Russia"
was thin, and there was very little on the SALT negotiations. On the
whole I found this textbook to be a good and sometimes excellent publication.



Reviewer #11

This is America's Story
Houghton-Mifflin Company

The stated objectives of this textbook include "how our economy developed;

,...the basic valueson which the free enterprise system rests; comparison with

tdtalitarian government" (p. 1 teacher's edition). I believe that this ob-

jective is a key to one of the major flaws of the textbook; anything relating

to the Soviet Union or East Europe is seen as an aberration of free enterprise

and political democracy. There is no attempt to view alternative developments

in their own (non-American) setting.

The information provided is relatively well developed and detailed.

However the teacher's edition is not very instructive in that it provides

little background data, few suggested exercises and no extensive bibliography.

The "Linking Past and Present" and "Interesting Things to Do" sections are

rather shallow and uninteresting. The use of extensive quotes in certain _

chapters could be the base for controversial discussions, papers, or simulations

if the opportunity is seized by a perceptive teacher.

It appeared to me that the authors took a hemispheric approach and made a

concentrated effort to include the role of Latin America and Canada in the

presentation of 1.S. history. This, unfortunately is not an advantage to a

reviewer concerned with Russia, the Soviet Union and East Europe.

The usual relevant notations in the 18th and 19th centuries are presented;

Kosciuszko and Pulaski in the American Revolutionary War, Russian land claims
in the Pacific Northwest in relation to the Monroe Doctrine, and the purchase
of Alaska. There is no attempt in this textbook, nor in any others, to draw

comparisons between the U.S. and Russia and the only mention of Russia and

the countries of East Europe are in the context of foreign relations.

I felt that the authors present a very uncritical picture of the

'American Way' and our system of parliamentary democracy and capitalism. This

does not mean that communism'is directly attacked, rather it is ignored or
considered a deviant from the 'American Way'. This focus does have some posi-

tive ramifications in that technological and economic issues (including inter-

national trade) are well developed, but also the references to the Soviet

Union and. East Europe are tunnelled into this narrow perspective.

The first area of neglect is a description of socialism in describing tne

19th and early 20th century worker's movement. The authors cover the activities

and ideas of Samuel Gompers, but ignore the socialist Elnene Debs. Concerning

this same time period, immigration to the U.S. is seen only in relation to the

growth bf our industrie The reader is not provided with the insights into
the motivations and prdblems of the individual immigrants nor about their

European homeland. The emphasis is on successful immigrants whO 'made it

in the U.S., e.g. Igor Sikorsky from the Ukraine.

The authors do note the Russo-Japanese War and President Theodore Roose-

velt's role in its settlement. In one section (pp. 611-612; it is correctly

referred to as the Russo-Japanese War, but in anotner section it is incorrectl]

titled the Japanese-Russian War _(p. 576). I am not familiar with tne latter

reference and it should be changed so as not create an unnecessary oroblem of

recognitin-. lore substantial complaint is with the tHYt:)001,'; view of Ptv,',!



as the nation most eager to expand into Chinese territory (p. 611). This is
misleading, while one could establish a case for territorial aims on
China since Russia and China have a common.border and an extension of the
Trans-Siberian Railroad through Manchuriacould justifiably be seen as terri-
torial expansion, the other Western European powers were at least equal in
exploiting China's weakness, W. lacked a common border to facilitate
territorial expansion. Also the RussatT,Japanese War was as much a conflict
between these two nations over Korea as over Manchuria.

The next problem area, the Russian Revolution of 1917, also contains
errors of both terminology and accuracy. The 1917 Revolutions are not dis-
cussed as part of the analysis of World War I (save a short note on p. 621),
but as part of the rise of dictators in the 1920's and 1930's. A closer
look at this section will hopefully serve to demonstrate the problem.

The textbook states. that "later.in 1917, a Small party called the
Bolshevists used armed force to overthrow the government that had replaced
the czar's." I would prefer tsar instead of czar, and more strongly object
tp the use othe outdated Bolshevists as compared to the commonly accepted
term, Bolsheviks. (Some references to Bolshevists can be found in the 1920's,
but the contemporary'usage is overwhelmingly Bolsheviks).

The story continues with no mention of socialism, but only the negative
aspects.of communism. It is true that Soviet citizens are generally "not free
to engage in basiness..select jobs.,. (have) freedom of speech and press",
but there is also full employment, paid education and health caole, and the
rapid construction of a modern industrial society. The point that there
should be a balanced picture with discussion of the differehces ofthe two
systems. While I do appreciate the extended definition of Communism, and its
comparison to capitalism, I feel that there is also the need to compare variousforms of socialism and capitalism. This is a serious void in most all of thetextbooks. Examples demonstrating the diversity of socialism in countries likePoland with its private ownership of farms or the market socialism of YugosTavia
would be very instructive.

The textbook does ask the students in a "Map Study" (p. 629) to identify
the nations from whith Poland was formed after World War I, and does remark
that the Russians (should read Soviets) "fought fiercely" against Hitler. The
cold war is again one-sided and viewed as the product of Soviet iniatiative .

(p. 694). The authors include all the obvious events in the last 35 years im-
portant to Soviet-American relations, but again the presentation is one that
is slanted in favor of the U.S. The "take-over" of Eastern Europe by the Soviet
Union is not put in the context of large Soviet war losses, nor are American
and Soviet perceptions of the world compared. Also after noting that a U.S.
plane was shot down on a spying mission over Soviet air space, the textbook
thee stresses the Soviets cancellation of a summit meeting and insults for
President Eisenhower. I definitely got the impression that the U.S.S.R. wa...
the culprit, not the U.S. spy mission.

Finally I find it inexcusable for a U.S. history textbook to omit the
story of Senator Joseph McCarthy and McCarthyism. I found this textbook to
be only of average quality.
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Reviewer 1/11

The Free and the Brave
Rand, McNally & Company

This textbook is not unique in omitting international goals from its
stated list of objectives, and focusing on the socio-economic history of
America. Therefore this reviewer is forced to comment that while the authors
do a good job of personalizing U.S. history and telling the story of the
people, and not just the elites or newsmakers, it is deficient in its coverage
of international studies in general, and the Soviet Union and East Europe in
particular. Discussions of foreign nations and cultures are almost always
done within the rather limited context of the formal relations between poli-
tical states. The readers will not be able to empathize with, or understand
the motivations, actions, etc. oftnon-Americans'

The omissions in the 18th and 19th centuries would include the contri-
butions of the Pole Kosciuszko to the American Revolutionary War, the role
of Russian claims to the Pacific Northwest in the establishment of the Monroe
octrine, and the failure to describe and define socialism while discussing
topian socialism or the early worker's movement in the U.S. The omission
f Russiin claims to the Oregon Territory is surprising in that some textbooks

perhaps over-extend their focus on this issue, but to ignore it is an even
greater disservice. The Monroe Doctrine was after all delivered to St. Peters-
burg before President Monroe addressed Congress with his views'in l823,- Also
Mn order to meaningfully employ this doctrine and compare it to contemporary
events like the Cuban Missile Crisis or the Brezhnev Doctrine, it is important
to also be clear on the original intension of the doctrine.

The failure to discuss socialism in Chapter 16 ("The Factory Hand and the
Slave") is especially distressing since the chapter does deal with the earliest
labor unions and Robert Owen's utopian community at New Harmony, Indiana.

The authors have other opportunities to correct this oversight with their
discussion of labor struggles in the latter part of the 19th and early 20th
centuries. However this is not done. Also this textbook,like most other U.S.
bhistory textbooks, failsto draw comparisons between slavery and emancipation
in American and serfdom and emancipation in Russia, or o r Westward expansion
and the Russian settlement of Siberia.

This reviewer felt that for the first 500 pages or so the reader could
get the false impression that the views and actions of non-American people had
little or no impact upon our history. The one possible exception to this
provincialism would be the story of immigration to the U.S. which is not just
reserved for the 1890-1914 period. The immigration of. Jews from Russia and
their persecution in Russia is described (p. 517). There is a good "Grasping
the Issues" question posed to the students on comparing late 19th century
immigrpts to earlier immigrants as well as today's immigrants. If this is
done by a perceptive teacher one might hope for the best and there could be a
much needed discussion of Soviet Jewish immigration during the last decade.



The outbreak of World War I is satisfactorily presented and the role of
Russia in the war is mentioned (p. 593). The 'Red 'Scare' that followed the
war is presented in an unbiased and clear manner (pp. 616-617) with a marginal
not to the teachers to compare the fears of the 'Red Scare' to McCarthyism
after World War II. This comparison is repeated in the student's narrative
when discussing Senator McCarthy (p.669).

The students would be much better equipped to deal with this comparison
if they were provided with some basic understanding of socialism and communism,and how they differ from capitalism. At one point the teacher's edition notes
in the margin that a song composed by Jim Garland had "overtones of socialism"
(p. 645). Yet very little can be done with this since the students have no
frame of reference with which to comprehend the socialist 'overtones'.

The important role of the Soviet Union in World War II is generally
downplayed and the presentation of the cold war suffers from the authors moregeneral decision to under emphasize post-1945 America. This decition accountsfor the rather limited involvement of the Soviet Union and East Europe in thetextbook. Nonetheless the treatment of U.S. and U.S.S.R. space and arms raceis good and unbiasedly presented. However 'I would prefer the dating of the
start of Khrushchev's rule in the U.S.S.R. be 1955 rather than 1958 (p. 676).
The real problem is that is too little coverage and not nearly enough
analysis.

The teacher' edition suggests a discussion of SALT II and U.S. Sovietand Chinese relate 701). One can only hope that this and other suggestionsmade to the teachers ar followed. If they are not, the students khowledge ofU.S. history will surely suffer from the failure of tne narrative to include afocus on international studies.

After noting that there are strengths to this textbook, socio-economic
history, good suggestions for the teachers in the margins, interesting
questions asked beneath some inserts, contradictory quotes or points of viewsopeining'each chapter, I cannot highly recommend the book because of its lack
of commitment to an understanding of the Soviet Union and East Europe. There-fore I view it as a fair and sometimes good book.



Reviewer #11

Two Centuries of Progress
Laidlaw Brothers

Two Centuries of Progress is a-generally informative and unbiased text-
book. The concepts are presented are quite sophisticated for an eighth grader
and the "Social Studies Skills", "Historical Documents" and "Opinions Differ"

sections are especially noteworthy. The chart on diets (p. 52) which notes
the importance of quantitative data for social historians is an excellent

example of the high level of sophisticated concepts presented. The combining

of the chronological approach with one topical chapter in each unit is also
to be complimented.

Thus the problem for this reviewer is not a lack of content, a scarcity
of details, or a biased-presentation. Rather it is the.fact that the authors'

perspective is not international and that the amount, space relevant to

either Russia, the Soviet Union or Eastern'Europe is very limited.

However the first extended discussion of Russia is a contradiction of

the above statement. Instead of being guilty of omitting Russia, this text-
book places a relatively strong emphasis on the Russian claims in the Pacific
Northwest. The "Historical Document" (p. 193) is President Monroe's 1823
address to Congress and notes that the message was delivered to St. Petersburg.
On p. 194 it is noted thae the U.S. was more concerned about the claims of the

Russians than the Spanish, and that the czar's (should be tsar) policy was
threatening our shipping rights in the area. There is actually very little in-
formation to support these assertions, and the affair is settled peaceably in
1824 because "Russia had problems at home". I do not know the problems re-
ferred to, but there might be some confused connection with the political -.,
turbulence of December 1825 in Russia.

This unusual stress on Russia's role in the Monroe Doctrine is not what
I am objecting to. The problem is that the stress is not supported with a
sufficient amount of background data. Nonetheless I reacted very favorably
to the suggestion on p. T49 of the teacher's edition which has interested
students investigate the 1962 Missile Crisis and relate it to the Monroe

Doctrine.

The "Focus" for Chapter 12, 'Reform and Anti-Slavery Movement",
discusses mid-19th century utopian coninunity experiments (pp. 240-247) without
commenting on socialism or communism. This lack of attention to socialism is
only somewhat ameliorated with a mention that some of the workers in the late

19th century disagreed with the A.F. of L. and desired socialism and an "end

of the free enterprise system" (pp. 363-364).

The "gnrichmentidea".for_Sectian of-Chaiiter 2-6 in tole tedentrLs

editfon (pp. T138-T139) is superb. Here the students are divided into four
groups to role play Stalin, Stalin's advisors, Truman and Truman's advisors.

In addition to foreign affairs and military items, the students'are to com-
pare the types of government and economy of both nations. It is essential that

this exercise be done and that the discussion of the Soviet Union extend beyond
the affairs of the political leaders in World WSr II and the Cold War.



The presentations on the U.S. purchase of Alaska, the 'Open Door' policy
with China, andthe Russo-Japanese War are brief, but fair to Russia. However
the Slavic and Jewish immigration to the U.S. before World War I is weak and
no background data on *their European experiences are provided.

Russia's pull out of World War I is noted and the teacher's edition
annotation correctly states that Allied troops intervened in the Soviet Union
and that future U.S.-Soviet relations suffered. Thts shows good attention .to-
detail. The textbook also correctly refers.to the post-1917 nation as the
Soviet Union and not Russia.

In commenting on the post war 'Red Scare' in the United States the text-
book claims that "in March 1917 a revolution began in Russia" and the Bolshe-
viks came to power in a bloody fashion. I believe theat the March Revolution
has been confused with.the Bolshevik's October 1917 revolution, which was not
particularly violent. While I was pleased that that 'Red Scare' is mentioned,
I was disappointed that the background data were not extensive and that the
Bolshevik or Communist ideology was not described. There are only very weak
descriptions for the teachers on p. 486.

The comments on Soviet foreign policy of the 1930's are sufficient and
the Soviet Union is correctly separated from the Fascistic governments. This
textbook is unique in that it correctly states that Stalingrad a majpr
turning,w' World-WarII. Also :ow:OA-es-M*3 and 615 there-is an- ex-
cellentvdiscus on of Kennan and the post-war containment policy of the U.S.
An 'Opinions , fer' insert on p. 164 consists of pro and con statements on
whether the U.S.S.R. is to blame for the start of the cold war. This is an
excellent idea, but the selections are rather shallow. For example, the
student is never presented with the concept that because of its huge war
losses the Soviet Union was determined to create a buffer ;one with the
West comprised of friendly Communist nations.

However on the whole the cold war is handled in a balanced fashion and
the "Social Studies Skills" section (p. 630) comparing the military strengths
of NATO and the Warsaw Pact nations is very informative. The balanced nature of
the contents can best be illustrated by the review questions for Chapter 29
( 631). All are thought provoking and No. 3 which asks when, if ever,
d es the U.S. have the right to stop the spread of communism, is the fairest
w rding I have seen of this value ladened problem.

Generally I found this textbook to be informative, sophisticated and
balanced. However it.failed to note the existence of the Soviet Union or the
nations of Eastern Europe except in the context of formal relations and thus
la,cked a suffici-ent international p&spective. Therefore I am obliged to
rate the textbook as good, rather tnan excellent.



(

Reviewer #11 .

American Adventures
Scholastic Book Service

The authors wrote for the average eighth grader using a clear simple

style and a short chapter format. The resultss are an informative and

7L-4tq-e-iwesttlig-textbook--that---does-----ah excel-ith-tjob--ilf coveting -the -Scivtet

UntOn and Eastern Europe. The teacher's guide states that 1,400 man hours

were speht on finding the best pictures (p. 6). At first I viewed this

as a dubious announcement which might result in a weakened text. I was

wrong, and the hours spent on the 'extras' were well worth it. I was

favorably impressed by the use of non-American (mostly British) cartoons
which did present the student with an alternative view of our history.
This might serve as a model idea for other textbooks.

I also was at first somewhat put off by a 'cute', but very personable
narrative. I was especially concerned that the very short chapters were
destroying historical continuity. However once I became accustomed to the
format, I found that the textbook never lost my interest and was very
successful in presenting high quality and unbiased information relevant to

my world area.

That is-not.to.say there are not .some minor problems in deliverinvde-
tailed information within such a format. For example neither Kostiuszka'

nor Pulaski are mentioned and comparisons betweeen 19th century America and

Russia are absent. Nonetheless the role of Russia and Secretary of State
John Quincy Adams are adequately described in relation to the Monroe Doctrine

(pp. 160-161).

One of the strongest aspects of this textbook from this reviewer's area

perspective is the attention paid to a clear explanation of capitalism,

socialism and communism. The efforts of socialist Eugene Debs are not over-
looked (pp. 326-32A) and a "Second Look" section (p. 328) has the students
use a dictionary to define and give examples in their own worlds of all three

systems. Another "Second Look" section (p. 331) asks the students to create
a conversation between Gompers praising capitalism and Debs praising socialism

as the best hope for the American worker. The teacher's guide (pp. 106-107)

provides adequate assistance to the teacher on this subject.

The section in the text itself on ore-1914immigration is satisfactory
ana she exercise which has the students write a 50 word essay on. the settle-
ment of an American family in another country is superb (p. 354). It is an

excellent, example of internationalism that.is not limited to foreign affairs.

The same could be said for the composition of a letter from a young German-

American soldier to his cousin in German (p. 414).

Events in Russia and Yugoslavia in relation to World War I are given ex-

tensive coverage. One "Second Look" (p. 406) deals with the Serbian
assassiantion of Archduke Ferdinand, the Austrian- Hungarian Empire and

Serbian nationalism. Background information is also provided in the teacher's

guide (p. 140). The relation of the 1917 Russian revolution to the war is

noted. One complaint is the inaccurate v'eferenceto Vladimir I. Lenin as

Nikolai Len'n 427).

Coverage of the Russian Revolution of 1917 is Also included in an ex-

tremely well done section entitled "A Time of Far and Panic" (pp. 424-427)
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and Chapter 12 of Part 3 'Red Scare' (pp. 428-430). The intolerance of the
American public toward Communists and anarchists is presented in a detailed
and balanced way, and the Bolshevik activity_in Russia is disculsed.
authors'-abillty-toversohaTiZe the' concepts involved and to sensitize the
students to tpis phenomenon deserves the highest praise. The stress on the
fact that we fear what we do not understand and that specific instances of

_intolerance are not pleasant, but are part of our history (p. 427) is re-
freshing. 'These-same qualities are again displayed in describing McCarthyism
(pp. 561-563). The "Second Look" exercise (p. 563) suggests that the students
compare McCarthyism anclythe post World War I 'Red Scare'.

In discussing immigration to the U.S. in the inter-war period there is
a biographical sketch of Rudolf Serkin, a Jew from Czechoslovakia. Also the
role of Czechoslovakia in the immediate pre-World War II years is covered in
great detail. One excellent exercise (p. 522) has the students react to the
Munich Pact as a Frenchman, a German, an Englishman, and a Czech.

Chapter 1 of Part 4, entitled "Blitzkreig" (pp. 532-534), is yet another
example of a sensitive and historically accurate presentation of an event
relevant to East Europe. In this case the reader witnesses the invasion by
German troops through the dyes of a Polish farmer. The teacher's guide for
this chapter (p. 190) lists nine different circumstances, and for each one
the students are to decide if U.S. intervention is called for. Most of these
examples involve the U.S.S.R., and with Poland's relationship to the Soviet
Union today, this exercise is especially timely. Yet I believe this high
degree of relevance is not accidental. The authors' suggested exercises
address dilemmas present in the human condition, and therefore will always
be timely and not depend on specific current events.

The textbook is adequate on the Soviet Union's part in the defeat of
Hitler and the teacher's guide (p. 193) provides good background data on the
battle of Stalingrad. The'cold war is handled very well with an exercise
on the shift of alliances in the post-war period (p. 545), and discussions
of U.S. and U.S.S.R. ideological differences as well as the large Soyiet war
losses and the establishment of buffer states in East Europe friendly to the
Soviet Union. The authors aglin go beyond foreign relations and have the
students list the first descriptions that come to mind when they hear Soviet
Union, nuclear war, and China (p. 196 of the teacher's guide). The root of
their negative reactions is to be communism.

All the points relevant to U.S. Soviet relations over the last 35 years
are noted. Analysis is provided in exercises for the students on whether
the U.S. should provide aid to allies, even if governed by a dictator (p. 560),
or discAsing Nixon's moves to ease the tensions of the cold war (p. 223 of
the teacher's guide). This latter exercise is of exceptional utility.

There are other excellent examples which I have omitted for lack of space,
but in general this was the best textbook I have read for its unbiased and
informative presentation of the Soviet Union and East Europe. I rate it as
excellent.
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Reviewer #I1

America: Americal.
Scott, Foresman.IT.,22.1.1. Fr : 4.7

.1

The title America! America! is taken from Mary Antin's 1894 autobio-

-7------- graphical -bookliERT11577WiTiFi ti bn-tb-the United-Stat-e-syllyer-Promised-tand-.-------

However the enticing anticipation that this textbook will present an inter-

national perspective on U.S`.' history remains substantially unfulfilled.

While there are several outstanding parts dealing with the Soviet Union and

the contents are presented fairly, AMerica's history is still viewed through

our eyes alone.

The principle reason for the general neglect of the Soviet Union and

Eastern Europe is the fact that almost 75 percent of the contents deals with

the pre-1900 period. This is a handicap in presenting material+on the Soviet

Union since the history of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. intersect most frequently

in the 20th century.

While there is no mention of the contributions of Kosciuszko nor ulaski

in the American Revolutionary Wahl, there is an excellent presentation (pp. 269-

270) on "Russian America". The crossing of the Bering Straits and the establish-

ment and later sale of Fort Ross is well done and appreciated. The query at

the end of Chapter 17, "What Do You.Think?", number 1, asking what might have

happened if Russia did not relinquish its claims.in North America is interesting.

One of the strongest aspects of the textbook is its focus on immigrititn.

The 'Teaching Ideas' section has two particuarly good exercises relating to
this issue. For Chapter 7 (p. 613) the students are asked to relate early

colonial immigration to contemporary Russian immigration to Israel or the

U.S. (Note that it should have read Soviet or Soviet Jews, not Russian.)

Also for Chapter 9 (p. 615) the students are to discuss the problems of non-

e English speakin§ minority cultures and how they might conflict with the

majority culture in the U.S. today. This is a rare example of international

studies that extends beyond foreign affairs and is indeed welcomed.

However comparisons with Soviet or East European societies for other

issues of U.S. history is not continued. For example this textbook is generally

strong on personalizing history and stressing the Folt of non-elites, and

Chapter 30 ('Workers-and the Workerls Movement') is an excellent piece of socio-

economic history. This would have been a logical place to intergrate a dis-

cussion on socialism, communism and capitalism. Unfortunately this was not

the case,

The political events in Europe leading to World War I is generally good.

The Russian Revolutions i'n 1917 are given adequate attention. However it does

state (p. 576) that a revolution swept Russia in the spring of 1917. The

revolutions took place in February/March and October/November. Also there

is an excellent "Think About It" question (p. 576) which asks the students to

consider now the Russian 'Revolution affected the course of World War I. The

15robleM.Ts that the InforMatTbd*prOvided in th9 teacher's edition is sparse.

on this issue. There''is no ctgscription of Lenin, Communism, etc. in either

the textbook, or the teacher's edition. This same problem exists in answering

the 'TeacnirJj ineas' (p. 647) question number 7, i.e. explain vihy the allies

were opposedk to the 1917 Russian Revolution and a separate peace with Germany

and their intervention on the side of the White Russians in the Russian Civi.;

War. Good exercises like this are rendered useless unless the teacher happens
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to have an in-depth knowledge of the event.

tantra.St., this t-exibook is- unique in discussing the American aid to
the Soviets in 1920-21 famine, the recognition of the U.S.S.R. by the U.S.
in 1933, and the 1939-Nazi-Soviet Pact. Also the events of World War II are
given adequate notice.

Chapter 47, "The Cold War", deserves special note. The authors state
that the basic source of antagonism between the U.S. and U.S.S.R. stems from
the fear of communism and its goal to destroy capitalism. lbe marginal notes
warn the teacher that the students should be-clear op- the differences between
communism and capitalism. This difference, and the bifference between
socialism and capitalism, should have been described in the textbook iteself.

However the debate on the "Soviet Actions in Postwar Years" (pp. 638-39)
should receive the highest prate. The relating of the huge Soviet war losses
and the fact that the U.S.S.R. had been invaded three times from the West
(Napoleon, World Wars I and II) to the perceived Soviet need for a buffer zone
of friendly East European communist nations is long over due in 'our textbooks.
The argument is balanced by the presentation of a counter argument that the
Soviet take over of Easte-n Europe was simply part of the anti-capitalist de-
signs of the Soviet leaders. I can only hope that this could serve as a model
for other textbooks on this subject.

The notes for the teachers in the margins on these pages are also excellent
in that they are both factually correct and could easily lead to stimulating
classroom discussions.

The extension of the cold war issue finds that Eisenhower's role is down-
played and Kennedy, and later Nixon are highlighted. I believe that Eisenhower's
meeting with Khrushchev and the discovery of the U-2 spy mission should be
given greater emphasis in this section of the book.

The 'Teaching Ideas' for the teachers (p. G52) asks why do Americans
fear communism, and would this fear exist if we understood what communism
really is. Another good suggestion in the 'Evaluating Objectives' section
is that the students write an editorial for a small town newspaper attacking
or supporting McCarthyism.

The 'Teaching Ideas' for Chapter 47 (p. G53) has the students list
the in points of communism and capitalism. It is important that this be
done. There are other worthwhile suggestions relating to the Soviet Union
on this page.

Despite some omissions, I am favorably ipressed with the general tenor
of the book and consider it to be of excellent quality.



Reviewer 4/1I

Let Freedom Ring
silver Burdett

The textbook is recommended for its full, rich content, its excellent

ideas and background_infdrmation suPPlied in_ the margins for teacher$i and

for-the-Ouality of its maps, pictures, etc. Thut:It is extremely disappoint-

ing to observe that one of the stated objectives, the need "to develop
international understanding: (p. 14) is not met in relation to the Soviet

Union and East Europe.

The book draws a comparison to the Soviet Union while studying the early

19th century history of the U.S. The activities for Unit 3, Number 4 (p. 232)

havethe students write a newspaper story describing the election of a woman

to the U.S. Congress and a man to the Supreme Soviet. Sufficient background

information is provided and the exercise is to be lauded.

This excellent idea is followed by an 'Extension/Enrichment' project
(p. 270), having some students report on frontier activity in Russia and
other large countries wh4ch addresses a comparison that is begging to be made.

Also the accompanying Social Studies Skills book, which is proportionally more
international than theT6R711WficliTrEiii student identify the country with

a 1917 worker's revolution and is identified by a hammer and sickle. In fact

the only problem I had with the pre-civil war part of the text is that

neither Kosciuszko nor Pulaski were mentioned.

However the omissions begin in the second half of the book and continue

to the end. Socialism is not mentioned in connection with the early American
worker's movement and there is no attempt to draw comparisons with the Soviet
situation in the chapters dealing with business, industrialization, urbaniza-
tion, etc. Of course this is an oversight common in all U.S. textbooks.

Continuing forward in time the student is not told that World War I began

in Serbia, nor of the Russian Revolution and its role in World War I, nor of

the post-war 'Red Scare' in the U.S., nor of the 1939 Nazi-Soviet pact, nor of

the phenomenon of McCarthyism. With such holes missing from the fabric of

U.S. history, I find it hard to believe that the students could develop any-
thing approaching_an understanding _of. the Soviet Union or Ea. Europe. .

I was very disappointed that there were no activities for Unit 7 (National

Interest) that dealt with the.Soviet Union. Also the Cold War issues are .

presented in a biased fashion. For example the book notes the Soviet rejection

of the American plan for control of nuclear weapons before the first Soviet

bomb is exploded in 1949, but they fail to consider the Soviet Union's huge war

losses and their need for a friendly buffer zone with the West.

Unit 7 begins on a sound basis by establishing the basic goals of foreign

policy pd a comparison of isolationism and expansionism. However the post-

World War ii 'containment' policy i weak, and seems to rely on an "Extension/

Enrichment: project 504) in wh ch.the students3are to read David

Dallin's nice on con inment'.

,A
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Generally the immigration from East Europe is given adequate attention. The
work of Louis Adamic, a Slovenian immigrant to the U.S.? is part of a

--particularly good-chapter, *what is An -Ameican?"'

In addition to the small point that I would prefer to see Romania
spelt with an 'o' as opposed to lu'l I want to stress my overall disa-
ppointment with the exclusion of Sovet and East European material. in the
second. hall' of the-textbook. A 0.S. history textbook that fails to explain
Communism or ignores McCarthyism is deficient. Finally there is my standard
complaint that this textbook like most others, fails to present U.S. history
and society in a global perspective. The lens we are using to view ourselves
are of our own making, and our story is not sufficiently related to the rest
of the world except in the most obvious areas of foreign affairs.

Therefore I suggest that this textbook is only good, but not excellent. 4



Summary of Findings

Russian and East European Studies

The most obvious initial statement to be-made is that the U.S. history
textbooks surveyed by this reviewer were not committed to offering an inter-
national focus. The authors appear_to refleettthe post-Vietnam mood of the
American public in looking inward in. order tO examine the American character.
These results are some excellent presentations concerning American values,
the growth of our cities, the impact of technology, the important role of
women and ethnic minorities,.etc. However, the inclusion of material re-
levent to foreign cultures and people in general

t
and Russa;' The SO4iBt

Union, and East Europe in particular is neglected. I firmly believe that ---
an international focus to a U.S. history textbook written for students
living in an increasingly interdependent world is essential, and that a sub-
stantial part of that focus should be on thp Soviet Union and East Europe.

With that introduction I am sadden to report the only area in which
the Soviet Union receives adequate coverage is in the sections dealing
specifically with formal state relations. Thus Russia's role in the
formation of the Monroe Doctorine, our purchase of Alaska, World Wars I
and-II; and especially its post-1945 advisory position vis-a-vis the U.S.
are all noted in the textbooks. However, international comparison which
would deepen the students' knowledge of America and simultaneously provide
them with a more global focus are not made.

The opportunity to compare and contrast the slavery of Black Americans
and the RUssian.serf in terms of racial and religious differences with their
masters, their emancipations in 1861, and their impact on future political and
economic developments is lost. The analysis of Aperica's multi-ethnic popu-
lation in relation to other nations, particularly,the Soviet Non, in terms
of discrimination, territorial control, linguistic variants, rates of assim-
lation, etc., is not made. The textbooks also do not relate the process of
settling of our Western frontier to that of Siberia or other large nations..
Finally, there is almost a unanimous exclusion of the emmigration of Soviet
Jews in the 1970's. This could be easily integrated into the rather extensive
coverage given to immigration to the U.S.

Some textbooks provide the student with at least a general statement
concerning the basics of either socialism or communism. All should compare
the U.S. free enterprise capitalist system to the state directed e' Aomies
of socialistic governments, yet very few do. The forms of socialib found

in Poland, Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union would be exceilent exampl with

which to develop a full discussion of socialism.

The role or the 1917 Russian Revolution in World War I was often only
weakly described and the Soviet Union's important role in World War II is

not given sufficient attention. Extending this discussion of military and
Political matters into the formation of the cold war, I feel that only a

few textooks present a balanced narrative.

the proLlem of balance is twofold. First negative value-laden form
must be avoided, and this is done by more than half the textbooks. The

second prof' ., less overt and involves the author's openmindedness and

2j



commitment to both sides of the issues. This is less frequently done and the
results are often that all the points where the paths of the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. intersect in the post-war era are noted in relatively neutral-forms,
but the Soviet side is not heard. This in turn causes the readers to
be left, without an understanding of the Soviet view and unable to fully develop
their social science skills.

The general treatment of the nations of East Europe is one that portrays
them as appendages of the Soviet Union. Most textbooks treat them as separate
identities when discussing pre -1914 immigration to the U.S., but find it
difficult after World War II. This 'lumping' could 6e averted with an extended
discussion of the variantsof parallels between labor unions and
Yugoslav self-management , or a comparison of U.S. films, poets, etc., with
those of East Europe. This can and should be done without ignoring Soviet
military dominance of the region.

In conclusion while I would prefer some spelling change be made (Tsar,
instead of Czar, Romania instead of Rumania, and certainly V. I. Lenin instead
of Nikolai Lenin), I cannot state that I.found an abundance of outdated
terminology nor inaccurate facts. The problem is not one of poor ,textbooks
as much as a failure to accept internationalism as central to the story of
U.S. history.



The story of the Amerion heoole sannet .y

sealed enviroment which 15 imoarviov. to external forccs t

people who, with the important exception of the A-le/ic.11
. .% IN; .

other lands, and whose values here influenced by the r.uitueo,
etc., of other nations. The 'Inited States has been dir,!ctl
actions of ocher nations, and in the nuclear avn it is

to imagine any aspect of American life that does no in sort- w,ly

non-U.S. actor. Nonetheless most of the U.S. histr:.'y 1,ht.r
high students remain intro.tert:ed ans.1 provincial. It

aut!)or.i o. our history textbooks reflect thi:,
it as a goal in their stated objectives.

The nexttask is to establish a workable frztfework in which
important international concepts, events, etc., are to be di.:;cussei an(.'
analyzed. The successful framework will not ignore foreign bohcy and pclitral
history, but will fit the total fabi*ic of the history (%f the :,Lori an peor,l;!

within the context of international studies. This will 1,-egoirz: mlree

comr.risons to foreign societies and a narrative that relates to tr.y cultur,.?.
economy, politics,.ete., of these peoples in a manner the.. gc7s bev:'nd :he
limits of foreign affairs.

it
I feel thlt tnere are many places in U.S hii.Jry teftti.u!-; L16?

sichniHcantly benefit from comparisons with, or discussions co' Kussic..
Scvie :nic- and the nations of Fastorn Europe. Sore exau.ales ,ou!d ittc.H!
tin. presentation of our Revolutionary Way within the context of oth::-
revolutions. and corLainly tilt 1917 Russiir. Revolut!on. A c,:.!;:,-,rt7...r ).

;4;1E1-Icon s;ov,,ry and Russian serfdom oulJ he instructive uno )h .

The siri'larits and dissimilarities of such variables as race, relif,ion, music
circumstances of emancipation, and affect on futu..2 ond
develow&nts could be drawn. Also the 'Manifest Desijny' of ti.t-
the Rusin push into Siberia would aid in the study of georaohv
comparative values.
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Reviewer #12

American: History for Today.

Ginn and ComAny

This textbook devotes approximately two pages to the
Middle East. The context is within a discussion of the
"Cold War," and therefore the area is only dealt with in
this one perspective.

Nasser, the Suez Crisis in 1956,xati.-rhe Eisenhower
Doctiine are briefly discussed,,c-Nasser is portrayed as "an
ambitious man" who "fttfted" with the atisians, .British and
Americans in order to receive funding with which to build
the Aswan Dam (the name is not used in the instructional
materials but is referred, to as "a high dare). Events are
seen as the result of "revenge," "double-dealing," and fear.

Eisenhower is portrayed as a fair leader, however, and
is shown to have made even his "special friends" withdraw
after the invasion of Egypt by the French, British, and Is
rael. The Eisenhower Doctrine is discussed briefly, and an
example is given of its use in Lebanon shortly thereafter.
Thetembook indicates, however, that the Eisenhower 'Doctrine
was not successful for\two reasons, which further support
the "Cold War" emphasis, I.e., that "Communists rarely fight
in the open," and "work underground and under cover."

This textbook Ls inadequately written from the point of
view of understanding the peoples, culture, and history of
the Middle East, and falls short in its effort to relate
American involvement in the Middle East in contemporary
times as well. The obvious "Cold War" bias places the Egypt-
ians in the camp of the enemy, the Soviet Union, and makes
Nasser appear an opportunist rather than a world leader. It
would be extremely difficult for a teacher with little hack-
4round in Middle East history and politics to use this tt!xt-
.,)ook adequately for a discussion of the Middle East. A
student would find it difficult to comprehend the meaning of
some of the very generalized statements and opinions about
the Suez Crisis, since so little fact is presented.

There is no mention of the Egyptian people, their i:uit-
ure, beliefs, customs, and religion which would lead to an
understanding of this important area or any other country of
the Middle East. Phis text does little to promote undertandi
of America's position in the world excopt dt:tine the world
in terms of good guys and had guys.

4
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Reviewer / /12

America, Its People and Its Values

Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich

This textbook attempts to'include material on the Middle
East in a variety of frameworks. It deals with the early 19th
centip war over the "Barbary Pirates," touches on German
interests in the Middle East during the first and second World
Wars, and briefly discusses the contemporary history of the
Middle East in regard to the Arab-Israeli Crisis, the Suez
Canal, and problems over oil and energy.

The textbook mentions Algiers in the context of the
American merchant activities in the Mediterranean during the
1800's, as well as the states of Morocco, Algiers, Tunis and
Tripoli. Unfortunately, the perspective is totally from
the standpoint of the American government's policy of "gun-
boat" diplomacy and its success in raising its world standing
through such activities abroad.

It only very briefly mentions the oil wealth of the
Middle East in the context of German interest in the area
during the two world wars, and makes no attempt to foster an
understanding of the situation from the perspective of the
Middle Eastern countries.

In discussing Israel and its creation in 1948, the
textbook gives very sketchy and often inaccurate information.
It describes Palestine as an entity "under the"control" of
Britain, omitting any historical information on the Balfour
Declaration and the mandate which was given to Britain follow-
ing World War I. It says that Palestine was divided into
Jordan and Israel, which it was not, and does not even
mention the United Nations Partition Plan or the reason why
so many refugees were created following Israel's recognition
as a state.

Similarly, the discussion of the Suez Canal Crisis omits
any mention of the basic facts which would give a student the
historical perspective necessary to understand this event. No
mention is made of the history of French and British interests
in the area. Likewise, little background is given to the 1973
oil boyc.rt h. the Arab members of the Organization of Petrol-
eum Exp,)r7tn Countries.
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Reviewer 1/12

We the Pen le: A History of the United States

D.C. Heath and Company

This textbook emphasizes the importance of the Middle
East in the context of pre-twentieth century history. The
Muslints.as a people are introduced in the perspective of
the Crusades, when the Europeans coming from medieval Europe
were amazed at their riches and luxurious way of life.

Commerce is emphasized, and the Europeans are shown
to have had an interest in proActs such as "jewels, perfumes,
silks, rugs, and spices." But new ideas are also empha-
sized as a commodity which the Europeans found worthwhile
for export to medieval Europe. The emphasis of these instruc-
tional materials is totally on the trade which evolved
between the East and West during the time of the Crusades.

Although of importance to the general scope of world
history, this aspect of the Muslim culture is one of only
many significant topics which an American history textbook
should address. No kaition is made of the kinds of ideas
exported to the West, of the many Muslim philosophers who
transmitted ideas from the Greek and RomaRphilosophers and
mathematicians, and who added their own contributions in the
realms of science, mathematics, and phil phy.

Since these instructional materials co
on the medieval period, one would have thought that the
ethnics, customs, and religious beliefs of the Muslims would
have also been discussed. Unfortunately, they are not.

In order to have a comprehensive analysis of the
Middle Eastern countries and cultures in this textbook, one
would have to cover such modern topics as the contributions
of the Ottoman Empire in the 16th through early 20th centur-
ies, the colonial period in the Middle East, and the geo-
political importance of Middle Eastern countries in the
twentieth century. Unfortunately, none of these are mentioned
in this textbook.
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Reviewer #12

The American Wax

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

In this textbook, the Middle East and Cuba are linked in
the arrangement of vie textbook chapter headings and also
in the subject matter emphasis: as examples of the "Cold
War." The readet is immediately given the impression that
the Arab countries are divided into the good ones worthy of
American support and the bad ones, those who deal with the
Soviet Union foi military and technological support.

The textbook uses the terms "revolutionary" and "non-
revolutionary" to differentiate between these two groups.
The Arab countries who, according to the textbook, "claimed"
to be revolutionary are Egypt, Iraq, and Syria; those who
were non-revolutiOnary (presumably from the evaluation of
the authors) are Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Lebanoq, and Iran.

Opposed to all of these revolutionary and non-revolution-
ary Arab states (Ixan.ofcvurse is not an Arab state), is
Israel whom the United Sta supports at, aitlemocratie nation!'
These instructional materials state the "The Arab states
believed that Israel had no right to form a state in land that
they claimed belonged to the Arab Palestinians." The text-
book gives no historical data to the reader about who the
Palestinians might be and for what reasons they might feel
this way. No mention is made of the British mandate for
Palestine, the United Nations Partition Plan, nor of the
reasons for Palestinian nationalism.

The Eisenhower Doctrine, whit.h was to support non-Commu-
nist nations in the Middle East is seemiusly negated by the
stated desire of the Arab states, particularly the revol.:tionary
states, to destroy the "democratic state of Israel."

It would be important in a discussion of these modern
issues to give sA historical basis for the generalizations
made about these Middle Eastern countries, including Isr ael.
It is dIffi:ult t: ,;.:c how in; cttIdent unders:and the
information :n this textbook without some support from his
her teacher 1:1 the W3V of mor, f3,..tual, detailed ,.h



Reviewer #12

America's Story

Houghton-Mifflin Company

This textbook attempts to define the Muslims as a
people and as members of a religious group. It also di'cusses
European feelingaof dislike for Muslims during the time
of the Crusades, and mentions the importance of trade
between the Muslims and the European states in the Middle
Ages. In the contemporary sphere, it deals with the esta-
blishment of Israel, of the United States' support of
Israel, and discusses the role of the Soviet Union in the
Middle.East.

In the description of the Muslim peoplesduring the
Middle Ages, the term "Saracens" is used extensively. "Mo-
hammedanism" is used as a word which is synonomous with Islam,
and the parallel is drawn between the role of Christ in
Christianity and Muhammed in "Mohammedan.sm" or Islam. This
shows the lack of understanding on the part of the textbook
authors of the true meaning of the term. The statement that
"The Saracens in Arabia believed that the religion taught
by Mohammed was the only true religion," is another serious
mistake.

The Christians, who according to the text are not
believers in the true religion of Mohammedianism, are "aroused"
against theSaracens for two reasons: first because they
disliked being conquered by anyone, and secondly because
Palestine was holy to the Christians and the Saracens had
conquered it. A discussion of the Crusades throughout the
11th century follows, depicting the Crusaders as enthusiastic
knights following chivalrous ideals. No mention is made of
the role of primogeniture in urging well-born sons of nobelmen
to seek their fortunes in the Holy Land, since estates by law
anc custom went to the eldest sons only; nor of various
other less idealistic factors which played a role in the pheno-
mena of the Crusades.

Trade through the Arabian gulf, Red Sea, and the Medi-
terranean is discussed, with the Italians being assigned the
role of "middlemen."

In more .,ntorrorlr: irh!-;, the intervening rolo ':hc

-_))-
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Middle EasLern countries in the affairs of the West being
completely ignored, the cold war is the topic under which
the Middle East is again mentioned. The Arab states are
depicted as the aggressor nations fighting against Israel's
"right to exist." No mention is made of the period which
preceded the establishment of Israel and of the position of
the Arab nations,,if not the Palestinians. A short refer-
ence is made to the colonial peKiod when Western nations
influenced the Middle Eastern countries, which produced a
feeling of distrust of the West in general. The Soviet
Union is seen as taking advantage of this situation to be-
friend the Arab states to help them industrialize, and an
example is given of the Soviet Union's support of the Aswan
Dam project.

The Eisenhower Doctrine is briefly discussed, with empha.
sisplaced on America's containment of Communism as the
rationale for the Doctrine. Mention is made of its appli-
cation in Lebanon when United States marines were landed
on Lebanon's shore, but no factual data is given as to who
asked for this help or what factors were involved in the
situation.

The Arab-Israeli wars in 1967 and 1973 are portrayed as
showing the bitter relations between the Arab countries and
Israel, but no information is given as to what actually
occurred to bring these forces into confrontation. In the
same light, the oil embargo in 1973 is depicted as a black-
mail attempt, but little discussion is given of the situation.

It would be helpful if some of the very generalized
statement; made in this text could be supported by factual
information, showing the reasons for the Arab Countries' and
Israel's dogmatic positions. Some understanding of the cult-
ure, customs, and history of these nations should have been
presented to the reader.
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Two Centuries of P-ngrEss: United States History

Laidlaw Brothers

In this textbook, one sentence is devoted to trade
in "Asia, Africa, and the Middle East," and another to the
first World War, when armies "would clash in Europe, in the
Middle East, and Africa."

The major emphasis is placed on the contemporary periodin the Middle East, and the role of the Soviet Union.
Although seemingly not substantiated by the statements,
that follow, the instructional materials gilt' 1456'as-the
date when the Soviets first made real "ga in he Mid41.0,-'
East. Egypt is seen as angry at the UTT4r. States and
Britain, but no reason is given for this anger. and the
subsequent takeover of the Suez Canal. The canal is said
to be "owned" by the British and French stockholders, althoughno mention is made of the lease of the canal which was due
to expire in 1968. When French, British and Israeli troopsidyaded Egypt the textbook indicates that the United Nationswollked out a truce. The topic ends with the comment "Commun-
ism made gains in many Arab states because the Soviet Unionhad backed Egypt."

When the textbook mentions the Arab-Israeli war in 1967,
it indicates that the Soviet assistance did not help the
Arab states very much. No mention is made of American
assistance to Israel. The 1973 conflict is mentioned in
passing, and the United Nations, the Soviet Union, and the
United States are given the credit for stopping the fighting.
This kind of information is too generalized to enable a
student to comprehend the siteation with any degree of
understanding.

Although these instructional materials make an attemptto cover some very important pericdsin Middle East history,
they do so in a sketchy and inadequate manner, with such
a degree of "rightness" and "wrongness," in the light of
cold war mentality, that the inevitable result is confusion
on the part of the reader.

It would be important to rewrite these sections and givemore than generalizations and one-sided opinions. Some mentionof the religion, culture and customs of the Middle East countrieswould be of benefit in promoting student understanding of this
important part of the world.
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Reviewer #12

The Free and the Brave

Rand McNally and Company

This textbook covers a fairly broad range of topics
relating to the Middle East. It deals with the role of
the Muslims in the Crusades, the 19th century pirate raids
on American trading vessels in the Mediterranean, the
Arab-Israeli conflict, and the role of oil in the Middle
East.

It discusses the Holy Wars, Crusades, fought by European
Christians to free Jerusalem from the Muslims, but in defining
exactly where these struggles took place geographically, re-
fers to the area as "Southwest Asia," and places the time
chronologically in the period "from the 1000's to the 1200's.
The Europeans are not said to have brought anything new
from the East, either inintellectual thought or fields of
learning.

Algeria, Tripoli, Tunis, and Morocco are mentioned as
the areas involved in the pirate raids along the Mediterran-
ean coastal waters against American ships. The instructional
materials consider these attacks seriout>cause.they hurt
trade and because "the attacks were insults to our country.
The Ametican people were very upset every time they found out
about them." The picture is painted of the Mediterranean
states being in the wrong because of wanting ranson money
and 'protection money' from the Americans to protect the
shipping lanes, and the American President, Jefferson, is
seen as a man of peace who only invaded the port of Tripoli
because he realized that "only force would convince the
Barbary pirates." The American lieutenant who carried out
the raid is portrayed as a brave American hero. No mention
is made Jf the situation from the perspective of the "Bar-
'iary Coast" states.

In regard to the Arab-Israeli conflict,' containment of
Communism is seen as the over-riding interest of the United
States in seeking a peaceful settlement of the conflict.
On the other hand, Sadat's motivation for his peace inia;,
tive is given as his desire to have a more prosperous Egypt.
A fairl: ! r: description of the recent peace agreement
betweee !,;lt and Israel follows. The position of the other
Arab countries in regard to the agreement is :1(1,icted as
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completely negative, and no mention is made of the reason
for this negative feeling. The position of the Palestinians
'is noticably absent. In order not to have a one-sided per-
spective about these important events it would have been
helpful to present the factors motivating the parties directly
involved. This also applies to the description of the Arab-
Israeli wars, and the statement that the "Arab neighbors had
been trying to destroy" Israel. Some background information
about why they took this stand would be important to a
genuine understanding of the situation.

I

Also, statements which carry a distinct bias do not
help to promote an educated understanding of these very
important questions. The instructional materials give only
the Israeli position that the land was "given to the Jews as
theirs," without providing any data as to why this impression
exists.

Again, in depicting Nasser's position in the Suez Canal
crisis, it is stated that "In 1956 Egypt took control of
the Suez Canal, which was owned by France and Britain."
The canal had been leased and was under the sovereign
jurisdiction of the Egyptian government, and was not there-
fore "owned" by the French or the British. The textbook
concludes with the statement that "the United Nations ended
the conflict before either of the major powers was drawn into
it." The rights of Egypt are seen as less relevant than the
fact that America and the Soviet Union were not entangled.

In discussing the oil embargo by the Arab members of
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, the
major emphasis is placed on the attempt these countries
made to coerce the Western countries to stop.their support
of Israel, and not on the facts of why these countries
should react in this manner.

While it is true that an American history textbook
should see world events in the context of American interests,
it is crucial for an understanding of these events to give
sufficient factual data to the student, and not-Make state-
ments which are based on generalizations, bias and mis-
information.

The textbook gives most of its information on the Middle
East in recent times, yet it is sadly lacking in realiable
data. It should be rewritten with the help of a Middle East
historian and political scientist.
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American Adventures

Scholastic Book Services

This textbook devotes its coverage of the Middle East
to the Arab-Israeli crisis and the oil embargo which
resulted from, according o its information, the Arab States'
attempt to punish the Un ed States, for supporting Israel.
The United States is po rayed as a nation being threatened
by the Arabs, of having, its oil supply cut off at a time
when 'cold weather wal/settling in over much of the U.S."

It is difficult to see how any student reading this
textbook could have any degree of understanding about why
this situation occurred.

It is to be recommended that the editors of this text-
book make an effort to give students a historical perspect-
ive within which to places these statements. Otherwise,
there is no chance for educa4.ng them, ,merely food for further-
ing misunderstanding and resentment between peoples.

(



Reviewer /112

America: America:

Scott, Foresman and Company

The Middle East is described in this textbook solely on
the basis of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Politically, it is
seen as part of the over-all danger which the United States
seeks to defuse. The energy crisis is also seen as part of
this conflict situation.

Unfortunately, the textbook do'es not give accurate factual
data on the topic of the creation of the state of Isre It

indicates that the United Nations divided-the Palest e "area"
into two countries, Isreal and Jordan. The Unit Nations 1
Partition Plan for Palestine, which was unde ritish Mande e
following World War I, divided it into sectors, one Jew
and the other Palestinian. The textbeb then states that "
Arabs did not want to leave Isral-Ind have the surrounding
territories included in the 9.o1 Jewish state." The war betwefn
Jews and Arabs which ensyed after the British pull-out of itt9
troops following the failure of the Parition Plan, left two
factions which came into conflict. The Arab-Palestinian
inhabitants of Palestine could not leave "Isreal" when it had
not yet been recognized as a state.

Bias is seen in the description of the S viet Union's role
and that of the United States in supporting t e two factions
in the four wars which ensued after the estab ishment of Isreal.
The instructional materials state that "the United States supported
the Israelis and the Soviet Union usually encouraged the Arabs."
No other information on these tuportant conflicts, as to what
started them, how they were supported by the various powers, and
the factors which brought them to a temporary end, are indicated.

The role of Kissinger in the Nixon administration is discussed
with regard to the peace-making attempts he made in the Middle East,
and the importance of the Arab members of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries is presented as due to the boycott
of the United States which led to the "energy-crisis."

No discussion of the major reasons or the various historical
factors which led to these very important contemporary events is
given. It would be important to include these materials in future
editions.
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Reviewtr #12

Let Freedom Ring: A History of the United States

Silver Burdett Comport},

This textbook provides a historical background'of the Muslim
people and cultures, beginning with a description of relIgious
tenets, and descr ibing the early conquests through North Africa,
Spain,. and Europe from the seventh century. It emphasizes the
positicn of the Middle East as a world Erode center, and discusses
the contemporary energy crisis and the role played by the Arab
countries.

The textbook gives an accurate definitidn of the religion of
Islam, including phonetic spellings of unfamiliar words trans-
literated from Arabic. Islam is seen In the perspective of the
other two major religions which grew out of the same geographical
area, Judaism and Christianity, and an attempt is made to show
the inter-relationship between all three religions.

The textbook discusses the role of trade with European countries
in dispersing knowledge from the Muslim countries, and the products
which Crusaders saw and brought back from the Middle East. Africa
is emphasized within the context of trade and Middle East culture,
including the export of slaves from Africa through Arabia in the
16th century. Kubla Khan's empire is graphically displayed by a
map showing trade rou_..a in the 13th century.

The reader is introduced to "Two Adventurous Travellers," Marco
Polo and "the Granadian," Al-Hassan lbn Muhammad Al-Wazzan, known
most often as Leo Africanus, the author of The History and Description
of Africa. The authors of this textbook attempt to acquaint students
with the commonality of Western and Eastern exploration and historians
who contributed to the body of knowledge about the world during the
period leading up to the Renaissance in Europe.

-The contemporary period is shown through the perspective of the
-.2nergy crisis in the Middle East and the political instability of these
states it effecting world peace. Although it does not cover these
events in as detailed manner as it ,!oes the historical period, it does
provide ac,urate information in a straight-forward manner, and not
through one perspective of the cold war of within the framework of
bictPrness and hotility which often dominates such discussions.

This,. textbook attempts to do what evoxv textbook should do,
provide -h. n.-.:es-;ary historical, cultural, and political data to
enable a ;:n,!crs,tand the interchange of ideas and thought

1.!,! ieorles ontribut.,,.
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Reviewer #12

Summary of Findings and Recommendations

The information on the Mice East contained in those
ten American history textbooks 1.1., ,enerally inadequate and
misleading. With one exception, this reviewer would not
recommend that any of these textbooks be used in teaching
about the Middle East. This is'due to the following
reasons:

1) Only one of the textbooks reviewed contains a
definition of Islam, the religion of the majority of the
population of the Middle East;

2) With the exception of an ethnocentric perspective
of the Crusades, no information is given on the history of
the Middle Eastern countries themselves;

3) Trade routes sometimes bring in the Middle Eastern
countries, but only within the perspective of the West:

4) Little or no information is given on the culture
of Middle Eastern peoples, and the human commonality is
ignored completely in nine of the ten textbooks:

5) The impact of the Ottoman Empire, its break:p
among the Western Colonial powers following World War 1,
and its importance to contemporary political and economi-
events is ignored;

6) The Arab-Israeli conflict is only referred : :i

the context of wars, bitterness, and hatred, and no atte.71:c
is made to give a historical perspective to the

7) No mention is made of the Palestinians as a
culture, or as an entity, whch is a serious deficien:
they are at the center of the Arab-Israeli conflict:

8) Arab-Americans are completely ignGred he al! !,::
textbooks, and no mention is made of their ,-ontributi.,!1;
to American society;

9) The enerp,y crisis is 61.ime,1 tn,"
while the economi backi,round -Atuati,;:

;
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.Reviewer 013

AMERICAN HISTORY FOR TODAY
Ginn and Company (1977)

FINDINGS

Unlike some American history texts that treat Asia only in a very
limited manner, American History for Today discusses American con-
tacts with quite a fewsian countries: China, Japan, Vietnam,
the Phillippines, Korea, India, Cambodia and Laos. The book even
begins with a description of Asians as America's first settlers
(p.5). Unfortunately, the book's extensive coverage on Asia is
not consistently matched by a high standard of quality.

Throughout. the book, the reader is left too many times with a po-
tentially misleading impression of Asian events. Very often this
is simply caused by the general oversimplification of events and
their causes. For instance, within the context of Western intrusion,
China is merely introduced as "a big country with natural resources.
But it had a hAd government and was tbO weak to defend itself" (p.383).
Such statements, not necessarily wrong in themselves, can never-
theless give a faulty impression that 'China always had bad government,
that the Chinese were incapable of managing their own natural re-
sources. Moreover, this book does not consider whethery not the
weakness ofthe Chinese government constituted an adequate justi-
fication for foreign intrusion.

Sometimes the book gives a faulty impression when it chooses to
emphasize certain factors over okhers without any apparent reason.
The annexation of the Philippines is a good example. The discus-
sion'begins with those Americans in favor of such action, explaining
that "They wanted democracy and better government to go across the
Pacific ocean..." (p.379). Missioaary and merchant interests are
briefly mentioned at the end of he paragraph. Next, the book
considers the opposition who "argued that America had plenty of work
to do at home ti. improve democracy" and a mention that they "were
opposed to the idea of an American empire" completes this paragraph.
It is clear that while factors such as missionary interest, trade
ambition and empire buil..!ing are noted, the book considers the
spreading 01 democracy to be the main issue here without explainine,
why. Perhaps a more even handling of the factors involved would be
'isefl:1 in oncol3ral,,:ng the Student :onider this complex event
more carefull:.

:11 treatment 'apanese iL: e i n iur to the Pacitic ".oar prsvides
danother example -I now the hook plaveq emphasisL Although the

mAin issue her- th. tnternment 4 !apanes Americans, "The
NISP: th heading, `..?:lion. Furthermore, Tht

hot ,r1,;1,!or whether -r not thy.-- internment WA!-1

ti !::at tmc-nl. Arr.eri..ans .er..7::tn, Italian an.i 'ahineqe le-hent.4,



Vagueness is also another reason why the book is sometimes
misleading. For example, the book explains that "after re-
ported attacks by the North Vietnamese on the U.S. Navy in the
Gulf of Tonkin, the United States began to bomb military targets
in North Vietnam" (p. 514). Nowhere does the book attempt to
Consider the actuality of these "reported attacks" (p. 514).
The book is often vague in another way; it tends to use quota-
tion marks to convey skepticism: "Even though they were ciii-
zens, the Nisei were sent to camps as a 'safety measure"
(p. 452), and "They told each other that they were in China
only to trade with the Chinese and 'help' them develop their
country" (p. 383). It is doubtful how apparent the authors' in-
tentions of disowning the ideas in quotation marks are to eighth
graders.

Furthermore, the book contains a number of serious factual mis-
representations. One of these instances describes the Chinese
entry into the Korean War "But a deadly surprise followed. The/
Chinese 'volunteer' troops were waiting for MacArthur's armies
in the mountains of North Korea" (p. 474). First, Chinese
troops joined the war after the United States began bombing along
the Yalu River, they were not waiting in North Korean mountains.
Second, even if the authors_arp not.. aware of the numerous threats
the, Chinese were issuing as the American armies closed upon
their borders, they should have questioned the "surprise" element
since the next section of the book states that "General' ,

MacArthur believed that the best way to win the war in Asia was
to attack China. He wanted permission to bomb Manchurian bases
and blockade the China coast" (p. 474).

Finally, the book uses a number of inappropriate terms. For
Taiwan it uses "Formosa" (p. 467), and China and her people are
referred to as "Communist China" and "Red Chinese" respectively.

RECOMMENUAT IONS

1. Unless the book can be revised to correct the weaknesses

ks60,

discussed abcve, Amurican History for Today is not appro-
priate for general classroom use.
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AMERIr:: ITS PEOPLE AND VALUES
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979

FINDINGS

Regarding its treatment of Asia, this book shows good promise in
its early pages. In discussing Marco Polo's travels, the text
shows Asia as a place Europeans might learn from, and goes on to
say: "In China, Japan, and other parts of Asia, Marco Polo
learned that people everywhere are alike in important ways, but-
they create cultures and civilizations that are different."
(p. 14) Thus early on, the text makes the very important point
that nations are cultures, and that cultures are people. In
line with this, the text does, in many places, attempt to give
Asian perspectives on some issues:

- In discussing the European (and American) carving up of
China, the book notes: "Naturally, the Chinese disliked
these unfair treaties." (p. 674)
- With regards to the U.S. takeover of the Philippines, the
text says: "The Filipinos resisted this decision. It took
three years and 70,000 American troops to force them to
accept American rule. The desire of the Filipinos to govern
themselves had been ignored." (p. 683)

To an extent, then, America: Its People and Values does present
other nations as "equally logical but different" societies with
their own priorities, their own motivations. Yet in spite of
its title, the book does not always depict U.S. goals and
policies clearly. consistently or accurately. The U.S. is often
shown as simply reacting to events thet they actually were .

already deeply involved in:

- Though (I was happy to note) the early clipper trade with
China is described in some detail (pp. 348-349), the obvious
connection between it and the U.S.. desire to maintain an
"Open Door" to China is not pointed cut.

Though the U.S. embargo of "war materials to Japan in 19L,1
is noted (p. 717), it is not shown as the provocation it. in
fact was. Those "war materials" (gasoline, steel, etc.) were
things basic to any industrial society. (The author:, seem
have forgotten how militantly many Americans reacted to the
Arab oil boycott.) Furthermore, and reprehensibly, the tet
uses the loaded term "sn.?.ak att,ck" with re./.,,ards t.. ;'nr;
Harbor. (p. 717)

The text espouses our Cold 'mar "..ontainment
critically; thus our involvement in the Korean
wars is only superficially examined.

The student is not likely to go iwa i r...r thi,
idea that there is. in fact, cnntft.:

I I 9 99,11119,97



with Asia, fiinc the U.S. is too often thipicted as simply .;umP-
ing int.0 the breach after events have begun to unfold.

As tar scholarship and tactual information, there are some high
spots which reflect current research:

a. the text notes that "many members of Chiang (Kai-shek)'s
Nationalist Party were dishonest" (P. 748);

- it is admitte0 that "the government of South Vietnam lost
the support of many of its on people because of its harsh
politics" p. 768 - yet, oddly enough, the text refers, on the
previous page, to "the free nation of South Vietnam") :

and low spots, which overlook recent scholarship:

Perry's forceful approach to Japan - he was, after a.., on a
warship - is characterized as a "request" (p, 675);

friendship is overemphasized as fur motive for the "open
Door" policy toward China (p. 674)

and (a minor point) - the map on page 723 shows Tokyo on the
wrong side of the b-ay.

Several other pointaqirritate,! this reviewer. irle was the use of
the term "Communist China." Unless the text is willing to desig-
aate all ccuntries by their economic systems, it should stick
with "China' or "the People's Republic of China." And why are
::urrcnt trale issue virtullly ignored Also, Y think a more
careiul examinaticn c.t the A-bombing of Japan would he in order.
And flnally, wh': the issue o f racism discussed with regards
to excl:.11,..nist immluation rolit1.7,4*

rher 3 numbvi- :1,.1nts to !!1,! rniarKed on

Thery good 3:71 ..hr' Tor-.
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Reviewer #13

WE THE PEOPLE
D. C. Heath and Company (1977)

PINDINGS

Overall I find this book insulting. This judgment may seem
harsh and unkind, but I want to be frank. We have known for
sometime that there is differential treatment of social studies
materials for different groups, e.g. urban non-white versus
suburban white. The pioneering study in this area was done by
Edgar Litt ("Civic Education, Community Norms, and Political In-
doctrination," American Sociological Review, vol. 28 (1963),
pp. 69-75). Basically, what Litt found was that blacks and
other disadvantaged groups by extension get a different version
of civics and civic participation than do their counterparts in
the suburbs.

What does this have to do with a review of Asia/Asian dimension
of this textbook? Well, this is a textbook for low readers. The
vocabulary is kept simple, and many words are underlined. There
is nothing wrong with this, and it is not what I find objection-
able. What I find objectionable is the fact that complex
historical events are reduced to absurdity. Simple vocabulary
is one thing; simplistic explanations and flag-waving are another.
I doubt that this criticism applies to the Asian dimension of
the textbook alone, but my task is limited to Asia.

I'm not sure why Marco Polo receives sucifi extensive treatment in
an American history textbook, nearly four pages by my count (see
pp. 34-38). This is unprecedented in my experience with
American history textbooks. I don't think the reason has much
to do with American history. t think it has mire to do with the
notion that interesting stories will be attract!ve to the low
reader6. There is nothing wrong with this, though one might
have hoped for similar length of treatment on topics more directly
rulated to the American experience.

an% ,:ase, the interesting stories open every section of the
text. We have .)ne about the Korean War (pp. 478-479) and one
a!sout tt.: dropping of the A-Bomb on Hiroshima(pp. 372-z73).

interehting thing about the Korean War story for me is the
fa,, that ! ,upplY a Chinese story which tells the same



story with reversed roles, e.g. the Chinese hero against the
American hordes. The story is pure comic book in both cases,
and does not develop any understanding of the underlying
cause's of the war. It's just good guys vet, a bad guys, or a
closer parallel, cowboys versus Indians.

I was intrigued that the authork chose to. highlight the dropping
of the A-bomb. Here was a major historical issue worth tackling.
However, it falls short of the mark. It does not indicate any
controversy around the decision to drop the bomb. And secondly,
as is true throughout the text, it gives no indication what an
Asian, in this case, Japanese, perspective might be on the matter.
Though people exist In this text, they are not Asians (even
Marco Polo was European) with a perspective on events different
from our own.

One section of the text (aside from Marco Polo) deals extensively
with Asia. Most sections, including the treatment of Vietnam,
are handled in two or three sentences. N6 problems of analysis
here. However, pp. 480-82 raise a series of very important ques-
tions: How did the Cold War Spread to Asia? Why did China be -..
come Communist? Why did Japan not become Communist? How was
Communism kept out of South Korea? Where did,Communism remain
a danger in isia? These questions are handled in approximately
two pages of text. After a promising start on the conditions in
Asia that underlay the spread of Communism (p. 440), the text
drifts into absurdities and non-sequiturs. "When World War II
ended in 1945," we are told, "China was too weak to protect it-
self." From what, one may ask. "Communist China was called Red
China," we are told. By whom, one may ask.

Basically this is a Cold Was. tract. There is no notion of the
U.S. role in Asia as an imperialist power. We're just in there
to help, whether it be in the Philippines, Vietnam, or Korea.
It's a hard textbook to accept in a post-Vietnam era.

REOOMMENDATION

1. 1 recommend that this textbook not be used.



Reviewer 1113
THE AMERICAN WAY
Holt, Rinehart and Winston (1979)

FINDINGS

In terms of its/ treatment of Asia and Asians,.. this textbook
is not without its redeeming qualities. For example, its
treatment of Filipino resistance to Arderican colonization
(P. 532) is quite refreshing. However, in some cases, the
Asia dimension of this textbook receives poor marks. Most
offensive is its handling of Americans' inability to distin-
guish the various parties in the Vietnamese civil war: "The
North Vietnamese troops were hard to spot. To the Americans
they looked and acted like the allies in South Vietnam."
'(p. 687) The notion that this might be-true in any civil war,
including our own, has escaped the author's attention. One is
left with blatant racism of the "we can't tell 'em apart" variety.

The problem is an underlying lack of analysis on the author's
part, which results in an absence of any frame of reference,
from which complex events can be understood. In fairness, the
textbook hints at two major themes in these relationships,
imperialism and racism, but never confronts. them.

Despite its. own, perhaps unconscious racism, \as cited above, the
book actually performs better on this toncept than the other.
Some attempt is made to deal with all of the following topics:
the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 (p. 490), the "Gentleman's
Agreement" with Japan of 1907 (pp. 563-564), and the Japanese
"relocation" camps of WWII (P. 642). But even in these cases,
the treatment is uneven. The racial significance of the Chinese
Exclusion Act is ignored, with economic reasons being highlighted.
The handling of the Japanese exclusion is much better. Under a
section headed, "Race and Foreign Policy" (P. 563), one gets a
strong notion of the Japanese reaction to such treatment; this
dimension should be applauded.

Similarly, the dropping of the A-Bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
(p. 643) is treated as an incident without controversy. Under
the heading of "Finishing the War Against Japan," we are given
only a single view of the decision to drop the bombs, without a
hint that there were other views about the decision. At least
such issues ere treated, other issues, such as the underlying
causes of the Pacific War and the specific events leading up to
Pearl Harbor, are nearly nonexistent.

But the more basis omission is of any concept linking; America',;
involvements in Asia, particularly after 1898. site hook mention,
colonialism once (p. 663), ironically in the context of Communi-:t
attempts to stem it. But neither colonialism nor imperialigari
are confronted in this textbook, nor do they nppear in the index
or the glossary. (Not that we should have much ,-onfidenco 1 1

glossary which defines communi.'m As "A -iVStem .)t e'VcrtIPle!lt !!



which everything is owned by the government," (p. 709). One
section, entitled "America Expands Overseas: Bigness in Foreign
Policy" approaches the notion of imperialism, but stops far
short. Fhe inadequacy of the treatment is then demonstrated
in the case of the "Open Door" Policy (p. 533). We are told
that the significance of the Boxer Rebellion was that "trade
with the West was kept open." It is from the cloth of such
interpretations of history that major U.S. errors in foreign
policy towards Asia are made.

There are other lesser errors in the book that should be men-
tioned in passing. Marco Polo's book (r. 37) was not received
in Europe with all the acceptance that is indicated here.
There is al notion of Japan's reaction to Perry (p. 411). The
use of the Portuguese word "Formosa" for Taiwan (e.g., p. 654)
is offensive. The idea that "in 1959 China took control of
Tibet" ignores the fact that China had in fact been in control
of Tibet and was suppressing a revolt encoutaged by the
religious leaders there. (p. 663). The sentence that the
"Vietnamese in the south agreed with the Americans" (p. 664)
is misleading. More correctly, the Vietnamese in power agreed
with the Americans. The handling of the Tonkin Gulf Incident
(p. 687) is historically inaccurate. There is now reasonable
evidence that the event did not occur as described by the
U.S. government.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. The treatment of the Vietnam War and the Vietnamese should
be revised to reflect the civil war nature of the event.
Racist: passages should be deleted.

Racism in U.S. dealings with Asia should be dealt with
more -,:onsistentiy, as it was in the case of the
"Gentleman's Agreement" with !apan.

1. The imprialist/colonialist nature of foreign poli,:y
in Asia should not be ignored. Events like CIA! Boxer
Uprising and the Open Door P-)licy do nor make sen,;e In
their current treatment in this textbook.

:reatmr Attntlor to
inclac:ed. A c;)od

of i iii inv reaction

the perhpmctives -1 Asian-;
examplm tr,:lt7ent
to U.S.

treatment -,,hould he as...,riet! ,ter

he nat_rt- I 7 1; .
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Reviewer #13

THIS IS AMERICA'S STORY
Houghton-Mifflin (1978)

FINDINGS

This Is America's Stork contains substantial but bad coverage
of America's contact with Asian countries. It opens with sec-
tions about Marco Polo in China and the Europeans stumbling
upon the Americas while,looking for China and India. Thereafter,
the text tends to only emphasize periods of conflict between
America and Asian nations while seldom discussing other periods
or methods of relations. Furthermore, the text often super-
ficially analyzes those conflicts which it does present while
also glossing over the issues that Americans faced during
these crises.

To their credit, the authors have provided numerous maps and
a few charts and photographs that help students locate some of
the Asian countries and put them into a geographic. global per-
spective. The text also gives a fair picture of the history of
the acquisition .of Hawaii and the Philippines, but after that
the quality.of information presented becomes poor.

2111IsistricalsSlau fails to give the larger picture'of
America's involvement with Asian nations, instead it uses, a
"crisis" approach to analyzing that history. The reader en-
counters the Philippines, China, Japan, Korea, and Vietnam only
when these countries are fighting battles, most of which are
with the U.S. America has never fought a war with India, so
she is only described as a goal of the explorers during the
"Age of Discovery." The authors make only one effort to discuss
the peacetime connections that America has had with Asian na-
tions, i.e. the clipper ship trade with China (p. 264, 286).
A reader of this text will find nothing about the post-World
War II ties with Japan, India, or Pakistan. This "crisis-
conscious" approach to analyzing history easily leads to the
conclusion that Asian nations (as well as other foreign ones)
are political monoliths void of separate and distinct human
beings.

This uoblem is exacerbated in the text because of the shortage
passages presenting An Asian view of an issue.

Furthermore, this Is America's Story has 3 glaring lack of infor-
mation on the Asian-Americans. That void is wholly inadequate
to provide students with the stories of a vibrant, growing seg-
ment of the world and the C.S. population. respectively.

.cnother malor err.,r exists in the fact that the authors tail to
look at U.S. Foreign policy toward Asian in a continuum. America
:,ecame a world per about the time it acquired control of
Aawaii And the Philippines. And Filipinos alike were
not happy to their -zovereintv. But, t!Ie basic question of



American dominance of these two countries is submerged beneath
the notion that "Manifest Destiny" gave 'America the right to
ride them and to dispense culture and modern services. Related
questions of economic history are ignored.

A similar issue ()mired again when the United States became in-
volved in the figAting in Vietnam but the authors do not bring
up this connection. In addition they neglect the early history
of that conflict. Fighting in that country and American contri-
bution to it began before 1954, yet, the authors fail to mention
that story and that U.S. forces eventually picked up the battle
where the French had left off. The basic question of America's
right to intervene in.Vietnam is not introduced in this text.

Worse treatment is given to the China question, which has been
fundamental to American foreign policy in Asia since the 1940's.
The authors believe that the defeat of Chiang.K'ai-shek's forces
in the Chinese civil war was caused by America's inability to
aid them. No reason is given for this and no information is
given on the problems and corruption Of Chiang's government
that helped cause it to lose'control of the Chinese mainland.
The text, thus, ignores a large section of Arderican scholarship
on this question.

This Is America's Stor instead limits its sections on America's
post-World War II relations with China, Korea, and Vietnam to
discussion of America's Cold War policy of containing the spread
of Communism. (The one exception is President Nixon's trip to
China.) Certainly that was our policy, but Americans in all
walks of life have questioned the validity of'it and this text
fails to bring up such questions. In fact, the authors really
play down the interaal American reaction against the Vietnam
War when they state that Americans were opposed to it because
the fighting had dragged on for so long. The whole issue of
American imperialism and intervention into another country's
civil war was omitted even though that was a major focus of
domestic American protests.

RECOMMENDATIONY

1. I do not recommend the use of this text. It consistently
oversimplifies issues and overlooks large sections of
information pertinent to a balanced analysis of events.

-2.76-
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Reviewer #13

TWO CENTURIES OF PROGRESS
Laidlaw (1977)

FINDINGS

With respect.to Its treatment of Asia, there are a number of
problems with this text, and -mot of them stem from its operat-
ing framework: the U.S. is.depicted as essentially reacting to
a series Of global events throughout tdstary. What results is
that the reader does not get a sense of the degree to which the
U.S. precipitated many world events, particularly in Asia, nor
do Asian nations emerge as groups of people living out their
own lives as their own social nexus dictates.

The pr<obleme inherent in this framework manifest themselves in
the text in a number of slays, some of which are as follows:

- The text wculd have us believe that the Philippines all
but fell into Our lap (p. 397). No hint is given that
Filipinos, in fact, put uplla strong resistance to our
takeover.

- Who wouldn't go to war if their fleet; were suddenly
attacked? The student who reads this text is likely to
go away thinking, as have (and do) a tragic number of
Americans, that the Japanese are basically an irrational
people, Though the book does mention the U.S. embargo

. of "war materials" to Japan in 1941, it neglects to point
.tit that those "war materials" (steel, gasoline, and so
on) are the very building blocks of any industrial society.
How quickly we have forgotten our own reactions t'o the
Arab oil boycott...

Also inherent in this "America reacts to the world" framework is
a tendenceyto gloss over controversial issues'. Besides the ones
mentioned above, others which the text does not explore very
thoroughly or critically are the use of the A-bomb on Japan, and
U.S. involvement in Korea and Vietnam. After all, the text
implies, the U.S. is only reacting to conditions around them.
What could be the problem?

Along these lines, the text is also hindered by its lack of geo-
graphic and economic perspectives. such perspectives would
certainly aid students' understanding of such issues as Japan's
expansionism in the thirties, U.S. involvement in the Korean And
Vietnam wars (and for that matter, Chinese involvement in samel.
Asian immigration to the United States, and current !,%S.-.:a.)an
trade relations.

In additon to these larger theoretical :natters, there ire

factual errors and problems with terminolG'gy in the. text.
example, Mao was not "President" of ChinA tn. 22 688,,
was Chairman of the :.7.ommunit A'1.1

wl
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JP
"nisei" is misused -to "Japanese- American ". The terms over-
lap,\but they are` ot equivalent. Furthermore, the frequent
use of the term "COmmunist*Chida" is objectionable (pp. 623, 626,
627, 628). (Shall we Also say "Capitalist United States",
"Facist Gunemala", or "Quasi-socialist England" There is.

1m....t1. no reason not to stick ith t e official appellat
Republic of China". Add to lly, during the Occupatio after
World War II, the U.S;idid :UM "help JapAp turn into a dempera-
tic state" (p. 577). Japan had developed a Strong parliamentary,

' democratic tradition in the early part of the 20th Century, so (

there was a solid base to build 'One. All in all, the text does zz
not seem to reflect contemporary scholarship on Asia.- 41-

.
O

0

6

It would be unfair not to mention some
Two Centuries of Progress:

the strong paints in

- There-is a substantial and even-handed discu n of
imperialism, and is relate o "Open Door policy
toward China. Further, it is noted hat not all
,Americans support U.S. expangionism. (pp.384-388)

- The issue of racism toward Asian-Americans is 'addressed,
though unfortunately it is not integrated into.. the sec-
tions of the text where it might fit logically; rather,
it is sat:what. isolate. (pp. 689-690)

4

I i

9

- The relationship between war and inflation is analyzed
(yes, economics can be discussed with eighth-graders), but
only from aiU.S.V rather than global,-ifindpoint.

- A fair history of'the origins of the Vietnam War is given
(p. 623) I

- The book presents Japan and China as major world powers
today. (p.160)

ie

RECOMMENDATIONS i.
166, .

1. An effort shiipld be made to portray Asian nations as socie-
ties made up human beings.. This would make their actions
much more comftehensible to the reader.

N S

2. The Cold War citt:nment policy should not be accepted and
passed on so u ically. It does not help the student's
understanding of Asia to view nations there in dualistic,
friend-or-enemyi terms.

3. Continuity in U.S. policy Nward Asfh should be made clear.

4. America's relations with Japan through the sixties and
seventies should be discussed.

J
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Rihriewer #113

THE FREE AND THE BRAVE

Rand McNally (1980)

4

c4,

FINDINGS 1 $

Rand bilaally's,,The Free and the Brave include Asi countries
only as they come into contact, and particularly cool flict, ,with
the United States. Thus China, Japan, the Philippines, Korea,
and Vietnam receive major attention. India and other Alien
countries are'not mentioned. Little attempt Is made to give
context for why another country might react to U.S. policy.

. Also, humans play a' minor role in this text.

4

In this textbook, Asia comes into play during the three major
elts: 1) the Age qf Discoverr(pp. 46-50) --the Chinese serve
almost as a mecca for western traders and thus receive/a lot of
print as the "Columbus's .of the West" are constantly peeking
the riches of the East--i.e., China; 2) the Age of Tmperialism
(pp. .540-554)--four hundred years and five huhdred pages later,
"the,pmll of the Pacific" creates an interest for the American
government and its people. Markets, rev materials, missionary
zeal and "although the trade with China had never been large,
people ere always thinking about how it might grow in the future"
create the desire to investigate the Pacific; and 3) containment
of ag as (pp. 646-681)--Beginning with the Japanese and
follow g with the Communists who "were noX making much headway
in Europe, but in Asia they were moving ahead rapidly" -made the
Americans turn again to the Pacific.

All the events that are includedtrihe above historical periods
are presented from an American perspective. Occasionally we
learn that some Ameridans disagrehd on foreign policy (annexation
of Hawaii, the Philippines, pp. 552-553, the Korean and Vietnam
conflicts) but a non-American, in this case Asian, perspective
is almost never expressed. Some exceptions are brief paragraphs
that describe Emilio Aguinaldo as a strong Filipino leader (p. 551)
and Queen Liliuokalani as a "brave queen" (p. 545) suggst that
some of the local inhabitants objected to American imperialistic
policies.

In spite of the American perspective, most major events are pre-
sented in enough detail so that the reader has a sense of his-
torical context. The Open Door POlicy is discussed in terms of
America's elcplicit interest to4ake advantage economically and
religiously of those "hundreds of millions o Chinese."' In
addition, the U.S. role in mediating between bssia and Japan
was done to keep China independent. The Boxer Uprising is not
mentioned, perhaps because it did not serve America's interest.

In the era of containment of aggression, the Vietnam conflict
receives a thorough treiktment. Most major events are'incllted
in detail, including thrAmerican support of the French a the
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strong anti-war movements here in the U.S. Within this context,
however, the North Vietnamese were almost always referred to as
Communists and not as North Vietnamese. Interspersed are details
of the presidential elections, Kennedy's assassination,.and other
domestic events: ..This is one of the strong points of the text;
the political, social and diplomatic histories are al). Utter-
twined,the way history really occurs. Events hale much more
of an impactVhen they are ;:laded in this context.

World -War II (the War in the Pacific) and the Korean conflict
are,two key 'events which are not adequately covered. There is
little background :givenparticularly in termer of the economic
trade issues that plagued U.S./Japan relations during the 30's.
The text does, however, point out the number of diplomitic
me etings held between the two countries in 1941. Aftdi the Pearl
Harbor attack, the text discusses sympathetically the Japanese-
American.detention camps' issue. A picture of a Japanese-
American child "tagged like a suitcase" (p. 655) is included.
above a picture of the Pearl Harbor attack. The atomic bomb
decision is treated .in a sketchy mannec but the text does mention
the new radiation sickness and the damage it can do. However,

after the Japnese surrender, Japan is never mentionedjagain in
this text.

The Cold War politics are usually discussed within thecontext
of the Russians vs. the Americans. China is included from the
American perspective only in how China might work *th or be
neutral towards the Soviet Union. The Civil War in China re-

.
eeives-enly- two paragraphs°(p. 667) but at least the two leaders

are included by name. We don't know why there is a conflict but
learn thatthe Nationalists were driven from the country in 1949

where to, we don't know"

The Korean conflict is not adequately described: Korea is di-
.vided; we don't know why bvt the North Koreans (communists as
they are more often called) invade the South; the U.S. and the

, United Nations forces join the South Koreans. As far as this
text is concerned the Communists (presumably North Koreans) fought
alone until the Chinese entered after MacArthur refused to heed
their warning: At no time is the reader introduced to a Korean
(Nth or South). Only Truman end MacArthur have the stage, but
there is one sympathetic picture (p. 668) of a Korean orphan,
which may perpetuate the "poor Korean" image! And again the ,

reader learns about events which affect both American and other
peoples but the others' perspectives are not at all included.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Asian perspectiv'es should be added'to the material so as to
give belancei,zjvents and to humanize history.

2. More information should be supplied on peacStime ties between
thr L.3. and Asian nations.

se

3. More sources of supplementary material's should be provided.
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Reviewer #13

AMERICAN ADVENTURES

'Scholastic Book Services (1979)

FINDINGS

This book's presentation of the United States' relationships
,and interaction with Asian countries is outstanding. To its
°great credit, he student will be spared from many siMplistic
assumptions and dogmatic overtones which unfortunatelyscharacter-
ize the iscussion on Asia in many American histor xts. Un-
like s American history texts which give the impression
tha events in Asian countries are only important insofar as
they affect American interests;'Amperican Adventures consistentlY
attempts, ,with success I.think, t treat happenings in Asian
countries in theirown terms. This approach shows correctly
that in Asia, America is a participant in Asian events acid not
the,other way around.

Most importantly, the book's approach allows the student 4p
consider not only the American perspective of conflict in Asia,
but also the perspectives of Asian countries: For instance,
concerning the failure'to held as planned an election in 1956

- to unify Vietnam,\and the subsequenroutbreak of war and
escalation of American involvement in South Vietnam, the
student is offered a number of perspectives:

4
. Now Diem refused to hold the election. He

said the Communists could not be trusted to run a
fair election. Ho Chi Minh said Diem had canceled.

-:the election because he knew that'll() would win . .

'(President Eisenhower) did not want South Vietnam
to become Co mist.' If this happened Eisenhower 4

said, then othef nations of Asia would become Com-
munist. Eisenhower ordered U.S. aid And advisors
sent to South Vietnam (P. 569).

Nevertheless, them are certain times when the book fails to
account for other interpretations of an event. This is the
case with the American-Filipino conflict after the Spanish-
American War. Instead of describing this conflict simply as
a "revolt" (p. 379), it can be noted that the Filipinos be-
lieved that they would be given independence after Spain's de-
feat, therefore they did not refer to the subsequent conflict
with the United States as the "Philippine Insurrection," but as
the "Philippine-American War." 4)

In addition, while most of the factual representations in the
book are quite accurate, occasionally there would be inconsis-
tencies in the terms that are used. In discussing the Korean
Wet, the term "Communist China" (p. 563, 566) is used, however
a hundred pages later the country is simply called "Chindg'
(p. 673). It would be easier if the official "People's Republic
of Chinau4 used throughout.
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Furthermore, although the book's handling of Astan immigrants.
is usually good, there are instances where'a certain aegree of

stereotyping may be unconsciously reinforcedv This happens

usually when.facts or comments, correct in themselves, are
predeited in isolation and without the benefit of further

elaboration. For 'example, in describing Japanese American
reaction to internment, the book states that "Yet, in almost
every instance, the Japanese accepted the move peacefully. Some

simply said, cannot.be helped".(p. 540). Fitst,Ithese were

not "Japanese," rattily Of them were American citizens of Japanese

descent'. Second, without an explanation, it may give the
impression that these people were somehow too weak to stand
up for their'rights, especially since' those who did protest

are not mentioned here.
c

Finally, the Asian content of this book would be even stronger
had there been more on Javan: especially about the economic
situation in both the United States and Japan during the decade
before the Pacific War and how it precipitated the conflict,
and about the American occupation of post-war Japan. Similarly,.

the United States' role. in China before and during the Chinese
Civil War should be smered. Also, the book could do better
thaniveutioning India only twice in passing.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. This book ii ecommended for general classroom use.

2. Peace-time relations between.the U.S. and Asian countries
should be considered more fully.

3. Diverse perspectives should be provided consistently.

4. The teem "Communist China" sbpuld be changed to "The
Peoples' Republic of China.
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Reviewer #13

AMERICA! AMERICA!
Stott,- Foreman and Co. (1980)

FINDINGS

A .

America! America! is an exciting text because it presents good
coverage of the issues behind U.S. relations with Asiansnationso
but it also!is a trustrating'book because of thepaucity of
topics that it covers in this field. The authors; while lead -
ipg readers through the standard chronological study of U.S.
History, encourage a balanced analysis of issues that have con-

%'fronted Americans throughout our existence.

The authors almost totally overlook thejarly period of U.S.-
Asian interaction, but they are riJit on the mark when they. :

discuss America's annexation of Hawaii and theakeover of the
Philippines. Two sections (ppq 278, 557) analyze the actors
issues in these events quite well. The text points out that tae
U.S. was not acting in the interest of the local native 'peop16
and that they resisted as well as they could. Indeed, the au-
;hors go further and add th following question in a marginal-
annotation for teachers (p. 50. "Was the annexation of Hawaii
done primarily to benefit private business? Why or why not?"'
Discussion of this question will surely bring about a greater
understanding of all aspects of America's expansion beyond its
borders.

6

That look at American movement into Hawaii and the Philippines is
part of a larger chapter entitled "The Age of Imperialism."
Labeling U.S. expansioqem and _land grakfring as .."imperialism" _is
certainly an honest and challenging approach to teaching. The
United States truly was an imperialistic nation for-economic and
nationalistic causes. The authors of America! America! do not
shirk ffom introducing material and questions about the issue.

They pursuethis question further in two later sections that de-
lineate America's Cold War policy; in Asia. They. correctly point
out that this policy was partially formed as kreaction to the
Communist victory in China. Students can read a fairly balanced
description of this transfer of power, and teachers get even more
information. In a marginal annotation (p. 642) the authors en-
courage teachers to inform students that Washington continued to
support Chiang Kai-shek's government because it was the legally.
elected government and had been our ally during World War II.
Further investigation will find the authors very accurately
stating "...the Nationalist government sheltered a number of
corrupt politicians and the life of the people was not much better
than it had been under the war lords." (P. G53 of the Teacher's
Guide). These statements go a long way toward reflecting modern
American scholarship onth4 crucial historical period:

America! America! displays similar in its selectidh
on the Vietnam War and the domestic Amer an anti-war protests.
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'These passages reveal that we went into Vietnam intent on con-
tkining Communism but that over a period of time we realized
that we might not understand the complexity of the problem.
lb; authors indicate that'many South Vietnamese respected

. Ha Chi Minh becausa he drove the colonial French rulers out of
their country., They did not welcome the South Vietnamese

'government because it was merely a puppet government of the
Ns. new colonial powei, the United States., This issue is one that

the entire U.S.A. had to face, and America! America! points
out that it was frequently. brought to light by strong anti-
war protests which questioned America's right to be fighting
in Vietnam.

The authors incorporated into the text a considerable amount
of material on Asian-AmeriCans. They sometimes. use first-hand
accounts of the difficulties that Chinese-Americans and Japanese-

. Americans have endured. And they address many of the problems
that these people and the Southeast Asians face even now.

America! America! for all Its quality in other areas is lacking
in content on peaceful relations withAsiai contries since 1945.
Students need to know that ties with Japan, India,. the Philipp- ..

ines, and other countries do exist, but this text fails to meet
that need. In a global age American relations with Asian nations
has hadand will continue to have a stong effect on our daily
lives, so more information on the subject should be provided in
American History texts.

.ite.- tgv.... loptu .

The authors make two factual errors. First, the Japanese during
their invasion of China in 1937 did not make American missionaries
the victims,of large scale bombings and slayings as indicated in
the text. On the contrary, American missionary compounds served
as havens of refuge for the fleeing Chinese people. Second,
America! America!, as do mostmerican History texts, Ipver men-
tions that Chinese troops entered the Korean War after American

'planes bombed along the Chinese border on the Yalu River. The
Chinese had warned that they would retaliate if their border was
threatened.. They were deliberately provoked and thereafter sent
troops into Koreeto jointhe fighting.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The authors should add ore material, especially on modern
peaceful ties with As n nations including South Asian
countries.

Al Oh

2. The authors should correct the factual inaccuracies cited
above and the use f loaded terminology e.g. "Communist"
China.
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Reviewer #13

LET FREEDOM RING
Silver Burdett Company (1980)

FINDINGS

Silver Burdett's Let Freedom Ring presents an uneven and sparse
treatment of Asia. Asian countries included are: China, Japan,
Korea, the Philippines, and Vietnam. In terms of individual
Asians who are described'or mentioned, only Ho Chi Minh, Teng
Hsiao-ping and'Emilio Aguinaldo appear in over 600.pages of
tent. A few are discussed in the Teacher's notes. Asian
countries or events are discusseeat gulusual junctures with
U.S. history, but no underlying Issues are included. Thus, the
emphasis is to chronicle thegkey events that have direct impact
on the. United States,. Only occasiOTI/ is there evidence of an
Asian perspective (the Philippine est on, Hawaiian Annexation--
most Bewailing opposed it--, the Japanese-American relocation
camper and the results of the dropping of the atomic bomb on
Nagasaki). A first hand account fig described on page 489.

The usual contelAs Abr Asian reference are: The Age of Discovery
(the West is indeed interested in the riches of the Bait);
immigration (Chineseand other Asians come to the United States
for better working conditions and more recently.to seek haven
from communist governments); the U.S. expansionist era (the U.S.
was interested in naval stationp, raw materials and more markets);
World War II (the U.S. was biought into the War in the Pacific by
the Japanese); and finally the Cold War (the U.S. needed to stop
communistChiba, North Korea and Noth Vietnamaggression in
Asia). In *most of these situations (Age of Discovery_ excepted),

tir

1

there is little if any-biaground information or motivation given
for the events. It is as if they occur in a vacuum or that
suddenly the U.S. acts in response to some conflict with which
they have had no. preidous connection.

To its credit, the text includes a great deal of BACKGROUND INFOR-
MATION for the teacher. The margins are full of supplementary
sources and suggestions for father activities. One excellent
example is on page 523 in which stereotypes are discussed. The
students are asked to describe'a person from another country and
then to analyze_their descriptions and begin looking at people
as individuals. An ironic note is that this is a SLOW LEARNER
TECHNIQUE; is this an implication that average 'students don't
have stereotypes? In fact most of the cultural matarlal.is
4.

covered withtn this category (pp. .427-533). Other BACKGROUND
INFORMATION includes: a thumbnail sketch of Japan from the 16th
to the 20th century in which Perry .,. . signed a peace treaty
and trade agreement with the Japanese government . . ." (p. 59).

"However, the Japanese perspective of this historical event is
not included. An extended description of Emilio Aguinaldo's life
(p. 462-465) is given. The source for the Executive Order for the
Japanese-Americans to be sent to "internment camps" is given(p. 572).
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The pattern of moving from conflict to conflict is key to this.

text. The Cold War issue is an example of this. Korea, Vietnam

and the "new" China policy are all treated in consecutive pages

(pp. 502-509). The Cold No describes the American difficulties
with Laltihg aggreshion and "unprovoked attacks'on one country

by another" (p. 302) - a lesson learned from World War II! We

learn that Korea has been divided and American and Soviet troops

are stationed in Ehe South and North respectively. Why these'

troops are not here is not explained. Amisons for the North,

Korean egression into South Korea are not presented; however, the

question is asked in the Teacher's Notes. No Korean perspective,

no tndividual Korean is ever mentioned.- Again in the Teacher's.

Notea,a more detailed explanation is given.

The American involvement in Indochina'from 1954 is more adequately

covered. Ho Chi-minh's popularity is evident and the text in-

t'Rcludes that Eisenhower "prefarrAd to back a friendly government

in the South". The gradual buildup of American involvement and
subsequent anti-war movement are discussed. The text does not

include that after Nixon is elected the war widens even though

he was elected "to end the,wv".

Finally, the new foreign policy direction ,for the'United States

is described in the context of Nixon andAissinger acting as
"...pathfinders in a new China policy" (p. 509). The impli4tioh
is that as a result of the less than successful (from an American
perspective) outcomes of the conflicts in Asia, it was time to

Change. Also, no discussion oi potential markets or new rawma-
terials from China as reasons for the new policy were inclilded.

The People's Republidtof China negotiations are discussed *thin

the context of the Cold War and our involvement with)the Soviet

Union - not for the value of working with the PRC

RECOMENDAT IONS

1. The text should be revised to consider underlying issues in

Asian events such that they would not appear in a vacuum at
junctures with American history.

. First hand accoants such as the one on p. 489 should be in-

cluded more often to reflect Asian perspectives.

3. The conflict-to-conflict approach of describing American in-

teraction with ASian countries is crude and inaccurate; more
balanced treatment to reflect U.S. peace-time relations with

these countries is needed.

4. More individual Asians should be introduced.

1.
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SUMMARY OF

F1NDINGS.AND RECOMMENDATIONS

RevieWer 013 (ASIA)

Reviewing U.S. history textbooks for their treatment of Asia
is no idle pastime. Our continuing economic ties and the
fact that in the last 40 years the U.S. has beenlinvolved in
three wars in Asia provides ample evidence ofhow large Asia
looms in U.S. history. Perhaps-the oni)entral.point with
which we would like to preface our findings is that unless
the U.S. is understood as a Pacific power, our history is
grossly distorted. While we found a considerable range 0
the quality of the textbooks reviewed, most fall far short of ,

making this point.

'T.

GENERAL FINDINGS

1. In most events describing U.S.-Asian relations, there is
no sense that Asians might have a different perspective
(or perspectives) on the same event. Whether it.be Perry's
"opening" of Japan; the causes of World War II in the .

' Pacific; the Open Door Policy; or Vietnam, the lack of an
Asian,or Other perspective reduces history to nonsense.
T ere were sole notable exceptions to this. Particularly,
in the cases of the Filipino-American War and the Japan
es relocatiOn" camps; often a Filipino or Japanese
pe spective was included.

1

2. T hie huian dimension of Asia is, for the most part, missing.
8o ks hardly cite Asian names, for example.

3. The role of racism in the treatment of Asians is generally
41. downplayed, e.g. the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. An

exception to this lies in the treatment of the Japanese
--'------------"reliFation"-camps 'in World -War II; here in some cases the

treatment was outstanding.
4

4. In treating Asia as an adjunct of U.E. foreign policy,
there is undue emphasis on problems, conflicts and wars.
Countries with which we haFe not fought wars--e.g. India,
Indonesia -- virtually. do not exist in these texts.
Peaceable and peacetime relations get scant attention.

5. There, tends to be a superficial analysis of complex events
and an underplaying of controversial decisions. Student's

. are not provided with an adequate frame of reference to
understand the recurring patterns of.relations between the
U.S. and Asia. The U.S. appears in large part as a
pessive victim of seemingly disparate events and conflicts.
The causes of World War II in the Pacific, for example,
are left pretty much to the students' imagination. Parti-
cularly disturbing in this regard were the textbooks for
"low readers". There were little more than flar,wavim
chronologies, underplaying any notion of causality.

6. There is a tendency to. downplay U.S. economic interests
in Asia, and the role that imperialism and colonialism
have played in U.S.-Asian relations. For example, the
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treatment of the Open Door Policy as an instance of U.S.
beneficence towards China is totally unsupported by current
scholarship.

,where Communiim is involved, the textbooks by.end large
have an outdated Cold War frame of reference. We do not
think that the black-and-white dualism in this Cold War
attitude enhances the students' understanding of
,dual Asian nations.. Cold War and other loaded terminology
is still widely used, e.g., Communist or Red China, Formosa,
Sneak Attack.

' 8._ There is inadequate attention to post-War II Asia, and
especially peaceful ties with Asia. Marco. Polo often gets
more attention than Korea or Vietnam, and Certainly more
attention than India, Pakistan, and Indonesia, which com-

4 prise a significant share of the world's population.

9. ile there were many small factual erfors,'they were
n t as significant-4s errors in explanations and/or

.

terpretations of..historical events.
A

10. cent scholarship is nut.reflected in the analysis of
ev nts, leading to distorted impressions, e.g., the Open
DO r Policy, 'the causes of World War II in the Pacific,
and the Communist victory in China.

GENERAL COMMENDATIONS

1. Greater inclusion of Asian perspectives and reactions to
important historical events.;

4

41.

2. Moii on the human dimension Of Asia, starting with an
inctease in the inclusion of.names and faces.

3. More consistent treatment of the racism that has affected
our relations with Asia.

4: Greater attention to U.S. economic interests 1.4 Asia, our
role as a Pacific power, and the imperialist/colonialist
nature of our adventures;

5. A more inldepth analysis of historical causality of
important historical events, such as the events leading to
Pearl Harbor.

.

more integrated approach to the pattern 'of the U.S.
historical relations with Asia, which shows the continuity
of events (as opposed rather to treating them as isolated
problems)..

7. More t.i,,irce between pre- and post-World War II UiS.-Asian
relatious. Greater attention to peacetime relations with
Asia.
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AMERICAN HISTORY.FOR TODAY
-Ginn & Company

/

D ;"5

American History for Todiy.is a classic example of hpw.not to write 'a
U.S. history textbookdealing with Lath America. To begin, it promises more
than it delivers. In'the-preface,it tells the reader that this text will give'
the history of all the people of the U.S., including the "people Of Spanish
and Mexican-American origin" who "have left us the legacy of their great dis-
coveries and explorations.". It then proceeds to treat this Latin American
legacy with a shocking display of careless scholarship, negative images, mis-
representation and nonrepresentationl There is no evidInce whitsoever that
American History for Today is cognizant of the cultural legacy of Latin
Americans or sensitive to their perspectives of history vis-a-vis the United
States.

For example, the text ignores completely the Accomplishdents of the'
advanced Mayan civilizationi which comprises an important part -of the Mexican-
American cultural heritage. One cannot help but be skeptical of the sincerity-
and sensitivity of a U.S, history text that promises a history of all Americans
and then provides more information on the man who coined the phrase "there's a
sudker born every minute" (P.T. Barnum; p. 197) than-on the whq'le of Latin
American Indian and Spanish cultUres.

'The text systematically incorporates in its chapters a-bi s..toward the
* achieVements of. black figures in U.S. History. This bias is t a.certain

extentiustifiable, even laudable, in that it addresses 'the neglect in earlier
histories of black participatign in the shaping of the United States. However1.'
the inclusion of black contrieutions should serve as a complement to deepen a
reader's understanding of U.S. history and not to distort historical analysis
by singling out one group to the exclusion of others. American History for
Today would not be so disconcerting if'it were not for the fact that by inclu-
ding go many mini-biographies and sidelights of previously neglected historical
personalities in a limited narrative, the significant processes, figures, and
events which-determined the evolution of Latin American peoples and U.S. foreign
policy toward.Latin America are ignored. The end result is not only a very
unrealistic picture of Latin American history t a negation-of the Indo-
Hispanic heritage of the HiSpanic people in United States. The following
provides illustrations ofthe most blatant sh tcomings in this regard.

The Aztec and Incan civilizations are summarily dismissed; reference to
these cultures is made only in the context of their conquests by Cortes'and
Pizarro. This conquest time frame introd ction to Indian culture may explain
the omission of.the Mayans, whose civilizat on had disintegrated before the
arrival of the Spaniards. However, it does hot explain why there is no dis-
cussion of the colonial Spanish rUle in Latin America. The only explanation
seems to be that more care was given to the selection of interesting black
'figures in history than to important historical processes and events. In
this instance, the devotion of a full page to the exploits of "Little Steven",
a black Spanish scout (p. 21), makes the omission of accounts of the life and
culture of the early Spanish settlers, in Latin America more blatant and inten-
sifies the distortion of historical significance.

- Texan independence is simplistically treated as a one-issue rebellion.
The cursory description singles out slavery 'as the key issue to the exclusion
of teligious restrictions placed on the Texan and Mexican fears of U.S.
expansionism. The problem of oversimplification is compounded by ethnocentri-
cally loaded passages which can only serve, to create or strengthen prejudice
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against Mexicans 'and the Mexican point of view. For example, in describing the
Texan war for independence the text states: )

7

"The:, the Mexicans .swept east, 'killing Texans as they went. But
now Texas had a great leader. He was Sam Houston, an experienced
soldier who had served with Andrew Jackson. Houston caught the
Mexicans off guard at the Battle of San Jacinto. Yelling 'remember
the Alamo!' the Texans von a smashing victory.

Santa Anna was found shaking and hiding in the tall grass near
the San Jacinto battlefield...Later he said the treaties were no
good Since he had been forced to sign them" (p. 205).

Intended or not, the example uses unfair comparisons of the Texan and
.Mexican/militaries to reinforce stereotypes. The implications are that:

1) Mexicans are indiscriminate killers while Texans are heroic fighters;
1 and

2) Mexicans (as personified by Santa Anna) are cowardly and deceitful
while Texans as personified by Sam Houston) are daring and brave.

To-be sure, Santa Anna was a.corrupt and incompetent dictathr. But in a
. .. history of all_americans.one wouldLzaipec&-amore balanced treatment4ncluding

mention of the courage and accomplishments of Malinche, Juarez, Hidalgo,
Zapata, and other Mexican heroes ?f which Hispanic children are justifiably
proud, .,

.

If anything, the treatment of the. Mexican War is more slanted and in-
accurate than the section on Texan independence, The text incorrectly
describes Mexico as the aggressor in the war:"In April, 1847, Mexican troops
crossed the Rio Giande and killed a number of Americans" (p; 213).. This
unqualified assertion is basedon a Statement by then President Polk which
was contested by Abraham Lincoln and at the time as being merely a
pretext for justifying U.S. aims on Mexican territory. Although one could
not know.it from this text, Mexican aggression was never proven. In the
treatment of the Bear flag Republic Revolt, the authors have somehow managed
to gloss over U.S. imperialist designs.on California with'a patina of humani-
tarianism, and.stress Mexican incompetence at the same time; "Californians
were unhappy with the poor governient Mexico provided" (p; 213). The tattle
of Buena Vista is succintly summed lip as follows: '"Santa Anna was still the
dictator of Mexico. He tried to stop General Taylor at the Battle of Buena
Vista. The Mexicans outnumbered the Americans three to one, but Taylor won
the battle" (p. 214). The Battle of Buena Vista was won by neither side.
So many men were lost on each 'side that both Santa Anna and Taylor had plans
to withdraw. Taylor became the hero of Buena Vista because: 1) Santa Anna
made his decision to retreat first; and 2) Taylor sent a message saying that
he won a great victory, This is yet another illustration of how a simplistic
explanation of- a complex situation has the effect of implying North American
superiority over Latin Americans.

The by now familiar humanitarian American evil foreign adversary view of
history reoccurs in the contextlof the Spanish-American war and the acquisi-
tion of the Panama Canal zone. iIn the lormer, the reader is left with the

i

erroneous impression that U.S. ntervention was motivated by benevolance and
broug "freedom" to Cuba. It .ails to point .out that economic and security
interests were al.4 motivating actors and that intervention ended with U.S.
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militaryoccupation.of the island.
The Paitama Canal issue is treated with similar superficiality. While

piYing two-sentence-lip-service to Latin American resentment over the acquisi-
tion (p. 389), the text failseto provide any analysis of the causes for this
resentment. Imperialism is rationalized as benevolence in the following
statement;

"Suddenly the people of Panama-revolted against the mother
Country, Colombia. President Roosevelt quickly sent marines and
a warship to help them" (p. 388-389).

/7
The cosieon interest of the U.S. governmentand the Panamanian rebels is treated
as Fortuitous coincidence. Ignored completely are the interestS of the French
construction firm which wanted to sell its canal-building machinery to the

r1U.S. and colluded in the revolt to insure the sale.
Given, the emphasis on the contributions of black individuals in this book,

one would expect a section on Haiti that treated the slave revolt led by
Toussaint Louverture with sensitivity and a sense of its. significance for black
Americans. Most hidtorians researching this area consider the revolt in Haiti,
creating the second independent republic in the New World after the U.S., to
be a watershed in ending the syitem of slavery in the Americas. 'Surprisingly,
neither Louverture nor the significance to slavery are mentioned (p. 151).
The authors' sense of the significant seems to have been so distorted by
nationalism that the slave uprising is described only in terms of so decimating
Napoleon's military that the U.S. could purchase the Louisiana territory.

In light of the ethnocentric and simplistic treatment of U,S.-Latin
American relations in the earlier chapters; it was not surprisine to discover
(on pJ 392) that 25 years of numerous interventions in Latin America by U.S.
troops could be justified on tSe grounds they were merely attempts to resolve
the foreign debts of the Latin American countries. These interventions are
paternalistically dismissediwith the statement that "as soon as the. financial
affairs of these countries were straightened out the Americans.withdrew."

To sum, the most impoEtant aspects of Latin American cultures are cur-
sorily treated, distorted by bias, or omitted altogether, The mini-biographies
and sidelights, which occupy a great deal of the narrative, provide human
interest, but at the expense of substance, The text is consistently and
seriously flawed in its references to Latin America and i8 ;;4om a Latin
America area viewpoint, unsuitable for use in the classroom.-

,
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AMERICA: ITS PEOPLE VALUES
Harcoll-Vace Jovipovich

I

,As a U.S. history text, Latin American coverage in America: Its People
and Values is generally quite adequate, including significant elements of
Latia-liWilcan history in a few pages. Although the text covers Indian cul-
tures, colonial rule, and independence with little detail, the treatment of
these areas is well-balanced and free of many of the familiar scholarship
flaws and stereotypes. The problem of limited depth is more serious in the
accounts of U.S. political and trade relations with Latin America, where
overgeneralizing and avoidance of the darker side of U.S. motivations under-
mine analysis of contemporary problems. A lack of knowledge of U.S. economic
domination and military intervention in Latin America and the Latin American
antipathy genetated by.this history severely handicaps a st*.:.dent's understand-
ing of U.S.-Latin American relations.

While the main thrust of the section on Indian culturei is positive, the
narrative is flawed by inconsistency and value-laden assumptions. The text
observes (p. 4) that culture is defined as including the lowing elements:
(14 ways of providing food and shelter; clothing and tool ) religious
practices; (3) creation of art; (4) organization of groups ily to
governments; and (5) methods of education. The framework for u e -tauding
culture is comprehensive and would seem an appropriate measure r comparative
analysis. However, for some inexplicable reason, the concept =1 fra ework is
ignored and the definition-of culture is constricted consid ably when the
discussion turns to specific cultures. The contradiction is apparent on page 8,
where the discovery of how to make and use iron Skidentified as the key to
great cultures. It is solely on the basis of this one-dimensional definition,
that the Indian civilizations are described as having less great cultures than
Oat of the Europeans, Asians, and Africans who lived during the same years.
Thus, however well-intentioned the attempt, the definition of culture succaeds
only in creating confusion. One wonders haw the astronomical sophistication of .

the Mayans and the complex social organization and system of roads of the Incas
enters into the cultural equation? Moreover, the comparison of these Indian
cultures with Europeans, Asians, and Africans is so sweeping that the erroneous
assumption is made that Indian cultures were less advanced than that of all
Europeans (including the backward Northerners), Africans and Asians.

An only slightly better display of balance is found in the discussion of
the conquest of Mexico and Peru. Cortes and Pizarro are treated fairly, if
briefly, as adventurous but brutal men. On the negative side, the accounts of
Indian actions and explanations of behavior are neglible. By omission, the AI
authors have rendered unimportant the role of Malinche, the Indian translator,
and mistress of Cortes, who made it possible for the Spainards to communicate
with the Aztecs while trying to mitigate the destruction of her people. Simi
larly, some comment on the Inca theocracy placed in the context of'the execu-
tion of Atahualpa would have helped explain Pizarro's conquest of Peru.

America: Its People and Values is most useiU1 in providing a basic intro-
duction to Spanish colonial life in America. The references to Spanish customs
and skills, government, social classes, and missionary life are equitable and
objective, and are of great value in understanding the Spanish heritage of Latin
;'-erica. The biographical feature on Bartolome de las Casts (p. 40) accurately
represents the contributions of this priest to laws protecting Indian rights.
The fact that tht, :Ldians were freed from slavery, only to become vassals, and
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later peons, does not diminish the iipact of this man on Spanish colonial
government. -

The text also handles its description of the problems, events, and influ-
ences which shaped Latin American independence in a bias-free manner. Deserving
of particular commendation is the analy0ia,of why the revolts against Spain,
,took place. A picture of the class character of the Creole revolts is fully
developed through description of the social class hierarChy of Spaniards,
Creoles, Mestizos, Indians, and Negroes (p. 39) and Creole resentment of:
(1) the priviliges-of Spanish-born settlers; (2) Spanish control of Colonial
trade; and /(3) Napoleon's imposition of a French king on the throne of Spain
(p. 274).' This narrative succeeds where other U.S. history tents have fre-
quently failed do presenting the significant factors surroundiAU Latin American
independence with precision and continuity of thought.

America: It's People and Values is structured so that inquiry lessons
are effectively built around text and illustrations. Throughout the boob
students are asked to consider how various historical acrs, artists, his;.o-
rians, and peoples might view the same incident. The section on Texas inie-
pendence, for instances examines differences between a newspaper account, an.
eyewitness account (p. 406) and a painting of the death of Davy Crockett at
the AlamO (p. 404). This not only illuminates the difficulty historians
encounter. in weighing conflicting evidence but stimulates analysis of faCtors
that might account for the difference.'''

It is a bit of a wonder though, why this structured method of inquiry was
applied only in at leasi,;10 years hindsight and not to more contemporary
events. The acute problems of interamerican relations today are ignored or
glossed over.in the text. The strong anti-U.S. sentiment in Latin American
countries, aroused by the corporate presence of United States interests and
the interventions engineered by the U.S. Depaltment of State is not mentioned,
let alone explained, The only intervention mentioned,is'President Johnson's
unilateral invasion of the Dominican Repub4c in 1965. That incursion into
the Dominican Republic, and the invasions of Guatemala.(1954) and Cuba (1961),
are only the most recent of over fifty U.S. interventions in Latin America in
a span of 60 years. 'The interventions,often on behalf of U.S. oil, banking,
sugar, and fruit company interests, have generated widespread odium toward
the U.S. in Latin America. Without benefit of knowledge of these events,
students cannot understand the crisis of confidence the U.S. faces in its own I

hemisphere. For instance, students should know how a scale of values in which !
the threat of communism in Latin America has made all other values sig4
nificance, has placed the U.S. in the unfortunate position of defendihg U.S.
investments and unpopular governments which favor those interests against the
people of Argentina, Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Paraguay, et
cetera.

In sum, it seems to me that the factual inforMation and inquiry lessons iJn
the text are of high quality for the period of Laiin American history begin-
nine with Spanish colonial rule and ending with the close of the 19th'century.
But teachers using this text will have to seek other source materials as sup-,
plements for meaningful and instructive treatment: of Indian civilizations and
crucial problems in contemporary U.S.-Latin Amei7ican relations.
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) WE THE PEOPLE
D.C. Heath and Company

'St

Although We the People gives attention to many of the major themes which
a Laid American specialist might hope to find in a U.S. history textbook, it

is a disappointment. To be sure the book'contains only aildW Wipes, is free
of glaring errors of scholarship, has a pleasing format and illustrations, and

'is possessed .on occasion of an imaginative grasp of methodology for promoting
cognitive and affective understanding. But howeyeri laudable these qualities

are, the book is belealmred by problems of oversimplification; problems so nu-
merous and egregious in the text's treatment of Latin America as to require a

great deal of background reading on the part of both teacher and student to
ensure adequate 'instruction. _The following discussion considers the text's

4.
.

shortcoming 40 this regard.
Part Orthe the Latin American coverage in the People_isy

) %
that iks early description f Aztec culture (pp. 23-24) is th most effect
Latin American section of the book. Lucid narrative and attractive drawings are
combined in this section to convey a good sense of the social, economic and
political aspects of Astec fife. 'The following excek is characteristic of
the empathetic style of the narrative and drawings:

"These pictures show some of the kinds of work an Aztec boy could
choose. There, were other things, too, that he could do. He could

pie music for a king or become a painter. He could work with wood
.asoq oefeathers. (Rich Aztecs ware feathers in headdresses and woven in

their clothes.) Or he. could kecome a. ball player." (p. 24)

The problem is that thieaiction created expectations of similar origin-
ality and attention to detail in the treatment of other Latin American subject
matter; expectations which, in the opinion of the reviewer, were rarely, if
ever, fulfilled. For example, a more focused analysis of the ethical aspects
involved in the claim of a powerful nation to conquer other lands appears in the
review of the Spanish Conquest chapter (p. 67) than appears in the chapter on the
United States as world power (p. 383). In the conquest chapter review, the issue

is put as follows:

A Spanish conquistador: "We discovered this new world, America, and
. we have a right to claim it and keep it for ourselves. The people

there will be better off under our rule and our civilization.".

An Indian: "America is not a "new world'. It was the world of our
ancestors, and now it is our world. It is not yours to take. There

is no such thing as the right of conquest."

This argument, which gives fair forum to the idea of national sovereignty in
the context of Spanish colonialization can be compared to the ethnocentric bent
of the following excerpts related to U.S. colonialization:

On intervention in Cuba: "The United States still kept some control
over Cuba. Many Americans invested money in Cuba. These people

wanted their property protected. The American government did not want
other natiol- :I control Cuba. If there was any trouble in Cuba,
the United acates would help to stop the trouble. Several times American
troops were sent to Cuba." (p. 380).
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On the Panama Canal: ". . ..Panama belonged to Colombi d Colomb
did not want the United States to build a canal in Pena Copmbia
fused the American offer of $10 million for the right to builea can 1.
In 1903 a revolution in Panama made that country independent. The United
States paid the new government of Panama $10 million for the right to
build a canal. The Unit-d States also paid Panama.$250,000 a year in
rent for the land. Colombp was angry because it believed that the U.S.
had caused the revolution In Panama. In 1921 the U.S. paid Colombia $25
million for the loss of Panama."

.

Alp

,

The issue of national sovereignty is obscured in the first passage by the
emphasis on U.S. property interests and benevol ce in preventing "trouble".
The second passage treats the canal almOdt solely as an economic transaction and

i4
completely omits description of American d Frenc machinations to first insti- elm

gate Panamanian.mevolution and then ensur its-success. The tone of both pare- 6*
graphs effectively diffuses values contrast by selectively Oside-stepping the

,

sovereignty issue.
s

.
Although inadequate Oncept development is a problem throughout the text,

it becomes critical in e section oniSpanish colonial life, and reaches its
nadir in the account of the Mexican 'War and the Spanish-American War. Scant
attention is give o the colonial system developed by Spain in-the New World

.

(pp. 59-60). The text's omission of the impact of feudal Spain's values on the *.

gollernment, religion, social structure,Aniscegenatiorpand land - owning patterns
of Latin America and emphasis on Spanish extraction of mineral wealth and mis-
treatment of the.Indians is conducive neither to understanding nor empathy. On
the contrary, the negative character of the-few theaes singled out for inclusion
can only perpetuate the evil Spaniard stereotype.

Each chapter in We the People contains a concluding page of questions which
combine.information and ideas based on the chapter to theoretically provoke a
more complex level of understanding. However, inadequate introductions to the
subject have rendered these unitiebsuperflious in the chapters on the U.S. wars
with Mexico Nand Spain. In one such "understanding" unit students are encouraged

- to consider the Mexican viewpoint on receiving American settlers, losing its
territory, and the causes of the war with the U.S. While discussion of these
ideas is commendable, insufficient background is provided infthe text on which
"students can base.a useful analysis. The sentiment in the U.S. for provocation
of war with Mexico is neglected entirely, as are accounts of the U.S. invasion
of Mexico and capture of its capital city.

A similar disequilibrium of facts and ideas characterizes discussion of the
results of the Spanish-American War. On page 377, students are asked, "What
do you think the people of Puerto Rico, Cuba and the Phillipines felt about these.
results?" The feelirg in both nations that one conqueror was vanquished only to
be supplanted by another is not conveyed in the narrative preceding the question
(p. 376). Although, it might be argued that this is no more than an organizational
pr bl and more information appears later on (p. 380), what little detail is
la provided hardly prepares students for understanding the complexity of the
`sit tion in the Latin American context.

The errors of comission and omission in the text hinder understanding of
L in America to the point that considerable revisions or supplementary readings
are uired for classroom use. With the exception of the Aztec lesson, there
are v ry few pages devote to Latin American culture. There are no pages or sec-

41tio devoted to Latin erican independence movements or, aside from the Cubin
mi sile crisis, contempo/rary U.S.-Latin American relations. More factual infor-
mation on Latin American culture and U.S. foreign policy is needed for students
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11-1400 exercise the
"understanding"
foundation for

4

ypothesizin interpretation demanded in the text's own
nits. As it sten s, We the People rates "low-average" as a
derstanding our artners in the hemisphere.
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THE AMERICAN WAY
Holt, Rinehart and Winston

® 'The American !v makes no bones about its emphasis on the social,
political and economic forces which were decisive in forming the philo-
sophical core of the United.States. Within this parochial conceptual
framework; the text balances its priorities extremdly)1411, presenting
the_significant ideas and beliefs that have guLded the 'Actions of the U.S.
domestically and abroad.whiltat the same time, attending to the back-
ground' description prerequisite for understanding of the issues. Howevet,
from the viewpoint-of an area studies sTmcialist, it is unfortunate that
the very thoroughness of the text's approach to American values clarifi-
cation circumscribes the &loth of analysis of foreign cultures. Discus
sions of Latin America and other cultures are generally confined totheir
economic and political interface with this United States philosophical
core. The result issthat while U.S. interventions in Latin America are
treated consistently *ith sensitiv y and accuracy, teachers are left to
their own devices to provide affect] = and cognitive understandings of
Latin American culture. Indeed, the authors evidence a cognizance of
this problem, providing in each. chap er a list of recommended books for
students-that, if read, would overc many of the Latin America-area
shortcomings of the text.

Thepreceding note of cautio should not be construed to mean that
the space devoZed.to4he socp-gpo tico--economic fabric of the U.S.
precludes went n of the i pendent Ievelopmant of Latin America.
As With mo general ere are exceptions. For example, the treat-
ment.given tative American societies in Mexip$.and Peru, the Spanish Con-
quest, and Spanish colonial life are quite Vequate. These sections are
embellished by attractive maps and photographs' that promote understanding
of diversity of culture and economy.

My only quarrel with the description of Indian civilization pertains
to the reference made to the Spanish conquest of the Mayas. The text on
page 47 relates: "After bringing the Aztecs under their control, the
Spanish armies tried to conquer the oldest and Prost highly developed of
all American civilizations, the Mayas. This expedition was not successful.
at first. It took almost 20 years for the Spanish to conquer the Mayas."
This statement is misleading at best. Divided by civil rivalries and
strife,the great Mayan civilization was dissipated well before the arrival
of the Spainards in 1518. In the view of contemporary historians, Mayan
civilization entered into rapid decline in about A.D. 1200 and disinte-
grated completely by 1441; their great religious centers abandoned to forest
and weeds. The Indian groups in southern Mexico and Central America which
Cortes subdued after the Aztecs, undoubtedly included Mayan%descendents,
but they had already been split into easIdy conquerable small factions.

The book also covers, without much ,detail, the establishment and organi-
zation of Spanish colonies in America. The transplantation of Spain's
feudal system of land ownership, class hierarchies, colonial government,
and the Church's attitude toward the Indians are briefly discussed (pp. 52-53).
Unfortunately, the problem of superficiality is exacerbated here by organi7*
zational structure. Description of life in the Spanish missions is held in
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aheyance fo\r 300 pages to be used as a prelude to the Texas war for inde-
pendence. Given the paucity of information on Spanisa colonial traditions,
it would. have been advisable to place the reference to the missions within
a consolidated 9o/Onial context rather than repder'it asunder.

Two of the better U.S. history texts accounts of the U.S.-Mexican War
.(pp. 391-39)8) and the Spanish American War (pp. 528 -533) appear hire. The

lengthy reference to the Mexican War gives students insight into President
Polk's deliberate planning aka orchestration of the war, his plan to conquer (N.

California, and the protests these ations evoked from antiwar organizations
and individuals. Even more commendable. isthe account of events leading up
to war in the/Caribbean. The format of the chapter is effective in providing
descriptions 'of the pressure exerted by U.S. indus ry td, expand and control

trade with Latin America and.the lack of a clear .S. policy for establishing
,,power in Latin America as background to the actin 6 in Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Hawaii, anhe Phillipinee. The desires for safe markets for American
industry,:Ehe allure of world power, and belief in Anglo- American superiority
are all analyzed here, fostering understanding of the complexity of foreign
policy.

. . The excellent coverage of thpAU.S. -Latin American policy in action
continues with analysis of the cottruction of the canal in Panama and
U.S. management of the 'affdirs of Venezuela and the Dominican Republic
(pp.'0557 -561). Focusing on concrete economic and political objectives, the
narrative and margin notes combine to present a fully developed description
of the big stick policy of Theodore Roosevelt. The point is effectively
made that although the canal was a brilliant achievement of American science
and technology, it demonstrated a cultural chauv*nism and use of power that
did not xlin the U.S. many friends.in Central and South America. The U.S.

/
,'quest for power and authority and trade and profit are also central themes
/ in the description of the Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine and U.S.
involvement in Venezuela and the Dominican Republic. In substance, tone and
organization this section rates high marks for demonstrating to students the
significant role of ideology and economy in U.S. policy towards Latin America.

In The American Az.; eaph chapter progressively expands od the complexity .

. of U.S. foreign policy toward poorer nations. It effectively employs a case
study of Woodrow Wilson's interference in Mexico to first raise the iasue of
the "moral" trade-off between protecting peace and democracy and respecting
national soverignity. This discussion sets the stage for a discussion of the
same economic and moral foreign policy themes in the context of Castro's 1959
revolution in Cuba and the 1978 Panama Canal Treaty.

To conclude, the foreign policy subject matter is logically developed
throughout the text. Margin notes, headings, subheadings, chapter reviews,
and bibliographies enhance reflection on the main ideas in the chapters and \

help students conceptualiie the intricate pattern of ideas and beliefs behind
U.S. diplomatic and military interactions with Latin America. Although ana-
lysis of the nature of U.S. philosophy 'and actions toward Latin America gives
some insight into the Latin American perspective of the U.S., this view is
not fully developed. Nonetheless, more detailed information on Latin America
is provided in chapter bibliographies and the omission is forgiveable as one
of. only few weaknesses in an otherwise honest and thorough book.

r.
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THIS IS AMERICA'S STORY
HoughtoURIfilin

0
' :The book is visually attractive with consistently excellent maps and

Vgraphics. The treatment of Latin America is, for the most part, equally
excellent with provisions of extensive, background information and clear and
well-balanced analysis. Unfortunately, the generally lucid and imaginative
narrative is undercut by some impprtant minions and stereotypes related
to discussion of Latin America.

In assessink Latin American coverage in This is America's Story one is
struck by the contrastaloetween the inclusive, fair and objective discussion
.of Spanish colonial rule, U.S. - Mexican conflicts, and the Spinish American
War and a ased and cursory treatment given the Indian civilizations, andthe ac isition of the Panama Canal. .

Th bo discussion of the advanced Indian civilizations liVing in Meso-and Sout erica before the conquest is sketchy, incomplete and e#ocentric.
No attempt is made to examine the Indian roots of Latin_American culture.
The Aztecs and Incas receive mention only in the context of their conquest by
the Spainards, while the Mayan civilization is neglected entirely, The depic-
tion of the exploits of the "jovial" Cortes and hik."valiant" men/in Mexicois grossly romanticized and inconsistent with the documented history of
Cortes' brutality towards the Aztecs. The following statement rflects themoral confusion, eurocentric bias and Machivellian standard applied in the
coverage of Cortes': "Although we may not approve of what he did, we must,
admire the courage and persistence of this conqueror of Mexico" '(p. 52).
Why-should American students be taught to challenge Mexico's own rejection
of its conquerer when neither his "accomplishments" nor hie "motives" deserve
approbation?

In contrast, cultural Sensitivity and innovative and effective organiza-tion of material characterize the section on life in colonial Latin America.
It ietto the authors credit that life in Spanish. America is presented through
the letters of an imaginary fifteen year old boy who went to New Spain in the
early 1700's. Students are thus given an opportunity to understand the feudal
Spanish heritage of Latin America and analyze the impact of cultural inter-
action in a human and value-free manner. The section is marred only by one
factual inaccuracy. The text states that the Univeriaity of Mexicd and the
University in Lima, Peru, which were both founded in 1551, "are the two oldest
universities in the New World" (p. 61). The fact is that the. University of
Santo Tomas in the Dominican Republic was founded 13 years earlier in 1538.

This is America's. Story deserves particular commendation for its hemi-
spheric scope, presenting episodes in the history and culture of Latin America
unrelated to U.S. involvement in the region. Without even discussing content,
the nature of most U.S. history texts makes the mere inclusion of sections on
Latin American independence (pp. 192-201) and present-day Latin America (pp. 665-
682) path-breaking and, hence, a positive aspect of the text. Moreover, the con-
tent in these sections demonstrates a fine sense of what is important and what
to leave out, taking into account most of the historically significant issues
and personages. For example, the text objectively relates how in length of
time and in scope of territory covered, the movements for Latin American inde-
pendence transcended the North American revolution and fall into four main
theaters of action: Mexico, northern South &erica, the River Plate, and Brazil.
The narrative goes on to show that in Mexico there arose no single great leader,
but rather a series of heroes. In South America on the other hand, the book
deservedly gives most attention to the giants of independence in each theater:
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Miranda in Venezuela, Bolivar in northern South America, San Martin in the
River Plate, and Dom Pedro in Brazil. The antipathy that existed between .

the two dominant casts (Spainard and Creole) is correctly identified as lie
spark which ignited revolution in Latin America. My only klualm with thir 1

is that while there is the implication that the struggle for Spanish American
independence was a revolt, of the classes, not of the masses, it should have
been more explicitly stated in a textbook of this level. The non-participation
of the masses in independence from Spain add *Portugual is critically signifi
cant to our understanding of the differences in historical development between
Latin America and the United States. .

'.

The uneveqess of the text is evident in the lack of depth of content and
analysis in the sectialkon the Panama Canal. Much of the discussion focuses
on the decision to'build the canal and the great engineering feat of its coM-

m.
these-;are valid issues, but the pre-occupaticin with expansion and

"defense of the western hemisphere" render superficial the treatment of the
Latin American perspective of this event. Little attempt is made here to
jleip students understand the complexity of the issue and the social and politi-
cal repercussions in Colombia and Panama of U.S. involvement. .

One of. the. greatest merits of this book is its attention to the ebtrent
oocial,-political and economi6 realities. of Latin Aierica and contemporary
U.S.-Latin American relations. The narrative provides an adequate, if
somewhat touristic, introduction to the common traditions as well as the .

.

geographic and cultural diversity of the Latin.American countries. But what.
is unusual about this section is its acknowledgement of the need to link past
with present to understand crucial .issues in U.S.7LatinAmerican relations.
The text and graphics combine to present extensive -description iirAriiiiiiii
policy of intervention, the Good Neighbor Policy, and the conflictibetween
U.S. business interests and the Latin American desire to control add benefit
from their own natural resources. Although there is bias toward the U.S.
model of development and rationalization of U.S. intervention, the tone of
the argument suggests more the inspiration of pragmatic acceptability than
national-ideological loimitment. TO its credit, the text does not shy away
from controversy in stating that "the people of Cub/pare no nearer to demo-
cracy than they ever were, but at least the poor among them now live somewhat
better than before" (p. 682). ...

The thoUght-Ordvoking quality of This is America's Story is enhanced by
excellent charts, maps, and graphs. Maps on page 602 and 604 help students
understand why the Isthmus of Panama was selected as the site far canal con-
struction. The chart on page 671 is useful in illustrat the extent to
which the countries of Latin America depend on trade with he United States.

Overallothe references to Latin America in This is erica's Story, are
extensive and encourage discussion of interesting issues related to Latin
America-U.S1 relations. One speculates that a reasoned nationalism con-
strained more analytical discussion of U.S. military and economic inter-
vention in Latin America. However, this argument does not explain the omission
of discussion of Pre-Columbian civilization. .

If teachers are aware of these-iimitationsand can prepare to cover the
few omissions and biases, this text can provide an especially stimulating
introduction to Latin America's role in the hemisphere,
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Two Centuries f Progress
Laidlaw Brothers

There are very few detailed references to Latin America in Two Centuries'
of Progress. Histotical references to the'regiod.are undeveloped throughout ,

from the combined total of less than 300.words devoLed to the great pre-Columbian
civilizStions.andjthe Spanish Conquest (p.20 and p.35) to the 15 words on the
Alliance for Progress (p.616). By following this tersely factual appgoach toward ,

Latin American issues, the text does not provide sufficient development and
interrelationship of concepts to enable students to adequately develope cognitive
and affective understanding.

An early casein point is the description pg colonial life in New Spain.
A4though the narrative on colonial life ifs more succinct than a Latin. America
specialist would wish, it.does idtroduce the Argument that the curse of Spain's
agricultural economy, the latifundia, or huge estate, hid prevented small farmer
settlement in New 1pain (p.38). But two deficiencies are salient here. On the
one hand, the text missed an opportunity to underscore the significance of
colonial land policy by not adding that one great abiding difference between the
United States and the Latin American nations is that most of the land in the
former was not settled until after independence from England, when the small
farmer Came into his own, By contrast, in Latin America a great proportion of

. the land was consolidate& into huge estates during the colonial ipoch,a4lowing
in most cases for economic class extremes to persist through to the present day.
On the other hand, the land argument does not alone explain Spain's problem of
colonization following the conquest. The fact that Spain had liquidated its re-
ligious and political minorities who might serve as immigrants certainlyoms a
disadvantage in,this regard. Without dwelling further on the argument, this
type of contextual information could "have given meaning to such unexplained
assertions as the following which appearion page 39:

"Unlike the English, most Spaniards had little reason to leave home
and settle in'North America."

The brevity of the text also contributes to oversimplification of the
Mexican-American War. Nearly all North American historians agree.that the
government of U.S. President Polk felt that war with Mexico was necessary in
order to get California and New Mexico and fulfill manifest destiny. In this

ehhobook, however, not only are Polk's designs on .Mexico omitted m the narrative,
bat the unproven assertion is made that Mexico started the war (p 282).

The Mexican-American War section calls attention to a drawback in the
.organizational structure of the book. One has the feeling that longer textual
passages on imperia1ist implications were omitted here because illustrations of
the concept of empire were tcObe reserved for a later chapter in U.S. hi&tory.
Thus, there is no discussion of the deadly effect of this war on Mexican atti-
tudes towards the/Monroe Doctrine; feelings which were passed on to Central
America and northern South America and whichshaped Latin American perceptions

'' of U.S. foreign 4olicy into the twentieth century. The negative aspect of this
approach is that students are encouraged to deyelop a cohesive picture of complex
concepts of imperialism and foreign relations without understanding the sources
of problems in U.S.-Latin American relations as they occured within their own
contexts. Indeed, despite the fact that cursory mention of U.S. interference
in the region is made on page 386 in order "to help studerts understand" factors
influencing U.S. foreign policy, no concrete examples of resentment are provided
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fn the ensuing description 'of U.S. military interventions in cUba, Pantos',
Nexica., Haiti and the)Dominican Republic (pp. 386-390).

In a more positike vein, the discueston of the role of budihess in
expansionism if clear and insightful. Although I believe the analysis of the
foreign policy impact of Americask,sugar investments should have been extended
beyond Hawaii (p.385) to Cuba, the chapter does an adequate job of explaining
how industry demands for protection-of overseas investments and control of trade
helpcd shape "dollar diplomacy" in Latin America and the Caribbean. The
attention paid to.U.S. oil, aiding and railroad interests in Mexico, a topic
frequently lacking in U.S. history texts, deserves particular commendation.

Unfortunately', economic issues, which contested with security' concerns for
-priority in the analysis of hemisphere relations in the first third.of this
century, are omitted froi discussions of more contemporary relationd. For example,
the shift from military intervention to cooperation and mutual agreement is the
foc4s of the account of the 4bod Neighbor Policy. However, this emphasis on
cooperation distorts analysts of the relationship by omitting reference to the
U.S. determination to replace military intervention with full-scale "economic" '.s
intervention. to achieve its objectives in the region. Ultimately, the-neglect
of economic issues and Latin AmarIcan perspectives in the coverage of contemporary-
relations and the concomitant emphasis on security and the "communist threat"
in such case studies as Cuba and the Dominican Republic (pp.620-621) seriously
undermines understanding of today"s hemispheric problems.

In summary, the paucity of substantive content and the general failure to
relate what content is provided to.certain key concepts invites .uninformed
generalizations about Latin America and its relationship to the United States.
Although Two Centuries of Progress shows some potential for depth, as demoyri,
etrated by the section on industry and expansionism, it requires extensive,
revision in its approach to the Latin America area: 4
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THE FREE AND THE BRAVE
Rand McNally and Co.

' I

This textbook reflects careful scholarship and thqtighful design con-
Otruction-in its generally well-balanced,and,acCurate treatment of the Latin
American itea. From the Latin America area specialist viewpoint it would be
fair to iay that the most crucial deficiencies in U.S. history textbooks are
the presence of Eurocentiic bias in descriptions of Indian cultures, a U.S.
slant in accounts of U.S.-Latin American disputes, and a patronizing attitude,
toward Lean American cultural and political institutions. The Free and the t,
Brave is one of the fel U.S. history books that includes a thorough examina-*-
tion of the Indian legacy which has conditioned the historical evolution of .

'tin American peoples and fundementallydetermined their character.
The sections on the Mayan, Incan, and Aztec cultures and the Spanish con-

quest deserve copmendation. The. text points out that the religious and plea-
tic arts of American Indian civilizations-coUldleompete With oriental creations.
Graphics effectively support the narrative,:illustrating.such accomplishments
as. the suspension bridge' pyramids, and calendars, In this manner the reader
is prepared to expect more than oversimplified explanations of cultural. supe--
riority for the defeat of these civilizations at the hands of the Spaniards.
Expectations are met with a clear and concise analysis of the technological
handicaps (no horses, wheel or metallurgy) that combined with religious
beliefs and disease to precipitate the demise of the Aztec and Inca civilize-

.

tions. The high quality andbalance ofthe section continues with narfitive
and graphic impressions of the cross-cultural encounter from both the Aztec

JkiN, and Spaniard perspectives.

In contrast to the chapter on the Indians, the other basic determinant of
Latin American culture, the legacy of Spanish colonial rule, is given inade--
quate treatment. Although the text accurately presents the thesis that gold
lust and the desire to spread Christianity-to the Indians motivated Spanish
exploration and colonization, the section as a whole suffers from a lack ot,
depth of content and analysis. The section could be improved with-more
analysis of the medieval, feudal intellectual, social and spiritual values
introduced by Spain into Latin America.

Three areas where U.S. history textbook accounts hew commonly suffered
from ethnocentrism is in their treatments of the Mexican-American and Spanish-
American Wars and the acquisition of the Panama Canal zone. The Free and the
Brave approach to these historical episodes is refreshingly free of stereo-
typical images and "manifest destiny" rationalizations, Moreover, the text
realistically describes the fear of U.S. expansionism on the part of the Latin
American countries (Mexico, Cuba, and Colombia) involved in these episodes.
This inclusion of Latin American reaction to U.S. incursions permits the reader
to study these situations with an open mind and thereby understand the evolu-
tion of present-day Latin American attitudes towards the U.S.

The analysis of the U.S.-Mexican War is a good example of the text's atten-
tion to the need to reverse North American images of Mexico. For exampie,
the account of the capture of Mexico City gives insight into how the battle cf
Chauputepec has much the same meaning for Mexican patriots as the Alamo has for
Texans. The discussion of how a few boys studying to be soldiers held of
General Winfield Scott's army for three days and then leaped to their deaths
rather than surrender concludes with the insightful statement that,"1exicans
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have never forgotten the battle,. which they think of as a slaughter."
In a similar vein, the account 6f the 1898 Spanish-American War objectively

puts forth the view that the U.S. citizenry became aroused by yellow journalism
as much as anything"else. Noteworthy is the inclusion of the statement of
the Anti-Imperialist League (Mark Twain, Grover Cleveland; Benjamin Harrison,
Andrew Carnegie, et. al.) describing the conquering of other peoples as going
against the most basic ideas of the U.S.

The coverage of the acquisition of the Panama Canal Zone represents yet
anothet attempt to give attention to Latin American attitudes toward U.S.
expansionism. -The text describes. how the U.S. gained the hostility of Colom-
bians and other Latin Americans by colluding with a French construction com-
pany to support a Panamanian revolution and secure the canal zone from Colombia.
This approach, which adoptwat least a partial Latin American-centered perspec-
tive, informs students regarding some of the important. reasons Latin Americans
view U.S. foreign policy toward their region with a mixture of fear and suspi-
cion.

The major weak spot in the coverage of Latin America is the complete
omission of discussion on the impact of multinational corporation. No mention
is made whatsoever of.the dependence of Latin American nations on the decisions
of the men who run the global corporations. This exclusion is all the more
glaring in the light of the well-balanced portrayal of U.S. military interven-
tions in the region. If students are to understand fully why Latin Americans
harbor hostility to the U.S. a discussion of our major companies' economic
policies and"their disregard for Latin.Americes needs is necessary.

In sum, the treatment of Latin America in The Free and the Brave is gener-
ally sensitive and Latin American figures are treated in a positive way. The
illustrations are excellent and the narrative encourages objective analysis
and inquiry. The high quality of the text's presentation on Latin America is
marred only by the exclusion of the role of multinationals in fostering economic
dependency. The publisher is to be commended for a largestep in the right
direction.

4
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AMERICAN ADVENTURES
Scholastic Inc.

As it states in the preface on page 9, American Adventures is about people
who made U.S. history. A reviewer specializing in another area might commend
this book for realistically presenting the historical and contemporary achieve-
ments of individuals from diverse ethnic and racial groups, and for packaging
the material in an attractive; highly readable format. It is, therefore, in a
way regretable that this reveiwer's mandate to analyze the manner in which the P
text portrays Latin America constrains any detailed comment on the book's
organization, content, and conceptual framework in relation to other peoples
and events. For the fact of the matter is that material on Latin America in
this text is sadly deficient in both quantity and quality.

There are four major issues treated in American Adventures which will be
discussed in this review: war with Mexico, war with Spain,-the Panama.Canal,
and the Cuban Crisis. Other Latin American themes which crop.up in other U.S.
history texts, such as pre-Columbian civilizations, Spanish colonial life,
Latin American wars of independence, and 20th century U.S. military and economic
interventions in the region are in this book either cursorily treated of omitted
entirely. It shall suffice at present to call attention,to these considerable
shottcomings and concentrate on the scholarship and values of the relevant area
material actually included in the text.

A short, yet fairly cogent analysis of the root causes and battles of the
war with Mexico appears on pages 208-214. By centering on Mexican expectations
that U.S. settlers would build up an empty Texas territory, not own slaves, and
be loyal to Roman Catholic Mexico, and the conflictual reality of Texan Protestant
slave-holders, students are encouraged to understand the logical progression of
Mexican repressive laws, Texan rebellion, and then independence. Building along
these organizat4.onal lines, the authors briefly, but accurately, present the
debate over Texas statehood and President Polk's desire to expand the U.S. to
the Pacific Ocean as a prelude to war with Mexico. However, because detail on
internal U.S. opposition to Polk's war and Mexican opposition to the annexation
of Texas is completely lacking, students will have to seek supplementary materials
to understand the implications of this war of expansion for U.S.-Mexican relations
and U.S. foreign policy in general.

While the narrative adequately addresses the role of sensationalist press
in arousing American sentiment for war with Spain, it gives the erroneous impres-
sion that war was provoked solely by compassion for oppressed Cubans. The
question of U.S. property interest in Cuba, for example,-is never raised.
Students should know that U.S. industry pressures for control of trade in the
Caribbean and Roosevelt's expansionist desires were factors before they attempt
to answer the question posed on page 379 regarding the reasons for the .S.
decision to go to war. One could also question the bias of the stateme1t made
on page 378 that the U.S. made a fairly good record during its occupatiqn of
Cuba, leaving that country independent after 1902. Nothing is said of the Platt
Amendment which the U.S. forced Cuba to incorporate into its constioution and
which sanctioned U.S. control of Cuban foreign policy and interventions to
"restore order" until it was abrogated in 1934.

Similar problems related to differentiating significant factors and generating
erroneous impressions occur in the context of the account of the Panama Canal.
Undue emphasis is placed on U.S. security interests in building a canal and the
technological achievement of construction. Students should know that the state-
ment on page 385 that "Colombia agreed to sell a strip of land six miles wide to
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the U.S.," is misleading. As in the U.S., Congressional approve required

for ratification and the'Colombien Congress was unwilling to accept the
offered for the tract of land. Unfortunately, the impression is given that
because Colombia reneged and stalled and Panamanians were unhappy under Colombian

rule, the U.S. had a moral reason for intervention. Since background on the

French construction company plotting of a Panamanian revolution and the U.S.
promise of immediate recognition of the Panamanian rebe,s is not provided, there

is nothing to dispel this false notion. In short, there is no way of knowing
from the narrative that the occupation of Cuba and the Panamanian revolution
left the United States with few friends in Latin America at the beginning of
the 20th century.

With the exception of the Cuban missile crisis, the building of the
Panama Canal marks thn disappearance of Latin America from the pages of American
Adventures. --ItotibiletT-iiiiiee-The-"Cubilii""agertactudifesparenthetical mention

of the Bay of Pigs and then centers on the missile confrontation between the
U.S. and U.S.S.R., in which Cuba was only a pawn in the action (pp. 571-573),
practically speaking, contemporary U.S.-Latin American relations are written
off entirely.

According to the Teaching Guide (p.6), roughly 1,400 hours. of research
went into the process of finding the most instructive and interesting pictures
for each chapter. The labor is obvious from the appealing and authentic
illustrations.' Obvious also is the relatively small amount of research time
spent on Latin American issues. As it stands, so many important social, geo-
graphicomouomic and political'elements of not only Latin American culture,
but U.S.-Latin American relations, are neglected or distorted in this book that
major revision is "Fired for classroom use.

alb
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AMERICAt AMERICA!
Scott, Toresman and Company

At.first reading, it is tempting to reject America: America: out
of hand on the basis of inadequate treatment of Latin America. There are
relatively few references to the region in the text; no reference is made
to Latin American independence and there is_no evidence of a commitment to
understanding Latin America apart from its interactions with the U.S.
However, despite these considerable limitations the text manages to achieve .

a modicum of redemption through its innovative analysis of patterns of U.S.
foreign policy in a variety of settings at different times in history. By
presenting an uncustomarily thorough examination of the factors which have
conditioned U.S. policy responses to other world regions, studenti using
the text can at least gain some insight into contemporary U.S.-Latin American
relations.

Still, the shortcomings in the treatment of Latin America axe numerous.
The pre-Columbian civilizations are summarily dismissed with the following
passage: "South of"the Hotiokams, in Mexico and Central America,ilived the
Mayas and Aztecs. These groups lived in the region where Americans first
developed extensive agriculture. American pottery was also probably first
made here. The Mayas in Mexico and Guatemala, and the Aztecs in Central
Mexico developed very complex civilizations. They built large Cities
around great temples and huge pyramid,. In addition, metal working,
building, engineering, and the arts and 'sciences were developed by these
civilizations" (p. 42).

By lumping together two civilizatios, omitting a third iMportant civili-
zation (the Incas) and describing achievements in only the broadest general-
ities, the narrative discourages any Inquiry into how these AmOrican cultures
compared with each other or compared with the cultures of the ancient
Mediterranean world. The Mayas and the Aztecs, although both 'comprising
part of the heritage of Mexiio, were as different as the Greeks and Romans.
The Mayas developed the most refined of all the American Indian cultures,
excelling in. finely balanced architecture, astronomy, sculpture, and hiero-
glyphic writing. On the other hand, the Aztecs, despite all !their warrior
splendor, constituted a regression and not an advance in Mexican civilization.
Moreover, both these cultures were less developed than the Incas in engineer-
ing, agricultural economy, and social organization. The fact that an entire
chapter of the text was devoted to Native American culture, makes this cursory
treatment of the most developed of all Indian cultures all the more unwarranted.

A similar lack of discrimination among Indian civilizations characterizes
the account of the Conquest. An excerpt from a book by Bartolome de las
Cases provides the only description of the conquest in the text; an account
which gives no indication of the identity of either the Spanish conqueror or
the Indian civilization conquered (p. 73). Moreover, the reliance on Las
Cases as the sole source of information on the Conquest is a glaring error
of scholarship. While Las Cases was an exceptional humanitarian and defender
of the Indians, his exaggerated second-hand accounts of slaughters have been
dismissed by scholars as ludicrous distortions to serve his own purpose. This
is the same "historian" who wrote that a Spanish soldier killed 10,000 Indians
with his lance in an hour, that is, 167 Indians a minute, ore3 a second.
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The narrative provides respectively little and no guidance to students
interested in learning about the Spanish feudal heritage and the struggle
for independence in Latin America. Following the chapter on the Conquest
the next mention of Latin America is in connection -with the U.S.-Mexico
War of 1846. .This section sets a pattern of the strengths and weaknesses
of America: America: respective to coverage of U.S.-Latin American rela-
tions. Although the text provides little background information on the
causes of war, it does provoke a values discussion on expansionism and
anti-war protest and suggests analogies to events in recent history. Such
inquiries require supplemental source materials to overcome theVlack of
data in the text. For example, the narrative relates that "On April 25;
1946, General Taylor sent word that the Mexican calvary had crossed the
Rio Grande and had killed, wounded, or captired sixtr-three of the United
States force" (p. 341). Without any further discussion of the verification
of Taylor's message, the motivational aid in the margin of the page directs
teachers to ask "Did Taylor mislead the nation in order to force war?"
While the question is significant; it would stimulate more useful discussion
if more detail on the event had been provided.

The attempt to relate concepts of expansionism and nationalism with U.S.
foreign policy toward Latin America is more effective in the section on the
Spanish-American War. The book does an excellent Job of integrating descrip-
tion of the Spanish-American War into a discussion of the concepts of political
and economic imperialism, nationalism, and jingoism. While the conceptual
framework provides an excellent demonstration of the economic and political
dimensions of "manifest destiny" it does not come to terms with the legacy of
resentment in the Third World engendered by colonialism. A perceptive student
may deduce the nature of Latin American reaction from the short description
provided of U.S. pressures on Cuba (p. 557) and the political cartoon showing
Theodore Roosevelt dumping canal.dirt on Colombia (p. 558). But aside from
these oblique references,no information is forthcoming in this section on the
nature and evolution of Latin American attitudes towards the "colossus of the
north".

It remains for the text's ditcussion of U.S. foreign policy in the
twenties (pp. 604-607) to finally face the issue of Latin American resentment.
The causes for the resentment are more explicitly treated here than previously.
For example, me'htion is made of Mexico's attempt to improve the lives of its
people by trying to end U.S. control of its oil and mining properties and
other key elements of its economy. The U.S. Marine intervention in Nicaragua
is also cited as fueling Latin American hostility. The interjection of these
accounts in the narrative leading up'to the "Good Neighbor Policy" of
Franklin Roosevelt suggests thoughtful arrangement of content. Unlike in
other parts of the book's treatment of Latin America, the reasons for U.S.
policy (in this case, a promise of noninterference) are explicitly made clear.

The discussion of the U.S. policy toward Latin America under Franklin
Roosevelt suggests the potential of the text to effectively integrate U.S.
foreign policy concepts with events and attitudes in Latin America. Unfortuna-
tely, it is a unique instance, and more background information on Latin
American economic, political and cultural development is required if the book
is to be effective in the classroom.
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Let Freedom Ring
Silver Burdett Company

Let Freedom Ring does a good job of tracing historical conditions and
highlighting stages of U.S.. governMent contact, conflict and policy change
related to Latin America through the first third of the twentieth century.
Because Latin America area material is used to illustrate central themes in
chapters organized around ideas of expansionism, economic and social change,
and national interest, students are provided a lucid examination of the foun-
dation and earlier practice of U.S.-Latin American policies. Nonetheless,
as .a consequence, since Latin America deems to be competing for limited inter-
national space in this U.S. history text, the foreign policy emphasis is at the
expense of a more thorough treatment of Latin American culture. The following

-discussion-will -consider -more-specific-My, Trom tWLati-n-Anitieita area per-
spective. some of the major strengths and weaknesses of the book's content and-.---

organization.

Among the positive aspects of the book's Latin American coverage, the
subiection on the "The American Empire" in Chapter 21 is perhaps the. strongest.
The description of Cuban independence following the Spanish-American war
(pp. 465-466) not only 'provides uncommon insight into the role of economy and
ideology in U.S. involvement in the island, but it does something not encountered
in any other U.S. history text reviewed: it goes beyond independence to consi-
der the implications of Cuba's designation as a U.S. protectorate after U.S.
military occupation ended. This integration of.the account of the Spanish-
American War with the aftermath of independence encourages student understanding
of some of the long-standing problems of U.S.-Cuban relations. This chapter
also makes excellent use of primary source material in the form of speeches by
Senator Beveridge.and President Taft to provide students with knowledge of the
philosphy and practice of "dollar diplomacy". Unfortunately, the one drawback
in the chapter is a major one. The assertion on page 468 that Panamanian rebels
planning a revolution against Colombia were refused Help from the United States
may'lead students to erroneous inferences of U.S. guilelessness in this situa-
tion. Contemproary historians would argue that the U.S. government's promise
to the rebels of immediate recognition together with the dispatch of a United
States warship to the scene to prevent Colombian troop landings indicate, con-
trary to the text's explanation, that the U.S. was involved in the revolution
from the beginning.

Another strength of Let Freedom Ring is its balanced and fairly dramatic
account of the events leading up to war with Mexico. Attention is given to
the Mexican 'attitude that the U.S. had stolen Texas and was plotting to take
California and New Mexico (p. 286). This example demonstrates the magnificent
potential of the foreign culture' perspective to foster comprehensive under-
standing. Disappointingly, it is an isolated example, and the potential of
adopting a Latin America perspective is not tapped elsewhere in the book.

The negative aspects of Latin America area coverage are numerous. By
simply portraying the Aztecs and Incas only in terms of their population size
and neglecting mention of the Mayas altogether, a pattern Of insensitivity to the
richness, accomplishments and diversity of Latin American culture is established
from the beginning. For example,'cultural insensitivity is witnessed near the
end of the book (p.551) in the comment that the more "militant" Mexican-
Americans are called "Chicanos". This viewpoint gives inadequate recognition
to the all-encompassing scope of the word "Chicano ". Although in the 1960's
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militants adopted this term to express disdain for their "hyphenated" status
as Mexican-Americans, its use has long since spread and been adopted by estab-
lishment figures and the communtity aelarge. This 1980 publication should
certainly reflect this changed reality.

The same problem holds true for colonial life in New Spain: inadequate,
except for-subsections on treatment of Indians-and Africans. Spain's impact
on government, social structure, land-owning patterns in the Newliorld, (all
important influences in the nature,,,of Latin American relations with the U.S.),
is omitted entirely. Not only are'pre-Columbian and colonial Latin American
history avoided or only cursorily mentioned,. but other major events and processes
are also not discussed: the wars for independence, the Good Neighbor Policy,
the Alliance for Progress, multinational investment, and U.S. military inter-'
vontions in the region.

To some extent, the provision of bibliogri:phies of books and films with
which to obtain additional information and supplementary explanations in.the
margins of the Teacher'i Edition compensates for the general absence of infor-
MaLiOn on Latin America. But, I do feel thaLthe author could have conveniently
included more Latin America background.material.in the narrative without compro-
mising the book's ability to deal with issues in U.S. politics and society.
Although the Teacher's Edition contains a great deal of guides to further under-
standing of Latin America, it cannot be relied on to give students the broad based
knowledge of Latin American societies and their interactions with the United
States necessary to develop critical thinking about our relations with the area.

Overall, the combination of the book's conceptual innovations and sugges-
tions of supplementary materials have influencedmy recommendation of it as
adequate for classroom use. However, it is far from perfect. More extensive
references to'the legacy of early. Latin American culture and factors in contem-
porary U.S.-Latin American relations are needed for developing an effective
program of study.

0
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (LATIN AMERICA)

It is necessary at the beginning to make some mention of the focus of
U.H. history textbooks, as distinct from world cultures texts, and the impli-.

,-cations of that focus for the establishment of guidelines for international
a review. The common purpose of the ten books under review is, as should

e expected, t foster understanding of the history and culture. of the United
States. Therefoie, it is to some extent understandable when histories of
other areas are presented only in the context of interaction with the U.S.
The concernof the international area studies reviewer, or, at least this
reviewer, is: to evaluate' the extent to which these books have been effective
An taking advantage of opportunities for integrating background informatimi
on aspects of foreign culture without compromising their ability to deal with
historical and contemporary tnAmerica sociey._._ . . . . . _ _

FINDINGS: On the whole, the textbooks reviewed in this study are devoid of
gross inaccuracies and stereotypes in their portrayal of Latin American his-
torical personages, reflecting a cognizance among most of the publishers of
the need to revise the traditional pejorative treatment of Latin American
cultures. The one discouraging reminder of the past is the Ginn and company
text, American History For Today, in which distorted views of Latin American
culture remain as entrenched is ever through non-representation and nisraprel:
sentation of figures in Latin American and Caribbean history.

Allowing-for the inevitable exceptions and inconsistencies, there are some
observable central tendencies among the books reviewed which allow for the
following elementary aggregations: 1)'texts which are openl rochial in
their approach, but nonetheless give students an adequate f nd tion of.the
philosophy of. U.S. foreign policy and its interface with La ... il L

'?1,

rica;
2) tfqta---which\are parochial in their approach and are too sup ficial and/or
ethnocentric td enable cognitive and affective understanding f decisive forces
in U.S.-Latin American relationships; 3). texts which mani =st a hemispheric
scope and present episodes in the history and culture of Latin America unre-
lated to U.S. involvement in the region, but at the expense of understanding
the foundation and practice of U.S. foreign policy; 4) texts which are hemis-
pheric in scope.without compromising analysis of American foreign policy.

The first category of texts is also the largeet., A common thoroughness
of approach to U.S. policy toward Latin America and concommitan superficial
analysis of Latin America culture. characterizes The American Way, rice
America:, Two Centuries of Progress, and Let Freedom Ring. Among iniriam
iiiii7TheAmerican Way and Let Freedom Ring most frequently and effectively
use Latin America area material to illustrate such concepts as expansionism,
national security, dollar diplomacy, and on occasion, cultural diversity.

The second category applies to those books which neither exercise a
Latin America perspective nor contribute significantly to understanding of
U.S. foreign policy.. Mexican History For_Today falls most firmly into this
category because of its simplistically benevolent view of U.S. policies toward
Latin America.and its correspondingly prejudicial treatment of Latin American
culture. Although less biased and slightly more attentive to Latin American
culture, We The People and American Adventures also belong in this category.
Factual information on U.S. foreign i3TIEFZILatin American culture in these
books is generally too insufficient to provide students with beyond the most
simplistic understanding of processes and events related to Latin America.

America: Its Peoples and Values has its own category because of its in-
clusion on the one hand of significant elements of Latin American history from
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colonial rule to the close of the nineteenth century, and avoidance on the other
hand, of the philosophy and practice of U.S. interactions with the region.

This Is America's Story and The Free *and The fteAmerit classification
in the fourth category for their genetally clear and insightful coverage of
Latin America bqth apart from and in relation to forces shaping U.S. foreign
policy. The former is the only text reviewed that adequately describes tLe
Latin American independence movements and the class antipathies that ignited
revolution. It also stands alone in linking the past with the present in analyz-
ing the socio-economic realities of contemporary U.S.-Latin American relations.
The great strength of The,Frge and The Brave, lies in its inclusion of Latin'
American perspectives of U.S. military interventions, thereby encouraging
objective inquiry into the affective aspects of America's present-day problems
lin the ara. AlthoUgh problems of uneven quality abound in even these texts,
the publishers deserve commeOdation for their sense of the significant in using
Latin America area concepts related to U.S. society..

_ The reviewer's highlights of the most common 444iciencies which permeate
the ten textUare as o ows:

1. Controversial issues are omitted. In Latin rice, these usually
concern the dependence of Latin American nations on the decisions made by
multinitionpli Opefating in those. countries, and the U.S. policy of support
for rig4-wing dictatorships. Nei0her issue is addressed in any of the texts.

2. Accounts of U.S. State Department interventions in Central and South
America are mi *Iing in the majority of these U.S. histories. The treatments
of incursions into the Caribbean, and to a lesser extent, Mexico, tend to dis-
play any one of three types of ethnocentric patinas: national security, humani-
tarianism, or manifest destiny. Cultural sovereignty is rarely at issue.

3. Aside from the Parlima Canal Treaty, issues in contemporary relations
between the U.S. and Latin America are neglected. Thus. lot example, the
emergence-of Brazil and Mexico as hemispheric powers in the 1980s is ignored.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. More of a Latin America area perspective should be integrated into

accounts of U.S. relations with the area. Latin American source materials
could be used to reveal reactions to U.S. policies, similar to the way the
American Adventures text used British political cartoons of the U.S. revolution.

2. Brazil comprises approximately half the population and half the area
of the South American continent and yet is completely ignored in all but one of
the texts. At the very least, the language and culture of Brazil should be
acknowledged to correct the impression that Latin America is only Spanish-
speaking and culturally homogenous.

3. Several of the books' chronological focus on events in Latin America
creates confusion in grasping the significance of certain concepts and generali-
zations. More effort should be made to explore ideas related to Latin America
and develop them with continuity and sequence. A positive example is the
treatment in Let Freedom Ring of the Spanish American War and its legacy of
U.S. dominance of Cuban affairs.

4. Accounts of the battles of the Mexican War and the Spanish American War,
while dramatic, are themselves unimportant. More emphasis should be placed on
the causes and effects of these. and other wars. Such an emphasis will help
students understand that the acute problem in inter-American relations at this
juncture is U.S. apathy and strong anti-Yankee sentiment in Latin America, aroused
mainly by continuausU.S. military and economic interventions in the region.
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Reviet #15

American !ii0OrT For Today,

° Ginn and Company

'Overall, the references here are few and far between and
even then, superficial. The first allusion does not come until
a description of the French and Indian War occurs at which time
the authors acknowledge *the Fr #nch explorations of two centuries
befOre. There is a passing re erence to.Wolfe's attack on "the
big fort."

The foug pages given ovoir to the War of 1812 provide scant
detail. We are eventually Old that Canada is in NATO and that
Canada fought in the Korean /1War.

/

a.

Reviewer #.15

AmeriFa: Its People and Values

Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich

This book includes an ample series of references to Canada
though once again, after the War of 1812, these tend to diminish.
The section on New France, about 7 pageb with good maps, inclines
to the movement down the Mississippi River rather than to the
settlement of Quebet. The Conquest is studied quite thoroughly
though succinctly ind is accompanied by intelligent maps. The
Quebec Act is acknowledged in terms of its impact on American
.coloniests. The War of 1812 likewise is.treated in terms of the
American point of view though the War of 1812 is reported quite
objectively. The Oregen Dispute is described with a good map.
The references to Canada thereafter are cursory but correct.
Most interesting is the reference to and'map-illustration f the
Underground Railway extending into Canada. There is a good
treatment of 'the St. Lawrence Seaway, and further citation of
Canada's presence in NATO, in the Korean War.

.nom:.,. vto.
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Reviewer #15 .

We the People
D.C. Heath

The coverage of Canada proceeds from the settlement'of New

/France through to the Oregon Boundary Dispute and stops there.

Five pages pertain to New France and feature a profiltof Champlain

and a passing-reference to the system of government established

,there. There is a picture of a trapper.

The charatterixation of the French and Indian War contains a

passing reference to England having defeated France. The depiction

of the War of 1812 takes about two hundred words. "Americans were

proud that their nation had defended itself. The United States did

----not_ronquer_Canada."___Einally_, there is an allusion to the settlement

of the Oregon Boundary.issue but no indication that a real quarrel had

ensued (nor even the citation of Polk's "54 40 or Fight" slogan).

In short, once again, there is no real identification of Canada

as a joint custodian of North American nor any real recognition taht

Canada is a nation.

Reviewer #15

The American Wa

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

Though the number of references to Canada are no more nor less

than are to be found in'the majority of the textbooks examined,

this volume does deploy a useful and handsome set of illustrations.

Of the five pages which treat New France, half are given over to .

Champlain. This section is quite thorough under the circumstances
and benefits from a map of expedition routes, an engraving of the

cover of Champlain's history of his voyages an engraving of the

fortress of Quebec City and another of a convent in Quebec.

* Similarly, the Montcalm-Wolfe battle is treated intelligently

as is the particu import of the Treaty of Paris and the victory

of the British. ere is a half-page engraving of the assault on

Quebec City Wolfe.

A single reference to the Quebec Act is still useful and makes

clear to the reader that "Protestant New Englanders were not happy

with the idea of religious toleration for Roman Catholics."

A few lines describe Benedict Arnold's defeat at Quebec in

1775 and the subsequent decision by the Americans to "give up the

idea of taking Canada".

Half a page each is given over to the Oregon Boundary Dispute

and to the '."sine Boundary Disputa. Rather suprisingly, the

description of the latter is the most thorough.

Ten thorough pages describe the War of 1812 with illustrations

though none of a campaign or-scene in Canada. At the Treaty of Ghent,

"the treaty and the war were thought by many (Americans) as a victory".
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Reviewer #15

This Is America's Story

Houghton, Mifflin Company

:4

This is far and away the most ambitious of the texts with
respect to Canada. While the formative years are treated in much
the same way as the other volumes, there are two chapters given
over to "How Canada BeCame an Independent Nation?1, (7 pages).
The initial chapter treats the effects of the Conquest, discusses
the Loyalists exile, the origins of British Canada and Lord Durham's
report. 'Maps and illustrations are inclided. The other chapter
brings Canada's history forward from that time, through Confederation,
desEtIbes-thkorganigation of thi federal government and concludes
with acknowledgement of Canada's place in the modern industrial
world. There are photographs included of the Parliament Buildings
and of the St. Lawrence Seaway.

e.

Reviewer 015

Two Centuries of Progress

Laidlaw

Two pages depict the settlement of New-France, another two
describe the Wolfe-Montcalm struggle and the subsequent Treaty of
Paris. There is a half /column cut of a pictumof the Battle on
the Plains of Abraham in Quebec City.

The Quebec Act is given passing remark as is the flight of
Loyalists to Canada. This flight, by the way, which is so
important to Canadians is scarcely ever mentioned in these textbooks.

There are four conventional pages describing the War of 1812
with no illustrations relevant to this critique.

Thereafter, there is a passing remark about Irish migration to
the U.S. and Canada, about the underground railway to Canada, about
Canada's attendance at Pat American Conferences and about Canada's
membership in NATO.
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Reviewer 015

The Free and.the Brave

Rand McNally

-.(,;;". '017,1",
. ,

One of the really extensive accounts of New France is
provided here in a"chapter.of 15 pages. This includes numerous
illustrations, quotes from explorers' like ,Cartier, a good map

. describing the journeys of Champlain and Brule (who is almost
neverventioned'elsewhere) and a detailed account of the life
and civilizations of the jtabitants and the seigneurs..

Approximately two pages depict the struggle between Wolfe
and Moutcalm and the Treaty of Paris. There is a passing
reference to-the Quebec Act.

The War of 1812 is given extensive coverage but the partitaar
.place of Canada in the hostilities is limited to citations of .

battlegrounds there.

Finally, there is a passing remark about the underground
railway into Canada and another identifying Canada as a World War II

%. ally.

Reviewer 015

American Adventures

Scholastic Book Service

One might be misled by the number of references to Ca in
the index of a ,k such as America!' Adventures. There are
twenty-six in but most entail the citation of the word Canada
in, say, a list of the nations which formed the Allies in World
War Two or as the end of the Underground Railway for escaping
slaves (though nothing is said about thOse slaves' fate cure they
arrive in Canada or why Canada didn't have slaves, etc, etc) or
as the source of liquor smuggling during Prohibition.

Where one might expect to flnd some elaboration of a major
historical moment e.g. the delielibpmeht of New France, the French
and Indian War or the War of- 1812, there is scant achievement.

In short, the WHAT and WHY of Canada as a distinct nation and
and a co-inhabitant of N2Fth America, are never established.

ail.
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Reviewer 015

,ApprAca: America:,

Scott,Foresman

In a volume? of 704 pages, there are exactly three references .

to Canada: . 4
. .

A. ApAoximately three pages are given over to the settlement of .

New France. These describe the creation of the Seigneurial/'
System, the emergence of the fur trade, the Ambition of/the
Jesuit missionaries, the mode of government and exploritions
south along the Mississippi River. The two illustrations depict
a seigneur (an early woodcut), and George ¶atlin's painting of
I.aSalle claiming Louisiana. there are us ful study questions
inserted as-marginalia. The information f fared 9 accurate.

B. Approximately three pages are given over to the-French and Indian

larak-ta....thitArsatx
of the conquest of-Quebec. A colored ma depicts the post-war .-14

territories claimed by Britain and Franc West's painting of h.li

the death. of General Wolfe is given half a page. The information
and the interpretation of the war's res ts are accurate. ,

-,

,..,,

C. Approximately six pages are given over t the War of 1812, including
a description of the, origins of the confl ct, the major campaigns.,
and the-TreitY of Ghent whiihesolved the diipute.

.,1,

There are no subsequent references to Canada. It should be added, .

however,' that the sections mentioned above are' composed carefully, -
1
.,..

clearly and in a mature style which, hopefully, students Can master.

Reviewer #15.

Let Freedom Ring.

4.

Silver Burdette Company

Approximately three pages are devoted to "The French Explorers":
Cartier, Champlain and most particulary, -LaSalle. A remark or two
is passed about the fur trade and the activities of missionaries but

4
the emphasis is on LaSalle's explorations south to the Gulf. No real
effott is made to distinguish the settlement of New France in what
would become Canada.

Thies brief paragraphs describe the battle between Montcalm and
Wolfe and the Treaty of Paris. There are two small maps which
delineate British; French and Spanish territories before and after 1763.

Six pages account for the War of 1312 and include a map and
a color reproduction of a painting of the Battle of Lake Erie. The
causes of the conflict, the major campaigns including the burning of
York (now Toronto) by Americans, are all presented clearly,-atdUrately
and objectively.

Finally, there are a pair of references to the migration of
'Canadians to the United States in the 1920's.
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Reviewer #15

Summary of Findings .and Evaluations

(Canada)

Granted that these textbooks are devoted to the growth of.American

Civilliation, still that growth has taken place in the context ofthe North

Americas continent and adjacent to a nation that followed another course to

the present. If only cor purposes of comparison and contrast, a regular

acknowledgement of the Canadian experience seems useful.

What should be obvious is that after the War of 1812, the United States

apparently willthave little if anything to do with Canada or so most of these

books would indicate. The student. is unlikely to appreciate from hie/her

readings in *gat of these books that Canada became a nation in 1867. By halting .-.

fail-to distinguish between Canada as a colony and.

Canada as a nation. The word "Canadian" seldom appears.

The treatments of th' French and Indian War vary considerably in their

detail but overall do not make clear the extensive'amount of terrain under dis-

pute, the fortress system spread across the.Great Lally basin and the Ohio

Valley or the extremely bitter and brutal natiire-of that struggle.

One result of the Revolutionary War was the reduction of British North

America (a term-almost never used anywhere) to the present limits of Canada,

The flight of thousands of Loyalists into Canada who preferred to remain

British rather than continue as Americans is seldom hinted at. Yet this exodus

implies something about patriotism and about American systems which the

student might well appreciate.

Under the circumstances, we doubt if publishers will want tq rewrite

these hooks just to satisfy the Canadian dimension. Hopefully, teachers will

at least take A 1,Jok at the Houghton Mifflin textbook, This _Is ,America's Story,

whih, 35 noted in tne narrative review, is most elaborate and thorough in

its regard feir 4i vighbor.
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AMERICAN HISTORY NH TODAY .

. Ginn and Company

The organisation and layout of.this textbook is conducive
to learning. The chapters. are sub-divided. into smaller
sections, thus.making it easier for students to organise and
understand the material presented.. To further aid-students,
each section is followed by a list of "main points-to remember"
from the preceding chapter, enablin the reader to experience
-instant recall of preceding informs ion. The questions and
suggestions for classroom activit at the end of each chapter
are well stated and should provide tivmtion for discOssion.

'The pictorial presentations in he textbook are dull and
lifeless. .There are no color pictuas in this textbook, and -

the black and white pictures includedare not always relevant
to the context of the particular page they appear on.. The
irrelevancy of the pictures to the information alters the flow
Of the details expressed on a particular event in history.
Also, the majority of the pictures presented are of white males.
There-are a few pictures of women,, Black Americans,. and .other
minority groups. Maps included in this textbook are appropriately
located and accurately presented, butters colorless and too
few in number;

The. majority of!the information concerning individuals in
this textbook concentrates on people who, were well-known politically.
There is little information on persons who were important as a
result of 'their social or cultural contributions to society.

Throughout this textbook, there are lengthy verbal insets
placed within the chapters. . These insets tend to disrupt the
continuity of the text and make it difficult to follow the
general theme of a particular chapter. For example, the inset
on pass 216 concentrates on the Mormons, while the surrounding
information deals with the Mexican War and the division within
the United States. Also, these insets tend to focus on minorities,
thereby presenting a bias by isolating the information on the
minorit *. This type of bias is evident in the inset on pige
265 in which the Black American successes during the post-Civil
War years are isolated from the main text.

Throughout the textbook, there are instances of MA's
against racial minorities manifested by the glossing over or
omission of controversial topics which might be damaging to
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the character or portrayal of the white majority.. This is
evident in several sections of the text, for example, in the
presentation of the era of the-Southern "Cotton Kingdom" the
treatment Of.Black American slaves.by the white population
is barely mentioned. Few details of the brutal treatment of..
Black/ /Americans are presented, with the slaves' plight presented
only yin vague generalities.

Informatign about the contributions of Black Akerican
culture to American society is sparse. Slack Americans are
generally mentioned. in conjunction with their fight for civil
rights. lames such as Booker T. Washington, Martin Luther
.iinge'jr. and Harriet Tubman are mentioned, but with little
detail. here is little information included concerning their
contributions 'Oolitically,,culturally, or socially to American
Society. The Black American culture seems to be included only
to help explain the experien4 of the white majority culture, .

but not as an integral part of United States history in its
own right.

Women are generally presented in their stereotypical roles
as wife and mother.. When there are pictures of women, they are
depicted in their traditional roles, exemplified by the pictures
on pages 220 and 308. This, textbook makes little mention of the
contributions-of womenln education, technology, or any other
field.

In presenting information about the American Indians, this
textbook is typical in its use of the stereotypes connected
with their culture. American Indians are credited with few
accomplishments and only mentioned to any degree in the first
few chapters of the textbook. The textbook speaks of the non-
-progression of the American Indians and acknowledges only
their talents in the fields of fishing, bunting, and farming.
Examples of-this type of stereotyping can-be found on page three.
They are discriminated against by a linguistic bias in which
the use of words typically associated with American Indiads
are used to slant the presentation of information unfavorably.
On page 130, an'American Indian confrontation is described
as.s. "massacre" instead of a battle. The progres's made by the

.American.Indian in such fields as government or art are not
elaborated upon and insufficient credit is given to the
American Indian culture as a civilization of great accomplish-
ments and complicated life styles.
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-In.conclusion, this extbook. is *pall *ionized and
'

aids to help at eats understand material

the informat on; and it is written in a style thit
hold the late = t of a motivated st t.- The 'short-.

,c of this t: tbook fall *within the c tent of the
timid.. There is insufficient material' resented on

minorities, wi r oversimplification of th information which
is presented. The "white man" is glorified and his faults
minimized. rere is not enough color or life" in the
Pictures o maps to hold a.student's into st, bUt Om
are accu te. The content of this text k, with its
instance* of biased information needs imp ovemint, but the
oieralyorganization of the textbook is q ive to.learn-
ing and cognizant of the varying reading skills of today's
students
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RUINER #164

.021212121EMAN
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich

Two objectives are stated in the teacher's as for
this textbook. One objective istio develop critical thieking
as applied to-United States history.' This can be attained by
using sections called "Inquiry Skills" which provide practice
In identifying Problems, using sources, and evaluating evidence.
The other objective stated is to teach history* bUt it is not
so easily accomplished. The'attempt to teach history is clouded
bys limited -point of view and by omissions which detract from,
the authenticity of the textbook.

It appears thit the authors consider historical events
from one viewpoint only* the viewpoint of those in power at.
°the title. Par example,- thellestern Nemiephere is presented
as a new.world.which is "discovered" by explorers. The new .

World cultures entiountanklextjudged not, as "great" as Euro-
culture. (page 8) The subjugation -of native people by
ers and explorers is viewed in the light.of what t gained'

for Europeans and not through whose civilisations were destroy-,
ed. A white colonial viewpoint considers American Indians a.

1. -.problem" and land "unpopulated" unlesswhite men and women
nettle it.. This narrove' point of view continues as the authors
ail to emphasize the brutal .realities and the .basic injustices .

slavery. Instead, we are reassured that some masters were
(Pace 373) 'Sharecropping is seen as a solution to a labor

blem and not as economic bondage.' The inner city ghettos
ed with unemplOifed nook American people during the 1960's

ed as a condition which "soon led to a dangerous situation".
84/90 These are just a few examples to. illustrate the

narrow approach used throughout this textbook..

In addition to a limited viewpoint, serious omissions in
the textbook cause one to question the authenticity of the
tIstory presented. The use of the generic "hen results in no
mention of women when they were certainly present. What slavery
meant for Slack American women is omitted. As for women's
rights, we do learn about Seneca Palls, but not about the
continuing battle for voting rights in the early 1900's.

Another significant omission is that all connections.
between economic greed and racist legislation are ignored. The
profit motive for racism as experienced by Black Americans,
American Indians, Hispanics, Chinese, lawless, and other
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minorities is not discussed. The internment of the Japanese
during World War II is completely ignored. 51)

An entire period during, the 1950s has been Omitted sincethe is no mention of the House Un-American Activities Committee
which posed such a threat to human rights.

tlilso is the -peace movement or the. sixties and early
seventies which certainly effected a change in national policy.

The authors have chosen to omit present day handicapped
people and the advances which they-have made in attaining

'educational rights and barrier free access to public buildings.
The contributions 444 problems of this .aged 'ars also ignored.

.

On the other, hand, Black American leaders and organisations
are discussed in some detail as is the Civil Rights Movement.
However, the.authors fail to mention Rolla Parks who would
certainly be a candidate for a .willographlial Feature". This
is a one-page feature highlighting in words and pictures the
contributions of indlyiduals. Of the twenty-seven individuals
wo featured, only five &s ims= 4- another omission of
importance.

Significant omissions contribute tithe bias of this
textbook. Having a viewpoint limited tiithat of the power
structure also reflects bias. Because viewpoint and ()Mission
exedifficult to recognise as biasing elements, they were
highlighted in this review. Other elements of bias are present
in the textbook, but they are more easily recognised. On the
other hand, the authors do state that conditions are still
poor for minorities And the Kerner Report findings are quoted.
(Pales 790-791) Perhaps with a more representative consultant
staff, a more realistic presentation of history would result.
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WE THE PEOPLE

D. C. Heath and Company

REVIEWERS 016-C

WE THE PLE, published by D. C. Heath and Company, is an
overview of antstory of the United States. It is composed,of ten
units divided into twenty-five chapters. Each chapter is divided. into
three parts. Each part has an introduciory story which sets the stage
and introduces the historical situations and appropriate vocabulary.
This is followed by in informative section. Each factual section
starts with a question, then proceeds to.answer that question. The
rationale is to provide a range of learning experiences and to attempt
a balance among the social science disciplines. The textbook's lack
of extensive information from economic and historical perspectives
provides an incomplete framework for student analysis.

The textbook is creatively designed for student interest. The
sentences are short and the print large. The readability level seems
adequate for the average and below average level but seems to lack
challenge for the above average student. The style of writinCAPPears
appealing to the student. .

There are many good, colorful, and adequately captioned
illustrations. There are charts and maps that support the material
and are of interest-to the students; however, these are not referred
to in the content area. Some of the photographs used tend to stereo-
type minority groups and women in sexist roles. The charts and maps
are simple and generally inclusive, except for the time tine presented
at-the beginning of each unit. While. Alexander G. Ball's invention of
the telephone was included, matters such as the inventions of Henry
Ford and Thomas Edison and the California gold rush were ignored.
The worldmap on pages 582-583 is of little value since it is difficult
to identify many regions of the world.

The textbook is designed so that films,Almstrips, and other
selected readings suggested in the.teacher's manual can be used as
supplemental materials. Only with careful utilization and integration
of supplementary materials into the total program could this textbook
be used assa studriof United States history.

The authors tried to Asent the material in a manner keeping with
the perceptions, attitudes, and the concerna of the times. This'is
demonstrated in-the-story form used to introduce each chapter section.
An attempt was made to present the accomplishments and the contributions
of minorities but this was limited mostly to tokenism. Most of these
achievements_ were in picture form, although some attention was given
to Martin Luther Ring, Jr. and Rosa Parks, dmong others. The textbook
did not treat adequately the struggle of minorities against opposing
forces nor racism in contemporary society. More information about Black
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Americans should be included. There should be an acknowledgebent
of the Black Americans' contributions in forming the nation. Care
should be, taken that the preferred noun "Black American" be used in
the textbook rather than the word "Negro" which has many negative
connotations. While some attention was given to the civil rights
movement, it was not expanded upon.

Hispanic groups and Asians were mentioned more in captioned
photographs than in reading selections. The only Hispanic group
dealt with were the Spaniards and the Mexicans. The Cubans and the
Puerto Ricans were briefly mentioned. The result was to given.an
inadequate presentation of the groups as a whole. This, textbook
needs to include more about the culture and the contributions to
our society.of Cubans and others such as Cuban revolutionary leadenly
Mexican leaders, explorers, artists, musicians, scientists, and
other noteworthy Hispanics.

.While the authors recogniied the unfair treatment of the American
Indian by the Federal government as-well is.immigratiOn'of settlers
on American Indian territory, there was a paucity of.attentiOn given.
to thair contributions. Theri was neither empathy nor sympathy for
the fate of the American Indian. Little attention was given to the
great Indian tribal leaders, nor mention made to the fact that they
changed the way wars are fought nor how they helped the colonists to
survive the hardships they encountered in a new land. The dearth, of
knowledge of their way of life perpetuates bias in the student's
understanding of the American Indian.

Ni

There is lithited material on women, the handicapped, and the
elderly. That, which is there, is presented in a fragmented and
isolated manner. There is need to include more information of the role
of women in exploration, pioneering, politics, war, and family life.
Although the textbook stories attempt to dramatize the role of women,
they fail to emphasize the hardships encountered an4 their contributions.
This is also true in the treatment of the handicapped and the elderly.
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THE AMERICAN WAY

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

REVIEWERS 016-D

r -.,541..f. .51.3,v

THE AMERICAN WAY is designed for use in an eighth grade class-
room. The reading level appears to be adequate for those reading at

theAitudent_reading_balow.
riglelavelr-the-tentbooktkfuld be to comprehend.

1:

This is an interesting history book which utilizes the inquiry
approach. The students are presented with open-ended questions at
the beginning of each chapter section, under each picture, and as a
follow-up for chapter review. The pupils-are asked to make judgments
and decisioni after having read background information and facts. For
example, "What did the war between the states achidve?" (pp. 432).
The writing style,, provides enjoyable reading.

The activities at the end of each chapter are excellent examples
of the integration.of history and other content areas. Interviews,
guest speakers, map exploration, essays, letter writing to particular
groups and outside readings are all suggested to further the understanding

------of concepts-under-discussion. ----7

N

The treatment of handicappers is often left out of the textbook
or merely glossed over. Current legislation could have been included
in the latter chapters as a follow-up to the work of pioneers in the
area of educating the tandicapped such as Galladdet, Rowe and.Dix
(pp. 341-343). Pictures could also help the enplanes to understand
that the.handicapped.are often productive members of society.

fl

The textbook did an adequate job of highlighting minority and
female issues and the people who shaped them. It is devoid of sex
stereotyping and offers biographies of women not typically 'presented
in history textbooks. White males did dominate the pictures, though
it mist be noted that American history in the early_years_was_formad_.
primarily by white European males, often, one can assume, because
they had more political and legal rights. Family pictures, howeveri,
were traditional, showing father, mother, and children without
exception. Immigrant, Black. American, and white families were all
portrayed in this manner."

Although the women's movement was briefly mentioned as a driving
force through the 1960's, problems and issues such as day care centers,
family role redefinitions, and the effects of inflation on family
incomes were passed over. These things represent & change in the way
of life of the American family and should have been integrated into
current history.

I
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Also, the were no first'ladies mentioned in the book other
than Abigail end Eleanor Roosevelt. In recenvpresidencies,

/'first ladies have been instrumental in providing political supportfor their husbands = swell as being catalysts for change in areassuch as equalright mental bealthrrbirthAefects, the aged and
the arts. Their con ibutions should not be ignored.

rt noteworth historical events that could add to a-
sehdent's sense of natio and historical pride Were not included.
Why was the story of the tatue of Liberty left'out?, It would havebeen an appropriate additi to the "Feature".pages of the book.What about our Centennial Bicentennial celebrations, or the
first flag that was sewn by =toy Rose? These events add to the
rich color and senseof histo that helped shape America. 'Finally,what about natural and man-ma disasters Such as the San Franciscoearthquake of 1906 or the great Chicago fire? These provide instances
of Americans working together to'rebuild our grey city centers.

A further criticism of the textbook is the occasional use of
emotionally-toned Words, and in one instance, inaccuratseiefoimation.Examples include the term "cheap labor" to describe Mexican Americans

:- This term could be omitted and the idearep mid in a non-degrading manner. The textbook contains the
statements, "What held (white).people back in theit dream of going
.west were the Native Americans who lived there" (p. 288) and "The'
free Blacks in the cities created more and more problems for the
whites." (p. 352). Both of these statements imply fault in the
minority groups rather than a case of whiteEuropeans' group
supremacy attitudes causing conflicts with peoples of differing
racial and ethnic backgrounds. Also, a glaring error occurs on
page 429; the American flag is represented as having forty-eight
stars in 1861, which it did not have.

an

The book is orgaiized using clear time lines which are.
diagrammed at the beginning of each chapter and move in a cohesive
manner-throngbout the book. The graphs, maps and photographs also
provide examples of, concrete visual aids. The integration of materialconcerning ethnic peoples, women and minority groups is somewhatchoppy. The information is.included in the appropriate areas; however,it is usually listed under separate headings rather than as a part of
the totality of United States history. This does not seriously interruptthe flow of the book, but it,,does leave the reader with the impressionthat these groups were and are fighting fot concerns that are somehow
separate from thereat of.the population. In addition, the indexis not adequate. A separate index of people would be helpful.

In conclusion, we found the textbook to be readable and presented
in a logical., enjoyable style. The problem areas, which were fewin relationship to the total book, could be easily dealt with inthe classroom by a teacherAio is cognizant of the weaknesses.
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THIS IS AMERICA'S jSTot
Hfts on/Mifflin

REVIEWER #16-2.

. This is merica'S Story is 'an attractive text
book many colorful photographs, drawings, maps,'
and charts. It is'ileveloped in a logical and tn-,
teresting format. The print and reading level is
appropriate for eighth grade students. The style
of writing is refreshing And should keep the in-
terest.of the rea4ers'

The table of contents lists the'units and chap-
ters within each unit. The'excellen reference
section at the end. of the bOok consists of the
Constitution and Amendments with explanatory notes

tp, on the side, various charts, a supplementary read-
ing list corresponding to each unit, and,an easY-
to-follow index.

The organization is sequential and logical.
Each of the ten units is introduced with a brief' .

overview; and each chapter begins with "What This
Chapter is About" and questions to guide the read.-

:Ang. The section headings (in question form), sub-
headings, and paragraph topic sentences carry for-
ward the concepts presented in each unit and chap- 4.

ter introduction. Used in combination, all the
headings mae'an outline of each unit. Each chap-
ter has a time-line covering the years discussed

' and check-up questions. The end of each unit has
a summary,: a review, a section for gaining new
skills, a list of. interesting things to do, and a
test. The organization constantly, reinforces an
understanding of the subject matter and helps
achieve the four basic objectives of the textbook.
The, four goals are to help students: (1) to under-
st td the history of our country, (2) to appreciate
his ory,, (3) to master basic study skills,. and
(4) to use the skills of analysis and "critical \.
thinking."
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The facival'material and historical concepts are .

presented in a manner which facilitateS Underitanding
and is enjoyable to read. Most concepts are re-
lated to_student's experiences, and more difficult
ones are explained throw the use o
Different points o v ew are 0 con rovers a
issues. Students are often asked to put themselves
in other people's shoes. Various approaches to
presenting factual *material are used. eye-witness
accounts, speeches, imaginary letters, and excerpts
from documents. Difficult words are defined'in
italics. Nard-topronOunce words are also put in
italics and spelled phonetically. This enables
the students ,to read Without interruption. The
excellent maps and charts all correlate to the
written narrative. .

.

,

All individuals and groups are treated with
dignity, and their contributions and influence on
America are pointed out. The "Linking Past and
Present" section is an excellent vehicle for pre-
senting various groups who helped mold our country.

:1
The injustices ainst minorities, particularly
the American In ans and the Black Americans,'are
discussed objectively. The goVernment policy of
breaking treaties with the American Indians and
taking their land is told honestly; while slaxery

, is shown as debasing to humans.
.

.

.There" are a few instances of inaccurate termi-
nology. Thi-felia-l'brave" is .used even though it is
not an American Indian word. The American Indians
are referred to asjust "Indians," and Black
Americans are called "blacks" and "Negroes" inter-

.

changeably.

The major weakness of the textbook is the
omission of women throughout history. Only sixteen
American women are.mentioned by name in 708 pages
of history. Rosalynn Carter is named only because
she happens to be in a photograph with her husband.

2.
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Dolly Madison is mentioned
hostess" for her husband.
ton or Betsy Ross have the
mentimed. Of t

_

as being a "gracious
Not even Nartha-Washinv
privilege of being

mfr q of&theklmOk e. only one it. about lUt011
Clara Barton. While the textbook itself is s-s
the terminology is generally non-sexist.

The authors and consultants use accurate, up- \
to-date material and combine this information with \
a knowledge of teaching strategies which enhance
learning and enjoyment in their. readers. They-use
an early seventh grade reading level (according
to the- Fry Readability Formula) for eighth grade
students because historical subject matter cannot
be read at the same. level as' fiction.

In summary; the reviewers feel that a. major
weakness of the textbook -is its under representa----
tion of women in United State history, both in
pictures 'and narrative. Aside from this major
shortcoming, the reviewers -feel that. the authors
succeed in producing relatively unbiased and
accurate textbook depicting the. United States as
a multi-ethnic and multi-racial society.

n
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TWO CENTURIES OF PROGRESS

Laidlaw Brothers
I

REVIEWERS #16-F

Overall; this textbook is excellent. It is lacking,
however, in its treatment of American Indians, Black
Americans, Hispanics, women, and other minorities. Both
American Indians and Mexican mericans suffered much
discrimination in the newly acquired lands. Culture
conflicts and discrimination still persist in the present
day; but little information is provided about these
issues.

The,account by the archaeologist of the migration
of American Indians should not be given precedence over
the fact that they were the original inhabitants of our
country and should be portrayed as such. Different
tribes are referred to as societies rather than nations
*ith-separate cultures and interests. American Indians
are almost always, viewed as constant' enemies of the
white European settlers; when, in fact, the American
Indians' participation in the French-and Indian Wars
needs to be explained as a survival method rather than
because they are hostile.

A this 'textbook, the history and culture of His-
.panics does not receive balanced treatment., Substantive
infdrmation about these people is lacking for example;
in the study of western expansion, the textbook fails
to provide significant information about Hispanics,. The
textbook seems to suffer from little information in re-
gatd_to_their-4414evements and contributions. As a
matter of fact, very few pages of the 690 page volume
are devoted exclusively to this group. Specifically,
page 688 defines the term "Chicanos" and all that the
term implies in less than one paragraph.

The treatment of Black Americans in this textbook,
although limited, is better represented than that of
most minorities. They are sparsely mentioned throughout
the textbook and'are only focused upon the issues in-
volving slavery and equal rights. The textbook relates
the issues and controversies of Black Americans very
well; but mentions only the most obvious, ones. Other
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o-ut--54-alidan4ralseit:Amezicast. :names: like- Ros aPtfki ea------
Barbara Jordan should be recorded along with that of
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s. On page 66S the textbook
describes poverty.in the United States but, in the
illustration, the only people shown as poor are Black
Americans. We feel that this is.equating poverty with
Black Americans, thus stereotyping Black people as al-
ways being of the lower class and poverty stricken.

The efforts, struggles, and. contributions of women
are hardly mentioned before page SOO of this 6S0 page
volume, neither in the subject matter nor in the illus-
trations. However, from this page until the end of the
textbook, the information dealing with women is de-
picted in a more balance representative manner. It
gives An excellent account of their struggles and trials
to obtain total equality in such areas of women's suf-
frage. By showing women in such positions as doctors,
pilots, mechanics, and politicians, the textbook has
attempted to. eliminate stereotypes concerning occupa-
tional roles.

o, tp, - ../.3stOnt.
^

The treatment .of. the Middle Eastern area ohly en-
compasses two pages. This area has been neglected and
at times information relating to Middle Eastern culture,
history, and politics is almost non-existent. The com-
plexity of.the area and the nature of the relations
between our country.and these Middle Eastern countries
need to be expanded upon since there has been a heavy
immigration of these people to Michigai, especially to
the Detroit metropolitan area.

olkside from -mentioning President Franklin D. Roosevelt's
handicap, a result of polio, the publishers make no mention
about the handicapped nor the aged in our society.

In general, TWO CENTURIES OF PROGRESS is concept-
oriented with a wide range of skills and questions. The
information is presented in a logically well - organized
format. Nevertheless, it appears that the reading level
would lend itself more toward the highly motivated stu-
dents; hence, it would not be a suitable textbook for
students with special problems. The physical appearance
of the textbook is appealing and interesting. The print
is legible; it is colorful and appropriately illustrated
with captions. It contains many informative maps, charts
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and graphs. Each chapter also.contains a picture-essay
and a special feature page, to stimulate 'discussion.

. ,
.....,,,,

There js a detailed-teacher's guide to assist the .,..,.

4

teacher in presenting the lesson. Accompanying the
guide are suggested tests -for each unit. The final -1

,,pages contain multimedia materials suited to each unit. 4
4:.
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THE FREE AND THE BRAVE

Rand McNilly 6 Company

REVIEWERS #16 -G

The Free and the Brave, published by Rand
McNally '$ a student textbook
student workbook and an annotated teacher's guide.
The textbook presents an overall, well-balanced -

design of content material for use in today's multi-
faceted society. The textbook's strongest features
'are*its well organized presentation of events that
shaped American society and its usage of the inquiry
approach in teaching students. The textbook is set
up in such a way as to encourage the reader to
question and discuss openly the events presented.
The students are given the opportunity to their own
opinions and reactions to many problems as well as
being asked factual information.

The textbook deals with many controversial
issues. Although the authors make great efforts to
present these issues, they use considerable unsub-
stantiated quotations. These quotes are possible
misrepresentations of actual occurrences. An
illustration of this misrepresentation is a quota-
tion used to show how the American Indians felt
about losing their land. The textbook states,
"One Indian later said: They made us many, promises,
more than I can>remember. But they never kept but
one. They promised to take our land, and they took
it." ( p.472). The validity of such a quotatIon must
be quektioned because of sits source "one Indian".
If the textbook really wanted to make a strong
definitive statement, why didn't the authors quote
the leaders of the tribes? The passage would have
much more meaning and impact on the reader.

The content regarding some minority groups is
isolated and presented only in separate paragraphs
and chapters. There is an oversimplified concept
of Indian tribal societies and the individual govern-
mental policies within the tribes. Even less attention
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was given to the Hispanics, Middle East and Asians.

There are two major problems that affect the
credibility of The Free and the Brave: 1) Fragmenta-
tion and isolation and ITUnsubstantiated quota-
tions. 'A good example of fragmentation and isola-
tion is the treatment of the American Indian. These
people who played an enormous role in the shaping
of American culture were limited to a few brief.
pages in the textbook. In the chapter, "Coast-to-
Coast Changes", the American Indian is discussed
on only two of the -pages-:. This chapter relates to
the major changes in America from approximately
the 1830's to 1880's. It deals with the new uses
.of oil, steel, electricity, the telephone, railroads,
coal, cattle and "the Indians". The role of the
American Indian in the American culture is buried
in a chapter that discusses topics from the inven-
tions of Thomas Edison to the oil deals of John D.
Rockefeller. This clearly isolates the contrit
butions and importance of the American Indian in
our culture. When the American Indians are re-
ferred to in this chapter, the textbook deals with
"Wars Over Indian Lands". This does not even re-
late to the other information in this chapter. It
seems as though it was simply "stuck" in to take
up space. This treatment of the American Indian
gives the impression that they made no impact on
the development of our society except for the fact
that "their" land.was a great source of controversy.

An outstanding problem which plagues the text-
book is the numerous unsubstantiated quotations.
These quotations permeate the entire textbook. This
causes the reader to question the validity and
accuracy of these statements which are possible mis-
representations of actual occurrences. When speak-
ing of the possible violence at antislavery meetings,
the textbook states, "One woman, when warned that an
abolitionist meeting in Boston might end in violence
replied, 'I have often wished...that I might be able
to do something for the slaves. It seems to me that
this is the very time and very day. You will see me
at the meeting.'" (p.360). Who was this woman? Was
she a leader of the abolitionist movement? If not,
is this really how the majority of the abolitionists
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during this period felt? This type of mis
statement not only causes the reader to qu
the validity and'acduracy of the material,
also oversimplifies many controversial and
issues. N

In summary, the overall approach of the text-
book is good. The strong organization and use of
the inquiry method to learning are two of its
strongest areas. However, there are some serious
problems with the textbook. The fragmentation and
isolation of some minority groups such as the
Hispanics, Asians and Black Americans, could leave
the reader with the idea that these groups were
unimportant in the development of American culture.
The numerous, misplaced and unsubstantiated quota-
tion& can be confusing and misleading to the reader.
The tendency in using these quotations is to
generalize that if one person from a minority group
says something, everyone from that group must feel
the same way. In order to use-this textbook effec-
tively, the teacher and, the student must be aware
of these shortcomings: If these problems are over-
looked, the view of United States history can be
quite slanted and distorted.

leading
estion
but
sensitive
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AMERICAN ADVENTURES
ScAolastic Book Services

REVIEW 016-H

American Adventures gives a positive initial
impreiniarSiciiii-Vrially it is attractively con-strutted with easy-to-read print and a variety of
eye-catching photographs, drawings and charts. The
textbook is divided into four books that reflect
different phases of United States history and each
book is divided into six major topics or parts which
are composed of an average of six chapters. The
chapters are short, concise and require minimal,
reading time 'on any one subject. Numerous illustra-
tions pertinent to the content show all aspects of
the issues discussed and are enhanced by maps, charts,
and graphs,

The authors of the textbo9k hope to create a
basal program that is interesting and readable for
eighth grade students of varying abilities and m ,

effective -in presenting historical content. The
foreword to the reader states that the textbook "is
about, people--all kinds of people--who Wade history".
Numerous chapters are devoted,to profiles of in-
dividuals or, groups such as Harriet Tubman, Henry
Ford, Babe Ruth, Fredrick Douglass and others, who
shaped the course of events and help students see
the 'forest as well as the trees". Special, attention
is given to the visuals of the textbook and the re-
suit is not only interesting and attractive but an
additional means off assimilating information.

The development of concepts is quite good pro-
vided each section of the unit is utilized. The
teacher's manual provides chapter objectives and
suggestions for activities to stimulate students
prior to reading the material: Each unit begins
with a "Looking Ahead" section that gives an over
vied of the time period and sets the stage for the
chapters that follow. The material is presented in
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a straightforward manner with vocabulary and phrases
that may need clarification defined in parentheses.
At the end of the unit, in the "Looking Back" sec-
tion, the emphasis is on putting events in chrono-
logical order, interpreting a literary selection and
skill-building in using a map, chart or graph.

A variety of questioning techniques are utilized
in the textbook with emphasis on student involvement.
The questions at the end of each chapter require re-
call of facts, solicit student opinions and help
students apply their newly acquired knowledge to
situations relevant to present day life and ideas.
Advanced students can be afforded the opportunity
to expand their horizons with this line of question-
ing, while other ability levels benefit as well.

The sections of the textbook work well together,
but if all are not used in entirety, students may
have a difficult time piecing the information to-

. gether. For example, in Part.S: The Great De-
pression, chapter topics range from the fall of
Wall Street to moviemaking in Hollywood; from
Roosevelt4s New Deal to New York Mayor LaGuardia.
The sequence of events within a unit and between
units could prove to be confusing as the facts do
knot always progress in chronological order.

The textbook makes a concerted effort to re-
late the experiences of minorities and special
groups to the reader. Attempti are made to present
each group in an unbiased light without ignoring
the struggle for equality and justice felt by many.
Women and Black Americans are incorporated into.the
textbook without any apparent bias or stereotyping.

. Although both groups were given little or no status
or sense of worth in America's early years, stories
of courageous and noteworthy individuals =

asize
as

. Eleanor Roosevelt and Martin Luther -King
their importance in history. The reader is given
a fair and accurate assessment of the experiences of

. these two groups. There is, however, an indication of'
poor representation of some groups.
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American Indians receive rather vague treatment in
the early part of the textbook and, at times, are ;e-
ferred to simply as 'Indians' rather than members
of a specific tribe. The establishment of.
St. Augustine, Florida by the Spanish is considered
."...the first permanent settlement in North America"
(p.26) dismissing the existence or importance of
any Indian settlement. It is also noted that Lewis
and Clark "kept careful records of plants, animals
and Indian tribes" (p.145) which depicts little
regard for the worth of a proud people. While the
plight of the American Indian is empathetically
accounted, there is no mention made of them after
the late 1800's.

Mexican Americani, while given limited cover-
age, are shown in only two occupational roles
throughout, the textbook. They are depicted as
vaqueros in the 1700's and migrant farm workers
in the 1900's. The effort of Cesar Chavez to
unionize migrant workers is an important inclu-
sion but stereotypes Mexican Americans with no
mention of the group's other contributions and
lifestyles.

The textbook does not address the concerns
and treatment of the aged or the handicapped. A
chapter dealing with Dorothea Dix's attempts to
help the mentally ill in the early 1800's and a
picture of a retired person joining the movement
to the 'sunbelt' in the1970's are the only entries
concerning either group. As the textbook has ex-
hibited an awareness of social issues and minority' .

groups, the exclusion of these two groups seems>
to be an oversight.

The authors of the textbook have made an obvious
effort to' present historical content and give stu7
dents a better understanding of the rationale that
rules human behavior. Scandalous events such as
the Teapot Dome incident, or errors in strategy,
seen.in the Bay of Pigs are not 'sugar-coated'
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or excluded because they reveal a negative side of
America's history. Despite an Illertcomings that may
be cited, the, textbook brin iStory to life and is
a pleasure tl look at and ad.
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America! America!
Scott, Foresman 4 Company

REVIEWERS #16-I

America! America! does an adequate job of
showinnErmultiethnic and multiracial nature of
American society, especially as it is developed
historically. The textbook touched the character
of American society as a growing and developing-
nation.

Copious pictures and drawings show the diver-
sities and ,commonalities among the American people;

* especially do .the picture present such a state of
affairs as proper and .normal.

According to pictUkes, families live in a wide
variety of dwellings; old apartments Uncrowded
urban areas, farm housess.new high-rise buildings,
shacks, duplexes and more.

The textbook shows Black Americans. and whites
and American Indians along with other less visibly
depicted ethnic groups.

Black Americans and whites are pictured in many
kinds of roles. Black Americans, like whites, may
be majors, doctors, and dentists, teachers, and
military officers, as well as workers in other types
of occupations, some of lesser status.

The text as a whole gives a good deal oe
attention to the contributions of outstanding
Americans; many Black Adericans from many walks
of life figure in these lists, from 'Benjamin
.Banneker to Harriet Tubman to Thurgood Marshall.
.Martin Luther King, Jr., Frederick Douglass and

. Malcom X are all mentioned.

The textbook discusses slavery at great length
and in great.detail. To encourage empathy,
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children are asked how they would °feel were they
taken from their homes and enslaved. For the most
part, however, the textbo k tells children: the
first Black Americans wer bond servants, later
made slaves. Slaves, bot skilled workers and field
hands, were badly treated and wrongly denied their
freedom. While the textbOok shows slaveowners as
occasionally troubled by the immorality of slavery,
the textbook also shows ah impressive Southern
plantation house made pos ible by "cotton gin
slavery."

Several groups of Am rican Indians are clearly
explained, and different ulture areas appear in the
early part of the book, in the end, "A Wax of
Life." American Indians are usually shown as di
Mit inhabitants of an area. They engaged in farm-
ing as well as hunting. Those in the Southwest
irrigated crops. Students are asked to compare
Iroquois and Pueblo culture. Students are told
that white settlers itirove American Indians from
American Indian land"; that white diseases killed
off American Indians, that treaties "broke down",
and the like. Children are given American history
from an American Indian, Chief Joseph's, point of
view.

Other ethnic groups are less distinct. For -
the most part, they are immigrants. Pictures make
clear the ethnic diversity of out people. The
multi-ethnic character of the thirteen colonies
is obscure, and several groups of current new comers
get scanty notice. 1110aigrants are_mm
trayed as city workers attracted by jobs in growing
industry. The textbook is frank about their hard-
ships and difficulties. Pictures show slums and
sweatshops. Students are told that big cities still
have "nationality groups" which have helped new-
comers and kept on ways alive. "Many of these
nationality ways have become part of American life."
Nevertheless, immigrant ways were a source of
"cultural shock" and "culture conflict."
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American people are of diverse religious faiths.
However, the textbooks do little to explain to the
student specific practices or religious observandes
about w ch students often ask questions.. At several
points t omghout the textbook students are to learn
that pee e come to America for religious froedom,
a right o which we are all entitled

The textbook considers formally the conflicts
among the diverse groups of our nation. "Unfair-
ness," a word plain to the, student, is a term used,
although "racism," "discrimination," and "culture
conflict" also appear. Students are also asked why
it is unfair to judge people by their characteristic
"differences" and what can-be done about this in-
justice.

Language in the textbook is non-sexist. Typical-
words such as "people ," "human adventure," "matt and
woman," "person," "we ," "workers," and "chillan"
are used.

Men and Women, girls and boys, are clearly
"there" in the social world of the pkst and present,
though their roles in our society are not the sub-
ject of serious study; they are constantly changing.

Minority groups are discussed with respect;
their achievements are acknowledged and the efforts
of injustice plainly stated. Still minority groups
are viewed more as a source of problems to be dealt
with, rather than a source of cultural vigor.
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LET FREEDOM RING
Silver Burdett Company

REVIEWERS #16-J

Let Freedom Ring is an appealing and stimulat-
ing textb3Brarchihould be appropriate for average
eighth grade students. Its fluent style enhances
readability and comprehension of the'subject matter.
The authors have been skillful in their use of charts,
pictures, graphs, and maps to aid comprehension and
develop perspectives. The suggestions presented by-
the authors to increase slow learner understanding and

participation were useful. In addition, illustra-
tions, cartoons, and monograph from relevant sources
enrich the textbook material. The authors have
integrated questions within the framework of planned
lessons to stimulate critical thought on the part of
students. This is an effective technique.

The teacher's edition contains background in-
formation about historical events, suggestions for
teaching, and inquiry activities. Some of these
activities can be duplicated for testing purposes.
Appropriate use of this material should assist the
classroom teacher in effective planning and prep-
aration.

The. authors attempt to present a past and
contemporary view of the multiethnic character
of American society. However, their presentation
of the facts is not always objective and complete.
Some descriptive words used by the authors rel-
ative,to the American Indian promote a negative
image. For example, Little Turtle "destroyed"
General St. Clair, while in the same passage, "the
Indians could not match the superior fire power of
the whites and were "defeated" (p.239). Another
example is "the English "summoned" Philip to iron
out differences" (p.116).

In Chapter 25, "What Is an American?", the
American Indians are discussed in terms of their
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quest for civil rights and as a minority group.
.Nbit of this reading, however, is focused on
legislation which regulated land ownership. In
this discuSsion, reference is made tOAmerican
Indian participation in both World Witrs. But, no
mention of the American Indian is made in the
chapter "on the Wars. A picture of Indians living
on a reservation in New Mexico might reinfoice the
stereotype that all members of this group live on
reservations. Therefore, more visual balance is
needed.

. The role of women in colonial America and the
subsequent move westwardhaire not been given adequate
treatment. Some effort has been made in the teacher's
edition to present extension/enrichm ient nformation,
background information, and developmental activities .

to characterize women's involvement in early America.
Nevertheless, the interestand be learning process

i

of the student would be better erved by the in-
tegration of, this material int the appropriate
chapter text. The authors' iccdunt of the suffrage
movement omits significant details of the struggle
and sacrifice made by women to win the right to vote.

.
.g

4

Women are visually represented in the last
three units of the textbook. Pictures depict womens
participation in the World Wars and in non-tradi-
tional occupations. We believe the authors have
used several sexually biased phrases in their ref-
erence to women whiCh should be corrected. For
example, a- Hawaiian Queen Is described as a "strong
willed woman" (p.457). The phrase, "office girls"
0.,151)...is_msad.insteadof:office-workers.--lbe
authors state that "many women find their life's
work in being good wives and.mothers" (p.SS3), but
no mention is made of men who desire to be good
huibands and fathers.

The representation of the handicapped is woe-
fully lacking. Two captionid pictures represent
the population.
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In°the unit Cultural Plurality, the authors-report
on-the various ethnic and raciallgroups, These chapters .

;ere used to develop the theta() that many kinds of

people are Americans. While the writers attempt to
give a composite view of just who is an Americen, those
minority groups whom the authors discuss are con

visually. throughout the Winn,
the textbook.

A comprehensive discussion of the civil rights
of Black Americans from 1865 to 1978 is given in
this unit. The term, Black American, is consistently
used instead of just, "Blacks":

Hispanics are discussed relative to immigratton
from Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Cuba. As their contri-
butions are enumerated, note is made of the'Mexican
American participation in World War U. There j.s

no mention of this in the Chapter on that war. We

also express the concern that material presented'under
this topic might give the false impression that all
Hispanics are immigrants. Thereds a need for clarity
on this matter.

In Chipter 26, the struggle of the Japanese
American is reported. We feel that the information
about relocation centers and JapaneseAmerican
participation in World War II should have been in-
tegrated into the chapter text on the War.

A comtemporary discussion of ageism has been
omitted from this textbook. No mention is made of
the Gray Panthers and their work to raise the ,public's
consciousness to the problems of senior citizens.

In conclusion, Let Freedom Ring, overall, is
well written and orgiiirzia7ne subject matter is'
develOped satisfactorily-and the authors' choice
of vocabulary is excellent. The material will appeal
to a broad range of students since the writers have

considered the needs of the slow learner and the

advanced student. The pictures, graphs, and charts

throughout are generally appealing and well conceived.
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SUMMARY OF
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

REVIEWERS #16A--16J

A. Findings: Generally, the organization of the
textbooks is conducive to learning. Many of them
utilize the inquiry and donceptual approach to
learning history; however, the effectiveness of the
approaches vary among the textbooks. Special fea-
tures characterize most of the textbooks and a
variety of teaching/learning activities are suggest-
ed to students and teacheis. The quality of ques-
tions are improving.

Mosf of the textbooks contain very good pictures,
illustrations, and carton s. However, one of them
had no color pictures or 'photographs. Sometimes,
the illustrations are not always relevant in the
context of the particular page on which they appear.

Maps which are incr ed in the textbooks are
generally appropriate) located and accurately pre-
sented. However, more maps and charts would help
to clarify some of th/concepts.

Many of the textbiooks highlighted individuals.
These individuals geOerally represented contribu-
tions in the area of politics and service to the
government. There/Was little information on in-
dividuals who have/contributed in other areas of
life activities. /

In most of the textbooks, there are lengthy
explository inset placed with the chapters for
purposes of motivation and enrichment which tend to
disrupt the continuity and make it difficult to
follow the general theme of a particular unit and/or
chapter.

Theie is a noticeable effort to include minority
groups and women in the story of the United States.
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Yet, there are instances of bias against racial
minorities manifested by the glossing over or
omission of controversial topics which may be
damaginieto the character or portrayal of the dom-
inant culture. Information about the contributions
of women and minorities is sparse and is generally .

found in the insets of a chapter and not in the
regular text of the textbook. Since this is so,
the treatment of women and minority groups general-
ly appear fragmented. On the other hand, the
language in the textbooks is almost always non-sex-
ist, even though the presentation of women and
minorities are sometimes presented in stereotypical
views.

Usually there is no reference to the handicap-
ped nor to the aged in our society.

Recommendatf.ons:

1. More effort should be made by the publishers
to show the achievements and contributions
of Black Americans, Hispanics, American
Indians, Asiatics, and members of other
minority groups in all areas of life
activities.

2. More information about the Middle Eastern
nations, the culture of its peoples, and
their impact on our country's economy and
culture should be included.

3. More attention should be given to the
diversity of the American indians and their

. achievements and contributions in the
development of the United States. The
contemporary problems of the American
Indians should be presented accurately and
honestly. The treatment of American
Indians should be expanded and more accurate-
ly and completely developed.

4. The treatment of Mexican Americans needs to
be expanded. Their involvement in the
story of the United States must be accurately
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told. They need Whe portrayed in a
variety of occupaylonal roles.

S. If the pbotographi, illustrations, etc.,
are not in,color, they should be. More
photographS, i uetrations, pictures, etc. p

of women and norities in all phases of
living shoulcy be included. The explanatory
captions undpr the photographs, illustra-
tions, etc., should be.integrated with the
textual materials on the same page.

6. Generally, the aged and the handicapped are

cluded i0 the textbooks with to their
ignored completely. They need to b iii- N

problems.and c9ntrt to society.

7. More sOeettitatiifttionshould be given to
religious ideas, groups, and institutions
to answer questions commonly asked by
students regarding religious diversitiei.

8. Because of the "sheer quantity" of materials,
the teacher must be careful as to what to
select and what .to omit so that the multi.,
cultural, multiracial, and multiethnic
character. of the *American society is still
.reflected in the textbooks.

9. The participation of American Indians, Black
Americans, Hispanics (Cubans, Puerto Ricans,
etc.), Japanese Psericans, Chfiese Americans,
etc.; should be integrated within the frame-
work of the total' history of the United
States.

10. Historical events should be viewed from
perspectives other than just those of
Anglo-Americans.

11. The publishers of the textbooks should make
major revisions to eliminate linguistic
bias. The teacher should make every effort
to point out biasing elements to the stu-
dents. Problems with emotionally-toned
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words which cause erroneous stereotypical
views should be investigated.

12. In the preparation of thi textbooksl'a
larger consultant staff representing the
diverse groups and/or minorities should be
included.

13. -More information pertaining to women, their
roles in the making of our nation as well
as their achiewpments and contributions,
needs to be included in the textbooks.

14. Other examplqs of faiily life and alternate
family. structures should be provided in
addition to the traditional role models.

15. The teacher should try to present the
achievements and contributions of all
Americans ass whole people, rather than as
separate areas of study.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTARY

INTRODUCTION

This section of Part II in YofAme I includes, in addition to
this introduction:

'ir4

- A Summary of Recommendations for Action
(chart)

- Individual Commentary Reports

Race Equity
American Indians
Sex Equity
Hispanics
Bilingual Education
Gifted kTalented Education
Handicapped Students
Educational Soundness
Readability b Writing Style
Global Viewpoint
Teacher Evaluators

- A Summary Of Findings (narrative)

- Conclusions

- Suggestions/Recommendations
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Book Title

American History for Today

America. Its People and
Its Values

We the People

The American Way

This id America's Story

Two Centuries of Progress

The Free and the Brave

American Adventure Series

America, America

Let Freedom Ring

`IP

BOOKS REVIEWED

Publisher

Ginn and Company

Harcourt, Brace and
Jovanovich

/D C. Heath

olt, Rinehart and
Winston .

Houghton Mifflin

\Laidlaw Brothers

Rand, McNally and Codipany

Scholastic, Inc.

Scott, Foresman

Silver Burdett
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COMMENTARY:

SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS AND RACE EQUITY

;

At.I

The commitment to multicultural education by the American

Association of Colleges fdi Teachers is based upon t sC

statement: "No One Model American."' This c ment a.

accompanies efforti by colleges of educe on to

teacher training programs of the st, sothat preserviceand

inservice programs for t ers will help them acquire

knowledge and develop skills which will enab4 them to meet

the challenges of a culturally diverse soc ty.

Preservice and inservice educational rograms for teachers

should help them accept and respect itidivi ual differences,

and provide quality instruction for all children. Publishers

of the textbooks used to teach 'these children should be

encouraged to create curriculum materials which reflect a

pluralistic view of our society. Fortunately, most of th,

publishers of the textbooks examined in this study seem to be

aware of the need to eliminate the glaring racist flaws of the

pait.4

"No One Model American," Journal of Teacher Education.
Volume XXIV, Number 4 (Winter, 1973) p. 264.
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The following are brief descriptive statements which
summarize the reviewer's analysis Of each social studies
textbook examined in this study:

America: Americas, Scott, Foresman - An outstanding
textbookswhich.clearly describes the history of the Black
American experience as integral to the history of the United
States.

American Adventure Series, Scholastic Book Services, Inc. -
An exceptionally balanced, equitable, and comprehensive view
of Sleek Americans in United history.

American History for Today, Ginn and Company - A well
written', balanced textbook which contains detailed. and.
comprehensive descriptions of the Black American experience
in the United States.

Two Centuries of Progress: United States History,
Laidlow Brothers A sophisticated, comprehensive textbook
which gives varying perspectives of the history of the
United States and the role of Black Americans.

America: Its Pec,'e and Values, Harcourt, Brace and
Jovanovich - A textbook which focuses on Black Americans in
United States history. However, the reviewer had difficulty
obtaining an overall view of the interactions, opinions and
life styles of the people described.

Let Freedom Ring, Silver Burdett - This textbook provides
an excellent portrayal of the experience of Black people prior
to the reconstruction period. However, the reviewer indicated
that subsequent descriptions of Blacks were weak and fragmented.

The Free and the Brave: The Story of the American People,
Rand McNally and Company - This textbook does not provide the
depth and scope that the reader needs to clearly understand
the impact of Black people upon the development of our country.

This :s America's Story, Houghton Mifflin Company -
One of the major flaws of this textbook relates to the use of
the term "Negro" to refer to Black Americans. As the author
tells America's story, many contributions of Blacks were
omitted or ignored.

We the People: A History of the United States, D. C. Heath -
This textbook presents an uneven account of Blacks in United
States history. The reviewer indicated the need to rewrite a
major segment And integrate the history of Black people into
the overall history of the United States.

-359-
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Recommendations

The reviewer thought that all of the publishers whose
materials were examined in this study had achieved some degree
of success in their attempts to include within their textbooks
a multicultural component. Therefore, the following
recommendations.are made to strengthen and improve specific
areas where the need has been identified:

1. That teachers use appropriate supplemental
materials to compensate for deficiencies
identified by the reviewer in some textbooks.

2. That, publishers continue to make efforts to
integrate the history of Black Americans
within the context of their United States
history textbooks.

Gloria Y. Gordon
Office of School and

Community Affairs
Michigan Department of
Education

3 7,,
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COMMENTARY:

SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS AND AMERICAN INDIANS

The reviewer mentioned the most obvious neeative aspects
included in the textbooks regarding the history of America's
numerous tribes. Although some textbooks, according to the
reviewer, showed an improvement over previous books, there
appeared to be a lack of knowledge or research to bring about
a better picture of the respective tribes, their lifestyle,
religion, and value system.

The identification of American Indians is and has been a
difficult task for the census bureau and agencies servicing
people. On the one-hand, the federal government has deemed
American Indiana as a political entity, which is void of racial
identity, and on the other hand, has classified them as a minor-
ity-or a protected group which is based on race. The impact of
this confusing concept negates who the American Indians really
are, and why they shduld be deemed as a quasi-sovereign pecple
having certain aboriginal rights.

All people want justice, equity, and the right to have a
part in the destiny of their people. American Indians are still
struggling to survive in a land of plenty, ruled by non-Indians
who seem unable to provide adequate recognitidn and equitable
services to Indian citizens. Many federal, state and local
agencies appear to act as gatekeepets,not realizing that Ameri-
can Indians pay federal, state and local taxes.

The real question is, "Why do educated citizens, holding
important public offices, feel that American Indians should have
less rights and should be treated accordingly?" Many citizens
of all races seem to sense that public schools do indeed perpetu-
ate negative racial bias, myths, and untruths about Indian people.

Textbooks, making reference to American Indian protests, fail
to mention the aftermaths, the investigations and resulting court
decisions. In almost every case, the tribes and individual Indians
have been innocent, cleared, or falsely accused. Throughout the
history of this nation, the American Indiana have been the most
loyal patriota and have been deemed the least likely to betray
their country in times of peace or war.

3 7 3



Federal policies affecting the lives of Indian trjbea since
the adoption of the constitution are rarely mentioned. The-ac-
quisition of Indian lands by the federal; state and private
businesses is generally omitted: The struggles of the tribez
to maintain their mineral and water rights are totally omitted
from the textbooks reviewed. The continuous struggle between
various states and Indian tribes over hunting and fishing rights
is generally omitted.

If school children were presented a truer picture of the
quest for juitice by the American Indian, they would mature into
citizens capable of developing a greater understanding and per-
haps be in a position to impact a greater justice for all of ths
nation's citizens. The attempt to conceal the exploitation of
tie Indian tribes has resulted in a pisgative guilt feeling of
this nation'g citizens. People forget shat moat states did not
allow Indian children into public'schools until the second decade
of this century. Understandably, textbook writers and publishers
feel compelled to protect the image of the greater society and
yet include "minority people" in a favorable light.

The most obvious omission in many textbooks on American
history is the exclusion of ,;they impact that tribes had on most
of the major decisions made by/the federal government during the
early development of this nation. Even today, continuous major
policies and court decisions relating to ecology; water supply and
rights involving states and tribes take place.

Lester Gemmill
Office of Indian Edueation
Michigan Department of

Education
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COMMENTARY:

SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS AND SEX EQUITY

. .Title IX of the Educational Amendments
of 1972. . .is dosignedtb eliminate. . .

discrimination on the baste. of sex in any
educational program or activity receiving .

Federal financial assistance.

Education Amendments of 1972

Although the Title IX regulations do no cover textbooks and
instructional materials -because of possible conflicts with.fitist
Amendment Rights, they are recognized as important. The preamble
to the regulations 'specifically acknowledges the significance of
the problem of sex bias in textbooks and encourages agencies and
institutions to take action to combat it. The Michigan Legislature,
in Public. Ac' 353 of'1974,.directed the Department of Educative to
"develop guidelines" for expanding the existing schoOl curriculum
to include materials on the culture of ethnic, religious, 'racial
minority people and nontributiotia of women.' .

History textbooks are Important tools which 'should not only
provide students with an accurate history of foreign and dome9tio
affaire,but of our social and domestic problems. Additionally,
history textbooks often provide students with role models of
successful women and men. Therefore, it is essential that the
textbooks used accurately reflect what has happened and is happening
in our society 1n_rgicArd-t°711°6111n*

There are six forms of bias commonly found in curriculum
materials. Briefly these forms of bias are:

1) - the complete or relative exclusion
of a particular group or groups from representation or con-
sideration in t ct and/or illustration.

2) Stereotyping - the arbitrar' assigning of certain traits aod
characteristics to persons solely on the basis of flex vitt,-

03t regard to their individual interests and/or nbilltien.

3 7 :)
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3) Imbalance/Selectivit - only one interpretation of an
issue, situation or group of people.is presented.

4) Unrealiti - facts which are unpleasant, controversial, or
which do not conform to the value system of the-white
majority culture are not presented.

5) - content is visibly set apart
from the main body of.the text. Examples of this would be
separate chapters on the contributions of Blacks and women.

6) Linguistic Bias - the use of the generic "he", and the use
of such words as firemen instead of firefighteri;

Textbooks which are not biased, are either sex-fair or six
affirmative. Sex fair materials are those that treat females and
males in the same way, or the effect of the material is indifferen-
tiated or neutral on the basis of sex. Sex affirmative materials,
on the other hand, seek to overcome the past effects of sex dis-
crimination. They respond to the unique needs of males and females
and affirm the need to recognize and accept change.

1

Of the ten textbooks reviewed, six were feund to be either sex fair
or sex affirmative. These books were: We thz.People, America! America!,
American Adventure Series, The American Willy, Let Freedom Ring, and
The Free and the Brave. In enteral, these textbooks reflect an
awareness on the part of the writers and editors to provide students
with a nonbiased and accurate account of American history.. Thioughout
all of these texts the contributions of women are integrated in the
body of the text, which stresses the important roles that women have
played throughout our history. The text further support& the con-
tributions of women in visuals and language. Women and en are

1,
presented in a full range of occupational/family roles. he language
used to refer to people is either in the plural or "his /her" is used.

One of the most interesting qualities that appeared in all of
these books is their attempt to explain the socialization process
that leads to sex stereotyping and the under-representation of
women. America! America! and American Adventure Series are two
books that have done an excellent job of presenting these two important
issues.
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On the other hand, the four remaining books were found to be
biased. The bias was extreme in one case. In American History for
Today, students are presented with a.predominently male orientation
of the world. Though gender-neutral language is used in this text-
book, such use is not consistent in deicribing traditional male
occupations. Thus, students are presented with a.book that focuses
on the traditional conmpts of male'and female which often lead to
the devaluation of thetontributions of women. Sex bias in the
other three books reviewed was not as severe, but was just as demeaning.

Overall, these books continue to portray history as a series
of wars with men as key actors. Women, for the most part, are shown
as passive and under-represented.

In summary, there has been an excellent attempt by more than
half of the publishers, reviewed to provide history books that include
the contributions of women. Their treatment of women depict them
in very positive traditional and nontraditional roles. Where and
when appropriate, the writer has tried to explain the under-
representation of Women and how sex role stereotyping may be
responsible. This represents a truly sex affirmative attempt .

by these publishers, and affirms their sensitivity to the issue.
of sex equity.

-365-
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JoAnne S. Wolff
Office of Sex Equity
Michigan Department of Education
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COMMENTARY:

SOCIAL STUDIES' TEXTBOOKS AND HISPANICS

By its very nature, history as a field of knowledge is subject
to a number of basic problems, namely: (1) misinterpretation of
information, (2) inaccurate description of events, (3) omission
of significant facts, (4) and contextual inconsistency, 'among
others. The Hispanic review of the year's selected textbooks
extensively documents this obseryation.

Misinterpretation of information concerning Hispanic Americans
.is a fault that is particularly common among American histoiians.
Biased-by their different set of values and cultural background,
American historians frequently taint the portrayal of Hispanic
Americans and fail to appreciate the rationality of their acts--when,
where and why they occurred. For example, the discussion of the
Mexican Revolution is often focused on its bloodshdd and violence,
depicting Mexican heroes as cruel and barbaric, while leaving out
an in-de th analysis of the real issues and socioeconomic forces
that prom fed the revolution.

Inacc
of America

descripiio
some textb
to. defend

reviewer n
or South
rights eve
the United

rate description of historical events is another weakness,
his tort'' textbooks. They-contain countless erroneous

s of the Hispanic American experience. For instance,"
oks argue that Hispanic Americans did not begin organit ng
heir rights until after World'War II; in fact, as the
tes it, Hispanics--whether as Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban
rican origin people--have organized to defend their
before the annexation 'of the'southwest from Mexico by

States in 1848.
C

Omission of important facts is perhaps the most pervasive
flaw of American history tdxtbooks.with respect to Hispanics. Most
textbooks exclude numerous signifdant events in the historical life
of Hispanics, e.g., the massive deportation orAmeriden citizens.
and legal residents of Mexican descent to Mexico during theBig
Depression; the contributions of Hispanics to the'scientific and
technological advancement of America; the military and neocolonialist,
interventions of the United States.in Hispanic American countries.

Many a historian is also prone to passing value judgments on or
critiquing historical events as he/she perceives them-from his/her
subjective frame of reference; thus failing to set the proper
contextual background to describe such events. Pre-Hispanic cultures,,
for example, are said to have been barbaric or uncivilized with
reference to a particular praciice, emphasizing the bas4r rather
than the higher values of such cultures--and, again, out of historical
context.

-366-
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Based on the review, it is evident that the efforts of recent
years to improve the quality and content of American history text -.
books have not done justice to Hispanics. They continue to be
misrepresented and underrepresented in publications that form the
opinion and shape the attitudes of American youth, both Hispanics
and non-Hispanics. This sad condition is not only G rimental to
the well being of Hispanics, but is also an hdpectimenc to the
development of cross cultural understanding.

Furthermore, thi status of Spanieh as a significint medium of
communication in our society, and therefore as a transmitter of
culture has not been considered by writers of social studies text-
books for the infusion of Hispanic values, concepts, and beliefs.

The perpetuation of stereotypes and stigmas can only preserve
the conditions that_have created the social and racial tensions
which have in turn led to periods of turmoil and malaise in our
society. It is then incumbent upon contemporary and future historians,
writers, and editors to be aware of the shortcomings of their prede-
cessors and to make every effort to prevent their reoccurrence.

O
Antonio R. Flores
Office of Hispanic Education
Michigan flepartment of Education

-367-
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COMENTARY:
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'SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Since the advint of civil rights, the dilemmas posed for the
United States by opposing demands for assimilation on the one hand,
and for cultural pluralism on the other hand have become painfully
acute. Both thrusts, integratioz and the 90p respect of ethnic
group identities are essential to the common good. The. challenge.
of bringing together distinct cultural groups and changing socio-
cultural relations in education can best be treated by social
studies textbooks via bilingual/bicultural education.

For social studies review purposes the goal' of a relevant bilin-
gual/bicultural education program and its correlative objectives is
the development and maintenance in the learner of cognitive and
affective skills to enable the student to:

-appreciate his/her language and culture via the
knowledge of his/her history and heritage,

-value the worth of himself/herself and his/her
ethnic group in his/her community and in the
larger national and international communities,

-understanding the need for respecting linguistic
and cultural differences by an awareness of how
language, environment and ethnicity shape the
behavior of those who differ from him/her,

- participate in a culturally pluralistic society.

Aseritca's alienated socio-cultural groups are in reality related
through the influence of languages and cultures upon.each other. The
American language and culture are not unitary phenomena, but rather are
varied in many ways by the influence of other cultures. For example,
the English language contains,. words; patterns of speech, and spellig
that were influenced its historical contact with other languages;
similarly, our American culture is a potpourri of previous cultures
which have left an indelible imprint. These linguistic and cultural
borrowings have occurred.repiatedly in history whenever two ethnic
groups come into contact for any prolonged period of time. These
cultural and linguistic loans show us what one nation has taught another.
The American language and culture have not Lost any of its inherent
characteristicsv but gained a wider vocabulary and gained an ampler
perspective of the world which has given it a sort of refined quality.

Given the fact that language is the greatest transmitter of a
culture, ,and ,thdt history textbooks offsea chronological record of
events, a4 ,f tone development of a people, publishers need to be
mace that ,ther natI)nal origin Languages and cultures are Ipso facto

ar



an integral and impirical part of the American language and culture.
Of all the textbooks reviewad, none of the series have goals nor
objectives compatible with those of bilingual education; none make a
commendable attempt to reflect the.bilingual/bibultural reality of
the ethnic groups mentioned; and only one provides a phonetical
structure of non-English words to provide phonological integrity.

In general, ethnic minorities are mentioned in the textbooks
but only, terms of their culture. No insight is provided into the
communicative legacies of these linguistic groups and their influence
on the American language due to cultural contact. When cultural
insights of minorities are provided, some textbooks considered it
regressive, others emphasized the immigrant rather than One living in
a culturally pluralistic America, and some promoted the melting pot
concept.

Even though there was mention of cultural pluralism in some of
the textbooks, none of them dealt with the concept of bilingualism
from a pedagogical, social, or national interest perspective.

The materials under review were seriously deficient in portraying
the bilingual/bicultural character of its American citizenry. The
evolution of the assimilationist philosophy continues to have a greet
impact upon what is included in the textbooks. The lack of knowledge .
of language hinders our perception and understandin4 of the feelings,
values, and culture of other ethnic groups.

Publishers, in response to the educational needs of a cosmopolitan,
globally interdependent, culturally pluralistic hemisphere, should
recognize that there are value laden concepts which are important to treat;
i.e., "time", "poverty", "justice", "war ", and "hunger", to name a few.
These concepts are saturated. with'linguistix and cultural presuppositions
which affect human perceptions of them. This is whit is important to
perceive for human understanding in an ever shrinking world. This is the
conceptual learning that is important thru bilingual education--people
learning about people, how they think, feel, and view reality and the world.

In spite of the fact that the American motto is "E Pluribus Uncle;
i.e.. "though many we are one", some will readily admit that within the
melting cauldron, cultures in America are as merged as water and oil.
History textbook authors and pulbishers need to light the bilingual/
bicultural flame of understanding under the melting pot in order to enhance
the merging of American cultures through an understanding of the pluralistic
nature of our society and an acceptance of the language and culture of all
people as individuals of worth and dignity.

-3h9-

Lautencio Pena
Bilingual Educatibn Program
Michigan Department of

Education
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CUMENTARY:

SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS AND GIFTED AND TALENTED EDUCATION

Despite a sixty year history of intermittent attention to programs
for gifted and talented students, their educational needs have been
misunderstood,ignoredor misrepresented in most of our public schools.

Efforts in the past have focused on identification solely through IQ and

standardized tests and accommodation which mainly focused on special

grouping, acceleration and enrichment options. While each has its place

in the overall scheme of gifted/talented.programbing, educatoKatoday
emphasize the need to identify students with potential as well as demon-

strated talents using a variety of methods to search for these abilities

and to look at a comprehensive program that involves a variety of options

and teaching styles but relies on the teachers' skills and understanding

of the students' needs to accommodate them successfully.

A growing number of teachers haVe been involved in professional
development activities over the past ten years.that identify this popula-
tion's characteristics, learning styles and needs, and methods of accommo-
dation; however; the majority have not and are still unfamiliar with this

area. Thus, it is important that any curriculum study committee review

a textbook for its appropriateness for the various'learners in the class-

room, including the gifted and talented.

A textbook series that would most accommodate gifted and talented

students in a heterogeneous setting is one that:

- provides historically accurate information from a variety, of

viewpoints.

- presents material in an appealing and varied format Which
includes: pictures, graphs, cartoons, poems, art, primary

sources, etc.

- includes a variety of activities and questions that encourage

the use and development of higher level thinking skills.

- encourages student involvement in open-ended discussions,
investigations and in-depth study in an area of interest.

- provides a teacher's guide that offers suggestions for exten-
sions and resources for further study in each topic area, as
well as ideas to interest students to pursue in-depth investi-

gations.
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The checklist used by the reviewer offers a more complete listing
of criteria on which to judge social studies textbooks and, indeed,
instructional materials for all curricular areas.

In summary, the review ofthe niiie social studies textbooks and
teacher's guide in regard to the gifted and talented, revealed that only
several books' adequately address those criteria which would interest as
well as challenge_this group. It is also important to acknowledge that
the text alone cannpt accomplish this --the teacher and his/her use of
the textbook and other instructional materials will make the difference
in the success of this program for all students.

S

The inclusion of a review related to the special needs of the gifted
in this textbook study. is important for textbook evaluation and selection
committees as well as textbook publisheri. The review criteria and
reviewer's comments both offersuggestions that develop the awareness of
this population's needs and provide criteria ups:on whicti textbooks could'
be better selected, written or modifpd.

Nancy Mincemoyer
Instructional Specialist

Program
Michigan Department of

Education
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CONMENTARX:

SOCIAL- STUDIES TEXTBOOKS AND HAADIAPPE6 STUDENTS
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,
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Since the passagi of Publiclaw 94142 in
-

n 1975, which addresses..

the matter of educating all children, includinuhandicapPed, renewed;
emphasis has been placed on the handicapped - citizen in the mainstream

of American life. The education of the handicapped child, however, is
not accomplished solely by providing him/her with an appropriate
educational setting. .Part of this process must be-to educate the non
handicapped pbpulation in regard to the accomplishments and abilities
of the handicapped citizen, aa'well as their, limitations and needs.,

Throughout, the history of the United States, many, notable citizens
have, for a variety. of reasons, been considered handicapped oy'related
to the handicapped population. The reviewer has.fodndlin the textbooks
:in this study that many of these notable citizens, are cited and their

places in society mentioned. However;'it is the failure to accuraLely
and positively portray; the "everyday handicapped citizen" that ie
disappointing. Handicapped Americans play a vital role in all. aspects
of our nation's growth.. The opportUn4;es to include ,citizen in all

walks of life ;oho just happen, to possess a physical or mental condiiion

of "handicap" are greatly lacking. /

All series were seen as possessing ample opportunities to.,intrnclucc-

the reader tqLthe handicapped in the mainstream of -daily living. Several
topicatareas lent themselves to logical inclusion of,this population,
but in the reviewer's opinion; all textbdoks were-found deficient.

,

Additionally, the mention of the handicapped was usually seen as
a stereotypiC representation of the condition rather than as a portrayal

of the worth of the individual with the condition. ,

The reviewer considered the attempts at inclusic;ft of the handicapped

commendable, but found all of the series lacking in seising the
opportunity for more broad-based examples of the handicapped in the
mainstream of American life. Proper teacher-directed study and discourse

must, be used to overcome this defl.riency on the publisher/author's
part.

Kevin D. Mugin
Special Educacio, Set,1.-es

Michigan Department
;.ducation

4
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COMMENTARY:

SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS AND AN EMPHASIS
ON EDUCATIONAL SOUNDNESS

Most of the United States textbooks for eighth graders are
organized in a traditional, chronological historical order, focusing
on/the traditional events customarily included in the story of our
beginnings as a nation. There is evidence -within the books reviewed
in this study, of several attempts to try to reorganize' certain periods
and/or events and topics in a unique manner with varying degreos of
success. Because of the need or compulsion to include a g t deal
of historicaonfusion

and a lack of focus bar the student.
lc information,. oftentimes, these attempts, it app ars,

may lead to

Occasionally, when the historical narrative was somewhat abridged
and/or simplified, the presentation was distorted and the oversimplifi-
cation .could lead to confusion-a6d. misunderstanding by students. In
-general, the textbooks were satisfactory from an educational soundness
standpoint although a few inaccuracies were noted.

The publishers still appear to feel a sense of responsibility and
need to include a great deal of inforiution in the eighth grade United
States history textbook. The publishers may not be totally at fault. *

CeneraIIY, fhe curr1u161 in social Studies today is eighth grade United
States history and at the eleventh grade level a United States history
course. It appears, too, that textbooks 'for both levels are somewhat
identical. Possibly there are more details for the historical events in
the eleventh grade United States history textbook. The readability,
of course, should differ between the textbooks for the two levels.
What are the other differences? If any?

It might be worthwhile for the curriculum designers to review the
research on learning and the curriculum for the two levels and then
suggest an organizational format fot/ the teaching of United States
history which would stimulate excitement and interest rather than have
disinterested students say* the eifhth grade level, "This is boring
and dull, and at the eleventh grade\level, "But, we have already
covered this (and almost certainly btiried it)." Possibly, by concentrating
on an in-depth investigation and carefully selected concepts and topics,
having some connections and relevancy or eighth graders, perhaps
more students might become enthusiastic and eager about the study of
United States history.

-373- 385



It is generally assumed that the information provided and/or

omitted in textbooks is objective and unbiased, whatever the topic

or event. This information, learned by students, will then assist .

them'in interpreting contemporary problems and issues and participating

effectively in the political, social and economic institutions of

our society. Thtrefore, the textbooks are filled with all kinds of .

information--some trivial, some significant. It appears that'classroom

teachers, social scientists, curriculum designers, and publishers

ought to work more cooperatively:in developing an eighth grade history

textbook which highlights fewer topics in greater thoroughness. Such

a textbook should also be of interest and relevancy in the. lives.of

the students compelled to use them.

.At the same time, the textbook makers ought constantly to be

aware of the student. The textbook is for the student. The teacher

hopes that the student will develop certain understandings and insights

into the-history of our nation through the use of the textbook so that

he or she can effectively assume roles in today's world, can understand

and deal with contemporary problems and issues, and can find reasons

for his/her existence in this society and world.

Even though publiihers are aware of the need to focus on the

pluralistic nature of'our society, the attempts to include people of

diverse cultural and racial heritage - the handicapped, the aged,

degrees of success. Theconcept of cultural diversity as it contributes

to the greatness of our society is not adequately and forcefully

presented. Perhaps it is easier to use less biased language in the

text than to integrate the involvement and contributions of various
people into the history of our nation in a smooth and well flowing

manner so that the studentsill know that they played an integral
role in sharing the development of our nation and content was not

simply "added" to the textbook because that was the right thing to do

at the time.

Most of the textbooks successfully communicated values basic to

a democratic society in a positive manner. However, whether or not

the approach and the strategy used by the publishers to develop and to

present the values is the "best way" of convincing and educating

students to make a commitment to tmocratic "core" values, may be open

to question.

There is a definite need for a more global perspective in the

presentation of United States history. Most of the textbooks reviewed

emphasized an American perspective. This perspective was sometimes

a rather limited view not appropriate for today's interdependent world.

38S
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In trying. to maintain impartiality, the style of writing in some
of the textbooks reviewed appears to be rather bland and uninteresting
although in cases involving controversial issues, attempts are made
to present a number of viewpoints. Even as publishers are concerned,
and they should be, about-thocabulary and the readability level of the
textbooks, they should also be inters ated-an d_pmx/Itaps even more concerned
about the style of wrl.ting. Will a student pick up-ih71-textbook-4mmi_
read it? In spite of the attractiveness of textbooks, the many well
selected illustrations and cartoons, they still do not appear to excite
the students and stimulate them to read and study them. Students,
oftentimes, feel that they are' reading the "same old textbook in another
cover." How are teachers to react to this type of comment? Is it
possible for textbooks to be written in the style of Howard Fast's
April Morning; Esther Forbes's Johnny Tremain, and/or Conrad Richter's
Light in the Forest? -- Can textbooks, too, be written that depict
history and vigor and color?

Textbooks ought to help the teacher make United States history
exciting, significant, and meaningful to eighth graders. The teacher
and the textbook must convey the enthusiasm and stimulation needed to
make the study of the United States history a worthwhile and meaningful
experience. Can these textbooks change the attitude of students toward
the study of United States history? i

-Mart-of tte-t-ext4xmaks-are interdise41-inary-concept-oriented-i-and
emphasize inquiry based instructional methodology.

Grace Kachaturoff
Division of Education
University of Michigan-

Dearborn



COMMENTARY:

ASSESSING THE READABILITY AND WRITING STYLE
OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS

Studies Textbook Studies is to provide information to educators

that will help them select and adjust textbooks and other materials

so that children will have the best possible opportunity to learn

from them regardless of the childrens' range of ability levels or

differendes in background. Certainly, the degree to which printed

materials are easily comprehensible and interesting is an important

consideration in equalizing the opportunity to learn for all students.

Factors contributing to the readability of instructional

materials can be studied insvarious ways. The cloze procedure,

described by Rankin and Culhane (1969), is desirable when students

are available for testing. Readability formulae such as the SMOG

developed by McLaughlin (1969) and the procedure devised by Fry

(1977) are frequently used to obtain i'gross measure of level of

difficulty. However, these devices do not provide a comprehensive
analysis of factors teachers and curriculum leaders need to
consider in an examination of textbooks.

In addition to keeping in mind the previous experiences and

characteristics of the students who will be using the materials, text-

book reyiewers'may wish to direct their attention. to the following

features:

1. Linguistic Factors. Written language is composed of

graphemic, syntactic and semantic elements'. As children mature

and as they read more, their abilities to process these elements

usually increase. One way to estimate reading grade level is to

use a readability formula which takes into account factors such

as sentence length and multisyllabic words because other elements

that contribute to difficulty level tend to increase exponentially

with these factors. In this study both the SMOG and the Fry

procedures were used. Readers will note that the SMOG consistently

yields a higher numerical level than thedFry. The SMOG level, is

generally considered an estimate of independent reading level while

the Fry indicates instructional level. The former level might be

required of a reader who does not receive instructional assistance,

while the latter might be sufficient if such assistance is provided.



-2. Conceptual Factors. The ideas presented in materials also
contribute a great deal toward reading ease or difficulty. Readers
use the store, of ,concepts that they possess to understand new ideas.
If they lack appropriate concepts because of immaturity or
inexperience, they may not comprehend what they read even though
they may be able to read aloud with apparent ease. Aspects, such

evance
of concepts, and inadequate concept development, affect reading
ease or difficulty. Further, the representation of females, physically
handicapped, racial and ethnic groups and others'who have been set
apart is important since readers need to be able to make a positive
identification with people in the text since this can affect reading
motivation which affects achievement.

3. Organizational_ Feetors. Writing that reflects a clear,
logical development of subject matter and employs devices to highlight
the organization of the presentation contributes greatly to ease of
comprehension and recall of information.

4. Writj.ng Style.* While'style is somewhat elusive to define,
certain eatu *es of writing such as cohesiveness and word choice,
contribu e in 'greit_measure to comprehenainlity. Sentences that
are unna urallyshort and choppy, as well as lengthy sentences with
unclear-referents interfere with comprehension. A writer's style
may be intpresting or dull and pedantic.

5.
1 Learning Aids. Since aids to learning from reading are

usually employed by authors of instructional materials and since
they may contribute to comprehension, attention should be given
to their potential effectiveness. These include questions or
tasks that direct the reader to various levels and kinds of reasoning
and aids in acquiring new vocabulary.

6. Teaching Aids. Instructional manuals, management plans,
and tests are examples of teaching aids that might be included as
part of an instructional package. These should be examined with
regard to ease of use, extensiveness and quality.

7. Binding/Printing/Format/Illustrations. Pictures, charts,
graphs and other illustrations may contribute to'interest as well
as clarification of the text. Type-face and format are factors
that may influence text appeal.
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8. Interest. BecaOse the analysis of written discourse can
be detailed and technical, there is a danger of overlooking the
overriding impact of interest. Some readers will push themselves

past obstacles of difficult vocabulary and phrasing in their quest

for information that is exciting and interesting. Bdt dull content

has a devastating effect on learning. There is no sound reason°

--"---------tur-an-inrTInsieelly-leteresting-aree-such-as-see-ial-ated4es-te-
. employ uninteresting textbooks. Those who select materials need

to consider Interest as a potent 'factor in comprehensibility, but
they should_ also be mindful that a very difficult level of readability
can defeat enthusiastic students. All aspects need to be weighed.

The chart presented in the appendix specifies concerns within
the areas briefly described in the preceding discussion. Use of

the chart enables those analyzing instructional materials to reduce
subjective judgments to some degree while considering a range of

*factors. (Appendix 8-4)

A discussion of the readability of textbooks is not complete
without a consideration of their use. Teachers who confront the
problem of helping children learn from printed materials in social
studies need to employ the effective, practical instructional methods
that are presented in college courses on content reading and writing.
Course work in this area is now required for elementary and secondary

--teachers in Michigan. Teachers who obtained their certification
before this mandate'existed may need to take courses so they can
become more effective in helping all students become proficient readers.

Bader, Lois A.

fry, Edward.B.'

McLaughlin G.

Rankin, Earl
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COMMENTARY;

SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS, A GLOBAL-VIEW

One would not expect to find extensive coverage of other\ ,

world areas per se in a textbook of American history. However, /

it is important for contemporary scholars and authors of textbooksto piiiienTWHCalirhiliteirrwittrilritrtrt-arrna--"ribit/d CULL 6C7%

cannot afford to allow our young people to confine their under-
standing of American history to a narrow and exclusively nation-
centered study. Throughout our history, peoples from other
continents have affected the policies and cultures of the United
States, and the actions of this nation have had significant impact
on the peoples of other world areas, particularly in recent history.

Curriculum specialists in area studies, including Africa,
Asia, Canada, Eastern Europe and-the Soviet Union, Latin America
and the Middle East, reviewed the United States history texts
selected for this study. All agree that the international aspects
of our history and of our contemporary society are grossly
underrepresented. *References to other peoples and nations of
the world are weak and frequently present distorted views of those
cultured. Little or no history is presented of those world areas
except as it relates to the United States, and then the references
portray the peoples.of Africa, Asia, etc., as passive rather than
active participants in history.

Events such as the oil crisis are blamed on the policies of
the OPEC nations without regard to the economic history of our
relations with the Middle East. Likewise, the Open Door Policy with
China is presented out of context, and coverage of the Spanish-
American War is focussed on chronologies of battles rather than on
causes of the conflict itself.

A social studieseditor for a major American textbook publisher
once said, "We cannnt present the United States in a bad light if

we want our books to sell." This is borne out in these ten United
States history books. Generally, controversial topics are omitted.
All of the reviewers call for a more honest appraisal of the history
of relationships between the United States and the rest of the world.
Several comments are made about the simplistic cold war assumptions
which abound in these texts whenever Africa, Aiia or Latin America
are described.

Treatment of Asians, Africans, Latin Americans and persons
from the Middle East who reside in the United States is either
non-existent or fails to discuss' the discrimination these peoples
have suffered because of racism within our nation.

-379-
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The role of economic imperialism of the United States in all
world areas is underestimated or not discussed. This not only-

'preclude:4 the possibility of understanding the role of foreign
corporations in. economic. and social underdevelopment in other world
areas, but it also.precludes the likelihood that the reader will
learn how dependent the United States is on other nations for its

One of the most astonishing findings was the pear absence of
content about our biggist and most friendly neighbor, Canada. It

is-inconceivable that the history of relations with this next door
neighbor is so neglected in our own history books.

A final plea from the reviewersis for some coverage of foreign
relations which represent peaceful and positive relationship to the
United States rather than ones focussed exclusively on,.,wars and
conflicts.

Recommendations:
. .

There are over 80 centers for world area studies in the United
States which receive funding from the Department of Education in
Washington, D.C. Those wishing to obtain a listing of the locations
for international area study centers may contact the African Studies
Center,'Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824. These

centers, along with other excellent resources for teachers, such as
the education division of the Asia Society, can provide help in
selecting supplemental teaching materials about foreign areas.

The reviewers of these textbooks are located in such centers and
inquiries directed to them will be answered. Specific recommendations

are made by the reviewers in their "summary of findings" in Volume I
and the checklists provided in Volume II of this study.

Mary Lee Wiley.
African Studies Center
Michigan State University
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COMMENTARY:

EVALUATION OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS
. BY TEACHERS

al -Studies Textbook Study offered'
a number of-suggestions for consideration by teacher training
institutions and several recommendations for future studies.

Teacher training institutions were encouraged to familiarize
pre-service and in- service teachers with the Michigan Social Studies
Textbook Act; with the concepts of cultural pluralism in a democratic
society; and with the skills for evaluation, selection, and
.ment ofinstructional.materials.

Moreoier, it was recommended that the review itself be an
understanding and insightful experience in textboe evaluation,
selection, and use by teachers.

It was possible to realize, to a degree, these suggestions and
recommendations since teachers enrolled in a graduate level course
focusing on cultural diversity and the American society engaged in
the review and evaluation of the ten selected eighth grade ,United
States History textbooks for this study.

As the teachers iivolved in the reviews became interested and
critical of the textbooks selected for this study, they, likewise,
began to examine analytically the textbooks they were currently using
with their own students. It was particularly noteworthy that the
criteria used for the critiques made them aware, in some cases for
the very first time, that textbooks may be biased and stereotypical
in the presentation and omission of content. Furthermore, the
teachers, after the reviews, did feel a certain sense,of competence
in being able to use biased and stereotypical learning materials.
They were able to prepare and to provide for their students additional,
appropriately selected, and well - planned learning experiences to
focus on the presentation of the content,in a more accurate and
non-biased manner.

go.

Generally, the teachers felt that most of the textbooks reviewed
were organized for effective learning, utilizing the inquiry and
conceptual approach. Yet,even as the textbooks attempted to present
ethnic and racial minorities and women in a non-biased and non-
stereotypical manner, the teachers felt that the treatment was often
fragmentary and inadequately presented since the information appeared
to be inserted as an afterthought rather than as a part of thenatural

-enfoldment of historical events. They noted, that the aged and the
handicapped, in most cases, were completely ignored.

%Pc
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The treatment of various. minority groups, events, and issues
varied from very poor to very'good, even with a single textbook.
Yet, the language of the textbooks was almost always non-sexist.

The eachers noted that the textbooks were generally quite
attract e with interesting illustrations, cartoons, charts, maps,
graphs,. tc. Eff is were made by the publishers to present content
in a Aove =nd que way, although occasionally the organization
and continuity of thought were difficult to follow.

The teachers observed, too, that a number of the textbooks
highlighted individuals and special. features to motivate students
to srU07-United States History. This, they felt, ought to help
students become more interested and enthusiastic about studying
history. ,

The teachers, moreover, commented on the variety and number of
teaching/learning activities presented'in the textbooks and the
improvement in the quality of the queitions. Because of the great.

demands on the teacher's t these suggestions for teaching and
learning activities ought t be most helpful-to-them as they plan
for their iarticular group f students. .0

_ Apparently, too, the roblem of motivating the students to use
the textbooks and td enjoy the study of ourteritage is a very
trucial one for teact7rs. The teachers ought to be very appreciative

of any attempts made y-th-4ptibti-slwratr-ogrovide attractive and
well-organized and written textbooks that would stimulate students
to study United States tstoryvithenthusiasm and interest.

4

Teachers can become Acquainted with the process of review
whichwill help them evaluate, select, and/or modify textbooks to
present a more accurate, nonTbiased, and honest story of our heritage.
Teacherd are concerned and can be trained to be very effective in
critiquing textbooks and raising their awareness level in terms of
textbook quality and textbook u4\.

Those teachers who participated in this study have acquired skills
which-will enable them to perform more effectively' than they would
have otherwise been able to do as teachers within their respective
classrooms. Their will also be able to provide leadership on curriculum
and inservice education committees that are responsible for evaluating

and selecting instructional materials.
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Certainly, this experience ought to be extended to other teachers,
as many as pos 1e, who are also interested in stimulating interest
and enthusi m in history. Teachers trained in evaluating textbooks
can-aambhm the responsibility to review textbooks in use, to be
aware of the strengths and deficiences of the textbooks, and to
teach to improve the weakneisses and omissions in the textbooks.

ti
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

A. Blacks and Women

The publishers of all the textbooks reviewed:

:1

1. Had made appreciable attempts, with a reasonable
degree of success, to positively and accurately
reflect the role and history of Blacks and Women

2. Were more successful ,in iegard to the-positive
treatment of Blacks and Women in these textbooks
than they were in regard 'to any .other of the
categories evaluated in term' of stereotypes,
Omission and bias

3. Ne4to work towards integrating in a smoother
manner, content about Blacks ,nto the textbooks

/
B. American Indians, Hispanics and HanOicapped

The reviewers reported finding major deficiencies in regard
to the treatment of American Indians, Hispar.ics and the
Handicapped. Examples of some negative and Obsitive comments
included:

1. American Indians

a. There seemed to be &point in each of the
textbooks where all American Indians stopped
existing - omissions of a positive image.of
modern day Indiana was apparent

b. Basically, American Indian women, children
and family life were found to be nonexistent

c. About one third of the teitbooks reviewed were
extremely biased and portrayed /reinforced "the
old blood - thirsty savage image"

d. The majority of the textbooks were quite bland
and stayed away from all controversies (generally
by omission)

e. Two of the textbooks expressed Indian viewpoints
on occasion and appeared to make an honest
attempt to explain why conflicts happened



2. Hispanics /
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In the opinion of the reviewer, all of the textbooks
`.reviewed contained serious flaws in that:

a./They all failed to relate the Indo-Hispanic,
and Mexican heritage to the Mexican - American
people in the United States

b. There was perceived to be by the reviewer a
lack of content on Hispanics during the
pth century

7-i7". There appeared to be an almost complete lack
of substantive information on Hispanic groups
such as the Puerto.. Ricans and the Cuba

Ont positive finding was that'ill of the textbooks Aid
contain information on the Pre'Columbian civilizations,
on Spain and on,MextCo.

3. Handicapped
.

a. The reviewers with expertiie in regard to the
handicapped considered the attempts by publishers
to address the matter of the handicapped as
commendable but found all of the/ textbooks lacking
in that broad -based examples of'the handicapped
in the mainstream of America were missing, i.e.,
mention is madd in the books f notable citizens
in our society who were/areddicapped but there
is infrequent references to average individuals
that are handicapped

b. With the exception of one textbook, portrayals of
the handicapped as active members in the mainstream;
of society is missing in all textbooks reviewed,
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C. Bilingual/Gifted and Talented

1. Bilingual

.Vhe reviewer. ,with expertise in regard to bilingual

education wasof the opinion that:

a. 'All of /the textbooks were seriously
def4atent in portraying the bilingual/
bicultural chiracter of America and

considering' the concept of bilingualism

No reference is made to language . . use;

other than English

c. In g4eral, ethnic minorities are mentioned

in the textbooks, but only in terms of their

culture

0'

a. Only one of the textbooks provides a
phonetical qtructure of non4nglish words

e. The emphasis, in at least some of the text-

books, is on the assimilation of ethnic groups

into the American society with insufficient
attention given to the heritago and lives of

those.members of ethnic groups that were born

. i
land reared in the United States

2. Gifted and Talented

a. Two of the publishers !met most of the criteria

pertaining to the instruction ofifted and
talented students

b. In four instances, the publishers have
%produced textbooks which may be adequate

for the gifted and talented studentd;

however, the teaching manuals are quite

inadequate

D. Eiucational Soundness. Scholarship and Readability

1. Educational So dness

In regard to elucational soundness, none of the

textbooks received the lowest possible rating on

a 1 (high) to 4 (low) scale and the majority,

by and large, received high ratings

-386 -
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While the two reviewers for this category felto,
the textbooks had- any strong points in terms
eeucational soundness (e.g., excellent illustrations,
reproductions, cartoons, maps, graphs, photograph,
suggested teacher - learner activities, etc.)
And they ,ohavet-included in their excellent and '

detailed summary reports (pp. 156-158 and 172-175)
suggestions for improving 'eighth grade UnitedStates
history textbooks which all publishers should consider

2. Scholarship .

a. Three ofthe textbooks were rated high,
three received a relatively high rating and
four were considered to be very weak in
terms of scholarship

Those textbooks in which a historian plays
.a leading role usually have a good narrative
style, a good chionology and relatively few
breaks in the narrative. Those textbooks
in which individuals other than historians
play a dominant role in developing tend to
stress cognate 'disciplines . . . sometimes
ignore chronology, and rely on gimmicks,
"attention getters" and pictorials to carry
the story along

c. The pictorial material, maps and charts are
abundant and in many books overabundant
the charts and diagrams are generally well
chosen and appropriate, and do something to
alleviate the general dullness of the textual
material

.3. Readability/Writing Style

Publiihers of all of the series reviewed seem
to have made an effort to produce textbooks
with readability levels suitable for students
within the age/grade levels for which the books
were written. Some were more successful than
others

b. In at least two textbooks, the use of short
sentences and repetitions language resultea in
a choppy style that would probably interfere
with the reader's comprehension of ideas:

c. Textbooks also varied in their suitability for
various groups - slow learning students, average
students and advanced students

-387- 399



E. Other World Areas

1. All of the reviewers agreed that the international
'aspects of our contemporary society are grossly
underrepresented in the textboOks reviewed. References
to other peoples-and nations of the world are weak

,and frequIntly present distorted views of those
cultures . . . peoples of other areas of the. world
are portrayed as passive rather than active;
participants in history

2. Treatment.of Asians, Africans., Latin Americans and
persons from the Middle East who reside in the
United States is either non- existent or fails to
discuss they discrimination these peoples have suffered

3. One of thevpst astonishing findings was the near
total absence of content about Canada
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CONCLUSIONS

The 1982-83 Michigan Study of Selected E th Grade United
States History Textbooks is the tenth such udy conducted by the
Michigan Department of Education (1968-1983).

The six prominent historians who served as viewers in the
initial 1968 study found that virtually all of the secondary American
history textbooks (12) included in the study were considered to be
inadequate in regard to whether or not they accurately and positively
portrayed the achievements, accomplishments and contributions of
minorities in America. The results of succeeding studies - where
the focus varied from one study to another and social studies textbooks
used at various school levels were reviewed - tended to support
the conclusion that publishers were attempting, with varying degrees
of success, to print and sell books which accurately and positively
portrayed the history and current state of our pluralistic American
society.

The quality of social studies instructional materials has, over
the intervening years between the earlier study and this study, in
some respects, suffered as publishers responded, sometimes hurriedly,
to the concerns of particular groups (Blacks, Hispanics, Women, American
Indians, etc.) which felt they had been left out of the textbooks or
inaccurately Portrayed. Within the report of reviewers in the 1982-83
study there are comments and suggestions to.the effect that in their
efforts to satisfy,. the concerns of various groups, textbook content
is sometimes organized and presented in a "fragmented, uninteresting
and disjointed manner."

Moreover, while in this study one reviewer (Reviewer #1) concluded
that "all of the textbooks accomplished the minimum standard of
containing pictures of Blacks and describing the most well known Black
Americans," the reviewer and others (8-A, 8-B, 8-C) felt there is a
need for publishers to organize and present the story of Blacks,
Hispanics, Women and other groups in a more integrated manner throughout
the book. Too often, the treatment of Blacks and other minorities
is done in an "add-on" fashion and as isolated units of study.

The reviewers in this study who have particular expertise in
regard to educational soundness (8A and 8B), scholarship (8C) and
readability/writing style (9A and 9B) have described in an excellent,
succinct and detailed manner what the strengths and weaknesses of
the ten textbooks reviewed are in terms of educational soundness and
scholarship.



Finally, it is obvious from what is said by reviewers in this
report and the findings of previous reports that there is no such
thing as a textbook that is satisfactory in all respects. Nor is

it likely that publishers within the forseeable future will develop
materials that will be free of deficiencies. Thus, one can conclude
that there will continue to be a need for inservice education
workshops which will focus on helping school administrators,
curriculum directors and teachers learn to compensate for deficiencies
and limitations in textbooks.

0
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SUGGESTIONS

Publishers

In regard to the,current study, in several instances,
textbooks with more recent copyright date have been released .

by the publishe s whose materials were reviewed and/or newer
materials are n w being prepared. It is hoped that the weaknesses
identified in this study have either been corrected in more\receht
editions or the'findings of this study will be considered when
and as new materials are being prepared.

It is suggested that all publishers of social studies
materials review and study the-specific findings recorded in
this report and make appropriate modifications in their textbooks.

Local School District Administrators, Curriculum Directors, Curriculum
Committees and'Teachers

It is suggeited that individuals in local school districts
who are responsible for selecting and evaluating social studies'
instructional materials should:

- study the details of this report and consider
the findings as they proceed to evaluate and
select.iocial studies instructional materials
within their districts

- if they do not already exist, establish and
implement procedures for selecting audevaluating
social studies materials to determine the degree
to which:

-- they accurately and positively portray
our pluralistic society

-- they foster the concept of\ global inter-
dependence and a world per peetive

-- they are educationally so d, reflect
high quality scholarship an are suttable
in terms of readability for the age/grade
levels designated by the publishers

-- administrators, curriculum directors and
teachers participate in periodic and timely
inservice education workshops which focus on
selecting and evaluating instructional
materials for bias and learning how tQ
compensate for deficiencies

a
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Michigan State Department of Education

It is suggested that the State Board of Education:

- continue to conduct the social studies textbook
random sample study on a biennial basis and to
broadly distribute the report

- expand upon the study (as stated in existing
legislation) to include on a cyclical basis a
review of instructional materials in other
curricular areas, i.e., language arts/reading,
science and fine art, etc. (Appendix H)

- broaden the study to inclUde a category for the
aged

conduct a comprehensive random sample survey of
schools and school districts for the purpose of
obtaining data on:

how many districts have established and
implemented board of education policy and
procedures which are consistent with
Section 1173 of the state law for evaluating
and selecting social studies and other
instructional materials

- prepare and distribute a report of findings and
recommendations on such a study to all school
district superintendents

- conduct periodic and timely inservice education
workshops which focus on selecting and evaluating
instructional materials for bias and learning how'
to compensate for deficiencies for administrators,
curriculum directors and teachers

Michigan State Legislature
ty

It is suggested that adequate funds should be appropriated to
conduct the studies, and to prepare and distribute the reports.
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CAP ON -CODES AND STATE -BOARD or EDUCATION RECOMCNDATIONS

380.1166 CONSTITUTIONS AND GOVERNMENTS; MANDATORY COURSES:
COMMENCEMENT OF INSTRUCTION; EXCEPTION (M.S.A. 15.41166)

Sec. 1166. (1) In all public and nonpublic schools in this state regular
courses of instruction shall be given in the constitution of the United
States, inithe constitution of Michigan, and in the history and present
form of government in the United States, Michigan, and its political sub-
'divisions. Instruction shall begin not later than the opening of the
eighth grade, or its equivalent, except in schools maintaining a junior
high schoolv;i0,which.case it may begin in the ninth grade.

(2) A high school in this state which offers 12 grades shall require a
1-semester course of study of 5 periods per week in civics which shall
include the ford and functions of the federal, state, and local goiernments
and shall stress the rights and responsibilities of citizens. A diploma
shall not be issued by a high school to a pupil who.has not successfully
completed this Course. This requirement shall not be applicable as a
graduation requirement for a high school pupil who has enlisted or beau
inducted into military. service.

380.1168 *CONSUMER ECONOMICS; CURRICULUM GUIDE (M.S.A. 15.41168)

Soc. 1168. The state board shall develop and make available to school
. districts a recommended curriculum guide including recommended materials

for use in schools for teaching consumer economics as a separate course
or as parts of other courses.

380.1173 SOCIAL STUDIES; SELECTION AND SURVEY OF INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS CR.S.A. 15.41173)

Sec. 1173. (1) The appropriate authorities of a public school of the state
shall give special attention and consideration to the degree to which
instructional materials that reflect our society, either past or present,
including social studies textbooks, reflect the pluralistic, multiracial,
and multiethnic nature of our society, past and present. The authorities,
consistent with acceptable academic standards and with due consideration
for the required ingredients of acceptable instructional materials, shall
select instructional materials which accurately and positively portray the
varied roles of men and women in our pluralistic society.

(2) The state board shall make a biennial random survey of instructional
materials in use 111 this to determine the progress made in the attainment

of these objettive3.
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380.1174 CULTURE OF ETHNIC, RELIGIOUS, AND RACIAL MINORITIES:
CONTRIBUTIONS OF WOMEN; GUIDELINES (M.S.A. 15.4474)

Sec. 1174. (1) The state board may develop guidelines for expanding
the existing school curriculum to include materials on the cultures of .

ethnic, religious, and racial minority peoples, and the contributions of
women, as defined by the state board.

(2) Guidelines promulgated pursuant to subsection (1) shall be available
for grades K to <12 in every public or nonpublic schools. The guidelines
shall include:

(a) History and heritage of ethnic, religious, and racial
minorities and-of women and their.cbntributions.

(b) Living conditions, beliefs, and customs of ethnic,
religious and racial minorities and of women ind
their contributions.

(c) Problems and prejudices encountered by ethnic,
religious, racial minorities and by women.

(d) Word meanings and'usage as employed by ethnic,
religious, racial minorities and by women.

(e) Culturally related attitudes and behavior of
ethnic, religious, racial minorities and women.

0
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.7 A State Board Recommendations

1

/

Several documents approved by the State Board of Education address
matters and contain reeommehdations specifically related to social studies
education in Michigan and are available upon request. Included are:

1) The Common Goals ofbistaillAJANSA.t4pp, (1979)

,) The Michigan Essential Skills (1979)

3) DeterminingLCOmmon Coals for Local Schools AP

4) Position Statement on Multicultural Education (19711

5) Guidelines for Providing Integrated Education in

IS1121411ALEWAIL111111 *

6) Guidelines for Global Education (1977)

7) Consumer Economics Education Guidelines (19791

8) Environmental Education qui,elines (0221

9) Michigan Life Role Competencies (1978)
/

10) Bias Review Procedure: 4 Procedure for Detecting and Documenting

Sex Race and Other Biases in Educational Materials

*Copies available in State Library, State Department of Education and Regional
'Educational Media Centers for review purposes only

1 4 0
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Reviewed By

Building

Date
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EAST LANSING PUBLIC SCHOOL
BIAS REVIEW CHECKLIST

TITLE

Publisher

Copyright Date

Gr?ups

Subject
to ias

1. Slur * 2. Stereotypes
a. occupa- b. familial c. person- d. physic. e. social

pational ality charactJ .

role .. Traits appear.

3. Erron. Group Rep.
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Part III Sumipary & Conclusions:
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Part IV Recommendations for Action !!

O Use as is

'Li Redevelop the materials

O Use the materials in ways which
will counteract the bias

1.3 no Not Use Materials

O Other
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EAST LANSING PUBLIC.SCHOOL
BIAS REVIEW CHECKLIST

Reviewed By

Building

Date

TITLE

Publisher

Copyright Date

DEFINITION OF TERMS

I. BIASAny aspect of instructional materials considered within
the larger context in whkU appears, which might reasonably
be assumed, to create or iforce in a student:

1. A prejudice against a group of people.
2. A stereotype of Et group of people.
3. An erroneous representation or non-representation of a

group of people.

II. BIASING ELEMENTS

A. SLURThese are words, statements, modifiers, or innu-
endosin text or illustrationswhich are derogatory, in-
su!ting, or disrespectful to a member of any group.
Exampleuse of the word, "girls", to mean adult women.

B. STEREOTYPEUnjust distinction or differential and un
equal treatment made against one person or group in favor
of another.
a. Occupational roles

Examplefemale secretaries
b. Familial roles

Exampleall fathers are breadwinners
c. Personality traits

Examplefat people are jolly
d. Physical characteristics/appearance

Examplefacial features of a group of people depicted
the same way

e. Social
ExampleSoutherners are Baptists

413

III. ERRONEOUS GROUP REPRESENTATION
A. Under-representationrefers to the absence of a groupwhen the context suggests it should be present, or to the

group being present, but treated as insignificant. Ex-
amples A Home Economics class made up solely forgirls.

B. Segregationrefers to describing in words or Illustration
an artificial separation of one group from another. Ex-
ampleboys and girls shown in separate gym classes.

414
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1V., GROUPS SUBJECT TO BIAS

1. AgeMisrepresents a person. or group based on their age.

2. EconomicSeparates groups on the basis of occupation, earning power, Income, or expectations of future life chances

3. EthnicSubordinates a person or group because of their values, customs and beliefs Which are elements of a common heritage.

4. RacialSubordinates a person or group because of their color.

5. FamilialStibordinates all family structures other than the nuclear family (father, mother and children).

6. HandicappedDiScriminatet against a person or group on the basis of a physical, mental or emotional impairment.

7. ReligiousDiscriminates against a person or group because of their religiou's beliefs or the absence of them.

8. SexSubordinates a person or group because of sex; assighs activities and actions determined and limited on the basis of sex.

415 416
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EVALUATION CRITERIA CHECKLIST
'(Bilingual)

tf4,

Following are questions for consideration in
three main categories: content, format, and
.Aa you will note, some items may be answered
a short written response. If some questions

Title :

Author :

Publisher:
Copyright:
Reviewer :

the material you are evaluating. They are subdivided into
content bias. (See attached list of working definitions).
with a check in the appropriate.box; others will require
do not apply, place an N/A to the left of the questions.

I. CONTENT

1. Goals and objectives compatible with those of bilingual education.

2. Content consistent with bilingual goals.

a. Ethnic groups language and heritage are highlighted.

b. Follow-up activities arc applicable and/or adaptable to bilingual
programs.

3. Stimulates critical thinking.

4. Promotes self-evaluation and formulation of own values.

5. Clarity and conciseness of explanations.

6. Adaptability to varying levels of student ability.
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7. Adaptability to many and varied teaching strategies and modes.

8. Adaptability to other forms of media and follow-up activities.

OVERALL FORMAT RATING

II. CONTENT BIAS

1. Presents more than one viewpoint of issues, events, or problems.

2. Presents minorities rialistically, and does not perpetuate myths.

3. Presents non-stereotypic models, both in:

a. Illustrations.

b. Wording.
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4. Facilitates the positive nature of differences; does not imply the
-inferiority of any culture to another.

5. Includes the contributions, inventions, or,discoveries of minorities.

6. Includes the contributions, inventions, or discoveries of women.

7. Presents minorities in a manner that promotes ethnic pride and a
positive self - image.

'8. Contents are of literary quality (holds interest, variety of
writing styles, non-monotonous).

9. Increases awareness and understanding of different ethnic groups.

10. Qualities of one ethnic group are not stressed to the detriment
of another.'

11. Does pot give the impression that the welfare of one group (or
individual) depends on the generosity of another group (or
individual).

12. Presenting the actions of one ethnic group as less sophisticated,
loss interesting, less challenging than those of another

421
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If "heroes" are presented, they are not limited to traditiondl heroes,
but include men and women identified with non-establishment causes.

A.4. When leaders are discussed, the totality of their views is presented,
and not just their controversial. actions.

15.. In dealing with political questions, the book avoids dialing with the
situation exclusively from the perspective of the dominant culture or
the establishment.

16. The issues of.oppression, exploitation, alienation, domination or
colonization are included.

17. In the relationship of encounters and clashes of cultures, the book
reflects impartiality.

a. It shows who act ily dominates and why.

b. It shows to whose advantage power is used.

c. It shows who benefits and why.

18. The acquisition of another culture is seen not as a replacement but
as simultaneous enculturation.

r

OVERALL BIAS FREE CONTENT RATING

III Please use this space for any general comments about strengths and weaknesses
of the material, and your overall impressions of the material.

423
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GIFTED 6 TALENTED REVIEW CHECKLIST

Title Rev4ewed by

P hlisher Copyright Date

1. The textbook is educationally
sound in that it:

- encourages higher level thinking
skills; application, analysiS,
synthesis, evaluation by
encouraging student inquiry,
decision making, problem solving,
etc.

- contains diversified bibliography.'
Resources for students include
books, audio-visuals, and non-text
sources for more advanced learners;

- suggests for further study a variety
of activities and encourages
students to use the methods of'a
social scientist in their invest-

/igations.

425



MD encourages discussion by the
text format. Open-ended
questions are suggested.

- presents vital issues from
differing viewpoints.

- cites primary sources.

- avoids over-simplification of
complex matters.

- presents the ethical and moral
dimensions of questions.

- includes humor in the text
through satire,-political
cartoons, etc.

2. The teacher's manual provides .

suggesticons to accommodate
varying abilities and learning
styles of the students.

S
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-4 The organic ion of the guid4
makes it, sy for teachers /'o
locate 1 s for advanced/and

' independent learners. ///

- The =hal offers some addit-
ionaYquestions for discussion
which emphasize higher level
thinking Skills.

, .

- The manual includes suggestions
to accommodate A variety of
learning styles; i.e.,
- classroom, management

strategies to facilitate
simultaneous individual and
small group work:-

- suggestions for projects that
may involve written, oral
and/or a final project as
methods of reporting.

%
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- The manual provides a compre-
heneive. bibliography which May
include: student resources,
audio-visual aids, texts,
general teacher resource books,
free and inexpensive material

,

, guides, community resources,
and unusual resources on
specific topics.
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Reviewer L

#

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA CHECKLIST

Educational Soundness

THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SHOULD REFLECT QUALITY
SCHOLARSHIP

- The textbook reflects contemporary research

- The presentations are historically accurate

- The textbook is up-to-date

- The textbook treats controversial issues fairly

THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SHOULD BE EDUCATIONALLY
SOUND

- The textbook is compatible to the age group of
the students for whom it is intended

- The textbook encourages inquiry

- The textbook encourages decisionmaking
s

- The textbook encourages independent study
and investigation

- The textbook encourages group work in its
suggested activities

Title
Publiiher
Copyright
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Evident Somewhat Not

Throuthoui, Evident Evident
1.0 LINGUISTIC PACTORSa
1.1

1.2

1.1
1.4

1.5
1.6

1111,

OM'

2.0 CONCEPTUAL FACTORS
2.1

2.6

2.7..

elmiff.low

3.0 ORGANIZATIONAL FACT
3.1 Units, chapters, table of contents, index present

clear, logical development of subject
3.2 Chapters or instructional segments contain

headings and sub-headings that aid comprehension
of subject

1.1 Inteoductory, definitional, illustrative,
summary paragraphs/sections used as necessary

3.4 Topic sentences of paragraphs clearly identifiable
or easily inferred

3.5 Each chapter/section/unit contains a well-written
summary and/or overview

. TUT BOOK ANALYSIS

TITLE .

PESIISUER,

COPYRIGUI.

tints

Generally appropriate to intended grade level(s)
according to . formula
Linguistic patterns suitable'to moat populations.:
and fit intended level(e)
Vocabulary choOt-nqd control suitable
New vocabulary highlighted, italicised, in
boldface or underlined
New vocabulary, defined in context
New vocabulary defined in margin guides, glossary,
beginning or end of chapter

Conceptual level generally appropriate to
intended grade level(e)
Concepts presented deductively
Concepts presented inductively
Major ideas are bAshlighted, italicized, in
boldface type or underlined
Appropriate assumptions made regarding prior
level of concepts
Sufficient development of new concepts through
examples, illustrations, analogies, redundancy
No evidence of sexual, racial, economic cultural
or political bias

VENNI.
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' TEXT BOOK ANALYSIS

.

6

».0 WRITING STYLE
m.1

4

4.2

4.3

4.4

ems

5.0 LEARNING AIDS
5.1

5.2
.111

'5.3

5.4

6.0 TEACHING AIDS
6.1

6.2
6.3

6.5

Ideas are expressed clearly and di ctly
Word c ice is appropriate
Tone an manner of expression are a pealing to
intended readers
'Mechanics re correct

OMMIINAMPOAMMINII1.11.11,

. .::.

Question/task appropriate to conceptual
development of intended age/grade level(s).
Questions/tasks span levels of reasoning:
literal, interpr ive,,critical, values
clarification, pr lem-solving
Questions/tasks ca be.used as reading guides
Suitable supplementa y readings suggested

Clear, convenient to use
Helpful ideas for conceptual development
Alternative instructional suggestions given
for poor readers, elow'learning students,
advanced students
Contains objectives, management plans, eval- 51'e

uation guidelines, tests of satisfactory qualityk
Supplementary aids available

awl

4.1.1

7.0 BINDING/PRINTING/FORMAT/ILLUSTRATIONS
7.1 Size of book is appropriate

.7.2 Cover, binding and paper are appropriate
7.3 Type-face is appropriate
7.4 Format is appropriate
7.5 Pictures, charts, graphs are appealing
7.60 Illustrations aid comprehension of text

Illustrations are free of sexual, social,
cultural bias

433
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OLUATIVE CRITERIA
4rea Studies)
till areas except Canada)

Av; 1:{7 rt 9.-
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L;

Titles
Publishers_____,."6.

Reviewer:
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Comments_

1. The text should convey to the .

; student cultural and geographical
diversities as well as human
commonalities in a positive way.-

i

.

,

,

. ,

.

_

.
". %

A. Peoples of other cultures are
described without bias or
stereotypical descriptions,
including ones relating to sex
roles, religion customs, etc.

.

.

-

B. History is presented without an
eurocentric Western bias. All
phasic of the area's history are
presented as Important in and of
themselves," not just as they
re ,e to e West. The
colonial period is discussed

, fairly, presenting the negative
as well as positive Impact.

434
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Comments

C. Geography is presented with
- reference to human culture

and to the area's political
and economic concerns. Exotic
but less' humanly relevant

geographical features do not
dominate the material. The
concepts of "continent,"
"country," and "culture" are
differentiated.

.

.

.

_

,

D. Political, social, and economic.
issues are treated honestly. The
effects of the dominant role of
Western powers are analyzed
without deference to Westerni-
zation. Areas of political,
social, and economic conflict
are discussed openly. Peoples
are described with diversity
of social, political, and
economic interests, not as
homogenous citizens of a nation
or area.
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Comments

E. The arts and music are presented
positively, Showing diversity '4r.:

and beauty in the cultural
context

c

F. Commonalities in the human
"experience are'made relevant .

to the reader. There is an
opportunity to draw comparisons
and contrasts in lifestyles and
institutions

, I

.

.

.

II. The textbook should reflect quality
scholarship:

.

.
,.

,

.

,

A. The text reflects contemporary
scholarship, including views
of scholars from the area .

being studied #

_

B. Thefacts-are accurate and
up-to-date and not presented in
misleading ways

. - A
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, .

The charts, maps, and-
illustrations are up -to -date

. .
.

.

D. The terminology used to describe;
other cultures is acceptable
and accurate;, value-laden
negative descriptions are ,avoided

.

.

('

8.

,

Controversial' issues are treated
fairly; diverse viewpoints aie
presented without bias.
Countries not considered
"friends" of the United States,
are given fair treatment

.

.

.
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EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
(Canada)

,

Title

Publisher
Copyright
Reviewer

to
0 oZ

w
,-1

a

4,
o a.lit 4

.

Comments

1. In general, the text makes clear that
Canada is not a duplication or
extension of the United States /

2. If the book treats the settlement of
Quebec, it also refers to the
settlement of the rest of Canada

3. The book Makes clear that Canada is
a bicultural "society:

a. Canada has two official
languages--English and French

b. InstitUtions differ in Quebec
and the other provinces

4. Canada has been a refuge for Americans:

a. Loyalists in the Revolution
.

b. Slaves from the South
-

c. Draft reststers

43b
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S. The book describes migration of
Canadians to the U.S.:

.

P
,

a. Quebeckers to New England

b. Acadians (Cajuns) to Louisiana

c. Second largest source of immigrants
to U.S. during much of the 20th
century

6. If the book mentions the burning of
Washington in the War of 1812 it .

describes it as retaliation for
Americans burning of York (Toronto)

7. Modern maps of Canada identify the
provinces and territories of Canada

8. If the book discusses modern American
foreign trade, it describes the major
two-way commerce between the U.S.
and Canada. (Canada is the best U.S.
customer and vice versa)
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9. If the book deals with Ametrican
diplomacy, it acknowledges the
unique relationship of the U.S.
and Canada:

a. Peaceful settlement of problems

b. Long, undefended border

c. Mutual defense program

d. Easy movement of citizens across
borders -

e. Cooperative ventures such as
IJC and AutoPact

f. Existence of serious problems:

(1) fishing rights

(2) acid rain

(3) cross-national investments

10. Canada has been a special friend:

a. Increase of oil sales during Arab
embargo

6.

b. Help in escape of Americans from
Iran
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._4 PROFILE OF TEACHER EVALUATORS

During the Winter, 1081 semester at The University
. of Michigan- earborn, Professor Grace Kachaturoff con-
ducted a aduate level COWS() in education entitled

° Educatio H-500: Ethnic Diversity and Education. This
course clastified as 't "core" course and is required
of allr aster of Arts in Education degree program stu-
dents a though s few of the students were post-degree
students, .

Twenty-nine students were enrolled in the course;
four of the students were full-time students, and the
remainder were part-time students.

Seventeen of the students held elementary certi-,
notion, six held secondary certification, four were
certified in both areas, and two were not certified
teachers.

Three students were employed in pre-school settings,
five ln grades K-3, five in grades 4-6, four in grades
7-9, and in grades 10-12, and four were substitute
teachers in grades K-9. Five of the students were on
sabbatical or personal leaves, and therefore, not
currently teaching. Two of the students were working
on certification full time.

The majority of students, fourteen, worked in sub-
Airban schools, seven in inner city schools, and one
,in4 rural school. 'Eight students-were employed in
prilate schools, six of these individuals were teaching
in parochial schools. The school districts represented
were Brig ton, Dearborn, Detroit, Lincoln Park, Livonia,
Novi, Southgate, Walled Lake, and Westwood. The stu-
dent's certification dates.ranged from 1953 to 1979,
with the mean date being 1972 and the median date 1975.
The average number of years of teaching experience was
six, with a range of one to eighteen'years.

Twenty-seven of the students were female, and two
, were male. The majority of the students were in the
' 26-30 age range, with four being within the 20-25 years

of age and four clatsified is the 41 years of age 41,r
older group. The class did represent a fairly wide
cross-section of teachers from the Detroit Metropolltan

-419- 442
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area.

The major topics in the course outline included an
introduction to cultural pluralism and temporary schools;
historical, political, social and psychological back-
ground of cultural pluralism;.and appropriate curriculum
for enhancing the concept of cultural pluralism. Guest
.speakers were invited to share their expertise and experiences
with the students in various related areas of concern:

A, a. John M. Chapman
Social Studies Specialist
Michigan Department of Education
"Overview of Michigan Textbook Study" and
"The Black Experience in U.S. History Textbooks"

b. Marylee Crofts Wiley
.African Studies Center

\ Michigan State University
"Treatment of InternationalArea Studies in
Textbooks"

c. Roslynn McCoy
.Wayne-Westland PublC"-Sg:ols
"Treatment. of American Indians in Textbooks"

d. JoAnne S. Wolff.
Sex Equity Specialist
Michigan Department of-Education'
"Sex Equity and Textbooks"

.e. Jaime de la Isla
Bi-Lingual Education
Detroit Public Schools
"Treatment of Hispanics in Textbooks"

f. Barbara Aswad
Anthropologist
Wayne State University
"Treatment of the Middle East and the
Arabic Peoples in Textbooks"

The following textbooks as well as other reading
materials were assigned to the students:

-420-
443
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Klassen, Frank H. and Goilnick, Donna M. (Editors)
Pluralism and the American Teacher: Issues and
Case studies. Ethnic ReritageCenter for
Teacher tducation of the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1977.

Simms, Richard L. and Contreras, Gloria. (Editors)
Racism 0 Sexism. NCSS Bulletin 61, 1980:

Patton; William E. (Editor) Improving the Use of
Social Studies Textbooks. NCSglulletin 60,
1980.

The major class. assignment involved dividing the
class into groups of three (except for one group of two
individuals) to review fhe eighth grade level United
States history textbooks selected by the Michigan Depart-
ment of Education as a part of the biennial textbook
study. Each group examined, analyzed, and wrote a review
for the assigned textbook. This marked the first time
that the Michigan Department of Education and a group of
teachers have worked together to evaluate.textbooks for
the-textbook study.

The class sessions provided a substantial amount of
information and resources, insights, and techniques to
complete the major assignment. The students were involved
in analyzing textbooks for distortions, omissions, biases,
stereotypes and educational soundness.

The experience, from the viewpoint of the teachers
involved, was highly successful. They reported an increase
in the ability to recognize bias in a variety of forms,
many quite subtle. They, furthermore, reported that the
experience sharpened their awareness for the need of
historical accuracy. The students were also aware of the
need to be able to select supplementary instructional.
-materials to compensate for the biases, stereotypes and
omissions existing in moet textbooks. They felt it was
important to invovle their own students in identifying
and correcting biases and other deficiencies found in
textbooks currently in use in their own classrooms. Of
equal importance was the recognition of the extensive

-421-
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process involved in textbook evaluation and selection,
and the need for awareness and training for the task.
They also mentioned that, as a result of the course, they
appreciated more than they would have otherwise the need
for teachers to be involved in inservice education or
activities which focus on the development of skills
needed to effectively evaluate textbooks for bias and
compensate for deficiencies.

The involvement between the Michigan Department of
Education and the class was unique. It was certainly
a profitable one for the students and would undoubtedly
be so for the students of the teachers involved..

-422-
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Teresa A. Walsh
Grace Kachaturoff
Division of Education
University of Michigan-

Dearborn
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The Michigan State Board of Education is obligated by law to make
a biennial random survey of instructional materials in use in this
state to determine the degree to which such materials reflect our
pluralistic society (see attached excerpt from the General School
Laws). Plans are being made to condiiit a survey of selected
social studies materials used at the seventh and eighth grade level.

A primary sample of 24 schools plus an alternate sample of equal
size has bean selected in a stratified systematic manner to
reflect the various geographic areas as well as community types
(urban, fringes, suburban, and rural) in Michigan. Your. school is
included in the sample.

I would appreciate receiving from you, at your earliest convenience,
a listing of the social studies textbooks used at the seventh and
eighth grade levels. (A blank form and envelope has been enclosed
for this purpose.) Based on the information received from those schools
included in the survey, a yet to be determined number of textbooks
will be examined by an outside panel of reviewers, and a written
report will be prepared and released to the public in early 1982.

Thank you for your assistance and cooperation in this matter.

enclosure

cc: Teressa Staten

Sincerely,
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John M. Chapman, Ph.D.
Social Studies Specialist
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Social Studies Textbooks Used at the Seventh and. Eighth Grade
Levels:

Title:

Publisher:

Copyright Date:
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TO: Publishers' of Instructional Mate ials Included in the
1980-81 Michigan Social Studies Tôtbook Study

FROM: Dr. John M. Chapmairticial Studies Spedialist

SUBJECT: Request for Materials/January 16, 1981 Meeting.

In regard to the 1980-81 Michigan SoCial Studies Textbook Study,
the Department Social Studies-Textbook.Study Steering Committee
recommended to increase the numbet of categories to review and the
number of reviewers. Thus, I would appreciate receiving twe
four rather than twelve. copies of your most recently publisl

. grade eight American history textbook and accompanying teachers'
manual.

I would appreciate receiving the materials not later than January 15.
I am aware that your most recent publication may be somewhat dated;
however, our survey indicates that material curre tly-being used in
schools have copyr.ght dates which extend from 195j5 through 1980.

It is intended that the results of our study will provide information
which can be utilized by publishers in future planning and develop-

\mont of impr.ved instructional materials; and which can be used by
the Michigan apartment of Education staff and appropriate others
within the sta e to provide inservice education activities designed to
help teachers and school officials evaluate and select instructional
materials which adequately and positively portray our pluralistic
society.
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A second meeting has been scheduled for January 16 to provide
instructions and materials to reviewers. I am extending an invitation
to publishers of instructional materials being reviewed to attend the
final portion of that meeting for the purpose of providing Written.
or oral comments on what their companies have attempted to do to
strengthen their materials in that they accurately and positively
represent the various elements of our society.

Finally, I have enclosed a copy of the 197844 Social Studies Text-
book Study. Please note that, in general, the 1980-81 study will be
of a similar format. (enclosure being sent to salesperson)

I look forward to word from you in regard to this matter and wish
to express my appreciation for your support and cooperation. Please
call my secretary eson at 517-373-1484) or myself if you
have questions.

enclosure

cc: Teressa Staten
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Guidelines for Reviewers: 1980-81 Social
Studies and Other Instructional Materials Study

1. Categories Being Reviewed

(a) Blacks (f) Gifted and Talented
(b) American Indians (g) Handicapped
(e) Sex Bias (h) Scholarship/Educational
(d) Hiapanics Soundness
(e) Bilingual (i) History

(j) Readibility/Writing Style

Other Areas of the World

. (k) Africa
(1) Eastern Europe and Russia
(m) Middle East
(n) Asia
(p) Latin America
(p) Canada

2. Narrative Review Reports

- The length of. the reviews is very important. It would not be
fair for some bopks to receive reviews either very much longer
or very much.briefer than others in the report. Thus, each
review should be not morethan two single-spaced typewritten
pages in length. The only exceptions will be where there has
been an explicit agreement between reviewers for a particular
"category" ahld myself.(JMC).

- Ten "camera-ready" narrative reports should be submitted directly
to my ofifice not later than April 30, 1981.

- Each of the ten programa you review should be reviewed separately.
Do not combine your reviews of the four programs into one. Do
not make comparative aud/olir contrasting analyses between the
program. .
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- Style of review - other than the length restriction, you are
free to develop the review in a way you feel is appropriate.
It is our intention to print what you submit in the final
report, by and large, exactly as it is submitted to us. For
this reason, please proofread your work and, if necensary, have
a colleague review the materials before it is submitted to us.

3. Evaluative Criteria Checklists

Evaluative criteria checklists are being given to you. Complete
one set Of criteria for each textbook and attach it to the
appropriate narrative report. You.should make it a point to
include in the comments section specific 'instancee of situations
that you feel need highlighting and which support the views
expressed in your narrative reports. The checklists being
submitted should be typed and camera-ready.

4. Summar of Findin s and Recommendations

You are expected to complete and submit a camera-read; m=egal
single-space typed sumkary of your findings and recommendations.
This should be similar ii style and format to pages 88-89,
Volume I of the 1978-79 Michigan Social Studies Textbook Review;
and, will refer to your overall thoughts in regard to all programs
reviewed. This summary will be general in nature.

5. Section 1173 o he Michigan School Code of 1976, A Policy and
Position tem t,on M4lticultural Education and Global Education
Guidelines

Unlike some states such as Texas, California, North Carolina and
Florida, Michigan does not have a state mandated textbook adoption
Law. Rather, choice of curriculum an8 textbook selection is a
local school district responsibility. However, the basis for
selecting and evaluating instructional materials to insure that they
accurately and positively portray the pluralistic interdependent
nature of our global society is found in:

-428- 451



(a) Section 1173 of the Michigan School Code of 1976;

(b) A Policy and Position Statement on Multicultural
Educaiion;'and,

(c) Michigan Global Education Guidelines. (all enclosed)

Imp

6. Materials to Review

Copyright DatePublisher

(a) American History for Ginn and Company 1977
Today

(b) America, Its People °Harcourt, Brace and 1979
and Its Values Jovanovich

(.c) We the People D.C. Heath 1977

(d) The American Way Holt, Rinehart and 1979
Winston

(e) This is America's Story Houghton-Mifflin Company 1981
(delayed until mid-Febrgary)

(f) Two Centuries of Progress Laidlaw Brothers 1977

(g) The Free and the Brave Rand, McNally and Company 1980

(h) American Adventure Scholastic Inc. 1977
Series

(i) America, America Scott, Foresman 1977

(I) Let Freedom RinK Silver Burdette 1977

Please package your reviews in the sequence listed ahovy and number
your pages in pencil on the reverse side.
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7. Assomplayins_MAIgriald and Related Matters"

thorough examination of the student textbook should give you the
overall tone of what tne book is about. Feel free to critique the
accompanying materials, i.e. teacher's guide, skills materials, et )

cetera. \-

Please note that the design for.this year's study does not include
a request for the reviewer to assign a rating td, the books under'
scrutiny, i.e., excellent, good, average, poor, Very poor.

A commentary on each category being reviewed will be prepared by
the respective Department Steering Committee members. L_

Eicher the Rationale statements in Volume I of the 1978-79 Study
will e used orones similar in nature. These w 11 be writven- ti..

by ste ring committee membifrs. (The Rationale m y be folded into
the.c6m entary statements:) .

However, f you feel that the book deserves a rating of some sort,
please fee free to indicate it. IQ such instances, you should
definitely include on your criteria listing ev dence for your

E general c ents.

Al:., n this reg.rd there is often a genera tendency for reviews
be extremely negativi or excessively co imentary in nature.

ere appropriate, please include positive omments. .

8. -9-7-8..-79 Michigan Social Studies Textbook Situdx

A special presentation will be made at the Michigan Council for
the Social Studies Conference on Februa 26,1 1981. A general
overview of the 1978-79 Study.(Findings, and, gecommendations) will
be made and representatives of the four publishers- will be "yen 44
an opportunity to respond..

Individuals who served as reviewers for the 1978-79 Study and
those serving as reviewers for the 1980-81 Study are welcome to
attend. Pre-conference registration is required.

-4 30-
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APPENDIX G

'A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TEXTBOOK EVALUATION

0

today, there is a growing concern about textbooks. There is
an attempt to eliminate sexism, racism.a9d other anti=human biases
from learning materials. Certainly, students must be provided with
an honest and unbiased account of our historical beginnings and
an open, impartial, an4 complete presentation of contemporary
problems and issues. Students must become aware of the strengths
of a pluralistic society; only then can people of diverse origins
and conditions co-exist with cultural and human integrity in our
society and world tommunity.

The teacher/6 the key factor in determining which instructional
. 0

materials are to be ueed.and how they are to be used A perceptive
teacher will find many opportunities to help studenti develop an
understanding and an appreciatidn of the diversity in our society and
the world community. Teachers should become acquainted with the'
procers of review which will aidthem in evaluating, selecting, and/or
modifying learning materials in order to present a more honest, unbiased,
and accurate story of humankind. .

Teachers who are concerned about the quality of textbooks which
they are using or selecting can secure a number of publications which
help them determine the degree to which the learning materials are
neglecting or distorting the nature and problems of minority groups.
Also publications dealing with how to correct biased and stereotypical
learning materials are available.

1. COUNCIL ON INTERRACIAL BOOKS FOR CHILDREN, INC.

The Council on Interracial Books for Children, Inc. has published
two titles which present excellent guidelines to evaluate learning'
materials for possible bias, neglect,,and distortions. One of the
basic purposes of the Council is to promote the concept of cultural
pluraliim. In stressing this purpose vital to the health and survival
of a deiocratic society, the Council supports programs which aid
educators and parents in the evaluation and selection of learning
materials which are "free of sexist, racist, ageist, or handicapist
bias."
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A. BOOKS

4

1) Guidelines for Selectin4 Bias-Free Textbook/; and Storybooks

This publication includes an article "anti ed "Bias in
Children's Storybooks" which emphasizes the need for
children's literature to promote consciotisly human values
that will lead to greater.human liberation and the
concept of cultural Wralism.. A story book rating
instrument is also provided for evalwiting new books or
for re-evaluating old ibooks.

Anotherarticle presents, in a very concise and straight-
forward anner, "Ten Quick Ways 0' Analyze Children's Books
for Sex m and Racism." An educator, who has never been
involved in heevaluation of learning materials and
storybooks, will find the ten guidelineka
introductory aid in developing 4,4ixeeenrilor-evaluating
learning materials. Bias, sexism, and racism are considered
as well as handicapism and ageism. A number of checklists.
for evaluation of learning materials for dictionaries,
math textbooks, bilingual textbooks,' history textbooks, and
other areas of concern are included.

2) Stereotypes, Distortions and Omissions in U.S. History
. Textbooks

This publiCat On can be very useful and beneficial in
helping teachers gain insights in textbook evaluation- -
providing illustrations of racist and sexist stereotypes,
-dis rtions, and nmissions; suggesting alternative ways of
v winging past and present events; valuation checklists;

d an extensive bib iography for further research and
study.

3) Minorities n T tbooks: A Study of Their Treatment in
Social Studies Texts by Michael B. Kane

This book discusses the treatment of Jews and minorities

under Nazism,as well as, Black Americans and other minorities
in America. Even though the book was copyrighted in 1970,
it is still valuable for developing understandings and
insights relative to social studies textbooks evaluation
and selection.

t

-4 12-
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B. FILMSTRIPS

1) Identifying Sexism and Racism in Children's Books

2) "Winning "Justice For All"

3) The Secret of Goodasme
.

4) An Equal

5) neADrairettiitatin

6) From Racism To Pluralism

7) Understanding Institutional Racism

8) Unlearning "Indian" Stereotypes

9) Unlearning Asian American Stereotypes

C. PAMPHLETS

1) 10 Quick Ways to Analyze Children's Books for Racism
and Sexism

2) Test Your Textbooks

3) Little Black Sambo: A Closer Look

4) Two History Texts: A Study in Contrast

5) 21sashLaRacismintInue

The Council on Interracial Books for Children also publishes a
BULLETIN (Interracial Books for Children Bulletin) which regularly
repests on the content value of children's books. The BULLETIN is
issued eight times a year and subscriptions may be ordered through
the Council. Specific teaching strategies and techniques to correct
racist and sexist stereotypes and articles on controversies and
activities about discrimination and education are generally included
in each issue.

Council on Interracial Books for Children
Racism/Sexism Resource Center for Educators

1841 Broadway
New York, New York 10023

ti i3
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2. MICHICAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

The Michigan Department of Education has conducted social
studies textbook studies since 1968 to determine the Degree to
which instructional materials reflect the plgalistic, multiracial, _.

and multiethnic nature of our Society, pase00 present. The
results of each study have been published and distributed.

a. A Report on the Treatment of Minorities in American
History Textbooks July, 1968

O

b. A Second Report on the Treatment of Minorities in
American Histor Textbooks April, 1971

c. Early Elementary, Level Social Studies Textbooks: A
Ripon Sn Reeds td Their Treatment of Minorities
January, 1972

d. A Study of Elementary and Secondary Social Studies
Textbooks: Part I: The Textbook Report 1973

e. A Study of Elementary and Secondary Social Studies
Textbooks: Part II: The Textbook Reviews 1973

f. 1974 Michigan Social Studies Textbook Study 1974

g. 1976 Michigan Social Studies Textbook Study: A Study
of Senior High School Government Textbooks 197&

h. 1977 Michigan Sodial Studies Stud : A Stud of
Secondary American History Textbooks 1977

i. 1978-79 Michigan Social Studies Textbook Study.
Volume I and II., 1980 (Elementary Social Studies
Textbooks)

3. AREA STUDIES

a. The Asia Society Education Program
112 East 64th Street
New York, New York 10021

b. The African American Institute
833 United Nations Plaza
Ney York, New York 10017

c. Middle East Studies Association of North
America, Inc.

Headquarters and Secretariat
New York University
Hagop Kevorkian Center for Near Easter's Studies
50 Washington Square South
New York, New York 10003

-434-
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4. EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)

Another excellent and valuable source for information is the
Educational Resource! Information Center (ERIC). The following
descriptors ought to be checked by individuals and committees who
wish information in evaluating and selecting textbooks:

Textbook Bias
Textbook Content
Textbook Evaluatiqn

Textbook Preparation
Textbook Publication

Textbook Research
Textbooks

Textbook Selection
Textbook Standards

5. NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES

The National Council for the Social Studies is the professional
association of social studies educators and scholars at the elementary,
secondary, community college, and university level. The National
Council for the Social Studies, in its various publications, has
fosuced on social studies textbooks--selection and evaluation. Biblio-
graphies are available which will prove helpful to those interested in

asuch articles. The publications are available through the National
Council for the Social Studies and include those published within
the last ten years.

National Council for the Social Studies
3615 Wisconsin, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20016

6. EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS INFORMATION EXCHANGE
INSTITUTE (EPIE)

The Educational Products Information Exchange Institute (EPIE)
is still another source for information about textbooks. Reports
are issued from the Institute and a number of titles are 4irectly
concerned with textbook evaluation and selection.

Analyses of Materials for Developers of Intstructional
Materials EPIE Report Number 85m

Criteria for Reviewing Educational Products
Product I: NIE Products on Instructional Materials
Selection EPIE Report Number 80

Selector's Guide for Elementary School Social Studies
Program EPIE Report Number 84m

P.O. BOX 620
Stony Brook, New York 11790

-4 35-
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7. 'MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES

In 1975 the National Education Association published a pamphlet
entitled, "Checklist for Selecting and Evaluating U.S. Education
Textbooks."

The Anti-Defamation League of.Binai B'rith publiihed
Lloyd Marcus' The Treatment of Minorities in Secondary School
Textbooks (1970).

Taking Sexism Out of Education: The National Project on Women
in Education is a publication of the United States Departthent of
Health, Education and Welfare. This publication not only assesses
current practices in sex role stereotyping but also suggests many
plans for change.

Grace Kachaturoff
Division of Education
University of Michigan-
Deatborn.

-436-
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1984-85

Sociil Studies
(Senior High

School)

Reading
(Elemeniary
School)

APPENDIX H

Suggested Schedule and Scope for Future

Instructional Materials Review ss

1986-87

Social Studies
(Elementary
School)

1968

1971

1972

1973

1974

1973

1976'

1977

1978-79

1982-83

Science
(Senior High

School)

1988-89

Social Studies
(Middle School)

Mathematics
(Middle School)

Previous Studies

1990-91

Social Studies
(Senior High

School)

Language Arts
(Senior High.

School)

Twelve High School History Textbooks

Twelve High School History Textbooks

Eight Social Studies Textbooks (Elementary)

Twenty -Five Social Studie- Textbooks
(Elementary, Junior High and Secondary)

Eighteen Social Studies.
(Elementary and, Secondary

Ten Civics Textbooks (Junior High)

Twelve American Government (Secondary)

'Four United States History Textbooks
(Secondary - 4 that were in the original
1968 Study)

Six Social Studies Textbooks (Elementary)

Ten United States History Textbooks
(Eighth Grade)

-437-
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APPENDIX I

1982-83 SOCIAL STUDIES PLEXTBOOK REVIEW

STEERING COMMITTEE

John Chapman Nancy Mincemoyer
Chairperson Instructional Specialist
Instructional Specialist Program
Program

Antonio Flores
Hispanic - Education

Claudette Nelson
Students Support Program

Laurencio Pena
Lester Gemmill Bilingual Education Program
Indian Education Coordinator

Gloria Gordon
Office of School and

Community Affairs

Jo Jacobs
Sex Equity

Kevin Magin
Special Education Services

-439-

Nancy Wing
Office of School and

Community Affairs

JoAnne Wolff
Sex Equity
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APPENDIX J

1982-83 MICHIGAN SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOK REVIEW.

Area of Review

Blacks

Ms. Rossi R. Taylor
Lansing Schools

Hispanics

Dr. Juan Garcia
University of Michigan-Flint

American Indians

Ms. Betty Ccmas
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Handicapped

Ms. Pam Wilson
Lansing, Michigan

Women

Ms. Alice Foote
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Bilingual

Ms. Elba Berlin
Hamtramck Si:hools

Gifted and Talented

Mr. John E. Markiewicz
Livonia Schools

Reading

Dr. Lois A. Bader
Michigan State University

Ms. Marilyn Washington
Lansing

Assisted by:

Mr. Turrell Henkelman
Michigan State University

Ms. Joan Newman
Michigan State University

Ms. Kathleen Roth
Michigan State University

Educational Soundness

Dr. Grace Kachaturoff
University of Michigan-Dearborn

Dr. Jean Fair
Professor Emeritus
Wayne State University

-440-
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'History (Scholarship)

Dr.. wrenceltakestraw
Michi an Technological University

Area Studies

Africa Ms. Marylee Wiley
Michigan State University

Canada Dr. Victor Howard
Michigan State University

and

Dr. Macel Ezell
Michigan State University,

Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union *-- Mr. Robert Donnorummo

University of Pittsburgh

Latin
America Mr. Alan Adelman

University of Pittsburgh

Middle
East Ms. Sheila Scoville

'University of Arizona

Asia Dr. David Grossman
Stanford Univeksity

and

Mr. Michael Chang
Stanford University

Mr. Robert Huey
Stanford University

Mr. Steve Thorpe
Stanford University

Ms. Tuckie Yirchott
Stanford University

-441-
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APPENDIX)

1982-83 MICHIGAN SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOK REVIEW

Teacher Reviewers

. (University of Michigan-Dearborn)

Mary Ann Arendt
Detroit, Michigan

Sheryl Armour
Dearborn, Michigan

Marion H. Boyett
Inkiter, Michigan

Marjorie Bundy
Livonia, Mich).gan

Deborah Carlson
Dearborn, Michigan

Betsy Crawford
Dearborn, Michigan

Claudia Doughty
Allen Park, Michigan

Donna Doyle
Allen Park, Michigan

Daniel Edwards
Berkley, Michigan

Janet Edwards_
Berkley, Michigan

Jeanette Fleming
Taylor, Michigan

Barbara Hecmanczuk
Garden City, Michigan

Christy Hogan
Farmington Hills, Michigan

Kathleen Klaus
Westland, Michigan

Robert Ku...)s
Livonia, Michigan

Diane Beauchamp Laird,
Warren, Michigan

Debra Lynn
'Detroit, Michigan

Sharon cComb
Garden City, Michigan

Mary Joan,McElwee
Red 'ord, Michigan

G nda Mickle
F rmington Hills, Michigan

Paula M. Miklaski
Detroit, Michigan

Maggie Moore
Pinckney, Michigan

Mary Nicholls
Allen Park, Michigan

Dorothy Revak
Lincoln Park, Michigan

Shirley Richardson
River Rouge, Michigan

Elaine Sheaffer
Dearborn, Michigan

Judy Smith
Detroit, Michigan

Patricia Steventon
Royal Oak, Michigan

Teresa Walsh
Dearborn Heights, Michigan
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Published by

The Michigan State Board of Education
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11$0100AN STATE NANO OF IOUCAVON

STATIMlif OF 111$1811.10E OF COONiUMICE WIN PEDIRM LAW

Toe Michigan State Board of Education complies with ail Federal laws
and regulations Oreitibiling discrimination and with all requirements and
.regadebens of the U.S. Deparenent of Education. It is the policy of the
bliettigan Owe Beard of Education that no person on the basis of mice.
;color. religion. Miens/ engin or ancesby. age, gm marital status or
'ventilate shad be diserbrilnatod splin t. excluded from participation in.
denied the benefits of or otherwise be subbocted to discrimination in any
Program otiosity for which it Is responsible or for which It receives.
financial emblem from the U.S. Osparbrent of Education.
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